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welcome
Seeking better sound

might mean looking for
better quality source material — or it might mean making the
best of what we have. We all know, or at least assume, that the
16- bit, 44.1kHz sampling of the CD format imposes aceiling on
its sonic capabilities, and that apoint will come where it just
can't be made to get any better. But somehow, players and other
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fairly

If we look towards the new high- resolution audio software,
the Sony/Philips Super Audio CD format has arguably got there
convincing catalogue of audiophile-quality releases — despite the fact

that the major record companies (including Sony Music Entertainment) all pledged at least
some support for DVD-Audio. Universal Music Group, the biggest of all, tipped the balance
last year by starting to release SACDs. EMI has kept afoot in both camps by putting out Pink
Floyd's The Dark Side Of The Moon 30th anniversary edition as amulti-channel SACD [ see
'Views', page 81], while promising the Beach Boys on DVD-A. (At press time, EMI was still
unable to confirm arelease date for aDVD-A DSOTM.) Now Universal has announced a
programme of DVD-A releases to begin later this year. Does this mean another change of
direction? According to Universal: ` SACD is UMG's preferred format and is well positioned to
become astandard for the industry. UMG anticipates that
over the next year significantly more SACDs will be
released than DVD-As. UMG also believes there's
substantial potential for DVD-A, but the marketplace will
determine the success of either format. UMG is moving
forward with formats that protect artist's rights in any

Senior Contributing Editor
Ken Kessler

New subscriptions

components do just go on getting something more out of the
same old 16 bits.

020 8532 3628

liefi News magazine imorporates. Stereo, Tope & rope
Recorders, Audio News, Record News, Audio Record
Review, The Gramophone Record, Which CD? and Music
Business. HiFi News is amember of the Audit Bureau of

retro

physical format that makes commercial sense.'
All of this confusion might just refresh your desire to
make the very best of the CD collection you already have.
And paradoxically, the newer developments in digital
audio have spurred on continuing improvements in CD
player performance. In this issue Andrew Harrison reviews
the Arcam CD33T [ page 28]; acompletely new design, yet
one that builds on the success of the earlier top-of-therange FM) model. Also, Paul Miller investigates the new
Talk Thunder 3.1B [ page 54].
Making the best of what we have has always been
rewarding with vinyl — and we still don't know where the
ceiling for that might be. Take alook at our conclusion
[page 47] on the Origin Live Linn mod, and also our short
feature [ page 741 on the revival of half- speed mastering.
Iwas always told, incidentally, that the first cutting
engineers to use half- speed mastering were not in fact the
audiophile specialists of the 1970s, but were the men at
Decca adecade and more earlier. Faced with old FFRR
cutter heads tnat only really worked up to around i2kHz,
and an imperative to cut ' 2oHz—zokHz' hi-fi records, they
were simply forced to run the tape and cutting lathe at
half speed. I've really no idea whether this really accounts
for any of that magic that we can still find in those old
Decca grooves today, but anything's possible...
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Only three products tested,
as usual in those days, but for
August 1973 these were three
classic reviews. BJWebb told
how Shure had improved the
Ift5/11 cartridge to make it into
an all-time great, while John
Crabbe explained exactly why
the triptych- baffled Acoustic
Research LST loudspeaker
sounded the way it did. Last
(and admittedly least) Donald
Aldous and Peter Cox on why
the Dual 1229 was the one
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the magazine? Great music

Steve Harris
EDITOR

coverage, from Bernstein's
symphonies to apotted history
of rock, which revealed that a
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golden age had already ended.
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what's happening in the world of hi-fi

Jamo's digital- amplifier AV setup
Europe's largest speaker manufacturer releases an intriguing slimline digital- amp AV receiver
Home theatre packages comprising

295mm (hwd) box by thanks to the

SACD), the DVR5o has acouple of

unit costs £400, and the speakers

receiver, satellites and subwoofer

use of Class Ddigital amplification

innnovative features: as well as

an extra £ 200. More speaker

are nothing new but this attractive

— doing away with the need for the

playing MP3 audio, it can display

options will be available in the

system from Jamo should still turn a

large heat sinks and toroidal

JPEG images transferred from a

autumn and optional speaker

few heads. Styled by Danish

transformers associated with

digital camera. Interestingly, it also

stands are £8o per pair.

designers Smedegaard and Weiss

analogue amps. Although this isn't a

offers playback of DivX video, which

Jamo, 01788 573100

[below], the DVR5o crams its five

first in itself (B&O has used digital

uses the MPEG-4 compressed video

www.lamo.co.uk

5oW amplifier channels into an

amps in its lifestyle products),

format. The unit also features a3o-

uncluttered, slimline 70 x430 x

Jamo's amplifier was developed in

preset RDS radio tuner, fast search

conjunction with Danish company

facilities and aparental lock. The

Toccata Technology (now part of US

system comes with a5.1 speaker

giant Texas Instruments), which

system, the A3o5 PDD. This includes

helped develop the ground- breaking

five identical satellites (180 x88 x

Tact Millennium digital amp.

I

48mm) and a70W active sub. The

Along with alarge range of

111

A3o5 sats use 19mm Mylar

surround processing options (Dolby

tweeters and a5omm

Digital and DTS included) and disc -

Neomydium-magnet

playing abilities (but not DVD-A and

bass driver. The base

USB phono and Vice Versa

'Slim digital

Terratec has two new products of

cables, beyond which errors

Panasonic has launched three new

interest to the hi-fi world. First is a

tend to appear.

digital AV receivers, priced from

converter, the Vice Versa, which

The unit uses gold-plated

£250-£40o. The SA-X1215 offers 5x

TERRATEC -

connects digital optical ports to

terminals on the coaxial

digital coaxial connections — and

terminals and can be powered

vice versa. This ingenious little

via aPC's USB port. It can also

black box can serve as either a

work with an AC adaptor (not

bi-directional converter or asignal

supplied). The Vice Versa costs £ 5o.

splitter (when asignal is input into

Terratec's other product is aUSB

50W; the SAXR25 and the SA-XR45
Digità1 Convert ,

Ora VIRSA

handles Dolby Digital and DTS; the
'25 adds DTS-ES and 5.1 input; the
of material to digital formats.
Costing £90, the unit is shielded

one end it's available at both

version of the company's Phono

against interference and includes a

outputs. It can also be used to

PreAmp Studio. The unit, barely the

software tool for removing

bridge large distances,
effectively extending the
limited range (4-5m) of
normal digital audio

size of apack of cards,

..,1
-

Terratec, on8 982 1612,

PC, allowing transfer

www.terratec.net

BM adds Nautilus
800 subwoofers

X- Can revisited
Musical Fidelity's X- Can headphone amplifier has been
71F

B&W has added two

1

«MN>

subs to its already

e

7

extensive catalogue of

•

r)

:

In UN

bass bins. The 3oomm-

-

[pictured] are based on

Mini NAD

the same curved, braced

This attractive little two-piece bangs

cabinet design and use

out 45W/channel for DVD-V, VCD,

the same l000W

CD, CD- R, CD-RW, and MP- 3discs.

375mm ASW 85o

amplifier as the ASW CDM
[reviewed on p581. Designed for slam and subtlety,

Panasonic UK, 0870 357357
www.panasonic.co.uk

from recordings.

line- level outputs to a

coned ASW 800 and the

'45 has all the bells and whistles.

unwanted background artefacts

connects m- m phono and

.

both 6xlooW. The basic model

around for nearly jo years now. Designed to be neutral
and dynamic, the latest V3 version retails for £ 250. Its
claimed that the V3's circuit topology is nearly identical
to that of the Tri Vista SACD player, except that this
uses ECC88 valves instead of the mil- spec 5703.
Musical Fidelity,

020

8900 2866

www.musicalfidelity.co.uk

Costing £ 800, its midi- size is
claimed to belie impressive abiliy.

these substantial subs cost £ 1700 and £ 2000 .

Lenbrook UK, 01908 319360

B&W, 01903 221500 www.bwspeakers.com

www.nadelectronics.com
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Ruark Vita revitalised
Ruark's original fisoo Vita loo
subwoofer/satellite system was
released in 1999, but the
recently- announced update, the
Vita 120 system, is said to be a
substantial upgrade.
The new name is derived from
the choice of a12oW amplifier for

Music First pre-amp
Aclaimed 3ookHz bandwidth, along
with six inputs (four unbalanced,
two balanced), make this Music

the active subwoofer, and

First Audio Passive Magnetic Pre-

improvements to the satellite

amp areal connoisseur's box. All

speakers' crossovers and drive

internal connections use o.6mm

units are claimed to have added

silver- coated solid- core copper wire

dynamic gain making the system

with PTFE insulation. Components

'more open, spacious and

are of the highest quality, Neutrik

articulate'.

and Deltron connecters and Swiss-

Entirely British designed and
built, the Vita

120

range comes in

achoice of natural or red cherry

made ELMA silver contact rotary
switches. Each unit is handconstructed and tested, both

veneers, and priced at £ 1700 for

mechanically and electrically.

the complete system.

Recommended retail price is £ 1500

Ruark Acoustic, 01702 601410,

Real HI-FI, mg 473175

www.ruark.co.uk

www.mfaudio.co.uk

DVD-A united! ...and DVD blues
Marketing Council promotes high res benefits

... but manufacturers divided on future formats

Warner, BMG, EMI, Slyerline

'Playback quality is moo times

Mitsubishi has joined the Blu-Ray

layer, single- sided, read-only disc;

Records, 5.1 Entertainment

blue laser recording consortium,

and a2oGB single- layer, single- sided

Group, Mer.dian Audio, Dolby

superior to the CD,' says the
Council; 'strong growth is

making atotal of 10 companies —

read- and- write disc — compared to

and Panasonic have set up a

predicted' because ' the majority

with Hitachi, LG, Panasonic, Pioneer,

8.5GB for today's dual- layer, singlesided read-only DVDs and 4.7GB

DVD-Audio Marketing Council

of major music companies have

Philips, Samsung, Sharp, Sony and

with the ' united goal of

announced their support for

Thomson. The key feature of Blu-Ray

single- layer, single- sided read- and-

promoting and educating

DVD-A' with a ' steady stream of

is adisc with avery thin optical layer.

write DVDs.

consumer, retailer and media

titles expected

But Toshiba,

Now Toshiba has claimed success

to the benefits of this superior

for the rest

prime mover

with a36GB dual- layer, single- sided,

audio format'.

of this year'.

behind the

read- and-write disc. The key, says

DVD format

Toshiba, is aphase- change coating

The inugural press release

bunched in

says DVD-A ' is poised to

Los Angeles

and the

made from anew alloy mix of

become the next dominant

early in June,

standard,

germanium, tellurium, antimony and
bismuth.

packaged music format and the

The DVD-Audio

remains

future successor to the

Marketing

committed

compact disc' because it

Council says

— along

'provides the most significant

that it will

with NEC —

— for example, MPEG-4 or Microsoft's

audio enhancements to

serve as a

to adifferent

Windows Media 9 — might however
make it possible for existing red laser

packaged music delivery since

'complete

the arrival of the compact disc'.

resource' for all information on

system which uses discs made from

And ' full compatibility with

DVD-A in the USA and Europe.

two o.6mm DVD layers, bonded back-

movie material as it's envisaged that

DVD-V products' is now a

But so far there has been little

to-back. The aim is to let current DVD

the blue laser disc will carry.

promise with 'complete

sign of publicity outside the US

disc manufacturing equipment be

playback compatibility' with the

and there's no website to

easily modified, and provide easier

more than 75 million DVD-V

provide the promised

backwards- compatibility with

is called HD/DVD-9. Philips is trying

players and DVD- V- compatible

information, so future

existing DVD hardware.

to bolt MPEG-2 (the DVD standard)

game consoles (such

developments remain

as the XBox and PlayStation 2)

somewhat of amystery.

was for a15GB single- layer, single-

Warner HD/DVD-9 proposal.

sold to date in the US alone.

Barry Fox

sided, read-only disc; a3oGB dual-

Barry Fox

8
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blue laser

Recent advances in audio and
video compression technology

The original Toshiba- NEC proposal

discs to store as much music and

Warner is working on this
idea, using MPEG-4. The system

backwards- compatibility onto the

Caroline Hamilton
Led first all women team to the South
and North Poles in 2000/2002.

1 1
CP65 - Pre-amplifier

Adifferent Classé
Outstanding achievement in any field is driven by enormous determination and energy.
Just as Caroline Hamilton pushed herself to the limit in reaching the South and North Poles
in 2000 and 2002, with her all women team, we at Classé have been totally committed
in reaching our goal — to develop audio equipment that offers an unrivalled expression
of music, irrespective of artist, genre or taste.
We believe that audio equipment should liberate your listening experience. And that belief
is at the heart of every amplifier, source component and processor that we put our name to.
The components we select, the systems we design an dthe processes we employ are driven
by apassion for music and adesire to hear it as it was originally recorded.
To witness sound that's in aclass of it's own, why not call Classé at B&W Loudspeakers UK
on 01903 221500 for an audition?
Classé music and cinema systems from around £ 3,000 to over £ 50,000

Classé

www.classeaudio.com
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Compass X series
Handcraf: solid wood side panels
Solid aluminum phase correct cone
The lowest distortion divers available today
Designed and tested by Dr. Joseph D'Appodito

The Compass 777
Form Follows Function
Three drivers on the same plane for con reel time/phase alignment.

Form Follows Form
Solid fflued construction and exclusise hand- rubbed Finish.

CLASSA
•Super cascade design structure
•Super low odd hamonic distortion
•Precise instrument grade component
•High-power transistors output stage
•Gold-plated large speaker connectors
•Bridge mono output function

The Flo

R-1.5

Dancer

150W x2 / 8Ohm

R-6

125W x6 / 8Ohm

Behind the Scene
Dr. Joseph DAppolita aworld renown authoity rt audio
and acousti, Designs the crossover and perfornw prototype
testing/fina: fine tuning for Usher Audio. Consulting to a
couple of famous audio companies, Joe always finds the
tremendous male Usher Audio products represent a
delietful surprise in today's hige end audio worW.

USHER At 3t 11- If

67 Kai-Fong Street Sec] Taipei 1() Taiwan
Tel: 886-2-23816299 Fax: 886-2-23711053
INEZ11111 TE81111111111111 Web site: www.usheraudio.com
1111140 - 1e671d E-mail: uslier@ms11.hinet.net
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what's happening in the world of hi-fi

Denon's first universal player shorts
'Japan's first PAL progressive scan universal player' says the blurb

Aopen, Taiwanese manufacturer
oFIPCs and peripherals, now sells

Denon's new £850 universal

ai external CD burner [ below] that

DVD-V/DVD-A/SACD player also
offers PAL progressive scan. The
Silicon Image PureProgressive Scan
video chipset offers the highest
quality video reproduction on the
market, and also that the audio

a:::epts data from Flash memory

c..à

company claims that the player's

ED

cards, as in digital cameras

o°

wawagiuprisaittimar

performance lives up to the highest

quiet mode playback to bypass

progressive scan avadable for

expectations.

non-essential circuits. Vice°

compliant displays. Next month's

reproduction, too, is a ' bells and

1-/FN review will reveal how well this

performance audio, with features

whistles' implementation with twin

£850 player lives up to its billing.

such as dual- Burr- Brown 24- bit

Analog Devices 12- bit io8MHz

Denon, 01234 741200,

(APT) plans to release wireless

192kHz audio DACs, and optional

video DACs as welt as PAL

www.denon.co.ok

speakers and headphones using

Specifications point to high

Audio Processing Technology

BlJetooth technology this autumn

New PSB Platinum range
Lenbrook — distributor of NAD and

tweeter. The T6 is of asimilar design

Budget Onkyo
AV reception

other brands — has launched the

but with three 16orarn woofers, two

Onkyo's TX-SR5oiE sanew £ 300

PSB Platinum Series of speakers

88mm mid drivers, and one 25mm

six- channel receiver using some of

here in the UK. Canadian company

tweeter. The

the technology from Onkyo's high-

My Shakespeare, an audio book

PSB first demo'd the Platinum at CES

twol6omm woofers and a25mm

end amplifiers. With design features

from www.greenparkdirect.co.uk,

C2

centre channel has

Mobile Fidelity of Sebastopol,
Czlifornia, has released its first
SACD, acollection of Ravel's
orchestral works including Bolero

2003 earlier this year. The T8 three-

aluminum dome tweeter, while the

such as Onkyo's WRAT (claiming to

chronicles the life and times of

way is a1.2m- high floorstander

SubSonic ito sub has two 3oomm

deliver transient peaks more

England's greatest playwright,

featuring three zoomm woofers, two

cones powered by a5ooW amp. The

efficiently) and using an Absolute

part of atoo Great Britons series

115mm midrange units, and a25mm

S2 rear speakers use apair of 25mm

Ground plate and bus bars (to

ferrofluid-cooled aluminum dome

tweeters and i6omm woofers angled

eliminate ground hum and reduce

NU Commercial Radio Digital

at 90° to each other, to

noise), this receiver is intended to

Station of the Year nominees are

simulate bipolar

take on the competition at the

The Storm, Smash! Hits Radio

radiation. PSB's smaller

budget end of the market.

and Oneword Radio

M2 speakers are said

Jamo UK, o2788 573100

to sound much fuller

wvnv.onkyo.com

Red Dragon, remake of the
prequel to The Silence Of The

than their 375mm
height suggests (with
••••

bass reportedly
extending down to

NW=
«Web

ge

•

eeeee

•••

Q

1101115

tombs, is available on DVD with
aDTS/Dolby Digital soundtrack.
Look out too for Reign Of Fire

6oHz). Prices are to be
Russ Andrews has launched two

confirmed next month.
Lenbeook UK,
01903 31936o
www.psbspeakers.com

Titan's new bookshelves

Beyerdynamic
open ' phones

protecting

Beyerdynamic has anew model

[pictured]

new surgecomponents,
MegaClamp

in the competitive floo—£200 open

priced at £ 130

6.3mm under full control of the

headphone market. Its DT 990,

èmd the Ultra,

speakers contain abuilt-in ' nodal'

magnet system. The cone is silver

costing £ 16o, is claimed to combine

costing £.255

control damping system that's

anodised aluminium terminated in a

precision engineering with stylish

The new Titan T2/s and T2/sr

claimed to ensure that all

butyl rubber roll suround. The free

looks to offer awarm natural sound

Sony's two new DVD-V players,

frequencies are maintained in correct

air resonance is atow

which doesn't compromise comfort

the DVP-NS93o and DVP-NS999ES,

phase relationship with another.
Power handling for the T2/5 is

21.1

Hz.

An aluminium ribbon supertweeter with neodymium boron

or on sonic cfarity. Look out
for an HFN headphone

improved video performance

round- up soon.

looW, and for the T2/sr is up to

magnets completes the picture.

150W. The model T2/sr contains a

The smooth frequency response

Beyerdynamic,

zoom spun aluminium cone with a

extends all the way to 4okHz.

owl 258258

handcrafted suspension system thus

Titan,

allowing the cone to move up to

www.titantoudspeakermo.uk

01702 20687

include PAL progressive scan for

www.beyer

Toshiba has two new mini hard
disks, the 4oGB MK4o25GAS and
the 8oGB MK8o25GAS

dynamit.co.uk
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Vivadi makes good after 02 promise
Saturn home entertainment system aims to run rings round the competition
Vivadi has finally released details of

Internet access (via modem or

its £ 17,000 home cinema offering,

broadband), and aquality 5.1

after delaying the launch ayear ago.

surround sound package including

Despite an uprated 2003

speakers and amplification

specification, the price remains
unchanged.
The Vivadi Saturn system with

Fatter KEF subs

says it aims to challenge B&O and

plasma TV with high performance

Loewe in the luxury vision market

Genesis video board. The Media

but with substantially greater

Gateway includes DVD player and

functionality and performance.

hard disk recorder, PC functionality

Vivadi, 01793 780033

using Windows XP to provide

www.vivadi.com

AAD's 5.1
AAD's new 5.1 speaker packages

board amplifier. It is available in

are claimed to provide articulate,

available from KEF, the PSW25oo and

maple, dark apple and black. The

coherent and clear sound. Each

PSW5000 is areflex

smaller wallet the

package provides asmall, stylish

design, with balanced

solution and is complemented by a

£350 PSW25oo

and phono inputs,

range of wall brackets and stands.

(designed with the KEF

dedicated LEE input

Prices range from fsoo—£600 for

QSeries in mind) has a

(balanced and ohm),

the various sub/sat combinations.

distinctive curved

switch- mode power

Expect good- quality engineering

shape and comes in

supply and a38omm

and look out for achoice of maple

bass driver. Bandwidth

or black birdseye maple finishes.

matching finishes. The
larger and substantially more

is181-1z-25oHz with a

Peach Amber, 01327 706560

costly £25oci PSW5000

l000W amplifier. Careful

www.aadsound.com

lends itself easily to

-■1111.111110"--

if you try and lift it as it

convergence products, and Vivadi

Media Gateway features a46- inch

Two fat new subwoofers are
PSW5000. For the

Vivadi Saturn is claimed to be
one of the first true visual

Series, again with

It's available in maple,

Meridian room- correction

matching finishes. The

cherry and black ash

Meridian Audio has announced a

PSW25oo is aclosed

real wood veneers. Also

significant upgrade to its flagship

uses Meridian's on- board DSP to

box design with a

new from KEF is a

digital processor, the 861. Version

first measure the room and then

KEF's Reference

weighs amassive 6okg.

12dB/24c1B selectable

revised range of in-wall

low-pass filter, 25omm

audio products.

bass unit, 3oHz--14oHz frequency

KEF, 01622 672261

response, and includes a25oW on-

vnvw.kef.com
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4software, coupled with the new

automatically buird aseries of

EF2o DSP Card, includes Meridian

digital filters that reduce

Room Correction.

reverberation for significant room

The system is said to be able to

modes.As the filters are entirely

control room modes at low

digital they can be created without

frequencies, where problems are

any artefacts and incorporated

most noticeable. The company

into the all- digital Meridian signal

Ecosse has secured exclusive

claims effective results can be

path. Meridian claims that the

UK distribution of the DeZorel

obtained for abroad range of

result is avery noticeable

DeZorel filters from Ecosse

•

listening positions. The feature

precision Passive Power Filters

improvement in the

from Yugoslavia. DeZorel are

sound of aroom,

claimed to be the only power

calming down

filters in the world that offer

resonance and

dedicated AC mains ground

smoothing out the

filtering. Prices start at £ 55o for

overall acoustic

the PowerStation One [ pictured

behaviour.

above left], rising to £ 2300 for

Meridian Audio,

the Reference Senior [ left].

01 4
80

Ecosse Cables, ow 353 0509

445 67
8
www.meridian-

wvnv.ecossecables.co.uk

audio.com

POWER FLOWER

AL_

Power Flower" (patent pending) is an evolution of Focal-JMIab's
multiferrite technology and is designed to reduce magnetic flux
losses while concentrating more of the magnetic energy into the
voice coil. Power Flower* and W cone are both manufactured
to the tightlest possible tolerances and in combination they allow
the new 6.5" midrange driver to offer an exceptionally accurate
reproduction.
For further information visit the Focal-JMIab website at www.focal-fr.com

7FOCCI I_JAR lab
the

Spirit

of

Sound

Focal-JMIab UK - Lonsdale House 52 Blucher Street - Birmingham BI 1QU - Tel. 0121 616 51 26 - info@focal-jmlab.co.uk

Walrus Systems

11 New Quebec St, London VV1

Digital has truly come of age

amazon
amphion
apollo furniture
Our old first generation friend, CD, is already looking decidedly like Old Hat. Super Audio CD and
argento
audible illusions
DVD Audio are with us, assuming you can find the titles you want ( rather than the titles they want
audio physic
you to have) at a record shop near you, or indeed in a record shop anywhere.
breuer dynamic
Music (and gadget) lovers can revel in the multitude of ways to store and play their (compressed)
brinkmann
carfrae
music, from home or portable hard disk players, hand-held memory card players, or the humble
cartridge man
home computer itself.
cawsey
chord electronics
So why do we fill our adverts ( and our shop) with obsolete mechanical machines from a bygone
clearaudio
age to spin huge discs at 33.3 and 45rpm with asharp diamond on the end of a moving arm to
decca london
read tiny squiggles in the vinyl? How quaint!
dnm
duevel
dynavector
ear yoshino
Brinkmann La Grange inc 10.5
ecs
Tonearm ( cart extra) - £ 6995.00
es lab
final lab
gamut
graham slee
hadcock
incognito
infinity
Origin Live Aurora ( arm &
jbl k2
Amazon Model 3 inc
cart extra) - £997.00
klimo
RB250 arm - £ 995.00
korato

We have the largest selection of vinyl
players anywhere in the UK ( and
possibly further afield too) - just a
small selection on this page

Michell Orbe SE ( arm & cart extra) - £ 1916.00

Michell Gyro SE ( arm & cart extra) - £ 870.00

More importantly, nobody
assembles and tunes
turntables like we do - to
perfection!

Nottingham Analogue Horizon inc
RB250 arm - £ 528.75

Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck
(arm & cart extra) - £ 889.75

Latest!
•The amazing state of the art JBL K2 speakers on demo now
*Shanling CDT- 100 CD player on demo
Naim Aro tonearm and Armageddon PSU on demo
*Rose and Korato preamps on demo
*At last - the new Michell Engineering Tecnodec - on demo

wad e

lavardin
loricraft
lyra
michell engineering
morch
musical fidelity
nordost
nottingham analogue
origin live
ortofon
papworth
Origin Live Resolution ( arm & cart
pink triangle
extra) - £ 1979.00
pluto
rega turntables
ringmat
rose
shun mook
shanling
shelter
Warning!
sme
sonneteer
We have a huge selection of
spendor
accessories for the vinyl enthusiast
stax
which can be purchased either by
sugden
personal callers to our shop, or by
sumiko
mail order world-wide.
tci cables
tivoli audio
Please consult our web site for
tom evans
product details, and how to order.
townshend audio
transfiguration
trichord
van den hul

neminal
For info on these, and much more, including our numerous second-hand items,
please visit our popular website: www.walrus.co.uk
interest free credit available on most items, subject to status

tel: 020 7724 7224
fax: 020 7724 4347
email: mail@walrus.co.uk

web: www.walrus.co.uk
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what's happening in the world of hi-fi

Show plans hotting up events
BADA and the BFA nave ambitious

cost nearly

plans for the Hi Fi Show &AV Expo

£150,000

in September. They'll be flying the

if you

flag in the York Theatre room —

wanted

chosen for its dramatic acoustics

one for

— demonstrating astate-of-the-art

your

HEM Show
&AV EXPO 2003

so AUGUST 2003

Hertfordshire Audio/Record Fair,
Cuffley Hall, Cuffley, Herts,
nam-4pm. Call 07944 909209
29 AUGUST- 3SEPTEMBER

2033

IFA Berlin, Messe Berlin, Germany.

7.1 channel AV system using some

lounge —

awesome components alongside

ownership

from British pro audio experts

tends to be limited to Hollywood

home theatre throughout the

3-7 SEPTEMBER 2003

PMC. The PMC setup will use

mastering studios. Response is an

Show. Alternating with the

CEDIA Global, Indianapolis, USA.

2.6kW per channel reference

amazingly flat curve down to 16Hz.

demonstrations during the public

Contact CEDIA on 01462

system. The whole system would

There might be subwoofers

days (Saturday 27 and Sunday 28

Absolute Analogue
Absolute Sounds
Acoustic Partnership
Ample Acoustics
Anthony Gallo UK
Art Audio
Audio Reference
Audio Synthesis
Audiofreaks
Audio Group UK
Audion International
BADA
BFA
Bandridge
Black Rhodium
Cadence Europe
Chapter Audio
Chord Electronics
EAR/Yoshino
Eclipse TD UK
Ecosse Maf Co
Ensemble
Gless Audio
Golden Dragon Tubes
(www.tube-shop.com)

62 7377

September) will be ahost of

6-7 SEPTEMBER 2003

presentations from luminaries of

Sony Dream World 2003, Palais

setup will match the

the hi-fi industry covering cutting-

des Congrès, Paris, France.

PMC loudspeakers with

edge topics such as new hardware

Contact 01462

awesome Bryston BB5

technology for high- bandwidth

62 7377

amplification. Source

formats, the battle of DVD-A

26-28 SEPTEMBER

components from

versus SACO, and evolving two-

The Hi Fi Show & AV Expo 2003, Le

distinguished British

channel domestic systems into

Meridien and Renaissance Hotels,

manufacturers Linn and

multi- channel. Trade day (Friday

Heathrew, London. (Trade/press

TAG McLaren, connected

26 September) in the York Theatre

only on 26th.) Sponsored by HiFi
News. Call 020 8774 0847

2003

by Chord Company

will see presentations focusing on

cables, will be

the latest industry talking- points

connected to atop- of-

such as new display technologies,

2-6 OCTOBER 2003

the- range Barco DLP

future format wars, and coping

SMAU 2003, Milan Fair, Italy.

projector. Whew!

with strut tured wiring.

40th International Exhibition

www.bada.co.uk

of ICI & Consumer Electronics.

www.british-audio.org.uk

Call + 39

EXHIBITING AT THE SHOW
Confirmed exhibitor bookings
to date include the tollowing

Henley Designs
Hi FI News
Hi Fi +
Hififorsale.com
Icon Audio
Inside Hi Fi & A/V
Joenit Bvba (Totem)
KEF Audio UK
Loricraft Audio
Lowther Magavox
France
Marantz
Mel Audio
Meridian Audio
Moth Group
Musical Fidelity
Myryad Systems
Naim Audio
Neat Acoustics
Nordost UK
Nottingham Analogue
Studio
Opal DesHigns
Origin Live
Overkill Audio

7886 3102

involved, but who needs

off the dream step in

&AV EXPO 2003

020

them? The stunning

The system will show

HI-FI Show

Call Michael Ryan,

Path Group (Ixos)
Path Premier
Pioneer Hi Fi (GB)
PMC
Presence Audio
ProAc
Quad
Quadraspire
QED Audio Products
RTServices
REL Acoustics
Russ Andrews
Accessories
Talk Electronics
Tannoy
Topodis UK
True Colours Industries
Tube Technology
UKD
Ultimate Sonics
Usher Audio Technology
Visonik Elektroakustik
Vivante Productions
WBT-Distribution
Wharfedale

02 283131

Andante quickens pace
Andante, the New York- based historical CD label has dropped its prices.
Three- disc sets will now be £ 30; four- disc £ 38, and so on). UK distribution
is by Harmonia Mundi. Packaging remains in book form but the sets are
slipcased. Andante promises 'exponentially improved sell- through'.
New releases include early Stravinsky recordings in two volumes; radio
archive material from Eduard van
Beinum; Bruckner symphonies
(live) from VPO/Karajan, Bitihm and

STRAVINSKY

Furtwârrgier; and various duos for
comparison in Beethoven's
'Spring' and ' Kreutzer' sonatas
[respectively, AND 960/1100; 4060;
4070; 1090].
Andante, +1212366 9232

Denim,•.3- CD Collection:

www.andante.com

WireWorld takes on UK market
Wireworld is new name in cabling

digital interconnects f20-£550.

for the British audio market.

Finally, there's aseries of mains

Interconnects range from

cables costing from £ 130 to nearly

£17-£17p0 per one- metre length;

£800. All products come with a

speaker cable £ 3-£15o0/m. There's

money- back guarantee from

also arange of AV cables including

Axcelle.

SCART and S-video; optical

Axcelle,

interconnects from f50-£ 14o;

www.wireworldaudio.co.uk

020

—IV

8991 gam),
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DSP 8000 AV PROCESSOR

'
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VOLUME

•

CHORD DSP 8000
7.1 AU PROCESSOR
R

LODE

e

TAPE

e

MUTE

(.1

-smog!
The real cinema
experience has
just come home.

ou've heard home cinema,
now listen to real cinema.
The Chord DSP 8000 AV Processor.
Capable of controlling the most
demanding formats including Dolby
Pro Logic II, DTS, DTS ES and CEQ,
this fully specified 7.1 channel processor
brings real cinema to your home as the
maker intended. After all, Skywalker
Sound use Chord amplification to score
their soundtracks — so what they hear,
you'll hear.
But it doesn't stop there. The DSP 8000
also provides direct analogue pre-amp
control to provide the stunning audio
performance you expect from Chord.
To find out more about our hand-crafted
audiophile products, please contact
us on 01622 721444, email
sales@chord.softnet.co.uk, or visit
www.chordelectronics.co.uk

40o CHORD C
-D
Chord Electronics Limited

opinion

barry fox

Will we ever get a

on to the market we could now have one basic standard

proper ' multi' hybrid CD and DVD

for all DVD players that play DVD-V, DVD-A and DVD/CD

disc? One that reliably plays Red

Hybrid discs, as reliably as an SACD player plays SACD,

Book audio on aCD player and

DVD-V or Hybrid SACD/CD discs. But they did rush, and

video or advanced resolution

we don't have.

MLP audio on aDVD player? The

Meanwhile, the expiry of the patents on CD means that

omens aren't good, and the

anyone can now sell anything. Philips' only control is over

evidence comes from Philips

the CD logo. This is why we'll soon get anew kind of

labs in Eindhoven.

write-once blank CD, called High Capacity Recordable Disc

Patents show how the
company has been working on
hybrid technology for io years
now. Research began well before the DVD standards,
while Philips and Toshiba trying systems using shorter
wavelength red lasers to put more on aizomm disc.
The first working hybrid had two recorded layers, at
different depths in apolycarbonate disc. The bottom layer
(the CD layer) was backed by aconventional metallised
-eflective layer, like an ordinary music CD. The top layer
was backed with a`tri layer, athin sandwich of materials
that are transparent to laser light of CD wavelength (infra-

(HCRD). It'll go on sale at the end of this year and run for
98.5 minutes. The longer playing time comes from tighter
track pitch and slower tracking speed.
The track pitch for HCRD can vary between 1.28-1.5
microns, compared to 1.5-1.7 microns for 74/80 minute
discs. For HCRD the linear velocity is between
1.13-1.2om/s, compared to between1.2-1.4m/s for 74/80
CD- Rs. This raises the issue of compatibility with existing
hardware and the red-light warning signs are already
there in the shops, from TDK.
In Europe (but not yet the USA) TDK is selling 90

'ed at 78onm) but reflect light at DVD/SACD wavelength

minute/800MB CD- Rblanks. You can buy them from
Maplin. The price recently fell from around £ 2to around

(red at around 65onm).

Li each, which is still far more expensive that 74/80

So when the disc was used in aCD player, an infra-red
laser ignored the top recorded layer and read the CD layer
beneath it. In an SACD player, ared laser
would be reflected by the top SACD/DVD
layer, ignoring the CD layer beneath. A
player with two lasers could read either
layer, and either format.
Since then, Philips has found that the
same semi- reflective effect can be

minute blanks. These new blanks are for computer use
and can't be used on consumer CD- Rdecks. They won't

If Toshiba and Warner hadn't rushed
the DVD system on to the market we
could now have one basic standard

achieved with asingle layer of silicon hydrate as asemi-

even work on aPC with the latest new version of Pinnacle

transparent layer. This is easier than the original semi-

Instant CD software (as widely bundled and sold).

reflective structure.
Another trick is to use silver instead of the usual

The TDK disc packaging contains no clear warning on
any of this. It says only in small print, ' Ensure

aluminium for the main reflective layer. Silver reflects light

compatibility with your CD recorder' and in even smaller

better than aluminium does, which compensates for light

print, 'TDK recommends Ahead's Nero Burning ROM

lost when passing through the semi-transparent layer.

recording software'. There's aURL for aTDK website but

Those with long memories will recall that this goes back

no explanation of why it's given. How many people buying

to the early days of Laserdisc and CD production at the

discs in ashop will refer to every website noted on the

old Philips du Pont factory in Blackburn, Lancashire —
one of few disc pressing plants to use silver.

packaging, before they buy? Once customers have tried to

Hybrid SACDs made the Philips way work because they
were for playback on CD players, and the hybrid standard

money back.

was set before players and discs were sold, so SACD
players always know what to expect from the discs they're

pages about the need to use Nero 5.5 software, with
compatible burners, and alter key settings on their burner.

asked to play.
The DVD system was never designed with hybrids in

To many people this will be complete gobbledegook and

mind. So there's no standard way for aDVD player to play
ahybrid disc; for example, which layer to play by default,
CD or DVD-A or -V. There can't be astandard for hybrid

use adisc, and failed, they're very unlikely to get their
•

Those who do go to the TDK website will find daunting

altering settings can upset normal operation of aPC.
I've asked TDK whether they plan to put clearer
warnings of the compatibility problems on the packaging.
There's been no prompt answer from TDK, suggesting the

playback until there's astandard for hybrid discs, and

company has no immediate plans. So in the meantime be

setting adisc standard becomes more difficult every day

warned. If you're interested in sound and music rather

as more players without astandard are sold.

than fighting with computers, stick with standard 74/80

If Toshiba and Warner hadn't rushed the DVD system

minute blanks.
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Following amassive refit, Musical Images,
Covent Garden, is now open.
Central London's premier AV location now features
the pick o the best and biggest names in audio visual,
multi- room, home automation and lighting, extensive
demonstration facilities and professional product and,
installation teams to match.
Come in, relax and experience award winning service at
the best Home Entertainment store in the business.
Experience the difference at Musical Images, Covent Garden.

TOTTI H 8AH
COURT ROAD

COVENT GARDEN BRANCH
18 Monmouth Street,
Covent Garden, London VVC2H 9H

L EICESTER
SOUARI

Tel: 020 7497 1346

visit either our

BECKEN
M BRAI\KH
126 High Street,

EDGWARE BRANCH
173 Station Road,

Beckenham or

Beckenham, Kent BR3 1ED

Edgware, Middlesex HA8 7JX

Founder Member

Tel: 020 8663 3777

Tel: 020 8952 5535

Intelligent Homes
in the Making

Alternatively,

Edgware branch:

MUSICAL IMAGES IS AN AUTHORISED MAIN DEALER FOR OVER 100 LEADING MANUFACTURERS
Please call your local branch for opening time details

Audio Visual Lifestyle Ltd Va Musical Images. E-mail: sales©musical-images co uk

ested no less than

20

different products in this month's •

the diminutive Sennheiser folding headphones, to t

har
rutive Test: Musical Fidelity Tri Vista kWP
pre- & kW power amplifiers

p26

Martin Logan Clarity loudspeaker

p28

Arcam CD33T CD player

p30

Orelle SAloo evo integrated amplifier

P33

Epos ELS 3loudspeaker

P34

Denon D- M31 micro system

p36

Parasound A52 amplifier &

P3 8

Group Test: Set- top boxes

P4 1

Siltech Signature cables

P44

Mirage Omni 260 loudspeaker

p47

Origin Live DC motor kit

P49

Sennheiser PX loo headphones

P49

Ecosse Baton interconnect

P5 0

Lab Test: Monitor Audio GR6o loudspeaker

P54

Lab Test: Talk Thunder 3.113 CD pla

p58

Lab Test: B&W ASW
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Musical Fidelity
Tri Vista kWP and kW
Crowning MF's 20th anniversary series is this formidable amplifier stack
WORDS IAN HARRIS

LAB REPORT PAUL MILLER

PICTURES ROGER PHILLIPS

own words. '... simply the very best we can do'.
As befits such limited edition 'statement' products,
SUPPLIER
Musical Fidelity
build quality is beyond reproach. Like the previous
ThVista models, each case sports a ` Moonstone' front
CONTACT
020 8900 2866
panel, although there are some subtle differences.
WEBSITE
www.musicalfidelity.com
The panels are even thicker ( 13mm) and have a
uniform brushed finish in place of the part-smooth,
part-burnished fascias of the_ jUnior members of the
are the final models in
dynasty. Logos are laser engraved, rather than printed
Musical Fidelity's 20th anniversary TriVista series, and
and, on the monoblocks, the kW logo is underlined
are intended to be the ultimate expression of the with an illuminated violet-blue bar.
company's skills as amplifier builders. In contwst to
While all five boxes (pre-amp and its PSU, plus
the nominally 'real world' SACD player and inte ated
dual-monoblocks with shared PSU) are beautiful to
amp, the pre- and power have been built o
ly behold, the pre-amp still stands out as the ' looker' of
cost-no-object basis — to borrow Musical 's the family, the clean, simple design combined with the
S
.
e
PRICE £15,1300 £7500

The kW and kWP

august 2003 `I
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sumptuous finish giving it arather Art Deco look.
Volume and Source Select dials flank a vacuum

powerful amp with the speed and subtlety of simple,
low power competitors. The company's research has

fluorescent display (showing input selected or, when
volume adjustments are made, output level in dB).
Remaining control options are served by four nicely
damped push buttons (tape monitor, display
brightness, m-m or m-c, RIAA or IEC phono curves).
Customers opting for the full TriVista ' Reference'
setup of SACD, pre- and power can have their SACD
fascia upgraded to match the amplifiers at no cost.
The KWP comes with a remote control handset,
though this was not ready in time for the review.
The power amp consists of apair of large 320mm x
485 x450mm, hwd) monoblocks plus aseparate power
supply unit ( 170 x 485 x 365mm, hwd). Musical
Fidelity chose amonoblock configuration as the only
option for ultimate levels of imaging, but then went
one stage further by also using a separate power
supply unit. As well as ensuring that the two huge
2kW transformers don't interfere with delicate
signals, the dual-mono PSU is said to further aid
perfect imaging by ensuring that the 'zero volts' of
both amplifiers are identical. Connections between

shown that, at low output levels ( the norm, even for a
monster like the kW), the performance of an amplifier's driver stage is thrown under the spotlight.
So the kW has completely independent Class A
driver stages, each with its own transformer. These are
said to give extremely low distortion, low phase shift
and low noise, while still boasting very low feedback.
The combination of carefully optimised driver circuits
and the huge choke-regulated output stages are the

the PSU and each monoblock include low voltage DC
(control circuits), high voltage DC (output stages),
and AC (driver stages).
This last connection reveals one of Musical Fidelity's solutions to the problem of building a hugely

•

key to the kW's 'best of both worlds' performance.
The kWP pre-amp offers five line-level inputs plus
a choice of moving-magnet or moving-coil phono
(m-m offers switchable impedance and capacitance,
m-coffers switchable resistance; both have the option
of RIAA or IEC equalisation curves).
Physically, the pre-amp consists of two identically
sized boxes ( 170 x485 x380mm, hwd). the outboard
PSU mimicking the kW's in its contents: individual
transformers for each channel plus acommon unit for
control circuits. Inside the pre-amp itself, the dualmono concept is taken to the limit, with each channel
having its own PCB, input socketry and selector.
As a final touch, each channel is contained in its
own mu-metal box within the main casework, ensuring
that there's no 'air leakage' of signal from one channel
to another. The `TriVista' 5703 valves are located in
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the line stage, and are asignificant factor in the kWP's
incredibly high input impedance. The pre-amp claims
amassive overload margin (35dB-plus, on all inputs,
including phono). Combined with amaximum output

THE SYSTEM
The review system
consisted of an
SME 20/2A/
Sumiko Pearwood
analogue frontend, Musical
Fidelity Tri Vista
SACD, Hovland
HPloo pre- amp,
Musical Fidelity
Nu- Vista 300
power amp and
Martin Logan
Prodigy Speakers

voltage of around 55V RMS from 20Hz to 40kHz,
even the most dynamic signal should get nowhere
near to the pre-amp's limit. The quoted output
impedance of approximately 0.1 ohm should ensure
that no interconnect and power amp combination can
wrong-foot the kWP — in fact, who needs a power
amp? The kWP is designed to drive 10 watts into
8ohm for about aminute!

power, there was an overpowering sense that there
were multitudinous discrete sources of sound in the
room, rather than just two speakers. The illusion that
the music was being created live in front of me was so
far ahead of anything I've experienced before, it was
really quite sobering.
Soundstage width and (particularly) depth were
both phenomenal. On naturally recorded material,
images started in line with the speakers, and
continued back over four feet to my rear wall and

SOUND QUALITY

then, source material allowing, several feet beyond
that. On heavily produced material (for example ' Bug
A Boo' and 'Bills, Bills, Bills' from Destiny's Child's
second album The Writing's On The Wall), side images
also extended agood five feet in front of the speakers.
The kW displayed excellent layering with the ability
to retain image depth in difficult circumstances; for
example, drums sited behind a lead vocal, or
instruments located directly behind a speaker.

The first aspect of the kW to impress was the scale of
the presentation. The amplifier seemed to move the
art of three-dimensional imaging on to acompletely
new plane. As well as superb spatial definition, each
'node' of the soundstage appeared to be totally
rhythmically, tonally and dynamically independent.
Listening to Eugene Ormandy and the Philadelphia
Orchestra play Barber's Adagio For Strings, the clarity
and definition of each orchestral section's contribution was breathtaking.
As each layer of counterpoint waxed and waned in

Completing a 'perfect 10' performance for sound
staging and imaging, the kW's precision of image
height was also first class, vocals and instrument
heights all assuming a convincing relationship. On
Norah Jones's Come Away With Me LP, even the
relative heights of kick drum, snares and high-hat
were clearly portrayed.
Without adoubt, the kW was, by some distance, the
most neutral and transparent component Ihad ever
experienced. Tonally, Iseemed to be hearing a lot
more of my pre-amp than Iwas of the kW. However,

A quick look at Paul Miller's lab report below
confirms that the kW stretches the boundaries of
technical performance but, as ever, this is only half the
story. The good news is that the subjective performance matched the facts and figures.

Figure 1: Musical Fidelity TriVista kW power amp:
Dynamic power Into 8, 4,2, and 0.6 ohm loads

Testing an amp, particularly abridgemode design that rivals an arc-welder,
isn't something to be undertaken lightly.
One slip during the power tests could
prove very costly since metal-bodied
resistor loads can explode under extreme
conditions. MF's TriVista kW has
'extreme' written all over it. Nevertheless,
any trepidation at routing many kilowatts
of power through the QC Suite was finally
outweighed by my curiosity to explore this
amplifier's maximum potential.

Dynamic output, W rms
Figure 2: Musical Fidelity TriVista kW power amp:
Dynamic current output into 8, 4,2, and 0.6 ohm loads
TNT UE SUITE

Dynamic output, Arms
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The separate PSU includes apair of
2kW toroidal transformers that feed ±55V
AC to each kW amplifier. The latter are
equipped with 6xloo,000pF reservoir
caps plus MF's proprietary choke
regulation to damp down supply ripple
(which, if we are guided by the 1.17dB
A-wtd S/N ratio, it clearly does). In effect,
there are two independent amps in each
monoblock, each comprising io pairs of
devices for each half of the bridged or
floating output. Bridged operation allows
the amplifier to deliver the 90V-plus
required to support apower output in
excess of ikW into 8ohm. Traditionally,
bridging is idealised for higher impedance
loads as the maximum current output is

reduced in line with the increased voltage
capability. In this instance, the PSU's
stored energy is sufficiently ludicrous to
sustain vast outputs into any load.
Power and current output
How vast? Acontinuous n8oW is
possible into 8ohms, increasing
marginally to 1295W (12.7A) under
dynamic conditions. The amplifier will
deliver 247oW (24.9A), 427oW (46.2A)
and 6358W (79.8A) into 4, 2 andi ohm
loads at less than 1% distortion [ see
Figure 1]. Into 0.6 ohms, it sustains clean
peaks of 6497W or 104.1A, great surges of
current that were readily audible as dull
hammer blows against the chokes and
output devices in the kW. Claims of high
output current are regularly abused in
manufacturer's specifications, as they're
rarely quoted with reference to either
period or distortion. But as Figure 2
shows, the kW can supply clean loms
peaks of over looA at less than ci.o6%
distortion (-65dB). There's no speaker
available beyond the grip of the kW.
Ishould make it very clear that
designing asupremely linear, ikW
amplifier is far from trivial. Board

definitive
it was instantly clear that high-frequency reproduction
was incredibly open and airy. Vocals from Eva
Cassidy, Heather Nova and Alison Krauss floated
completely free of the speakers, totally unrestrained
by any reproductive component.
In the midrange, the timbre of bowed cellos was
outstanding, with the complex resonance of the
instruments presenting atruly three-dimensional and
solid image. Wind instruments had a penetrating
intensity, with brass in particular appearing to
physically rend the air apart. Chet Baker's trumpet
might be subdued on Elvis Costello's 'Shipbuilding',
but the kW left you in no doubt of the instrument's
latent power. Piano notes started with a truly
percussive leading edge, but each note's lingering
resonance was more impressive still, layer upon layer
of decay being detectable on well recorded material.
Bass had both definition and weight to burn, but
the most impressive aspect was the way the evolution
of the individual notes was laid bare. Acoustic and
electric basses spelt out clearly the dynamics of the
vibrating strings, leaving you feeling sadly shortchanged when the bass was of a

synthesised nature. This level of
detail persisted even with fast,
mobile basslines, suggesting there
was no lack of speed underpinning
the kW's muscular output.
Huge soundstages, solid images
and gutchurning bass may be par
for the course for monster power
amps, but when the music turned
mellow, the kW continued to
impress. Listening to Quiet Is The
New Loud by Kings Of Convenience, the simple acoustic
arrangements were beautifully
handled. 'Rue to form, each performer had a stable and palpable
image, but the real magic was in the subtlety of the
reproduction. Vocals were sublime, with enough
detail to hear that these lads even breathe in perfect
harmony! The evolution of plucked guitar notes was
clearly traced, from the adhesion of string on finger,
via the moment of release, through to asolid, threedimensional, rendition of the note's decay. Cello
reproduction, again, was an absolute delight, with
every change in bow angle or speed an open book.
Idecided to up the tempo alittle with Pusherman'
by Curtis Mayfield. The sheer range of percussive
instruments on this track makes it a great test for
transient speed and impact. All the MartinLogan
Prodigy's legendary speed was instantly apparent but,

Harmonic distortion
Figure 3shows the kW can suppress
harmonic distortion to below

0 Adetail
showing the
'Tri Vista'
actually a5703
miniature valve

Figure 3: Musical Fidelity TriVista kW power amp:
Distortion vs Power output, re. 'kHz/8 ohm

0.004% from 1W to ikW into 8ohm,
achieving aminimum of 0.0013% at

ID mum; AUDIO

DIE OE SUITE
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just 3-4W18 ohm. This is yet another
spectacular result. The kW is also
ready for DVD-A sources with a
lookHz bandwidth (-1.4dB) from a
useful sub-0.05 ohm output
impedance [ Figure 4). In short, the
kW has it all. If there's no disputing
the kW's record- breaking technical
performance, I'll leave the value of
these monoblocks down to the

000111 ;
10

Log power output, W

wallet of the beholder. Otherwise,
the kW's are by far and away the
most capable amp I've tested and

Figure p: Musical Fidelity TriVista power amp:
Wideband response & Output Impeniance

guess they're the beefiest
'domestic' design in the world. If
any manufacturer wishes to take
layout is crucial where mutual
coupling between track, component and
output devices increases by the ampere.
You can't simply ' beef-up' alooW
amplifier and expect astable 5ooW or
ikW design to emerge. This is one reason
why such products are both extremely rare
and inordinately costly.

issue with the claim, they should
contact me, Paul Miller, via HFN.
To view afull QC Suite report on Musical
Fidelity's TriVista kW power amplifier,
including additional embedded graphics,
HFN readers are invited to visit
www.milleraudioresearch.com.

Log frequency, Hz
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O The power amp's output stages and massive heat
sinks — remember, this is only one channel

(1> Even the remote is achunky metal item
explore the daunting area around unity gain. 1started
cautiously, with the Moonlight Sonata where, rather
than merely being felt in my chest, lower scale notes

t.)

reverberated cleanly through my whole body. The
resulting sensation of being in the same (smallish)
room as aconcert grand was uncanny. Playing Cyndee
Peter's sublime rendition of 'House Of The Rising
Sun', at a genuinely realistic level, vocal and instrumental images went from being holographic to practically hallucinogenic in their sense of presence. The
kW's astounding clarity, combined with its inky black
background silences, meant that undreamt of levels of
ambient information were available, and it really felt
as if the performers were about to step out of the

in terms of impact, the speakers were suddenly doing
aremarkably good impersonation of apair of Mezzo
Utopias. Icouldn't believe that the 300W Nu-Vista
had been clipping when playing this track at quite
moderate volumes, but something had to account for
the substantial improvement in transient attack.
Whether the kW had greater clarity and speed, or
whether the Prodigy's renowned appetite for current
had finally met its match, the end result was nothing
short of astounding.
The vast majority of the time Ispent with the kW
involved what Iwould describe as normal listening
levels. Brief excursions into louder territory demonstrated that the amplifier's performance remained
consistent, regardless of volume, and that remarkable
levels of clarity and separation persisted, to the point
at which my room acoustics finally gave up the fight.
That said, as the review period was drawing to adose,
Iwas slowly coming to the conclusion that, mighty
though they were, the amplifier's power and dynamics
were ultimately less impressive than its unexpected
subtlety and delicacy, the kW showing an astonishing
affinity for gentle acoustic material.
However, fate intervened in the shape of aneighbour-free weekend, when Itook the opportunity to
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soundstage into my listening room.
Finally, Icued up 'Transmission' by Joy Division.
This was played at atruly ferocious level and, straight
from the off, Peter Hook's bassline drove the air in the
room like apair of bellows. As this track builds to a
climax, the sound can get quite congested but, via the
kW, each instrument retained clarity and independence. Drum strikes showed impact, natural decay
and added reverb, the lead guitar was mobile and
three dimensional, and Ian Curtis's vocal had a real
gaunt presence. All things considered, this was about
as near to aband reunion [without a seance — Dep
Ed] as Iwas going to get!
Having been fairly well dumbstruck by the sheer
breadth of the kW's talents when fed by my Hovland
HP100, it was time to bring in the kWP to see what the
TriVista pair could do in tandem.
First track up was Steely Dan's ` Riklci Don't Lose
That Number' and, by the time the marimba intro had
panned across my listening room (in an arc the size of
aBath crescent), Iwas sold. Even just focusing on this
one instrument, the kWP utterly transformed the
presentation of the track. Ihave often found Steely
Dan's studio-built extravaganzas a little lacking in
depth and presence, but this time the marimba was in
the room with me. Even more impressive than the

definitivetest
solo introduction were its periodic appearances
throughout the remainder of the track. Previously, I
had only ever picked up ghostly echoes of the
instrument but, with the kWP in situ, Icould track
every note, with each hammer strike aseparate entity,
and its eerie resonance hanging in the air behind the
dominant keyboards.
The Ili-Vista pre-amp had asimilarly illuminating
effect on vocal performances. Just choosing one
example, Jimmy Hughes' 1966 classic 'Neighbour,
Neighbour', the jangling guitar, sleazy rhythm section
and jabbing horns still gave the track its none-toosubtle air of menace, but what about Jimmy's vocal?
Instead of the naked aggression the lyrics suggest, for
the first time, I heard desperation and a hint of
vulnerability. The song was the same, but there was a
whole new chapter of vocal nuances.
What was common to both vocal and instrumental
reproduction was the sheer level of
information on offer. Even the
simplest notes had layer upon layer
of micro detail: minute tonal shifts,
the subtlest hint of vibrato (intended
or otherwise) and ambient hints by
the bucket load, it all contributed to a
quite awesome sense of presence.
Move to amore complex instrument
and things were better still; the
reproduction of abaritone sax on
one of the Opus 3 test discs stopped me in my tracks. Ialways
thought that the Hovland had a pretty
good tonal palette but, via the kWP, the
colours were positively iridescent.
With the pre-amp's resolution well and
truly proven, I had a trawl through John
Mellencamp's blue collar masterpiece The
Lonesome Jubilee to check out rhythmic
integrity. On 'Paper In Fire', the kWP immediately locked onto the metronomic percussion
which drives the track on during each verse. However,
it never let the cart drive the horse, and the rich
sonority of the strummed banjo was allowed to
develop fully, and the relaxed quality of the vocal was
never hurried.
Listening to `Hotdogs And Hamburgers', the preamp was agile enough to accurately track several
overlaying rhythmic themes on acoustic guitar, drums
and even fiddle, while never losing track of the song's
overall coherence. The kWP scored very highly in the
toe-tapping stakes, but the balance always leant
towards the music driving the amp rather than the
amp driving the music
When assessing whether each component had any
weaknesses, paradoxically it was their very strengths
which which came under scrutiny. In the case of the
kW, its awesome power is truly intoxicating, but its
ability to keep raising SPLs until the speakers give up
the ghost can occasionally catch you out. Set the initial
volume too high on adynamic piece of orchestral or
rock music and, when the climax comes, its alittle bit
like being surprised by areally loud thunderclap — as

the sound builds relentlessly, you
ask yourself, 'Just how loud is this
going to get?'
If your neighbours are simultaneously asking the very same
question, you might not have the
ideal environment for the kW's
'loud' mode. With the kWP, the
precision and quantity of information on offer can highlight unusual production effects. Even
allowing for intentional multitracking, the title of 'Here, There
And Everywhere' was wholly
appropriate to the location of Paul
McCartney's vocal. In this case, the

CZ Inside the
pre- amp each
channel has its
own PCB, input
socketry and
selector

sheer beauty of the song carried the day, but early
stereo recordings of the ' I'm over here... now I'm over
here' variety can leave you alittle disorientated.

CONCLUSION
Musical Fidelity has produced apair of truly groundbreaking amplifiers which, in terms of overall
technical performance, might well be unmatched at
any price. They amaze with the breadth of their
talents. You really do hear your music collection anew,
and the only real question is whether they're more
impressive playing mellow acoustic music or blasting
out orchestral crescendos.
If you're feeling flush and have ever considered
purchasing areally high-power amplifier, the kW is a
must-listen. If you want to hear it at its best, the kWP
is the obvious choice of partner. If, like me, you're
wondering how long it'll take to accumulate the
purchase price, the strictly limited edition status is a
bit of anuisance. On the other hand, Ihave afeeling
that some competing manufacturers will be mighty
glad that Musical Fidelity is planning to build only 75
examples of these. I
I
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MartinLogan
Clarity
'Statics needn't be anightmare to live with
PRICE

f2500/pair

SUPPLIER

Absolute Sounds

CONTACT

020

8971 3909

most dynamic speakers. However, the supplied
manual is excellent, allowing anovice to get
9o-95% of the optimum speaker performance
within an hour of unpacking. These speakers

Recognised by enthusiasts

also needed extensive running in — around 200
hours — to achieve optimum sound quality.
One final issue, and acritical one with this

for their speed, imaging and effortless sound,
MartinLogan speakers have always been
hindered from greater acceptance in the UK by

design, is the matter of how to drive them: in my
experience Martinlogans can be among the
most difficult speakers to drive. The Clarity is

considerations of price, size and appetite for

nominally a6ohm, 89dB/W speaker, but

power. However, MartinLogan's latest creation,
the Clarity, addresses all these issues.

presenting a1.1 ohm load at 2okHz. Ifound both
the Musical Fidelity A3o8 integrated and the

The Clarity is the smallest speaker in the
MartinLogan range and is equipped with the new

excellent partners, though the A3o8 could sound

Generation 2electrostatic panel. Standing

atouch harsh in the extreme HF after acouple of

1350 x280 x3oomm (hwd) and weighing izekg,
the stunning Clarity houses azoomm aluminium

hours running at an average level of 9odB. The
3B-SST, though running alittle warmer than

bass driver partnered with the Generation 2
panel, which measures 660 x255mm (hw).

when driving my own MartinLogan SL- 3

New for the Clarity is the Natural Ambience

Bryston 3B-SST [ review coming soon] to be

speakers, was afine match.
The Clarity and the aforementioned amplifiers

The driving bassline, with the multiple
electronic guitars, dispelled the widely
held notion that electrostatic speakers
can't effectively reproduce rock and pop
Compensation (NAC) driver, which is a25mm

were joined by my Perpetual Technologies

soft dome tweeter mounted on the top rear-

Pl-A/P3-A upsampler and DAC combination,
together with the Musical Fidelity A3o8 CD

sloping panel of the bass enclosure. This is
connected to the panel in parallel and is

with my Klyne System 7PX 3.5 phono stage,

enclosure houses the crossover, asingle pair of
speaker terminals, and the energiser required to

supplemented by aLehmann Silver Cube. My
Krell KRC-3 pre-amp and Bryston amps and the

drive the electrostatic element. Unlike previous

Musical Fidelity A3o8 integrated provided

designs, this speaker uses alow voltage 15V iA

amplification, whilst the SL- 3and Aerius I, along

in- line transformer, allowing the energiser to be
housed in the bass enclosure and allowing easy

with the Totem Hawk [
HFN March '03] were the
reference speakers. Cabling was provided by

conversion from noV to 240V. The bottom of the

XL0, QED and Chord with all equipment driven

speaker is tapped for the four supplied spikes to

via an Isotek SubStation and 2K Qube. Power

ensure the speaker is rigidly coupled to the floor.

cabling and distribution was by Music Works.

The positioning of electrostatic speakers is

august 2003 \t"-

With the 3B- SST providing the power I
started

electrostatic element interacts with the listening

off with Shania Twain's album Up [
Mercury
170344-2]. Iwas surprised at the bass impact

environment in aprofoundly different way from

and weight that the bass notes carried given the

critical to their performance because the dipole
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player. Analogue was supplied via aBasis Gold
Debut/Graham 2.o/Benz Glider combination

designed to deliver extra HF dispersion for
off-axis listening. The compact, ported bass

auditions
on-axis and listening to digital sources, so
Idisengaged it for the rest of the review.
Fortunately, it's very easy to engage and
disengage, requiring nothing more technical
than apencil to reach into the recessed switch.
Whilst using the Clarity as the front two
channels in my home theatre setup Ifound the
NAC delivered undeniable advantages when the
room was full of people. However, without the
NAC, the HF output was wonderfully detailed
and textured, for me rendering this speaker one
of the finest to have graced my listening room.
The exceptional resolution was matched by the
coherency of the design portraying the whole
sonic picture whilst allowing you to select any
thread and follow it with little concentration.
Moving to the Celine Dion album Al! The
Way... ADecade Of Song [
Epic EPC 496094-2] the
coherence of this design once again stopped me
dead in my tracks. The outstanding integration
of the bass driver with the Generation 2panel
results in an intimacy in the vocals of ' If Walls
Could Talk' that places Celine in your listening
room, capturing every small conscious and
subconscious movement she makes to

TECHNOLOGY
The Clarity uses the Generation

2 CLS

panel

which uses aPolyethylene Terathyiate ( PET)
diaphragm that's not only stronger and lighter
than the previous panel, but forms astronger,
more consistent bond with the new conductive
alloy coating which has also been revised for the
new pane.. The bondiig of these two materials
has to take place in an Oxygen- free, Argon-rich
environment using aplasma- bonding process.
The curved shape is achieved through aseries of
spars and, unlike the SL- 3and Aerius, the Clarity
uses ClearSpars — which were originally
developed for the f9o,000 Statement Evolution 2
— not only to improve the aesthetics, but also to
allow the panel to be tensioned more uniformly
due to the spars being formed from amore rigid
material. The stator ( black mesh front and back)
has also been revised with anew hole pattern
wih agreater density of smaller holes to
improve dispersal and efficiency of the panel.
KEY FEARIRES
Quality sound in pure 'stat mode

and from the microphone. The

smaller bass enclosure size and the zoomm
driver — whilst there was obviously not as much
bass weight and extension as the larger 25omm
unit delivered in the SL- 3, in asmaller listening
room I
would be very happy with what was being
delivered. The speed and definition of the
aluminium driver were clearly superior to that of

micro- dynamic tracking of the

Ability to switch in NAC tweeter for

vocals tells the listener
instinctively that this design is

wider sound dispersion

doing so much right and getting

Requires high current amplifier

very little wrong. Once again I
was
struck by how solid the imaging
was at the far outer edges of the
stage, surpassing that of my SL- 3.
Idecided to find out just what

still missing out on that absolute
extension, it was still reproduced in
astunning fashion that very few
speakers I've heard can match.

Aerius I, with bass guitar notes delivering the full

this speaker would do with
something far less forgiving of

Madonna's vocals in this track are rich
yet incredibly precise without ever
going over to the level of analytical.
The MartinLogan Clarity is easily a

sonic envelope — from the initial plucking of the

limited bass depth, Ireached for

string to the decay all being clearly laid out for
the listener. The driving bassline of this track

my vinyl copy of Madonna's
Ray Of Light [
Sony], the title

match for any speaker I've had in my

with the multiple electronic guitars propelled

track of which produces asonic

listening room to date. However, this
isn't aspeaker for everyone: you

'Gonna Getcha Good' along with agreat deal of

maelstrom that trips up all but

energy and enthusiasm, dispelling the widely
held notion that electrostatic speakers can't

the most sure-footed
components. The breakneck

effectively reproduce rock and pop music. This is
often touted by those who have never heard a

speed of the bassline showed
just how incredibly fast and

'stat being driven by high-quality amplification
capable of delivering the current required.

agile the Clarity is, with the

amplifier that's untroubled by even
the most punishing load, though

speaker failing to trip over the

this can now be achieved for

multiple basslines driving the

around Ez000. You also need to

Shania's vocals are placed dead centre on a

need space around it and an ability
to precisely position it for optimal
operation. You also need an

huge stage that fully envelopes the front of the
listening room, delivering consistent width that

track along.

has only to date been matched by the PMC MB2
and my reference SL3 speakers. The stage depth

my reference SL-3/Bryston
14B-SST combination, the

from this speaker, whilst being very good, didn't

Clarity/3B-SST team matched

quite match what I
obtain from the SL- 3and
MB2, although both of these speakers cost far
more than the Clarity.

the bigger system, missing just

MartinLogan has produced at

afraction of the richness and
body of the more expensive

anything like this price, and it's

In the high frequencies you have achoice,
running the Clarity either as apure 'stat, or

combination, together with

outstanding design, to which I
unhesitatingly give my strongest

In direct comparison with

alack of output in room

assisting it's HF output with the NAC driver. I
found the NAC tweeter delivered an

'Frozen' contains even more

overpowering level of HF output when sitting

subterranean bass and, whilst

much below 4oHz. The track

partner this speaker with source
components that can stand the
microscopic analysis the Clarity
will put them under.
This is the finest speaker

bound to be asuccess. It's an

recommendation. An absolute
must-audition at the price.
WORDS_DAVID ALLCOCK
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Arum CD33T CD player
Successor to the Alpha 9and CD32 uses new digital tricks
previous models: aclever MultiDAC circuit

quality is extremely solid, and disc loading and

PRICE

f13cio

topology, combined with digital upsample

track access are up to the high standards

SUPPLIER

A&R Cambridge

processing. Four stereo Wolfson DAC chips are

available to dedicated CD players. This is in

CONTACT

employed in place of the Ring DAC, giving four

contrast to the modern experience of playing

01223 203203

individual D/A converters per channel. These are

CDs on aDVD player, where loading times, and

WEBSITE

www.arcam.co uk

wired such that one DAC takes the positive

track navigation, can be amuch slower process.

signal cycle and another the negative, with the

Rather like the Alpha 9and its derivatives,

whole mono differential package doubled- up, or

the CD33T excels at bringing out low-level detail

Arcam's CD players
made something of ametaphorical quantum

paralleled. The combined effect is to average out

from the music. This lends avery open and airy

inconsistencies and bring residual noise down

quality to the sound, with awide and deep

leap in sound performance about five years ago

to —12odB (A-weighted), according to Arcam's

soundstage full of subtle details. This certainly

with the introdetion of the Alpha 9player. This

figures. This is well below the noise floor of

helps colour in the intricacies between the main

player was set apart from its peers Dy virtue of a

regular CD anyway, at about 96dB, but illustrates

instruments or voices and their respective

novel D/A converter, ascaled- down version of

the effect of analogue averaging and dual-

melodies. In other words, rather than just

the dCS Ring DAC converter. This approach to

differential operation. Prior to the actual signal

providing acardboard cut-out of the main

D/A conversior has been discussed at length

conversion stage, the extracted data is

musical points, there's much in the spaces

before, but suffice to say it's based around a

upsampled by an Analog Devices sample- rate

between and around sound sources for your

hybrid multi-bit/sigma-delta architecture, with

converter chip, providing a24-bit/192kHz

averaging taken from anumber of unitary-

data- stream for the Wolfson chips to work with.

attention.
Spatial balance is neutral, insofar as the

To my ears

weighted current sources. The measurable and

The Arcam CD33T also has amore affordable

soundstage is neither aggresively upfront;

subjective effects include an improvement in

sibling in the DiVA CD93, which uses broadly the

nor set conspicuously too far back (as some

low-level linearity — the smallest subtleties of

same circuitry, but without the extra toroidal

upsampling players tend to paint the stage).

music are rendered with more accuracy than is

transformer power supply that feeds the CD33T's

Referencing to adCS rig — comprising Verdi

normally found in 16- bit CD replay.

analogue stages. DiVA models also do not

transport, Purcell upsampler and Delius D/A

benefit from the same solid Acousteel casework

converter — showed asimilar spatial

used in the FMI range.

description. In tonal balance, the CD33T

Asturdier and more satisfying build than the
Alpha 9was later seen in the fully- metaljacketed CD32 version, which spearheaded the

In use, the CD33T handles like the older

provided one of its two biggest surprises,

launch of Arcam's upper-crust FM] range of

Alpha 9and CD32 players. The ' T' suffix denotes

showing avery impressive sense of extension

electronics. Nlow, five years after the Alpha 9,

the use of aSony mechanism and associated

in the low bass that really helped underpin

Arum has anew top- of-the- range player, and

logic circuitry that can provide CDText

any performance, without adding bloat or

this time the simplified dCS Ring DAC circuit has

information from relevant discs, typically those

subtracting pace. On the contrary, pacing was,

been eplaced with adifferent British-designed

from the Sony Music group. Gone though is the

for me, the most welcome aspect to the tuning

converter solution. The CD33T has in fact two

variable display dimmer, presumably because

of the CD33T. Here's aplayer with incredible

principle technologies that differentiate it from

the Sony control logic no longer allows it. Build

speed. Fed some of the usual arbiters of pace

auditions
from the stable of A&R Cambridge. The mild,

Arcam provides two

shiny glaze that once sat over the Alpha 9sound

pair of analogue audio
outputs as standard,

is now all but gone, without sacrificing the

as well as RCA S/PDIF

commendable three-dimensionality of that
player. At the other extreme, bass is as tight and

and Toslink optical

low as once found in players costing over twice

digital outputs

the CD33T's price. Between the frequency
extremes it's essentially without coloration,
although some might find it just alittle too
dispassionate when set against sweeter
sounding players. But it's the cavernous
soundstaging and hear-through clarity that'll win
over many listeners.
In ashrinking market of pure audio CD
players, the Arcam CD33T stands proud, without
the multi- format machine compromises.
and rhythm, tracks like ' Safe From Harm' from

WORDS ANDREW HARRISON

Massive Attack's debut album or ' Stupid Gil'
from Garbage, the CD33T replayed with lightning
élan, and visceral punch to boot.
Set against the aCS version of events, tonal
Digital upsampling and

purity suffered marginally; for example.

Arcam has been building its CD players with
separate, removable D/A converter boards since
before the Alpha 9, allowing adegree of

MultiDAC D/A conversion all

sounding alittle less smooth and convincing on

upgrading. The self-contained board in the

happens on this board,

the violin and strings of aviolin concerto; but I

CD33T maintains this tradition, as it can be

which includes specialised

felt the CD33T was the more impressive

fitted to the DiVA CD72, CD72T or CD82 models.

Wolfson, Analog Devices

performer when compared to aLinn Ikemi,

and Burr Brown chips, and

where the £ 2000 Linn player was easily bested

layer fibreglass PCB bolted to arigid aluminium

audio grade

in areas of tonal accuracy, stereo space, and

extrusion, mounted inverted over the player's

capacitors

arguably even timing. The Arcam's high treble

motherboard. ' Ultra- low jitter' master oscillators

sounds effortless ir comparison, bt.t watch out

provide individually buffered clock lines to

The MultiDAC board is based around afour-

for brighter recordings, which might

various parts of the circuit. Power supplies are

be unveiled with uncompromising

separately regulated and filtered, and use a

clarity. With reference to another

mixture of WIMA polyester film capacitors, and

upsampling CD Mayer, the revised
Talk Electronics Thunder.3.1[see
page 54], the Arcam could be heard
as perhaps alittle too clinical, versus
the Talk's more rounded, mid-centric
musicality. Through afull- range system
terminated with B&W N8o2 speakers, I
preferred the more profound bass and
cleaner — if less descriptive — rnidband
of the Arcam, although it could er on the
side of too- squeaky clean in smaller
systems.
Based on my memory of the Ring DACequipped Arcam players, the CD 331 stands as
possibly the finest CD player to have corne

Elna, Oscon and Starget electrolytics. Analog
Devices AD797 high- current op- amps sum the
differential outputs of the DACs, before filtration

by afourth- order Bessel filter, starting way up
at ii5kHz. The filters and output stages see Burr
Brown OPA2134 op- amps, and aDC servo here
prevents stray DC from appearing on the output,
without ( potentially sound degrading) coupling
caps. Digital chips include an Analog Devices
AD1896 asynchronous sample- rate converter for
44.1kHz to 192kHz conversion, and four Wolfson
Microelectronics WM874o 24/192 converters.

The latter are similar to the Ring DAC in that
they're amulti-bit/sigma-delta type, using
dynamic element matching to average out
matching errors from 64 internal current
sources. Proprietary Arcam datablockers isolate

left and right channel information between
cz3- coeiNcT ›,t%An t

upsampling and A/D conversion, atechnique
said to inprove sound quality by lowering digital
noise on the DAC dies.
EY FEATURES
MultiDAC converter with four x24/192 DACs
Upsampling to 192kHz for smooth sound
Solid build and clean aesthetics
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OreIle SA100 evo
The warm reception for this integrated will leave Orelle in the pink
MICE

Elmo

SUPPLIER

Oselle

CONTACT

a» 8991 9200

WEBSITE

www.orelle.freeserve.co.uk

Orelle's star swung out of the limelight. Now,
Orelle has taken the obvious step by

and fed unbuffered straight to the volume control
pot. There are two line- level outputs, one the tape

resurrecting the SAtoo. Well not quite. What the

out, and the other apre- amp out, both fully

company has actually done is to resurrect the

buffered. On the input side, the overall frequency

product name, stuck an 'evo' on the end and

response will to some extent be at the mercy of

applied it to anew design intended recapture of

volume setting and the impedance of the source,

Orelle had one of the hits of the

the flavour of the original, appropriately updated

but the range of variation has been calculated so

in line with the general improvement in standards

that there's negligible effect on the in- band

'9os (yes, the 19905) in the SAtoo, aconventional

between then and now.

frequency response at practical volume levels,

looking integrated amplifier, priced around £ 450

The Skim evo is along way from being

even with CD and DVD players with an output

at the time, which just made min r
emeat of most

just another ' me too' design, but it starts out

impedance approaching ik ohm. From my

other middle- market amplifiers. It was fast,

ordinarily enough. Aremote control line- level

detailed, and perhaps most of all it had

amplifier, amoving- magnet phono upgrade

experience with the source components to hand,
including mainstream DVD players, there are no

immaculate timing. It had away of shaping and

module is available as an optional extra, and dual

discernable level- related or other coupling effects.

modulating amusk al phrase that made other

pairs of non-switchable speaker terminals are

amplifiers sound as though they had feet of clay.

fitted. At the core of the SAtoo evo is a3ooVA

the Sanken output devices [ see Technology box].

There are knock- on benefits from the use of

transformer and to,000pF of reservoir capacity

The built-in emitter transistor used by the

Bryant, who has been responsible for anumber of

which drives astereo power amplifier rated at a

designer as part of avery high impedance sensor

other significant designs under various brand

minimum of 80 watts per channel into 8ohms,

which is claimed not to compress transient

names over the years, including Exposure.

and 15oW into 4ohms (one channel only).

signals as typically happens with normal current

It was the progeny of atalented designer, Chris

But the moment and the amplifier passed, and
despite occasional sightings over the years,

The pre-amplifier section is mostly passive.
The six inputs, all at line level, are relay-switched

limiting. This sensor feeds aprotection circuit
which monitors voltage, current and temperature,

auditions
kind of ability is associated with much more
costly amplifiers, and only afew of them.
The SAloo evo sailed through the other test
obstacles. It performed better than expected with
speakers well out of its class, up to and including
thelMlab Grande Utopia Be (an absurd mismatch)
whose extraordinary extension at both ends of
the passband provided astiff test. The Orelle
remained tuneful and in control through the bass,
while the unexcelled treble purity and extension
was well served by the amplifier, which showed
no real signs of harshness or grain. With this and
with other speakers, including amoderately
priced Energy Connoisseur floorstander, the C-5,
power diodes and other components, but the
main point is that this is an amplifier that's
O Orelle's new

meticulously designed and particularly well

amplifier has a
stylish brushed

specified for its target audience. It's up against
some stuff opposition, and at our request, Arcam

aluminium fascia

supplied asample of the A3z for comparison, a

and comes with
an equally modish

powerful competitor at asimilar price.

remote control

The vitality and presence of the original Orelle
SAloo is echoed in the new model, but in spades.
From the outset, the Orelle was enormously
impressive for its precision and its clarity. It was

which was used for much of the listening, the
SAloo evo is clean, detailed and displays quick,
agile timing. It brings apropulsive, on-the ball feel
unusual for an amplifier in this class. Hum and
noise levels are astonishingly low with an ear up
against the speakers, and completely inaudible
from any distance at all, the final touch for an
amplifier that trades points with the best in class.
WORDS_ALV1N GOLD
TECHNOLOGY

and switches the output off if the output stage

able to cut through the rather murky mix in some

steps outside its designed operating envelope.

of Diana Krall recent recordings, while rising to

Orelle's DC coupled output module is asingle
bipolar Darlington device with on- board biasing

The circuit is controlled by amicroprocessor
which also operates the signal relays and the IR

the challenge with bold, tonally vivid recordings
like Cantus Against The Dying Of The Light (
an

transistors and temperature sensing diodes
which allows almost perfect tracking of the

remote control receiver. When the microprocessor
isn't required, it goes into asleep mode to

excellent male choral recording engineered by
John Atkinson of Stereophile, and one-time HFN

output bias as the output transistor temperature
changes. When the temperature tracking uses

eliminate RFI from this source. This part of the
circuit is powered by its own dedicated

editor). It was also capable of casting light on the

an external sensor, as is usually the case, there

shadowy undergrowth in naturalistic recordings

is ahysteresis effect as the bias levels on the

transformer, which helps reduce interactions with
the main audio circuits.

like Lambchop's Is AWoman, which can sound

output are modulated by the music signal
dynamics and atime constant.

The control system consists of anumber of
input selectors with indicator LEDs, and an
outsize volume control, which operates a
motorised ALPs pot. The amplifier goes through

opaque in some systems.
At the same time, the Orelle has alightweight
quality compared to the Arcam A3z, though this
is abalance issue rather than anything more

The Sanken output device is promoted by its
maker on the basis that it allows relatively
simple circuit implementations, which is an
obvious attraction. More to the point in Orelle's

fundamental. The Orelle just sounds lean and
dry, with less obviously developed dynamics and

view is that thanks to the on board temperature

musculature in large-scale orchestral recordings,

sensing, only arelatively trivial adaptation of

with the amp is atiny remote control, little thicker

for example. The Arcam sounds like abigger,

than acredit card and smaller in area, with
membrane switches — aselling feature for its

more expensive, more rough-and-tumble kind of

the original SAloo MOSFET circuit topology was
required. The only real tradeoff is that while

amplifier. It goes alittle louder too before letting

MOSFETs are self regulating, the new bipolar

cuteness value alone — which replicates the front

go, but the margin isn't abig one.

devices are not. The relative simplicity of the

aio-second check routine when powered up, any
error being indicated on the front panel. Supplied

panel functions. Orelle also can also supply a
system remote which operates the matching CD
player which is due to appear shortly.
The chassis is made of aluminium throughout.
Its end sections are quite thick, and the central

In the end it's amatter of taste and of system
balance. For many the Arcam will remain the
better all-rounder. Apart from being better
equipped, it has more power reserves, and a

panels are thinner, providing mutual damping

more dynamic, forceful personality, in addition
to which it's detailed and lively — agreat all-

while minimising weight as ameans of reducing

rounder in fact. The Orelle needs to be driven

energy storage effects. The main panels are
coated with ahard-wearing, synthetic, powder-

nearer to its limits to produce areal sense of

textured finish reminiscent of some non-stick

musical architecture. But the Orelle's superior
vitality, tonal purity (if not depth) and exquisitely

frying pan coatings. The front panel is brushed
and anodised. Aluminium is agood radio

transparent, and in some ways the more

frequency shield, but has no magnetic effect, and

sophisticated option. It's particularly open to

unlike steel it couples poorly to eddy currents
circulating on PC tracks laid in parallel.

and although piano quality is less physical than

There are other point of interest in this design,
including the use of some excellent quality relays,

original circuit was credited by Orelle for the
transparency and vitality of that design. It is
these same qualities that help Orelle retain
these essential attributes in the new amplifier.
The MOSFETs used in the original SAloo had
the disadvantage of poor current yield when
driving low impedance loads. The new output
device is capable of delivering plenty of current,
making it more or less independent of the load.

detailed quality means it's clearly the more

matters of instrumental and vocal phrasing,
some, the subtleties with which arpeggios are

Attractive credit card size remote control
Two sets of speaker outputs
Non- intrusive output protection

modulated by skilful players is ajoy. Usually this
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1. EAR/Yoshino 890 stereo amplifier

2. Avalon Symbol loudspeaker

3. GamuT CD iplayer

Avariant on one of our most popular amplifiers

The soundstage and imaging that you would

This product has received universally stunning

but using KT90 valves to produce 70 wpc in triode.

expect from this manufacturer but in acompact

reviews in the US. A big, bold sound. Now even

Superb sound at £ 2804

design. The new maple finish at £ 3795

smoother sound in the new CD112 version £ 2650
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4. conrad-johnson MV6oSE stereo amplifier

6. Wadia 862 CD player; 2NEW versions.

7. VPI Scout turntable with JMW Memorial

An uprated version of the new classic amplifier.

This remarkably musk at player is now avaRable in

9" tonearm Superb sound and value at £ 1350.

Reminicent of the Premier 11; very holographic,

two new variations on the regular version. 8618

Cartridge shown is Benz- Micro Glider at £650

very muslin, with anaturaE presentatior. firmo

with no input cards £ 5999.861SE with their own,
new transport mechanism £ 9999. The SE transport

5. Nottingham Analogue Horizon turntable
The new budget product from this respected
manufacturer. Amazing value at £484; with Rega

8. SME Model io turntable/Series IV tonearm

can be retrofitted to any 861 or 860 model

One of oui (pest selling combinations consistently over

for £ 2000.

the last few years. Afirst class, high- end sound at an
affordable price. Turntable £ 2644. Tonearm £ 1127.

Arm £ 530. Tonearm shown is Nottingham Analogue
Interspace at £ 434. Cartridge shown is Clearaudio
Aurum Beta at £ 225

Amphion • A.R.T. loudspeakers • Avalon Acoustics • I3CD Racks • Benz- Micro • Cardas • Clearaudio • Clearlight Audio RDC
conrad-johnson • EAR/Yoshino • Gamut • IsoTek • Kuzma • Lavardin • Lehman • Living Voice • Lyra • Magnum Dynalab • Moon
Nordost • Nottingham Analogue • Opera • Pagode Equipment Supports • Pathos • Resolution Audio • Rogue Audio • SME
Shanling • Shun Mook • Sugden • Transfiguration • Triangle • Trinity Audio • Tri-Planar • Unison Research • VPI • Wadia

Conveniently located between Reading and

7Comet House, Calleva Park, Aldermaston

Basingstoke, we are approximately 15 minutes drive

Reading, Berkshire RG7 81A

from either Junction 12 on the M4 or Junction

b

on the M3. Free and easy parking, outside the
building. We have ahome evaluation scheme for
those who might find this method more convenient.

T 0118 981 9891
Einfo@audioconsultants.co.uk

www.audioconsultants.co.uk

Demonstrations by appointment,
Mondays to Saturdays 10:oo to 18:00.
It is advisable to call us before visiting.
Part exchange welcome. Ex-demonstration and
previously owned equipment listed on our website.

AC/HEN/OS
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Epos ELS 3
The first in anew range from Epos suggests great things to come
PRICE

£200/pair

SUPPLIER

Epos Acoustics

CONTACT

01442 260142

reflex design, the ELS 3uses two new drive units
— a13omm bass/midrange and a25mm
tweeter. Intended to be used

0.2 to

o.5m from a

rear wall, the LF driver has amoulded
polypropylene cone driven from a25mm voice

Complementary siblings of a

coil. The cone is terminated in convex roll

kind in the 1990s through their adoption by TGi,

conical central dust cap. It's built into adie-cast
aluminium open- frame chassis and has a

Epos and Mordaunt-Short were acquired by
Audio Partnership in 1999. However, Epos was
immediately sold on to Mike Creek who had long
wanted aspeaker range to complement his

surround and has aspecially profiled, near-

massive, shielded dual- magnet system, allowing

degree of tonal neutrality on offer — not perfect
but substantially ahead of much that I've heard
at around this price level. Significantly, there's
precious little cabinet resonance, that all-toofrequent ludas of lower midrange plausibility.
The treble is very sweet. If anything the sound
is fractionally muted at the top end, which I
prefer to any emphasis. In apassive design the
LF response is limited by the physics of asmall
driver in asmall box, but the ELS 3is

cost designs. Retailing at f2oo per pair, it's

its use close to aCRT monitor or television.
Fixing is impressively comprehensive with no
fewer than six 2omm screws. Reflex loading is
via arounded-exit plastic tube some 76mm long
and 32mm in diameter set into the rear panel.

responsive to energetic music, rhythmically tight
and secure. About the only significant aspect
with which Imight take issue is acertain

established and highly respected electronics.
The ELS 3is the first in anew range of lower

exceptionally clean here, so far as it goes.
It's also notable for its dynamic abilities —

intended both for conventional two channel

The top, back and bottom internal faces are

thickening during complex textures in sustained

audio and surround sound. Amatching
centre channel model is due for release shortly.

lined with light, absorbent wadding.

loud passages. In that respect, it suggests its
own replay level. Use of agood complementary

No lowering of standards should be inferred from

dome and shielded neodymium magnet system.
Its large plastic faceplate has acurved 'bite' taken

the expression ' lower cost'. Indeed, the only
aspect of this design that relates to budget
trimming is the substitution of simple vinyl wrap
for the luxury of real wood veneers. Three
simulated grain finishes are available: tight or
dark cherry and black ash.
Asmall (270 x174 x195mm, hwd) two-way
TECHNOLOGY
Simp!e and sweet, this design does all (and

The tweeter is also new and has an aluminium

out of its lower portion to accommodate the
chassis edge of the bass/midrange driver, thus
bringing the two acoustic centres fairly close
together. The faceplate incorporates a
moulded, gold-plated Epos logo, while the
dome itself is protected from physical damage
by an integral tripod frame.
The drivers are set flush into the particle

I'd

say arguably more than all) that can be asked of

board baffle, which at 25mm thick is hefty for
such asmall speaker. Its side edges are

acompact two-way at this price. High- quality

mitred, which helps moderate diffraction

drive units are inherently well-behaved, enabling
the use of asimple crossover in the established
Epos ' less is more' tradition. The crossover point

effects as well as adding amodicum of style.
As supplied, the entire frontal area is hidden
by afabric-covered MDF frame but as usual

is set at 3kHz with second-order low- frequency

this is asimple push fit so can be easily

and third- order high- frequency slopes. Bi wiring

removed by those intent on chasing the last
degree of transparency. The remainder of the

is not an option. Reflex loading is patently well
implemented, the output of the rear- sited port
complementing the forward- going energy from
the cone itself with no obvious anomalies.

cabinet is made of 12mm MDF.
The crossover is typical of Epos, to wit

Bass extension is necessarily limited — there's

capacitors and two resistors, it has asecondorder low-pass section and athird-order high-

little of real consequence below 6oHz — but it is

minimalist. Employing two chokes, three

very clean and perhaps because of that sounds

pass, and is centred on 3kHz. All components

deeper than it really is. Altogether an
impressively coherent performer.

are high quality and soldered to aPCB that's
fixed to the rear of the input terminal panel.

KE'l FEATURES
Reflex- loaded two-way stand-munt design

Gold-plated screw 4mm terminals are fitted
but there's no provision for bi-wiring. My

Simple purists crossover

measurements show that the impedance never
drops below 5ohms so the nominal 4ohms
specified is entirely fair. Sensitivity is quoted

Substantial particle- board MD,F cabinets

at 87dB for 1W at im.
These are tremendously impressive little
speakers. I
was genuinely taken aback at the

subwoofer would probably overcome this
limitation and would make for atruly full- range
system. This is areally excellent design and
surely bodes well for forthcoming models in the
new range.
WORDS_IYOR HUMPHREYS

Denon D-Mal micro system
Is this micro- system worthy of its place in ahigh- end audio mag?
PRICE .£ 230—£600
SUPPLIER

Denon

arrived, I
was reminded not of the doggy- do

and weighing but 4.3kg. Ihave headphone amps

against which the Denon D- M31 will compete, but

that are bigger and heavier.

of classics like the old Marantz PM-4integrated

CONTACT

01 753

WEBSITE

www.denon.co.uk

88 8 447

If lifestyle has become anasty

And what they've forced into it! The main unit,
the D- M31 RDS CD/tuner/amplifier, contains a

amp, aproduct designed so that Japanese
audiophiles could keep their teenagers away from

22W/ch (6ohms, ikHz) stereo integrated amp,

the Futterman. After all, how many — financially

offering selection of the onboard FM/AM RDS

depleted by our main systems — can afford true

tuner or CD player, plus two external sources with

high-end lifestyle products such as Chord's Choral

both inputs and outputs (see Technology box).
There are bass and treble controls, ' Source Direct'

understand why. That's because ' lifestyle' is now

or even aLinn Classic setup as secondaries?
systems? On awhim, I
ordered one of the Denons

abuzz-word used by lowrent crud mongers who

for review. And am Iglad I
did.

allows you simply to press ' play' and the system

epithet when applied to audio. it's easy to

tone bypass and 'Auto Source Select', which
switches on and, er, plays, plus amono pre-amp/

cook up vastly overpriced, 99% injection -

You could be looking at one of ahundred

moulded- plastic swill boasting meaningless

similar space- saving solutions. Okay, so there's

subwoofer output, RadioText, 40 tuner presets,

specs, swoopy styling and sound quality that just

plenty of real metal, with something called

automatic tuning and a24 hour timer for alarm or

about rivals acirca1976 rental TV.

'chameleon titanium' colouring, and even luxury

unattended recording. The rear also contains, in

touches like amirror- finish display that — when

addition to the aforementioned pair of loops and

Alas, the man on the street — the sort who
wouldn't touch ahi-fi magazine any sooner than

the unit is in standby mode — gives no indication

pre-/ sub out, adigital optical output, system

Mary Whitehouse would have pored over aporno

of its capability for carrying anumerical read-out.

connectors for integration with other Denon
components, aswitched AC outlet, FM coaxial

rag — buys this sort of execrable cruo by the 4oft

But it's still acase of everything being crammed

container load. So when atruly remarkable

into achassis measuring 95 x210

lifestyle product comes along, it's understandable

including the feet, the controls and the terminals,

it you look the other way. There are few
precedents to tell you to invesIgate

X 316MM

(
hwd)

aerial input, plus press terminals for the supplied
AM aerial and bare-wire speaker connection.
As such, the front panel is
remarkably uncluttered considering
all that it must control. An On/Off

it any further.
Not that Denon, acompany that

button takes the unit out of

knows better, used the L-word more

standby (
it must stay powered

than once in its Dress release.

to keep the timer valid), and there

Instead, it identifies this very cool

are alarge rotary volume control,

package with arather retro label:

three large and two small buttons

Micro Component System. It's a

for transport control, three small

phrase redolent of the late 1970s, of

buttons tone, menus and other

Toshiba Aurex and the flood of other

functions, and a3.5mm headphone

215mm wide (or ' half-width', given

socket. The secret of this

the industry's 43omm norm)

minimalism? The easyto-decipher

components.

RC 933 infrared remote control's

Even so, Denon badge aside,

39 buttons. They include all of the

there's absolutely no reason why

D-M31's functions plus those of the

anyone reading this magazine

optional MD recorder and cassette.

would give it asecond look: an HFN

Denon also supplied the

reader looking at aCD/tuner/pre-/

magnetically- shielded, Mission -

power amp combo in asingle, small

made SC M51 two-way reflex

box, with aprice tag of £ 230? Yeah,

speakers. They measure a

right: that's like Max Power readers

complementary

aspiring to drive aDaewoo. You

(hwd) and house a25MM soft dome

guys are wa-a-ay beyond entry

tweeter and tiomm woofer, in the

level. But alot of audiophiles have

classic upside-down Missionary

kds, or might want sound in the

position. Spec is 6ohms and 88dB

215 X 165 X 210MM

bedroom/kitchen/study —

sensitivity, with frequency response

somewhere where they're not about

of 75Hz—zokHz. Supplied with cloth

to put their cherished/babied Class-

grilles and foam inserts to stuff in

A20oW behemoths or single-ended

the rear ports for near-to the wall

triode heat machines.

placement, the SC-M5is are fitted

So, when the press release
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with decent binding posts and came

auditions
supplied with afew metres of thin cable.
What we have so far is aself-contained, CDplus- radio system for £3oo with speakers. I
tried
it straight out of the box, the sole addition being a
pair of IF Designs speaker stands that cost more
than the whole Denon package. Immediately, it
was obvious that I
wasn't listening to one of those
just-add-water/instant-hi-fi defecations, but
something quite away beyond acceptable. Then I
started tweaking.
Far be it for me to criticise the Mission-sourced
speakers because, at £70, there ain't awhole
helluva lot wrong with them bar the mock- bass.
Take off the grilles, turn them upside-down so the
tweeter is where God intended, and you probably
won't complain. But if you're areviewer with an
inexplicable urge to force components into
unnatural situations, you'll soon learn that the
D-M3i's capabilities are so far in excess of the
competence of the speakers, that it's like fitting
back-of-the-van retreads to aPorsche. At the
very least, you want to feed this into apair of
Wharfedale's small Diamonds at flu). Or do what
I
did: try it with Wilson WATT Puppy System 7,
Quad ESL- 57, LS3/5A and Sonus Faber Guarneri.
Sick? Perverse? Delusional? Maybe yes, maybe
no, maybe all of the above. Either way, I
forced a
knowledgeable friend (who owns both ESL-63 and
Sonus Faber speakers) to listen to the setup, to
make sure I
wasn't imagining things. After 20
seconds, he just shook his head. He thought I
was
driving the Guarneris with flo,000 worth of tubed

some other power amp. Eddy Louiss' synth excess

I
defy you to go into any Denon outlet, listen to it

is about as taxing as acartoon is to aplasma
screen: you can't help but be impressed with it.

and not take one home just for the sheer hell of it.
It's as irresistible as aTivoli radio or the late,

So Itried textured vocals — Johnny Cash's latest

lamented Tandy U(5 Pro: you'll buy it even if you

— and natural sounding recordings from Eva

have no need for it, just because it's there. I'm
buying the review sample for my son's birthday,
but the speakers go back. Can't wait to see how

Cassidy and Christy Baron, some solo piano and
lots of sax. The downside? The Denon system
reveals its price tag by exhibiting alack of the
refinement we'd take for granted with system of
hi-fi separates in which each component costs as
much as the Denon.

The Denon D- M31 system is so far ahead
of the Mission speakers that it's like fitting
back-of-the-van retreads to aPorsche

the Denon gets along with my old Quad ioLs...
WORDS KEN KESSLER
TE

0

in addition to the main unit and speakers there
are two other components which explain why
there's asw•tched AC outlet and two line outs as
well: the two options are both recording
devices:
— Option iMain unit plus the Mission SC- M51
speakers (£230 + f7o)

McIntosh, or the Musical Fidelity Tri Vista.
It emerges that Denon has fitted this system

But it wasn't so offensive as to stop one from
eijoying the music. Bass was solid and

— Option 2: DRR-M31 auto- reverse cassette
deck, with Dolby Bnoise reduction and CD

with one stunner of an amplifier section. The radio

u/commonly well extended. There was plenty of
air, if not enough to worry single-ended triode

record synchronisation (+ f150)

does everything it should — its AM reception is
way above average, and the FM reminded me of
why DAB sucks big time — while the CD player
is silky and detailed. How good? Ifed the

users. Treble? Atad coarse, but never sibilant.
Overall, it was the power and
musicality that impressed

— Option 3: DMD-M31 MiniDisc recorder, with
editing and CD record synchro (+£ 250)
— Option KK: NAD phono amp (+£ 50), aRega or
Pro-Ject turntable/cartridge package (+£15o),

digital output through acouple of external

consistently and repeatedly. It

DACs, and it matched the performance of

entry-level Chord or IXOS speaker cable (+£ 50),

simply had no right to serve up

certain fl000-plus transports Idon't wish to

the Wharfedales (+fr2o), nice stands (+£150)

embarrass. Minimal treble edginess, nice air

as much thwack as it did, exhibit
as much control as it did, way

Try the last option and you'll have amusical,

and decay, superb stage width. So far, so

before anything even

good: two very fine onboard sources.
But the power amp... at no point did it run
out of steam unless asked to do truly stupid
things, like drive the Wilsons to pain levels.
Hell, it fed enough juice into the Guarneris —
which are peculiarly difficult and hungry
— to make me back off ashade half-way

approaching the onset of
clipping. It's absurdly convincing.
How Denor did all this for
£230 I
don't know. I'm just glad
they did it, because now I — and
you, for that matter — have

through the usual Eddy Louiss bass-buster,

something to recommend to
everyone and anyone who asks,

and my friend had to check the wiring (the

'What should r
buy as asimple,

spidery stuff that came with the SCMis)
to make sure Ihadn't fed the Denon through

dirt-cheap system that won't
have me wishifig I'd spent more?'

all- in system to savour for under ¡Soo. And
Denon is thinking big boys' here by including an
optical digital output and more drive capability
than the spec suggests. Unlike typical single- box
systems, this one has genuine flexibility.
KEY FEATURES
Great, poiverful amp that really sings
Ridiculously good value for money
Perfect second system material

—i\t/
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Parasound A52 amplifier
and C2 controller
From across the Pond comes this high- end AV combination

ouranammum
eve
In common with other US gear, both units are

used via the on-screen displays. The C2 controller
can output to eight distinct channels: front- left,

PRICE

A52 £1700, C2 £3700

large — indeed, too large for most rack shelves

SUPPLIER

Denon

front- right, centre, sub, surround-left, surround-

CONTACT

01753 888447

due to their height of 152mm and depth of
4o6mm. The impressive design features attractive
blue LEDs and blue backlit buttons. In addition,

WEBSITE

www.denon.co.uk

further channels are available, the output of
which can be custom- mixed from combinations of

the C2 controller sports ablue LED display
featuring multiple lines of text to denote volume,

right, back- left, and back- right. In addition, four

the eight discrete channels. This would be useful

mode, source and the like.
The Parasound combination was driven from
aMichell Gyrodec/RB600/Dynavector Dvi7D2

if you wanted to connect asecond subwoofer or
route sound to additional speakers in other

turntable, Naim CDi CD player and Pioneer DV636
DVD player. Ancillary sources included aSony
tuner with roof- mounted six-element aerial, NIL

dimensions resemble those in Blenheim Palace
and you wish to provide additional side-fill sound.
Additional power amplifiers will be required if you

for Wilson Audio and Mobile Fidelity, as well as

digital cable TV and my JVC Nicam video.
Speakers were Naim SBL fronts, Eltax bipolar

decide to avail of the additional channel options
because the A52 is only afive- channel amplifier.

mixing consoles for the Montreux Rock Festival

rear speakers and aREL Storm Ill subwoofer.

San Francisco based company,
Parasound, has 20-year history as ahigh-end hi-fi
and home theatre manufacturer. In 1974,
the company's founder John Curl designed the
groundbreaking Mark Levinson JC-2 pre-amplifier
and since then he has designed master recorders

and the Grateful Dead.
The C2 controller and A52 amplifier are the

The Parasound combination can be linked

rooms. It might also be beneficial if your room

For best results you should use another A52 to
enable perfect tonal matching.
Having defined the number of speakers, the

latest in along line of products that have ahigh
level of brand recognition in the US, but are

together via either balanced XLR interconnects or
unbalanced RCA phono interconnects as in this
case. The C2 controller offers ahuge range of

relatively unknown outside their home market.

possible input connection standards including

aseries of test tones is played through each of
the channels. The setup routine calculates the

The

supplied microphone is plugged in to the

C2

and

balanced audio, unbalanced RCA sockets. It

level, frequency response and time delay of each

'Halo' which is ahigh-end offshoot of the main

accepts optical and digital in/outputs too. Video

channel and from this derives optimum matching.

Parasound brand. For all their high-end

signals can be fed via composite video, S-video
and component video. The C2 will accept up to

settings, but the routine setup only required

C2

and A52 are part of anew series called

aspirations, however, Halo is affordable compared
to other US brands imported into Europe.
Both pieces are extremely well finished and
come housed in an attractive brushed aluminium
style case with optional rack-mount attachments.

four audio components and six A/V components.
Setup is made considerably easier by the

Experienced users can override and tweak these
minor adjustment as I
acclimatised to the system.
PhD-level programming of surround sound

addition of an automated routine, which simply

processor menus is apastime even less popular

involves selecting the number of speakers being

than colonic irrigation; so if you're one of those
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Parasound's A52 is afive- channel power
amplifier built on such an epic battleship
scale that Iwas tempted to smash a
bottle of champagne across the fascia

1400 VA toroidal transformer is arather

Parasound is massive. Not only does the latter

impressive 3oA/channel — so even though my

offer greater clarity from centre and surround

Naim SBL speakers are easy to drive, sterner tests

channels, but it also reveals previously unheard

should be passed with flying colours, too.

information and effects. Sound steering on

Ibegan by listening to music on the Parasound

incoming aircraft and gunfire was superbly well

combination. On Fleetwood Mac's Mirage album,

executed and it was far easier to suspend

Stevie Nicks' outstanding paean to unfulfilled

disbelief and immerse oneself in the movie.

dreams, ' Landslide' was reproduced with great

ADVD of Fleetwood Mac live, The Dance,

clarity and openness. The husky, Southern- babe

sounded superbly real. The soundfield extended

charm of Nicks' voice swooped over Lindsay

to the extremes in all directions and audience

Buckingham's sharply delineated guitar plucking

applause was noticeably improved over my usual

with delicious transparency. Compared with the

experience. The front channels delivered a

who prefers not to delve into the bowels of your

Naim NAC 102/NAP 250 combination that I

genuinely musical experience.

processor settings, the excellence and ease of the

usually use, the guitar notes lacked adegree of

The Parasound C2 A52 lived up to its promise

Parasound setup should provide welcome relief.

leading- edge incisiveness but it was clear from

and Ienjoyed my time with it to the degree that I

the off that I
was dealing with an extremely

didn't want to return it. It provides fully integrated

Parasound provides two remote controls with
the system. The first is asophisticated and

capable combination; moreover, one capable of

multi- channel amplification and adecoding

complex one with ahuge range of buttons and a

providing superbly three-dimensional sound.

system with genuinely high levels of performance

LCD screen to ease menu surfing. The second is a

Procol Harum's excellent latest album The

far simpler affair offering source selection, volume

Well's On Fire has atrack called 'An Old English

build, sound and a10-year warranty reinforce my

and mute functions. Awhole plethora of sound

Dream', which was engagingly presented with

view that I
for one left my heart in San Francisco.

processing options are available including:

good dynamic range and excellent tonal colour.

WORDS JONATHAN GORSE

Stereo, Stereo 96 (which is an upsampling mode),

Drums and cymbals in particular showed great

Pro Logic and Pro Logic II. Dolby EX offers an

clarity and absence from 'splashiness' and the

additional one or two matrixed channels from a

expressiveness of Geoff Whitehorn's guitar

The Parasound C2 controller and pre- amplifier

Dolby Digital 5.1 soundtrack to enable 7.1

playing was clearly conveyed. This track is an

offers afull range of THX certified DIS and

operation. THX cinema incorporates special

ideal test track because it's instrumentally

Dolby Digital processing modes as well as Pro-

equalisation to compensate for the differences

complex. Often lesser amplifiers struggle to

Logic II to enable highest possible quality

between home and theatre acoustics — in your

reproduce the whole without suffering confusion

reproduction of Dolby Surround and Nicam

home there's less high- frequency absorption so

and cacophony but the Parasound kept agrip on

stereo encoded legacy material. The C2 can be

conventional Dolby Digital sounds too ' bright'.

the proceedings even when driven at high

configured for fully balanced or conventional

Finally, arange of further THX and DIS surround

volumes. Be warned, though, the A52 runs

operation. Dimensions are: 150 x437 x4o6mm

processing modes as well as acoustic

seriously hot when pushed hard so be prepared

(hwd), and the unit weighs 8.2kg.

reverberation modes such as 'club', ' party' and

to allow plenty of room for ventilation.

'concert'. Irarely use these last offerings but the

On television and VHS video I
was astonished

on music and film at modest cost. Its superb

TECHNOLOGY

The Parasound A52 is afive- channel power
amplifier rated at 125 watts RMS per channel

party one caught my eye because it just sends the

by how much better the Parasound was than my

into 8ohms, and 225 watts per channel into 4

front and left channels to the surround speakers

usual Yamaha DSP E800. Dolby Pro- Logic II is a

ohms. Frequency response of 5Hz-iooKhz

enabling you to spread your two-channel music

huge improvement on the original Pro- Logic

+o/-3dB at iwatt shows unusually wide

around your drunken guests effectively!

system and creates afar more spacious and

bandwidth despite THD being held to below

enveloping rear channel experience even from

0.2% even at full power. Dimensions are 150 x

on such an epic battleship scale that I
was

television broadcasts and old videotapes. Jt's only

437 xx5oimm (hwd) and it weighs 22.7kg.

tempted to smash abottle of champagne across

when you use aprocessor of the quality of the

the fascia upon first switch-on. (As I
could only ! ay

Parasound you realise how good old videotapes

hands on arather fine bottle of Grand Siècle La

and TV signals can sound.

The A52 is afive- channel power amplifier built

Cuvée at the time Iresisted temptation.)

KEY FEATURES
Superb processing and decoding engine

Moving onto Pearl Harbor on DVD, the

Successful power- on is denoted by means of five,

Parasound offered athoroughly enveloping movie

blue, front- mounted LEDs. The amp delivers

experience. The rear channels came alive in away

125W/channel into 8ohms and practically double

that I'd never heard before. The difference

that into 4ohms. Peak current delivery from the

between agood fi000 processor and the

Excellent high- power amplification stages
'Battleship' robustness in build

--\/ august 2003
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Digital Terrestrial
Set-top Boxes
It's not just

FM radio that has adigital

supplied remote control is an ergonomically -

replacement stalking current analogue trans-

styled item, and this allows alphanumerical input

missions. Regular terrestrial TV has adigital

for Internet use. Afull wireless QWERTY keyboard

counterpart, in the form of Digital Terrestrial

is available for £ 30.

Television, which is being groomed to eventually
only aset- top box (STB) is required to get many

NOKIA 211T
MEDIAMASTER

free- to- air stations, aservice also now known as

The Nokia 211T is abox designed solely for

Freeview. Like DAB radio, it's being promoted to

accessing digital television and radio,

the UK public as amodern, improved way to

although its build and features place it

experience TV compared to traditional analogue

above the entry-level STBs that can

broadcasts. And like DAB, digital terrestrial does

be bought for less than £9o. It

have certain benefits for the viewer — but it also

conies in acurvy styled box, 80 x

replace analogue broadcasting. In its basic form,

erodes important aspects of quality that aren't

251 x275mm, that might endear

necessarily immediately obvious.

it to some, although it's likely to

To find out what the service has to offer to a

date more quickly than aplainer

quality- minded listener and viewer, we sampled

design, and it doesn't allow

three current set- top boxes, to judge picture and,

anything to be stacked on top. On the back

as importantly, sound quality of digital terrestrial

are two SCART sockets, apair of RCA aud o

television. All three units tested here were chosen

outputs, RS232 for data connection (
eg, external

for their inclusion of adigital audio output, in the

modem; upgrade via PC), and S/PDIF digital

form of TosLink optical (Netgem and Pace) or RCA

audio on RCA socket. Also here is the aerial input

coaxial (Nokia). For most broadcasts, the digital

and RF output, which includes an RF modulated

audio output sees the MPEG audio converted

output of the digital TV broadcast. This will allow

internally to linear PCM, 16-bit/48kHz, although

connection to even old TV sets without SCART or

there is provision in the standard for broadcasters

Composite video inputs.

to use multi- channel formats of Dolby or DTS.
Around 30 TV channels are currently available,
including the usual five channels (BBC iand 2,

price to the inclusion of adigital video recording
system, in the form of an internal hard disk. This

listeners put off spending more money than

can record off- air programmes like aVHS video

necessary on aDAB radio, digital terrestrial also

recorder, and store them in their native MPEG

provides access to aselection of DAB stations.

form for replaying at any time. Record time is

These include national BBC radio (including new

up to to hours from its 2oGB HD. With two digital

stations BBC 6Music, BBC 7and i)(tra), Jazz FM,

TV tuners inside it's easy to watch one

Kerrang!, and Smash! Hits Radio.

programme while recording another; but
most impressive is the TiVO-like ability to
pause live TV. By pressing the Pause

The iPlayer is asmall lightweight plastic box, 44 x

button on the remote handset, it appears

314 x154mm (hwd), with just afew LED lights on

as if the broadcast has been frozen, only

the front panel. It's unusual amongst its peers by

to continue playing from the same point

including adial- up modem and Internet software,

when Play is pressed.

the rear panel are two SCART sockets, an Rill

Connections include two SCARTs (which
also allow sending second tuner's

telephone socket for the modem, aerial input and

programme to an external VCR, or watching

RF pass- through output, and TosLink digital audio

two different programmes on two TV sets),

out. Mains power is via afigure-of-eight type lead.

stereo audio on apair of RCA phono sockets,

On one end of the unit is aUSB socket, which

Composite video via phono socket, RF in and out

allows connection to either certain USB printers,

(with modulated RF output of DU), and TosLink

or an ethernet adaptor (for broadband). The

optical digital audio. Set-up and installation of all

august
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SUPPLIER

Nosda

CONTACT

087 00

555 777

PACE TWIN DIGITAL

ITV, C4, C5), plus new channels like BBC 3, BBC 4,

allowing web access and basic email facilities. On

£140

The most expensive unit here owes its premium

and ITV2. In addition, and of interest to radio

NETGEM ¡ PLAYER

PRICE

PRICE

£13o

SUPPLIER

Netgem

CONTACT

01727 884870

auditions
three of these digital terrestrial STBs was

signal information left in the audio datastream,

straightforward, and should present little problem

post-compression, to create matrixed surround.

to even anon-technical user. All three offer stereo

The sound heard in the rear channels is severely

audio output, but more useful are the digital

distorted MPEG rubbish, squelchy and spitty, and

audio outputs. Using this you can eliminate the

serves only to annoy the listener, even when

budget D/A converters within, and this ought to

turned down low. The irony here is that many

be especially appealing when using DU in a

programmes are broadcasted with surround -

home cinema system that includes asurround -

encoded audio, such as feature films and even TV

sound processor, as it bypasses an unnecessary

dramas; with the audio quality currently available

DIA and AID process.

from digital terrestrial TV, the film and programme

In use, picture and sound quality of th units
was so close it was hard to differentiate,

makers needn't bother.
Listening to digital radio available through

especially given the ever-changing nature of the

DVB-T showed aslightly different balance to that

broadcast source material. Aprospective buyer

heard through adedicated DAB tuner. Typically,

could be advised here to base adecision on

the sound is slightly darker, with less of the

feature list and ease of use. Again, all three units

sibilant edge heard on Band Ill DAB. Each of the

had well- thought-out on- screen menus; Iliked the

STBs seemed alittle less articulate here,

Nokia GUI best, but the Pace and Netgem were

subtracting some more of the fine detail of music,

equally navigable. Ask to try aprospective SIB in

but the less aggressive top- end did make for an

PRICE

£350

shop to get afeel of the differences. Given astill

easier sound that fatigues less than DAB. Given

SUPPLIER

Pace

or almost static picture, image quality was of a

the limited selection of stations available here, a

CONTACT

very high quality, with seemingly more low-level

would-be radio listener might decide that a

0870 120 1910

resolution of picture details, good contrast and

dedicated radio tuner is required. But if your only

brightness and convincing — though less
saturated — colours. With fast moving scenes
however, the picture can deteriorate
rapidly, with very distracting mosquito

need is, for example, the BBC radio services, a
set-top box such as these may provide all that's
needed, with Freeview TV added as afree bonus.
WORDS ANDREW HARRISON

noise (MPEG artefacts around edge
details), and some trailing 'echo'
effect of objects in motion. This is

DTT sound and pictures are encoded digitally

manifest most annoyingly in the

using MPEG compression — MPEG-2 for video

closing credits of TV programmes,

as in DVD-Video, and MPEG-2 Layer II for audio,

which often become entirely

as used in DAB radio. In the case of the picture,

unreadable. Some programmes have a
continual swirling, grainy video noise
that softens focus terribly, witnessed for
example on BBC 2repeats of Star Trek: The
Next Generation and The Good Life.

intermittent but severe artefacts on motion
sequences. The complete transmission of audio,
video and additional data is wrapped up witi

So what of sound quality? This is variable,
depending on TV channel and time, as if
there is some sliding bit- rate allocation
program at work unseen. Played in
two- channel stereo, this varies
between ' medium fidelity',
with aquality I
would
compare to MPEG
Layer II DAB radio
at around 16o192kbit/s,

aRESTRI,tt

data- rates are lower than that used in DVD
video, leading to grainier pictures, and

COFDM (Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing), and transmitted over the air on
spare channels in UHF Bands IV and V, the same
as existing analogue TV transmissions. Six
multiplexes are in operation in the UK, each of
which takes the same 8MHz bandwidth as a
single regular analogue TV cnannel. Within each
multiplex several TV stations car be broadcast;
for example, Multiplexn carries BBCs 1, 2ard 3,
CBBC, BBC News 24 and BBCi. Two encoding
schemes are in use, the original 64 QAM

to ' poor',

(Quadrature Amplitude Modulation, still used by

sounding

ITV1 and ITV2 in Multiplex

like

BBC Radios 1-5 in Multiplex A) and the slightly

128kbitis

more robust 16 QAM system, used in

MPEG

Multiplexes i, B, C, and D.

Layer II or below.
The most unfortunate
consequence of the audio quality is

2;

and C5, Bid- up TV,

KEY FEATURES
Receive new digital terrestrial TV

that, for the greater part of the time I
auditioned
these units, it wasn't possible to use matrix

Receive digital radio stations

surround- sound decoding, eg, Dolby Pro- Logic or
DIS Neo:6. As witnessed before with low bit- rate

Digital audio output for AV processors

compressed audio, there's simply not enough

august 2003
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MAIN BRANDS
STOCKED.

EXCELLENCE.
AMIPPr

audio T
AUDIO EXCELLENCE and AUDIO Twork together to bring you
the benefits of buying from alarge dealer: highly trained staff,
long guarantees, competitive prices and the security of 57 joint
years in business. But please don't think we're achain of clones each of our stores is run as an individual specialist shop with it's
own opinions and stock profile. You'll find us enthusiastic and
friendly because we think that buying hifi should be as much fun
as listening to it!
CUSTOM INSTALLATION If you want your Hi-Fi/Home Cinema
integrated seamlessly and/or invisibly into your home we have a
dedicated team who do this to the highest standards. Call us for
advice on how you can enjoy music and films all round your home.

57 YEARS JOINT EXPERIENCE
3 YEAR GUARANTEE ON HI- Fl
SEPARATES
• FULL DEMONSTRATION
FACILITIES
• PRICE PROMISE
• 10 DAY EXCHANGES
• 30 DAY NO COST PENALTY
UPGRADES
•

For your FREE copy of
MUSIC AT HOME,
The Ultimate Guide 2003
FREEPHONE 0500 101501
(quote ref HFNO3a)

or vist our web site at
www.music-at-home.co.uk

For the very latest information
please check our web sites:

PART EXCHANGES
INTEREST FREE OPTION ON
SALES OVER £ 250*

• HOME LOANS AND HOME
DEMONSTRATIONS
• EVENING DEMONSTRATIONS
BY APPOINTMENT
*Subject to status. Written details
on request

BASINGSTOKE 01256 324311
2Feathers Lane
basingstoke@audio t.co.uk
BRENTWOOD 01277 264730
30 Crown Street
brentwood@audio t.co.uk
BRIGHTON 01273 609431
69 London Road
brighton@audio tco.uk
BRISTOL 0117 926 4975
65 Park Street

bristol@audio-excellence.co.uk

CAMBERLEY 01276 685597
173-175 London Road

camberley@audio-t.co.uk

CARDIFF 029 2022 8565
134-136 Crwys Road
cardiff@audio excellence.co.uk
CHELTENHAM 01242 583960
38 Winchcombe Street
cheltenham@audio t.co.uk
CHESTER 01244 345576
88/90 Boughton
chester@audio excellence.co.uk
EASTBOURNE 0132.3 731336
4Albert Parade, Green Street
eastbourne@audio t.co.uk
ENFIELD 020 8367 3132
159a Chase Side
enfield@audio t.co.uk
EPSOM 01372 748888
15 Upper High Street
epsom@audio t.co.uk
EXETER 01392 491194
156 Sidwell Street
exeter@audio excellence.co.uk
GLOUCESTER 01452 300046
58 Bristol Road
gloucester@audio excellence.co.uk
HIGH WYCOMBE 01494 558585
30-32 Castle Street
wycombe@audio t.co.uk
LONDON: W. HAMPSTEAD
020 7794 7848
190 West End Lane
hampstead@audio t.co.uk
OXFORD 01865 765961
19 Old High Street, Headington
oxford@audio t.co.uk
PORTSMOUTH 023 9266 3604
29 London Road, North End
portsmouth@audio t.co.uk
READING 0118 958 5463
4 Queens Walk, Broad Street Mall
reading@audio t_co.uk
SOUTHAMPTON 023 8025 2827
10-12 Hursley Road
Chandlers Ford
southampton@audio t.co.uk
SWANSEA 01792 474608
9 High Street
swansea@audio excellence.co uk
SWINDON 01793 538222
60 Fleet Street
swindon@audio t.co.uk

ACOUSTIC ENERGY
Au PHASON
AUR/JORDAN
APOLLO
ARCAM
ASH DESIGN
ATACAMA
AUDIO TECHNICA
AIWDIONET
AUDIOPHILE
F.RNITURE
AVI
B&W
BEYER DYNAMIC
BLACK RHC.DI .
1M
BLUEROOM
BOW TECHNOLOGIE
BPYSTON
CABLE TALK
CASTLE
CELESTION
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Siltech Signature cables
You might have to take out asecond mortgage to afford these...
PRICE

£30,000

like angels singing in one combination will

of your amp and feeding the speaker the said

sound like devils farting in another. True, some

weights are alleged to assist in the elimination
of unwanted vibration and resonance. This is the

SUPPLIER

RTServices

CONTACT

ot235 810455.

consistency from system to system will be
evident: Ihave yet, for example, to find a

WERSITE

www.siltechcables.com

Select or Transparent Ultra in agiven setup.

Chuckle if you

99-pence cable which will outperform Kimber
Conversely, there are £30- per-metre wires which

must: Kessler has

found himself writing about cables yet again.

are audibly better some four-figure scamware.
So, for the sake of this study, let's just accept

crux of the matter with the Siltech philosophy,
because the company is obsessed with
phenomena at amolecular level.
Siltech supplied abasic system's worth of the
Signature line, now featuring Generation 6 (G6)
technology. Ireceived — packed in large,

This is in spite of exhortations that the likelihood
of such would only ever occur again with gun-

that (1) Siltech is a ' real' company rather than a

maroon boxes with fitted foam inserts — pairs of

bunch of shysters rebadging bulk- buy ca- ca, and

barrel to temple. Judicious use of weapons,

that (2) the wires happen to cost stupid money

single-ended and XLR balanced interconnects, a
pair of speaker cables and some mains cables,

however, was not involved in the convincing.

because of the engineering and the metallurgy.
A3m pair of Siltech leads contains afair bit of
silver and gold.
Like their equally dear rivals, the Siltech
Signature models reek of the sort of materials,

the models bearing utterly comical names like

finish and look that simply aren't available at

language and adegree in marketing to produce

sensible prices. Take, for example, the little

labels less silly and more relevant. What won't
raise asmile are price tags of, as examples,

My curiosity alone was enough because this
time it involved atwo- pronged experiment.
This examination of the very upper reaches
of the Siltech catalogue addresses apair of
concepts we discuss often yet practise rarely.
The first is that of wiring asystem from front to
back entirely with cables of the same brand (and

'The Emperor', ' Compass Lake' and ' Ruby Hill'.
It might behove Siltech's Dutch masters to take
afew pounds or dollars from its research money
pool to hire someone with English as afirst

the same series within that brand). The second

pucks that come supplied with the big, fat
Siltech speaker cables to keep them weighted

is doing it with products so expensive as to

down and in place. So beautifully made as to

£10,650 for the 2m pair of The Emperor speaker
cables, or £4,750 for the im pair of single-ended

inspire cries of ' Obscener, ' Ludicrous!' and

remind one of SME tonearm fittings, the

Compass Lake interconnects.

'Unholy!' in these parlous times of new stealth

cable tuning weights themselves must cost a

taxes, utterly shagged pensions and other

considerable sum. In addition, to help position

attacks on one's finances. By my reckoning, the

what's afat and heavy wire exiting from the back

wire I'm discussing here comes to better than (or
'worse than' depending on whether or not you
read The Guardian) astupefying f3o,ocio.
This in itself isn't too shocking, as £30,000
is only f994 more than you would pay just for
apair of 2.5m speaker cables from, say,
Transparent's even more absurdly- priced Opus
range. So why am Inot belching forth ' Shock!
Horror!' pronouncements about the intrinsic
scam- nature of charging mortgageable prices for
mere wire? Simple: I've heard Opus; I've used
the best Kimber; and now I've lived with Siltech's
Signature range. And it ain't no scam, however
much some of us would like it to be so.
However, even amongst those who agree that
audio's sleaziest charlatans can be found within
the ranks of the cable manufacturers, certain
brands stand out for their integrity, their
seriousness and — in the case of Siltech — their
efforts in the field of genuine scientific research
regarding cable behaviour and why it sounds the
way it does. Along with precious few others.
Siltech is abrand against which the epithet of
'vendor of snake oil' can't be levelled.
This, however, doesn't obviate the single,
overriding obstacle every cable manufacturer
must face when flogging his or her wares:
system compatibility. As I've learned time and
again on aweekly basis for over 25 years, wires
are entirely system- dependent, and what sounds

It was only right that £ 3ok's worth of wire be
tried in asystem likely to inspire apurchase of
this calibre. Thus, while Idid use the Siltechs

Hawk
The HAWK exemplifies total involvement with all
your senses. Truly full range, extremely compact
and aesthetically balanced, it has incredible
attributes and strengths that will envelop you like
no other. Detail, continuity, harmonic nuances,
timbre precision and its self- efficient holography
all point to an experience that will never cease to
amaze and fulfil your aural needs. A soul mover
of the highest calibre.
The " Claw" decoupling system, W.B.T Bi-wirable
terminals, exquisite cabinetry and incredible
unique drivers ¡ ust hint at the magic behind the
facade. Soar to new heights with this powerful
Totem, you will never forget its true character:
elegant, simple, extreme high end.

To receive information on our full range
of products, please send your address to
info@joenit.com or call 003215 285585
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with LS3/5As and vintage Radfords and Unison
Research CD players, common-sense led me
back to the formula (now out of date, perhaps?)
that advocates consumers apportion io% of a
system's cost toward wire. Try though Imight, I

aSonus Faber pairing, the Italian speakers
benefiting from the Transparent cables' more
powerful lower registers and slightly drier top
end. But this could go on forever: the Rogers

Siltech's G6 tag denotes afurther refinement of
he company's `X- balanced micro-technoloe
and research concentrating on metallurgy,
advanced insulation materials and precision

couldn't muster a £ 300,000 system from the
assorted components within my grasp. But Idid

LS3/5As sounded best with the Siltechs, the
Spendors preferring the Transparents.
But this we knew would happen, right? You

do my best, and Iselected from the following,
with the Marantz CD12/DA12 CD front-end and

have to audition wires just as you would whole
components. What Ididn't quite expect, once I'd

SME Model to/Series V/Koetsu Urushi Black

dealt with the horses-for-courses aspect, was
the way that substituting Siltech apiece at a

'...gold atoms play acrucial role between sil% er

analogue sources constant throughout: Wilson
WATT/Puppy System 7and Sonus Faber Guarneri

time tightened up the whole system. Ishouldn't

made only of pure silver and gold, so are

speakers, driven by Musical Fidelity Tri Vista

have been surprised, though, because I'd done

mechanically strong and surprisingly flexible,

integrated or the Jadis JPS8/JA5o or McIntosh

this before with Kimber and Transparent end-toend, with similar results. Which asks the

while being asuperior conductor.

question: can cable uniformity throughout a

composed of sixth-generation silver- gold wires,

of elimination began thanks — yes — to system
dependence. Hands-down, for pre-to-power
duties in balanced mode, Jadis loved the Siltech,

system produce aclear sonic benefit, when we

with the company's X- Balanced precision

know that cables are component-dependent?
And what happens to the notion that we

twisting, enhanced by high- impact mechanical
dampening materials ' for undisturbed

the McIntosh sounding vastly better with

should try adifferent cable at each stage, to
optimise the performance?

Czzoo/MCzioz pre-/ power amp combinations.
Bang! With alarming immediacy, the process

construction. G6 incorporates anew technology
tsing apure, 'error- free' crystallised metal.
Siltech's basic topology uses aSiltechdiscovered metallurgic phenomenon, ir wnich
crystals'. The improved Signature cables are

Entirely handmade, each Signati.re cable is

matching aplethora of cables within asystem is

excellence in performance, regardless of the
chosen environment'. Again, this is enti-ely in
keeping with the use of Cable Tuning Weights
for the speaker wires.
According to Siltech, the new technology

lifeless, yet it opened up the Jadis, which grew

not generally as rewarding as providing a

allows even greater current to flow over

demonstrably warmer in the midband.
Conversely, when tried with Transparent, the

consistent path from start to finish. While I'm

physically small conductors, allowing for higher

sure that an inveterate tweaker would, after

power and lower loss in acompact format. The

Jadis was atad constrained and less overtly

hundreds of hours of listening, end up with

spooky quietness of the Siltech-wired system is

dynamic. I'm indicting neither cable; I'm simply

Brand Xfor source to pre-amp, Brand Yfor pre-

attributed to the shielding provided by the

pointing out the overriding need to address
system suitability.

to power, and Brand Zfor speakers, uniformity

X- Balanced Micro Technology, said to reduce

has an unexpected benefit — at least with the

'the noise-floor of competitors by 40-6oGB in

Siltech: the system was quieter, with an audible
reduction in low-level hash.

most cases. Total noise is now only limited by
the electronics used (90--13odB) and

But what was specifically ' Siltech', then? Did I
not merely confirm to my own satisfaction, as I

theoretically the noise floor of our new
technology is i8odB. The measured result
achieved by applying 3V AC in tne cable in

Transparent. It had nothing to do with the
relative quality of either wire, but with good
old-fashioned subjective compatibility. The
Siltech made the McIntosh sound fiat and

Surprisingly, given their position at the head
of the chain, the source components were less
susceptible to cable changes. The amp-tospeaker interface, too, was less telling than the
pre-to- power linkage. For the former, the
Wilson/Siltech combo sounded more ' right' than

My experience with the all-Siltech array has
pushed me toward the belief that mixing and

did with all-Kimber or all-Transparent arrays, that
single- brand cabling eliminates minor
inconsistencies.., even if there are certain parts

3

noisy environment. After switching of the
generator, the resulting signal is 3nV, the limit

of the path that might be improved by other

of the measuring device.' Moreover, Siltech

cables? Here's where it gets tough, because

claims that, ' Under the worst circumstanzes we

what I'll try to describe was only (vividly)

achieved no less than 16odB dynamic range at
standard level signals.'

discernible when changing cables; it merely
becomes part of the whole when the transition
was completed.
Having decided that the most ' important'
wiring stage in my own system was the pre-to
power connection, Ichanged that to Siltech first.
Ithen changed the source connections, followed
by the speaker wires, and lastly the mains
cables. What remained consistent from change
to change, and what emerged when Iused

Magnificent construction
Totally system-dependent
Extremely expensive

Siltech apiece at atime in other systems, was
its seemingly magical immunity to external

female vocals and unplugged instruments.

influences, its ghostly background silence and

what I've written above has any relevance for

its speed. Bass was tight and extended, but

other systems. Whatever the wire, whatever the

Transparent cables had more slam and Kimber a

components in the system, whatever the store's

Which leaves us all in aquandary. Nothing of

touch more extension. Treble? The Siltech was

or the manufacturer's sales pitch, you have to

the fastest and best controlled of any of the

audition them together! As for the Siaech G6

wires I
tried, Kimber's better wires were sweeter
and more 'tubelike'. But whatever the

wire? Should Ifind myself with £30,000 to spend

circumstances, the Siltech was easily first- rank
wire, matched by none for its natural portrayal of

on cables, Siltech's Signature series ; son my
short-list.., of one.
WORDS KEN KESSLER
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Mirage
Omni 260
An eccentric design that does the trick
PRICE

£80o/pair

SUPPLIER

API UK

CONTACT

01787 249656

WEBSITE

www.miragespeakers.com

Long ago,

Mirage recognised the
contribution made to speakers' sound quality
equation by early reflections from walls, floor

normal listening position, and this remains the
case no matter what angle you listen from.
As all this applies to the original Omnisat,
so it's also true for the subject of this test, the
Omni 260. This floorstanding column speaker
stands just over ametre tall (1070 x230 x
38omm, hwd). It's atwo-and-a- half way design,
comprising a165mm polypropylene/titaniumdeposited hybrid driver with an Omnisat module
— embodying asecond 165mm driver and a

and ceiling; and that speakers whose directivity

25mm pure titanium tweeter — mounted on top.

varies much with frequency are almost certain to
audition worse than others.

With aforward- facing reflex port , it has a

The evidence came from an extensive series
of carefully conducted double-blind trials that

(±3dB) and asensitivity of 93dB. Magnetically
shielded, it has asingle pair of input terminals
and weighs 25kg.

were made at Canada's National Research
Council, under the auspices of Mirage's chief

claimed frequency response of 35Hz—zokHz

technology guru, Ian Paisley. He spread the

The story of the aesthetics is one of two
parts: the idea of placing an Omnisat type pod

creed to his engineering team, and ayear or so
ago they came up with the Omnisat [
HFN Oct
'02], which has recently been followed by the

of curves and planes) on top of aconventional
column speaker sounds implausible to put it

(a strange contraption with its odd arrangement

The evidence came from an extensive series
of double blind trials that were made at
Canada's National Research Council
Micro Omnisat. Omnisat speakers are small two-

mildly. It certainly makes quite ashow when first

way speakers designed for use with a

decanted from the packaging. This said, Mirage's

subwoofer, and are uniquely configured as a
vertically- orientated midrange/bass unit with a

engineers have done aremarkable job of

conical reflector mounted on top to deflect the
output through 36o° in the horizontal plane.
Immediately above this assembly is atweeter,

mounting it in apart-angled top section, which

with its own spoon-like reflector.

near horizontal reflector. It's still abit of a
contraption, but after awhile it begins to look

Although the dispersion is omni-directional
in the horizontal plane, the drive units and
reflectors are separately angled away from the
horizontal in amanner calculated to drive

integrating the pod. This has been done by
provides the offset necessary to give the
required forward output bias when used with a

like anatural part of the speaker rather than an
afterthought, and soon it's other speakers that

roughly 30% of the sound directly towards

start to look wrong — or boring. In fact, the top
section of the Omni 260 looks similar to the

the listener, with the rest distributed around

B&W CM range, and this is no bad thing.

the room. This proportion was probably
chosen empirically, though Mirage's post hoc

There's no need to acclimatise yourself
to the unusual look if you don't want to. The

rationalisation is that the 3o:7o split roughly
corresponds to the distribution of live sound a

which clip together where they meet. The larger

typical listening environment. One consequence

one covers the working parts mounted on the

of the way that the Omnisat was constructed is

top half of the front baffle leaving just astrip of
wood showing below. The other part fits

that the two drivers are time-aligned from the

speaker is supplied with apair of baffle covers

1

auditions
horizontally on top,
covering the Omnisat

In the Omni 260,
the innovative

to aminimum of acouple of metres or so, and
when listening in the tweeter plane.

module. In this form the

Mirage Omnisat
driver/reflector

Another property of the speakers is that they
give the impression of asound source that's

combination tops a

rather higher than the true acoustic centre,

Omni 260 looks clean and
attractive, even

conventional box

conservative, but it still has
atouch of individuality.

presumably afunction of the angled drive units
and reflectors, but this tends effect to fall apart
when listening from very close quarters.

The enclosure is
constructed from 1.9mm

be expected from multi-

Listening from high up — when standing, for

MDF and is well controlled

channel systems. It's

example — gives arather more active treble,

with internal bracing. It's

not quite as threedimensional as those

and less image focus. Vocal sound quality is

shipped with outrigger
spikable feet which aid
stability. The finish is vinyl

can be, but it gets closer
than most, and is

instrumental and orchestral sounds tend to be a

wrap rather than aveneer,

perfectly capable of
credible perspectives in

pure, light and open, but it was notable that
little tubby and raw, due perhaps to aslightly
warm and excessive upper- bass, and ahint of a
platteau of output in the upper- mid frequencies.

but it's agood- quality
wrap, and at the price, it

the depth plane. Again,

would have been
unreasonable to ask for
more. Finish options are

this depends on
positioning the speakers
well clear of the back

astory of two halves, the same applies to sound
quality, which might not be to everyone's taste. I

black or cherry.
By now the idea that

wall, ideally by about a
metre. Placing the

ideal are of the kind that are very easily learned
and forgotten, and the things the Omni 260 does

Omnipolar speakers
interface unusually well
with their surroundings

speakers close to the
back wall alters midband

well place it firmly head and shoulders above

timbre, slightly

much of the competition. Aremarkable speaker
of its kind, and incidentally very good material

is becoming common

thickening textures,

value for money. If this speaker doesn't put

currency, but to leave it at
this oversimplifies arather
more complex picture. The

while depriving the

Mirage on the mainstream mid- market map,

image of differentiation

it's difficult to see what will. It's amust for any

in the depth plane, and
sometimes adding a

WORDS_ALVIN GOLD

fact that so much of the
sound is directed towards

So just as the aesthetics of the Omni 260 are

felt that what small departures there are from

loudspeaker shortlist in this price range.

bit splashiness to the
higher frequencies.
Most of the listening

walls and other acoustic
obstacles actually makes
Omnipolar speakers

was done using an Arcam
A32 integrated amp and an

more dependent on

On the maker's figures, bass response extends
to 35Hz, and treble to zokHz. The unit is a
two-and- a- half- way, design, with just one formal

their surroundings

Arcam

crossover between the midrange and the

than other technologies.
The difference is that when the conditions are

FMI CD33T CD player (just introduced

tweeter at 2kHz. Impedance is 8ohms nominal

right, Omni speakers benefit disproportionately,
and they do have avery wide sweet spot.
The trick is to give the speakers plenty of
room. Keep them clear of back walls and side
walls. This isn't always easy to achieve in

as areplacement for the CD23T), and
the match was clearly agood one. The

(4 ohms minimum) and power handling is rated
as suitable for amplifiers up to

200

watts.

CD33T's unusual resolving power meshed with

Although there are no grounds to argue with

the amplifier's muscular delivery, giving a

this figure, it does give arather optimistic

forceful but refined signal for the Mirage

account of the kind of sound pressure levels

speakers, which is exactly what they thrive on.

practice, but because the speakers tend to throw
an image rather wider than you would expect

The Omni 260 has alight, agile mid/treble, but

that are achievable in practice, especially given
the unusually high claimed 93dB sensitivity. The

there's more than ahint of steel in its mid- bass

reality is that the speakers goes fairly loud, but

from conventional loudspeaker of similar size,

delivery, which anchors the sound very

it's quite in order to slightly reduce the baseline

effectively. This is just the quality required to

even if the sensitivity is adecibel or two up on
most of the competition, as it appears to be, the

distance if necessary; for example to keep them

counterpoint the Omni 260's unusually capable

Omni 260 can still be driven out of its comfort

clear of side walls in narrower rooms, without

image- making ability which is mainly associated
with its midband and treble.

zone, and you won't need zoo watts to do it.

losing stereo spread.

This isn't aspeaker designed for listening at
very high volume levels in large, well furnished

Used as described and when listening on

The 260 was particularly effective with a

the correct vertical axis, the Omni 260 breathes

recording of Strauss songs from Soile Isokoshi.
Given room to breathe as described earlier, the

rooms, but you can at least afford to choose an
amplifier based on sound quality rather than the

orchestra was realistically spread between and
around the speakers, with aproper sense of

number of watts it generates.

remarkably well. The soundstage is large,
precisely articulated, and with most of the
three-dimensional cues that would normally only

weight and depth, while the voice was sharply
focused between the speakers. By comparison,

Omni- directional sound dispersion

other speakers tended to spread the voice, so
that it took up an appreciable proportion of the

Sensitive to placement

width between them. Much the same happened
with solo piano recordings. The extraordinary
imaging works as long the listening range is kept

Excellent overall sound
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Ithink the Mark Levinson No. 39 is a hell of a machine. It is
fabdously built, operates like a dream, is e>traordinarily versatile
and best of all is in total 'simpatico' with tne music.
Chris Thomas, Hi Fi+ - April 1999

Mark Levinson's gamble of going against their traditional product image
is likely to pay of Be sure to get in on tnis sea-change: Audition
the No. 383.
Larry Greennill, Stereophile - July 2000

The Per-forma M20 offers virtually Class A performance at an
affordable price.
John Atkinson, Stereophile - January 2002

Heatherdale Audio has put together asystem for everyone who wants
true high- end audio from a compact package at a realistic price.
Heatherdale Audio's System Number I:
•Huge Power « Superb build • Stunning looks • Compact size.
Speaks for itself really.

Heatherdale
audio limited
Tel: 01903 872288 Fax: 01903 872234
Heatherdale Audio, 202 Findon Road,VVorthing BNI4 OEJ -«heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com www.hifi-stereo.corn
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Origin Live DC motor kit
Can anew motor and power supply
resolve outstanding issues?
the mounting screws I
was finally able to obtain a
virtually silent running unit. There was still a
slight trace of motor noise at half ametre away
from the unit when listening carefully, but the
problem was reduced to atolerable level.
Asimple test showed the absence of motor
noise on the platter via
the main bearing: I
removed the drive belt,
replaced the outer
platter, and put a
record on. With
the motor
on and the
pick-up on
PRICE

f3oo + £175 transformer

SUPPLIER

Origin Live

CONTACT

02380 578877

WEBSITE

www.originlive.com

lethal voltages. I
would recommend

astationary

leaving the unit untouched tor at least

record, I

one hcur alter unplugging it from the wall.

noise or

speed pots to maximum and left the motor and

vibration from the

power supply to run in for 24 hours at each
speed, before slowing them down to the correct

Ifinished my recent review of the

detect no

After installation of the motor, Iset the

settings and starting listening.
The results were similar to those obtained

motor through
loudspeakers, even with the volume up to full.
The sound from aplaying record was similar
to the previous motors, but with agreater

Origin Live DC Motor Kit [
HFN May ' 03] with the

from the previous kit: namely asmooth

hope that some of the aesthetic and practical

controlled and detailed sound, that avoided the

image of aperformer now had greater cohesion

drawbacks of the product could be improved to

usual euphonic Sondek bass in favour of amore

than with the previous two kits, and bass notes,
whilst not altering their sense of weight, went

impression of depth and definition. The sonic

match its superb sonic capabilities. By the time

balanced and flowing sound. Also as before, the

that article was published Iwas already in

noise floor dropped to an insignificant level

lower, with afuller and more rounded shape to

possession of abrand new version.

compared with that from aAC motor'd unit.

the bottom of the note.

The new kit is both simpler to fit, and alot
tidier in its presentation. The power and speed

At this point in the proceedings Mark Baker

Now that the noise problem has been abated,

from Origin live contacted me to advise that he

Ifeel that this product really begins to live up to

control (Off/33rpm/45rpm) is now controlled by

had sourced anew motor which was alot

its potential. It's not perfect, but has improved

amilled knob mounted on the front of an

quieter, and had introduced anew type of mains

during the three kits and several months that I've

aluminium box, measuring 44 x108 xt65mm

transformer to go with it. Acouple of days later

been auditioning them. It now offers an all-round

(hwd). The large knob still allows room for a

the final replacement unit arrived.

performance that's more commensurate with its

discreet Origin Live badge, and avisible but

This motor didn't have the rubber sound-

price tag. Alittle care, and abit of lateral thinking

unobtrusive green LED, lit whenever mains

proofing cover of its predecessors, and was

when installing the unit go along way to

current is present. At the back of the long

smaller, allowing the base of the turntable to be

extracting its full capabilities. The good news is

casework are two differently-sized sockets. The

refitted now if required (although Ifeel that the

that the more it's used the better it sounds.

larger accepts the plug attached to the lead from

sound is better without the baseboard anyway).

Certainly well worth investigating, but be

the mains transformer, whilst the smaller

After another running- ill period Isettled down

provides DC power for the motor. Leacs supplied

to listen again. The motor was still audible at a

are more than long enough to allow convenient

distance of 2metres, prompting me to

positioning of the mains transformer and the

investigate where the noise was coming from. It

control box, and to tidy the wires away.

emanated from the top of the motor, and was

Installation in my LP12 Sondek was very

being amplified by the motor mounting plate.

simple, being just acase of removing the

This in turn used the top- plate of the record

previous motor, and inserting the new one, using

player as another sounding board.

the same bolts to secure it. Ifelt that the

Igot around this by inserting three small

instructions missed out acouple of important

blobs of Blutack between the motor and the

points, though, the most vital being that the

mounting plate, and between the plate and the

Valhalla power supply board in an LP12 can carry

Sondek piinth. With some careful adjustment of

prepared to do abit of tweaking.
WORDS_TONY BOLTON

WARNING
Any third- party modification of the turntable
invalidates any existing warranty. Removing the
baseboard exposes potentially lethal voltages.
Fitting this kit requires care and technical
knowledge. Do not attempt to fit this upgrade if
you are not comfortable or familiar with
electronic assembly.
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A3.2 SERIES I
NTEGRATED AMP, PREAMP, POWER AMP, TUNER, CD PLAYER AND DAC .

A3.2 SERIES.
M ACHINED, MIL-SPEC ALUMINIUM FRONT PANEL.
PLATINUM PLATED FITTINGS. REMOTE CONTROLLED. PHONO STAGE.
POWERFUL, ROBUST, BUILT.

FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST

STOCKIST RING 020 8900 2866. www.musical-fidelity.co.uk

MUSICAL FIDELITY
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Sennheiser PX 100
like aset of real' headphones, the folding act

PRICE

£30

SUPPLIER

Sennheiser UK

CONTACT

01494 55 155 1

WEBSITE

www.sennheiser.co.uk

being aclever arrangement in which the
earpieces swivel to aflat position, within the
collapsible metal headband and its interlocking
sections. Slide the folded headphones into the
case, wrap the 1.4m Kevlar-reinforced oxygen-

How would you teel about an

free cable (with 3.mm plug) around the groove

audiophilically-acceptable product for use on the

'phones are as safe as houses.

move that costs under £30? With style and wit,
Sennheiser has cleverly packaged its PX loo

An open- back design, the PX wo uses lowmass diaphragms with spiral embossing, and

headphone in arugged plastic holder the shape
and size (75 x145 x27mm; hwd) of asunglasses
case. The only criticism is the failure to provide it

neodymium magnets in lightweight housings

back architecture. Bett

based on HD 414 technology. The foam on-theear cushions are 5omm in diameter, and the 6og

delivered with the requis etextures, and Kraal's

with abelt-clip or other means of attaching it to
one's clothing. That aside, it's perfect for slipping

encircling the case, snap it shut, and your PX loo

weight and the pressure from the padded

into aflight- or sports- bag along with one's
portable CD player or — increasingly more often

headband didn't bother this eyeglass wearer.
The PX loo is rated at 32 ohms, the frequency
response is 15-27kHz, THD is less than 0.1% and

— anotebook PC or MP3 player, with confidence
that it'll still be in one piece when you retrieve it.

maximum SPLs aworrying 114dB.
It was instantly apparent that the sound was

Out of the holder, the PX loo looks and feels

nothing short of superb, with plenty of bass, a

control of th

414

hile the bass was

beautifully extended, ever betraying the openstill, vocals were

breathiness was conveye to perfection.
Downsides? The PX loo errs on the side of
euphony, so it might be lacking in the precision
and detail you'd find in sealed- back, studio-type
headphones, and sound leakage in both
directions is afact of life with open designs. For
fio more, however, you can buy the PX zoo with

fine, out-of-head spatial effect and absolute

sealed- back capsules. The main spec change is
an extra 5Hz down below, but atop end of 21kHz,

freedom from treble nasties. But I
didn't get their

and an extra aclB of maximum SPLs.

true measure until Iauditioned it with SACDs

If you're an inveterate portable user, the PX

through Sony's XA-333ES player with headphone

loo will make your day by enhancing your

socket and separate volume control. ' Got Swing!'

listening pleasure... which is all we ask of audio

on Telarc and Diana Kraal's 'The Look Of Love'

products. At £30, the PX loo is alittle miracle

demonstrated that the are Sennheisers capable
of handling transients with the attack and

and an indisputable bargain.
WORDS_KEN KESSLER

Ecosse Baton interconnect
PRICE

£75—£8o

SUPPLIER

[cosse

CONTACT

0141 353 0509

WEBSITE

www.referencecables.com

paper's width between them when plugged

singers also suffered from this slight bit of glare.

into either the Ratel RA-o2 amp or the Roksan

At moderate volumes it wasn't noticeable, but as

Caspian integrated, neither of which is

the volume increased the effect gradually

unusually densely packed with sockets at the
back. Apart from the risk of the collars touching

became obvious.
Comparing it to the similarly priced Black

and producing acommon ground in the process,

Rhodium Symphony (f95 for im) the initial

it was just plain awkward to install.

impression was that the Baton was more open

Once the cable was installed and thoroughly
run in, Iwas impressed by the bass, which came

and slightly more vibrant; however, Ifelt that

across as quite full bodied but tuneful — no
single note rumbles here. It also has acertain

balance, especially with sharper

size is impressive it can cause afew problems.
The cable is moderately flexible but, partially

energising fleetness, which was certain to get
my feet tapping. Moving up the sonic scale, the
mid- range was precisely defined, vocalists and

The [cosse Baton
interconnect is agenerally

because of its thickness, it proved quite capable

solo instruments had space around them

it probably won't be

of lifting afairly lightweight tuner when the

without the spot- lit effect, which can sometimes

suitable for systems

curvature of the cable behind was too tight.

occur. Imaging was good, although some of this

that already have

Aminimum of agenerous hand-width radius

impression was created by aslightly vibrant

awell-defined

is required when fitting the lead behind

upper mid/lower treble. It wasn't noticeable all

high frequency

equipment. The other problem was caused by

the time, but instruments with multiple

band.

the size of the plugs. These are of such

harmonics, such as the harpsichord, were alittle

WORDS

dimension that there was barely acigarette

too bright and shimmery. Trumpets and soprano

TONY BOLTON

The most

noticeable thing about

Ecosse's Baton interconnect is its size. At
11.5mm diameter, it's one of the fattest cables
I've used. It's the replacement for the somewhat
slimmer Conductor CA1 interconnect. Whilst the

the Symphony had abetter overall tonal
sounds.

good performer, though

Monitor
Audio GR60
These good-looking floorstanding speakers
head the new Gold Reference line-up from
from this well-known UK builder
WORDS & LAB REPORT MARTIN COLLOMS
PICTURES ROGER PHILLIPS

lab

PRICE

£2300/ pal

SUPPUER

Monitor A dio

CONTACT

01268 740,80

WEBSITE

www.moni oraudio.co.uk

Positioned as th e

flagship of Monitor
Audio's current Gold Reference series, the GR60 is a
handsome floorstanding speaker, equipped with a
vertical array of four Monitor Audio drive units. The
other models in the series include the GR10
bookshelf speaker and the GR20, the latter
considered anatural successor to the company's longlived classic known as the Studio 20. There's also a
centre channel and asurround `FX' model. You can
choose from three finishes: black oak, cherry and
rosenut veneers — the last being a rich-coloured
rosewood equivalent.
The asking price is £2300 a pair including small
plinths and neat gold-plated locking cone feet. A
confidence-inspiring carry case contains all the
accessories including Allen keys. The brochure
specifies a 28Hz-30kHz frequency range, a 6 ohm
amplifier load and a 200W power capacity. The
speaker can be single, bi- or triwired, with connection
made via gold-plated binding posts. It stands just over
a metre tall, measuring a slim 200mm wide and
330mm deep. It weighs 28kg.
From the data, aminimum of 25W amplification is
suggested while power handling tests confirmed the
manufacturer's 200W input thanks to good powersharing amongst the three main drivers.

TECHNOLOGY
A key feature is the stated absence of a series
capacitor in the crossover network in the path to the
midrange unit. This capacitor is normally present in
such systems to block bass frequencies from the
midrange, where they might overload and overheat
the unit, even if such signals aren't radiated significantly from this driver.
Listening tests indicated to Monitor Audio that the
usual capacitor should be omitted on grounds of
clarity and consequently an alternative scheme was
devised. A deliberately small 1.5 litre volume was

chosen behind the 130mm mid driver ( 160mm frame
size) in order to acoustically limit its low-frequency
range. The driver parameters were then re-matched
for this alignment, together with asubstantially higher
choice of coil impedance. The former provides the
right acoustic crossover and mechanical excursion
limiting, while the latter helps keep the power drawn
by the mid unit low, thus maintaining its dynamic
range under this more arduous operating condition.
In asense this is atwo-and-a-half way design, since
the mid unit still accepts signal power right down to
the lowest operating frequency of the system. The
lower range is otherwise delivered by two 160mm
frame bass drivers, said to be loaded by individual
enclosures and be differentially tuned by separate,
ducted reflex ports. This method may ideally be used
to smooth and extend the LF response. In fact, in this
speaker the bass drivers load asingle enclosure while
received wisdom teaches that the two ports tend to
share a common resonant frequency due to their
common coupling within the enclosure. Resonant at
around 38Hz, the wavelength is much greater than the
enclosure dimensions so the ports are, internally,
closely pressure-coupled to acommon frequency.
Optimising the midrange performance, the
anodised, oxidised-surface, light-alloy cone (for the
hard oxide coating read 'ceramic') is fitted with an
open pole terminated by fixed phase plug (fixed to the
stationary parts, that is). Monitor Audio's well
developed piston cone technology includes areturn or
fold at the perimeter, extending and smoothing the
response in the out-of-band break-up region.
Accurate pure-piston operation is assured throughout
the audible range for this loudspeaker. Audiophile
details for the system include the use of some silver
internal wiring, the triwire facility, and carefully
selected crossover components.
The 22mm MDF enclosure is well made with
multiple circumferential braces. The ports have an
internal flare to increase their power capacity. The
cone feet don't penetrate as well as spikes and braver
souls might well substitute spikes for a better grip
through thick carpets.

SOUND QUALITY
Fresh out of the carton, the Monitor Audio GR60 was
abit over-powering and the sound jumped right out of
—#V august
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the veneered box. It was almost too much but after
some hours of use, plus fine-tuning of location — abit
nearer the back wall — and some careful system
tuning, including weeding out potentially lean or
brighter sounding components, ultimately a more
believable tonal balance was achieved, even if it was
never in my view, fully tamed. If this loudspeaker
hadn't been so exquisitely smooth, its innate moderate
brightness would have severely faulted it.
I'm sure partly because of its perceptible
'brilliance', I found this speaker to have truly
exceptional clarity and resolution from the midrange
upwards. This was so striking that you're in severe
danger of believing that this is how the music should
be presented. Even experienced listeners were seduced by this extreme clarity which revealed subtle
nuances and the kind of micro detail missing from
lesser transducers.
With more careful evaluation, aless emotional view
was gained of overall performance. It stood up pretty
well, with a well-developed bass which, to some
degree, was more compatible with larger and openplan rooms than amore compact dwelling. The bass
also sounded abit separated from the rest of the range
and didn't show the kind of integrated kick and slam
which Ifind so helpful to good rhythm.
Indeed, the lower/mid sounded a bit depressed
which might have contributed to the sense of amildly
'separated' bassline. Careful listening at natural sound
levels — for example, on string quartet and solo piano

— confirmed my view of the tonal balance flaw. Cello
and viola were rendered nasally and perceptibly
thinned. Violin jumped out of the set while the righthand on the piano was clearly emphasised over the
left. However, on amixture of broadly representative
rock material, particularly where the basslines were
harmonically rich or strongly synthesised, the tonality
issue settled back and fine results were then obtained.
Transients were electric in their clarity and precision;
there was still much to admire in this speaker.
Some care was needed with setting up versus
listener height. When set perfectly level, atypical sofa
places the ear just below the mid-axis for this rather
tall speaker, and here the upper/mid treble was
perceptibly dulled, leaving the treble sounding atad
exposed. Do use the floor couplers or spikes, which I
found were essential for achieving good bass and
lower/mid clarity. Discard the grilles for serious
listening. In fact, I also managed to detach the
tweeter grilles (but take great care if doing this, as the
alloy foil domes are fragile) and heard still better
resolved, smoother treble [see Lab Report below].
Stereo images were tolerably well-focused, though
on occasion the treble feature discussed previously
brought the image forward in that range, distorting
the sense of three-dimensionality and layered
perspective. Conversely, the abundant clarity
delivered great spaciousness together with an
impressive recovery of hall acoustic and ambience.
Big sound stages were the result.

Figure 2: Off-axis responses at 2111
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The System
Iused OreIle Sfuoo in and Haim 250 power
amplification, supplemented by aKrell FPB
7oocx. Source and control units comprised a
Conrad-Johnson ART pre-amplifier, fed from Naim
CDS II and Marantz CD-7CD players, used on
support tables from Finite Elemente. Speakers
available for reference included Avalon Eidolon,
Revolver R45, BBC 153/5A (15 ohm), Quad ESL63 and Spendor SP2-2. Cables used included
Wireworld, van den Hul Carbon, van den Hul
Integration and Transparent Music Plus.

Lab
CONCLUSION
Iwas intrigued by this slim yet powerful floorstander

C: With an array of

— adesign with an extended frequency bandwidth, a

gold-plated binding
posts at the rear, the

rich bass and abrilliant treble.
clarity, where bags of upper-mid and treble detail was

speaker may be
bi- or tri wired, or

effortlessly portrayed. If the speaker is carefully

simply single- wired

Quality shone through via its truly exceptional

balanced in amatching system, this attribute might be
more than enough to win you over.
Other plus points include the fair sensitivity, well
balanced by the easy amplifier loading. I
would say that the cloth cover grilles are
somewhat unsatisfactory from a sound
quality view point, but the overall fit and
finish was at the usual high standard set by
this marque.
On the other hand, there's the pure yet
rather bright treble, rather demanding of
source quality. The resulting tonal balance
deviates from neutrality,

and is more

noticeable on natural, acoustic recordings.
Bass rhythms could also be more upbeat.
But for some, this is amatter of taste.
The GR60 is awell-built speaker for the
money, visually impressive and possessing
an ability to dig deep into recordings. An outright
recommendation is inappropriate on grounds of the
tonal balance but this is nonetheless a speaker well
worth hearing; you might just fall for its lustrous
charms.

ri

Well blended and integrated, this loudspeaker

usefully extended high range whether audible

nevertheless showed adistinct trend of

or not; the peak might well be audible to

elevated treble, about + 2.75dB overall, not so

younger listeners. The tweeter protector grille

the elevated upper treble range [ Figure 2].
As expected, the energy-versus-time
response was very fast, reflecting the ultra-

much as to fall out of the established t3dB

peaked at +3/4dB at tokHz and attenuated by

quick transient performance noted. Likewise,

criterion for frequency response but enough to
account for those related comments on sound

idB by 2okHz, almost tic1B of variation. This
could also be audible and might be seen in the

the transient sensitive waterfall decay graph
showed very fast clearing from the back of the

quality. In the treble it met the godB/W

decay responses.

trace, falling by 15dB or more in less than a

sensitivity claim but overall rating showed

The main grille resulted in some o.5dB

millisecond. When frequency weighted, the

88dB, below spec though still just above the
industry average. Fortunately the amplifier

emphasis in the upper mid, then broadly

'slower' setting for the waterfall analysis

notched the output by asignificant 1.7dB

showed the presence of some lower-level HF

loading represented by this speaker rated very

average from 3-6kEtz , and then imparted

decays. This ' leakage' was traced to both the

good; it was close to areal 8ohm load, in

+1.25/-1.5dB ripples right up to the particular

bass and the mid units when disconnecting the

contrast to so many so-called 8ohm speakers

measurement limit of 2okHz. This isn't agood

tweeter via the tri wire input connections.

available today. Aminor dip to 4.8 ohm was at
the low- frequency extreme and won't cause

result. Despite its considerable height, the
grille is only secured using four friction pegs,

Some leakage into the treble band was evident
with only the bass units active.

trouble, even for anumber of valve amplifiers.

which means there's adanger of intermittent

Maximum and decently loud sound levels of

contact in the central region and afurther loss
in definition.

io7dB will be possible in the average room. The
tapered bass response below the 50--15oHz

Par matching was good, typically to.4dB

power band meant that the bass extension

over the main range. Examining the consistency

partly depended on boundary loading. On- axis

of output over the forward angles, the speaker

at 1m, 43Hz-23kHz t3dB was possible [ Figure il
while under room loading extension down to

crossover was aligned for an axial and above-

The acoustic crossovers were set at about
13oHz and 3kHz for the mid, 2kHz for the treble
and about 3ooHz for the bass low-pass. The
bass-reflex ports are resonant at about 38Hz.
From the spatially averaged in-room
response the bass has some extra weight in the

axis direction, ie, for astanding listener. For a

40-8oHz range adding ' punch'. The mid was
mildly depressed though nicely smooth, while

33Hz was possible, agood result if not quite to

lower, seated listener the output dipped by up

the treble was 'too good' in this representation.

spec. The treble extended to over 3okHz as

to iodB which is siglificant in this third octave

Amild roll-off should assert itself by 5or 6kHz.

claimed but not before passing through abig

weighted measurement (15dB narrow band).

It was thus ' bright' in the upper range. Note

18dB peak at 27kHz which only began to flatten

Otherwise, the crossover integration was

that the 27kHz peak still poked out in this

out at over 25° off-axis. This doesn't qualify as a

satisfactory while the overall trend reflected

multi-axis energy- related summation.
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Talk Thunder 3.1B
Can this upsampling CD- only player take on the multi- format DVD/CD players?
WORDS & LAB REPORT PAUL MILLER
PRICE

f1900

SUPPLIER

Talk Electronics

CONTACT

o

WEBSITE

www.talkelectronics.co

Upsampling might be

no panacea, but
recent implementations have breathed new life into
what might have increasingly been viewed as yesterday's technology: the CD player.
Talk Electronics is the latest brand to embrace this
technique in anew player, its Thunder 3.1 model —
now heading a three-strong range — costs a
substantial £ 1900. Fortunately, the extruded alloy
casework, milled fascia and heavyweight internal
damping all ensure that the fabric of the 3.1 remains
equally luxurious. The company now has strong

PICTURES ROGER PHILLIPS
3.1's variable output remains a £ 100 option, achieved
via Wolfson volume control on the analogue output
board. This brings the total to around £2000.
As Talk has secured samples of Sony's lastgeneration CDM14/BD25 transport, the player is not
only fully compatible with hybrid SACD software but
also the text data available on both CD and SACD
formats. Last Iheard, Sony's OEM division was pulling
out of the European market, leaving medium-sized
companies — Arcam included — to source CD
mechanisms from competing suppliers at some
inconvenience. Smaller outfits such as Exposure and
Talk have sufficient raw stock to see them through to
the next generation, but Sony's withdrawal is just
another sign of the reduced importance of CD
hardware in the global market. DVD-A and, perhaps,
SACD players are evidently the way ahead while CD is
left in the capable hands of afew high end specialists,
many of whom simply lack the engineering resources
to tackle aDVD project from the ground up.

distribution throughout Canada and the US, so the
player comes equipped with both single-ended and
balanced audio outputs to suit audiophiles either side
of the Pond.
Otherwise, the player offers no more than the basic
Track Skip, Programme and Repeat Play modes from
a slim, system-wide IR remote handset. A 0-9 digit
keypad provides direct track access with values > 10
being entered by first hitting the '0' button. The

One route to future markets is to form an alliance with
atechnological partner. So it is with Talk Electronics
and Anagram Technologies, a highly creative team
based near Geneva in Switzerland, which is responsible
for developing a number of proprietary processing

remote also has up/down volume keys, although the

algorithms. Anagram's 'Adaptive Time Filtering'

TECHNOLOGY

Simple but stylish controls...
and don't forget this is asilver CD
player — photography aside

DAC & balanced
analogue

Anagram 24/ty2

output PCB

mkll Upsampler

Digital
Interconnect
Analogue PSU
Transformer

with RF filter
0 The
transport is a

0 The player's

last- generation

basic controls

Sony model

can all be
accessed from
the remote

Digital PSU
Transformer
Sony
microprocessor
Sony CD
• ansport

—fr\/
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technology forms the core of the ATF24/192 upsampler
that distinguishes Talk's 3.1 model from the cheaper
Thunder 2.1. In afurther twist, Talk buffers data from
the CD transport into a PLD (Programmable Logic
Device) prior to addressing the upsampler.
Much is made in Talk's literature of the use of two
different master clocks and their impact on jitter
reduction, but for Anagram's asynchronous sample
rate conversion (SRC) to function at all, two clocks
(one synchronous with 44.1kHz and another with
192kHz) are a pre-requisite. Synchronous SRC, by
contrast, is arelatively simple matter of interpolating,
say, three new samples between each pair of original,
sequential samples to raise a 48kHz datastream to
192kHz. Because the two rates are divisible, only one
clock is required. Upsampling from CD's 44.1kHz to
the maximum preferred 192kHz input sample rate of
the AD1853 DACs is a massively complex exercise,
performed here using custom code running on a
SHARC ADSP-21065L processor within the ATF192/
24mkII module.
Information is sketchy at best, but Anagram's
'Adaptive Time Filtering' bears some similarity with
Legato Link filtering developed by Pioneer many years
ago. Where Pioneer's filter used alow-order filter with
aSpline interpolant, the increased processing yield of
the SHARC device allows Anagram to factor agreater
number of 'before' and ' after' samples in its prediction
ut the idealised waveshape. The filter order is much

higher, providing afar higher stopband rejection but,
as with all asynchronous SRC's, the fact that incoming
and outgoing samples are non-coincident leaves the
process wide open to jitter and other low-level
anomalies [see Lab Report below].
Of course, this upsampling technique is quite
distinct from the 128x oversampling performed on the
24-bit/192kHz data within the AD1853 DAC. In this
instance, the increase in sample rate is synchronous
and matched by areduction in wordlength to 4-5 bits as
part of the noise-shaping process.

SOUND QUALITY
Auditioned in my media room using both Deltec DPA100S and Arcam P7 power amplifiers through B&W
Nautilus 802 loudspeakers, the Thunder 3.1's smooth
and very relaxed sound was immediately reminiscent
of other products that have successfully applyied
upsampling technology. This could be coincidence of
course, but then this very deep, transparent and
engaging performance represents a significant step
forward for this specialist brand.
'By° years of design and refinement have clearly
paid off in a player that reaches down to deliver a
powerfully deep and extended bass allied to aclear,
articulate but decidedly unforced mid and treble.
There are no immediate audio fireworks with the
Thunder 3.1 but, wallflower or not, once you sit down
to listen it'll be along time before you feel inclined to

LAB REPORT
Figure I: Distortion & noise at 3odllFs
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The 3D plot [ Figure 1] gives us abroad
overview of the Thunder 3.1B's
performance at -30dBFs. The fullrange sweep (1) is joined by 2nd, 3rd,
4th and 5th harmonic distortions (2)
amounting to - 0.09% at higher
frequencies. An ultrasonic pattern is
visible at very low level (3) while
ultrasonic noise (4) is generally well
suppressed. Noise within the
audioband (5) is very slightly
increased, possibly as aresult of
Anagram's dither strategy, but the

the figures are 0.0045% and 0.0067%,
respectively, although image rejection
(which depends on digital filtering)
remains consistent at an impressive
n2dB. As if to reinforce the point that
this is an analogue distortion, figures
at lower digital levels are also more
consistent with both sets of outputs
achieving some o.6% THD re. ikHz/
-60dBFs. However, at lower levels still,
distortion increases rather higher than
is expected from amodern design.

overall 104dB A-wtd S/N ratio is more
than adequate for a16bit source.
Player output
This player's output is already over the
nominal 2V standard at 2.25V via its
single-ended outputs, but this
increases by +6dB to 4.52Vrms via its
balanced stereo outputs. There's also
some difference in distortion through
the two outputs at this level, with

The jitter spectrum
The jitter spectrum [ Figure 2] looks
worse than its zoopsec accumulated
total might suggest, if only because of
the extreme Yscaling of the graph.
Nevertheless, within this very high
resolution spectrum there's aclear mix
of data- induced [ red markers], P51.1related [ blue and brown] and
subcode/block-related [grey] patterns.
The broadening of the central peak

0.0013% achieved from 20112-2kHz/
odBFs (single-ended) increasing to
0.005% (balanced) as the OPA2134
op-amps are driven harder. At 2okHz,

— aform of very low-rate or noise-like
jitter — isn't atypical of asynchronous
SRCs but would need to be more
significant before it had an impact on

labtest
get up again. The 3.1's sound is spellbinding in amost
unobtrusive and subtle way. Even the multichannel
'Act of Free Choice' by David Bridie, reduced here to
two-channel stereo, retained much of the haunting and
spacious acoustic ordinarily supported by an array of
5.1 loudspeakers.
Vocals hang between the speakers like apparitions,
solid and yet invisible to the eye, while the accompanying musicians play on with arelaxed confidence,
filling the front of the room with an uncluttered field
of sound. Never more so than with Angelou's acoustic
cover of The Stranglers' Golden Brown', the closemiked voice and harmonies standing clear into the
room while the rich thrust of the guitar forms a
glorious acoustic backdrop. In every respect, this is a
mature and sophisticated sound that's wholly in
keeping with its elevated price.

(7. The Talk
Thunder 3.1B:
conveyor of
'a mature and
sophisticated
sound'

CONCLUSION
decimation to 44.1kHz required by CD. Which is one
simple reason why much DVD-A sounds better than
its CD equivalent. Nevertheless, for most enthusiasts
with substantial CD collections, this is of little comfort.
Instead, the Talk Thunder 3.1 provides many of the
subjective benefits of wideband DVD-A without,
strictly speaking, actually increasing the audio bandwidth. So if CD is set for one final fling, players like the
Thunder 3.1 look set to keep the party buzzing for
some time to come.
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stormy weather ahead? Iam given to wonder just how
many enthusiasts are eager to part with £ 000 for a
single-format player, no matter how accomplished.
There are some pretty impressive DVD-A players
available at this price, which will handle CD and DVD
from 481cHz through to 1921(1-1z, the latter without the
need for upsampling.
Playing re-released DVD software mastered at
48kHz also avoids the indignity of the asynchronous
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HEW ASW CDM
If you're serious about your AV setup you should listen to one of these subs!
WORDS 8. LAB REPORT MARTIN COLLOMS
PRICE

£950

SUPPLIER

B&W

CONTACT

01903 221500

After some years

building tidy high-value
subwoofers, in arange of sizes and competitive prices,
older B&W bass-reflex designs are now being supplanted by higher power, more compact sealed-box
models. Seen in the evolving 600 series and now in
CDM series form, these are distinguished by a new
level of B&W bass driver engineering, building on the
lessons learned in making the Nautilus 801, a truly
high-power loudspeaker.
This near-£ 1000 sub is powered by amighty 1000W
power amplifier, while the 300mm bass driver is
superbly engineered to make the most of, and to
survive, such ahigh powered input.
Despite its compact dimensions the speaker (at less
than full power!) is rated to avery low —6dB roll-off
point of 15Hz. The power amp is awideband class D
for good efficiency and of claimed better-than-usual
quality, while aswitched-mode power supply is used,
also for good efficiency, and this conveniently allows
for operation anywhere in the world.
The keen-eyed B&W watcher will see that there's a
smaller version of the CDM sub. Fitted with a250mm

woofer, 500W power amp and with a less extended
limit of —6dB at 17Hz, it's still remarkable. This baby
brother, the ASW 675 (costing £650), is only 340 x340
square by 410mm deep, and is vinyl clad compared
with the real wood finish of the CDM.
B&W brought asample of the CDM bass driver an
impressive engineering work of art, superbly finished,
designed to absorb that available kilowatt and the very
high resulting back pressures that such low frequency
power produces in the box.

TECHNOLOGY
The CDM measures just 390 x400 x490mm [hwd],
weighing 33kg, much of it due to the large woofer
motor. Isolated from air pressure fluctuations, the
electronics are housed in another sealed enclosure.
Equipped with useful facilities, it includes absolute
phase; ` normal' or 'inverted', adjustable low cut-off
frequency down to 40Hz, a 180Hz maximum
bandwidth, auto-sensing 'switch on' and 'standby', line
in, line out, and an IEC power socket. Two
equalisations or boost limits are available, and the
overall filtering may be switched out for an externally
processed feed.
1000W is alot of power to stuff into asingle 300mm
bass driver, even if it is built to handle intermittent
music-related bass. The reason for such power is
simply box size. We appear to want still more compact
speakers, and who can argue when eight enclosures
are needed for 7.1 surround sound. Demand that the
enclosures must be small and then demand that the
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designer still deliver high performance — and this is
what you get.
Comparing figures, a classically-sized bass-reflex
box of 120 litres for an optimally weighted cone of a
300mm bass driver could deliver the CDM output with
150W of power. The CDM is about 25 litres inside.
Roughly, the increase in power required to achieve
the same low frequency bandwidth and loudness is
inversely proportional to volume.
A top-flight bass driver is thus essential to provide
the extended `throw;' to gracefully absorb the heat
generated, and sustain the resulting air pressure in the
enclosure without mechanical limiting or significant
distortion.

SOUND QUALITY
Compared with previous B&W subs this design is
distinguished by audibly lower distortion and self
noise, making it not only more effective in its
intended, acoustically disguised role, but also
contributing to increased absolute quality.
Overall noise and distortion are an order of
magnitude lower than previous ported contenders and
this design is capable of an exceptionally sound, fast
punchy bass with genuinely deep extension. While I
was uncertain of its use in ahigh-end audio system —
it's not specifically designed for this — I had
wondered what the effect of the switch-mode supply
would be on my power lines. It usefully augmented
some classic stereo compacts, such as the Epos ES12
loudspeakers, and in aspectacular fashion. The advice
of agood dealer will be invaluable here for choosing
compatible combinations.

(.2 Large heat
sinks running
the height of the
box ensure the
high power
Class D l000W
amp stays cool

Located in a representative home cinema system
the ASW CDM provided real authority in the bass,
dramatically moving my audiences in a moderately
sized but solidly built listening room. It will go to 20Hz
at impressively plausible levels, but its real
achievement is from 25Hz to 50Hz, where it'll play
astonishingly loudly and clearly. It redefines the
meaning of bass impact at this price and size level.

CONCLUSION
The B&W ASW CDM subwoofer offers first-rate
value for money for a compact yet exceptionally
powerful unit. The high-grade engineering applied to
the 300mm bass driver has paid off in this sealed-box
design, with very powerful, clean bass. Finish is
excellent for this strongly recommended product
whose dynamic range over the bass range sets new
standards for the class. 'a
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opinion

John crabbe
In January

I
talked
about my first-ever use of a

of the above response as amodest hump spanning loo-30oHz.

common-bass speaker system,
employing REL's Quake to handle

Iknow from experience that this could simply represent
greater room reflectivity in that region than at higher

the region below 60-7oHz in a
room that had previously always

frequencies. But as the rise peaked at not far above looHz
and was still present when the measurement was repeated

housed apair of full-range

at close- range, it might register in part what Harbeth calls

floorstanders. I
mentioned that

'optimum characteristics in the bass region', applied to make

various mid-range/top satellites
might eventually find
themselves on trial, which has prompted many enquiries,
so here's the position to date.
I'd installed acouple of shelves with those trials in mind, but
soon realised that this was too constricting. So down they came,
to be replaced (notwithstanding my one-time advocacy of stone,
ceramics or concrete) by 600mm-high, small-diameter tripod
tables, featuring thick hardwood tops supported on robust
central columns.
Although the 'small bass- light models' referred to in January
had prompted me to explore this new regime, in the event they
were unnecessarily large and suffered HF irregularities which
became tiresome. So I've been on the lookout for some
high-grade seated types, whose inherent LF roll-off would
complement the Quake's adjustable low-pass facility without

Harbeth's in the range above L
l
ooHz, which placed the ' plus' part

the sound of asmall speaker (305 x190 xisiomm; hwd)
simulate that of amuch larger system.
But whatever the explanation, and despite the fact that
warble-tones deliver less alarming looking plots than raw
sinewaves, in- room response deviations tend to look worse
than they sound, and on good old-fashioned subjectively
assessed music the performance was excellent. Indeed, apart
from asuspicion of slightly recessed dimness and some
over-fullness on speech (that LF hillock?), the sound was of an
order previously heard only intermittently in my notoriously
awkward room.
Then came aphone- call heralding the arrival of the
aforementioned NHTs, re-opening the whole testing/listening
operation against alooming HFN deadline. Tony Bolton reviewed
the SPfs predecessor the Super One [July ' oi], and it was a

needing separate high-pass filtering, while avoiding the 'cone

reminder of that report which had alerted me to the model's
potential for use with asubwoofer. The later version uses more

flap' to which small reflex systems are prone when not protected
below their cut-off frequency.

sophisticated driver technology and sports rounded corners to
its impressive black high-gloss cabinet, but at around two-thirds

Unfortunately, this type of speaker is presently out of fashion
in the UK, so Ihad my eye on NHT's

the Harbeth's volume it looks rather diminutive in comparison.

SB1 speakers from across the
Atlantic. But these were temporarily
unavailable, and in the meantime
an acquaintance lent me apair of
the little Genexxa PRO LX5 units
with Linaeum ribbon tweeters which
Ken Kessler raved over when they

At £300 per pair the NHT SPI is also less
than athird of the price, so Iwas keen to
follow the command politely encapsulated
in the maker's brand-name: ' Now Hear This'

were marketed by Tandy about five
years ago. The main driver in these is reflex- loaded, and the

response rolls off at arather high icioHz. But with the port- holes

Yet at £300 per pair it's also less than athird of the price, so I
was keen to follow the command politely encapsulated in the

sealed by corks to provide closed- box behaviour and the Quake

maker's brand- name: ' Now Hear This'.

filter inched up accordingly, they did remarkably well. However,
pushing the crossover up that far did lead to occasional bass
anomalies, while extended listening revealed atendency to
become cluttered at high levels on orchestra and organ, so this

Hearing was thus scheduled to precede adjusting the
settings or making any measurements. But disaster then struck
at the moment of switch-on, as my prime source of familiar
music (and test- tones) was removed when the CD player went

episode firally proved to be unfruitful. Yet there's no denying
the Genexxa's ability to make abig impression.

into an uncontrollable random stop/start mode. By the time I

Amore suitable option then came to light: asturdy and

dreaded copy-date had arrived, ruling out any pronouncements
on the Quake/SP1 combination until next month.

highly regarded, if expensive, British- made sealed two-way
model, the Harbeth HL-P3ES-2. The LF response of this doesn't
fall away until around 65Hz in my room, and with the Quake's
takeover point adjusted to suit (and after various repositioning
operations), Imeasured at the listening seat awarble-toned

managed to get areplacement machine into action, that

Inow realise, though, that without some impossibly severe
pruning of the above paragraphs there wouldn't have been
space here for such areport anyway. So perhaps the
equipment breakdown was apsychokinetic hint that I
should

response which remained within aband of ± 3dB down to 25Hz.

relax, and simply return to satellite matters at their proper

This was with the subwoofer's sensitivity set to equal the

depth in September.

--jV
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King of
his castle
Paul Hardcastle has been making music for over
20 years, and he's passionate about gadgets WO
WORDS_MICHAEL CAVENETT

PICTURES ROGER PHILLIPS

Thi s part of the magazine is usually devoted to 'one of

us': someone who's put time and effort into assembling a
system that lets them listen to their music in exactly the way
they want. But sometimes 'System Setup' gives us the chance to
talk to those who give us that pleasure: the musicians.
Most would remember Paul Hardcastle as the producer of the
seminal 1980s dance track, ' 19', amassive hit in 13 countries,
selling over four million copies. But that's not all Paul's done
during his 20 years in the music industry. He sells more records
now than he did in the 1980s, with exquisitely-produced cuts of
what the musos call 'smooth jazz'. He's also created TV theme
tunes, notably for the BBC's Top Of The Pops. So HFN took a
trip to meet aman who made music technology his livelihood...
Intriguingly, one of Paul's first jobs was in ahi-fi shop:
'Yeah, Idid work in a hi-fi shop when Iwas in my early
twenties. Back in 1979 Igot ajob in astore called Ponton's in
Sloane Square, Chelsea. It was asmart place doing hi-fi and
lighting. Ireally enjoyed my time there. Igot the job because I
was really enthusiastic... Italked my way into it! Ionly left
because things were happening on the music front, in 1981.'
So you worked there for acouple of years?
'Yeah! Imean, Iknew my stuff! Iwasn't like one of those
Dixons dummies!'
So it wasn't that you couldn't get ajob in Burger King?
'No, Iwas always into music and electronics. Early on I
made my own sound and light system by wiring up alength of
Christmas tree lights to the extra output on an amp. When I
turned the bass up, it used to make the lights flash.
'I sold one of the very first Sony Walkmans, alittle blue box
called a 'Stowaway'. This gadget was brilliant: it had aJapanese
demo tape that buzzed the music from left to right in the
headphones. Everyone that Idemo'd it to bought one, even
though they were £99 each, afair whack in those days.
'I was fiddling with music all the time in my studio, which
consisted of two cassette decks; no mixer or anything. I'd put
something down on one, then bounce it across to the other,
and while Iwas doing that I'd add another track live. I'd do that
three or four times till I'd built up six or so tracks. Obviously
the noise was phenomenal... but Icould still get my ideas down.
'The demo tape got me into aband called Direct Drive... I'd
only swapped avideo camera for asynthesiser afew months
previously, but the band liked my ideas. We stayed together for
ayear but Idecided to go solo. In fact, Ihad a motorbike
accident, and was able to buy a 24-track machine with the
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7.) Paul's adab hand with the
knobs and sliders in the studio

compensation. It was the
cheapest mixer you could get
but it worked. I had three
compound fractures in my leg
and had to have abone graft
from my hip, but you could
still call it astroke of fortune.
'The first thing Irecorded
on it was ' Rainforest', which
was done for abody-popping
video. It was released in the States and went to number (
me in
the R'n'B charts.'
After this Paul was courted by several record companies, and
he met ayoung A&R man called Simon Fuller, working for
Chrysalis. Fuller, the 'Svengali of Pop', went on to manage pop
luminaries as the Spice Girls, SClub 7and appear on PopStarz'.
'I was brought up on rock bands like Pink Floyd, Deep Purple and Led Zeppelin. But then Istarted going to clubs and got
more into the dance stuff. That's why my music went that way,
although Pink Floyd is still my favourite band. Iwas listening to
bands like Soulsonic Force — hip-hop and dance stuff — and
that's when Icame up with the idea for ' 19'.
'I took ' 19' into Chrysalis and everyone laughed. But Fuller
loved it and three weeks later it was number one in 13 different
countries. That experience taught me a lot about the music
business: if you take a new track round a record company's
office you'll get some people who like it, some who don't, some
who aren't sure, and so on... after hearing 20 people's opinions
you're sick of them. Ilearned early to take control of my affairs.
'I've sold three million albums in the States so Ithink Imade
the right decision. My music nowadays is often classified as "new
adult contemporary", but what Ido now isn't that far removed
from my first track, ' Rainforest': just abit better produced. My
new retrospective album [
The Very Best Of Paul Hardcastle
1983-2003] covers 20 years and it's good to see how things have
changed. I'm proud to have had acareer that's spanned so long.
Ithought if Ihad acouple of years of success I'd be lucky!'

Some of Paul's more intriguing assignments have been
producing music for television programmes:
'I did this music for a natural history programme called
Supersense. The brief was actually "to come up with
something that no-one's ever done before"! Iwent to the BBC
sound effects library and made a track with no humangenerated sounds at all. Iused the sound of afrog making this
weird croaking noise and stretched it out to use for a bass
rhythm. Iused the sound of a bird, something exotic like a
Kookaburra, and it sounded like atrumpet. Ihad loads of fun.'
Through his friendship with Simon Fuller (who was Best
Man at his wedding), Paul became involved with projects such
as the Spice Girls' movie Spiceworld.
'When Iwrote the score for Spiceworld Iwas pretty much
left alone. Iwouldn't want to have written atrack for the Spice
Girls! And it's the same for SClub 7... Iwrote the music for
their TV series. For example, there's apart where an alligator
comes out of the water and Ihad to create some kind of crazy
noise to go with it! Ilove doing stuff like that. One of my
ambitions is to do ascore for areally big movie, but there's
plenty of time for that.
'I did an ITV series called Giants and Ilove some of the
sounds in there. Ihad to make the sound of amonitor lizard
crunching alittle creature and Iused the sound of ice cracking;
a sound that I'd got from a friend who'd recorded a
documentary in Alaska. Ihad another sample of a monitor
lizard screaming and Ireversed it and made it sound like a

Tannoy Little Red Monitors
C: Sony EV-S9000E video Hi8 player
Marantz CD- Rrecorder
7.; Philips DVDR moo DVD recorder
Sony DHR-l000UX digital video recorder
Panasonic NV-HD625 VHS recorder
Panasonic DVD-Aloo DVD player
Technics DSP SH-AC3oo
Technics SA-TX3o stereo AV receiver

systemsetup
massive dinosaur. The natural history types loved it!
'I've got a massive libary of samples but Ionly use them
once. You've got to keep everything fresh, keep them guessing.
You can get away with similar chord progressions and riffs but
not an exact same sample.
'Only in the case of ' 19', with its distinctive sample did Idare
go back and do anew slow version, which Jazz FM has just put
on its playlist. It was an experiment but Ithink it's more of a
listener's record than the original.
'I think my music does sound good when you listen to it on
proper systems. Ido put alot of work into the production and
Ithink enthusiasts appreciate that when they hear them. I've
been criticised for making music that's "too clean", but Itake
that as acompliment.
What of high-resolution formats like SACD and DVD-A?
'I confess that even though Ican record at
50kHz or 100kHz, I can't really hear the
difference. I've got nothing against it, as long as
it's not being sold at ridiculous prices, then fair
play. Maybe I've just bashed my ears in too much
over the years.'
Paul's studio has a 1400W amplifier and
massive JBL monitors, and he confesses later as
we look around it that he's always started mixing at a loud
volume and finished off at ridiculous levels — sometimes days
later.

known from ' 19' then and persuaded Kenwood to kit out my
car. It had three amps and sounded magnificent.
'I'm backing off alittle bit with the gadgets now because I've
got the quality that Ineed. Nothing's really made me go "wow!"
just recently.
'For my music composition Istill hark back to my Synclavier.
It's pretty old now but at the time not many people had them,
only George Michael, Sting, Trevor Horn, Stevie Wonder.., there
weren't many of them around. Ridiculously expensive but mine's
still going nearly two decades later so it's been apretty sound
investment. Irecorded the Top Of The Pops theme tune (`The
Wizard') on it in aday so it started paying for itself virtually the
first day Igot it. It's awhole digital recording studio, using hard
disks instead of tape for recording. That's pretty common
nowadays in studios and in the home, but in 1986 it was new. I

'I've got amassive libary of samples but
Ionly use them once... You can get away
with similar chord progressions and riffs
but not using an exact same sample'

'I could tell the difference between a 33rpm album and
45rpm 12-inch; but with the quality of CD players nowadays
and the DACs inside them Ifind it hard to tell the difference. I
think the first generation of CD players gave the format areally
bad name. Their sound was very brittle, and harsh.
'I copied all my vinyl records, via DAT, on to CD many years
ago and gave all my records away. Ibought one of the first
CD-Rs back in 1994/5, aMarantz. £4000 that cost at the time...
and now you can get agreat one now for £400.'
So was he still into getting all the latest gadgets?
'I had one of the first DVD players in the UK, aPanasonic
A100. I'd just done the `Supersense' music and Panasonic
wanted to give away aDVD of it with the players so Imade sure
they gave me one. They hadn't even been released here. Ihad
DAT in my car too, early on, about 1988. Iwas still quite well-

haven't used tape since then, except for DAT to master on to.'
Iconfess to Paul that in the course of my research I'd downloaded several of his excellent Jazzmasters tracks, illegally it
could be said, from the Kazaa.com website.
'I don't really give atoss to be honest! Ithink the people who
buy my records get them for a reason. If a new Pink Floyd
album comes out Igo and buy it. Iwouldn't go looking for some
download. You'll never the get the quality from that poxy MP3
format. You're better off going back to vinyl than using that!'
Ipoint out that alot of people rate vinyl as better than CD.
'I know they do but Idon't really see how. I've talked about
it with afriend of mine who's acutting engineer. The material
is still going to plastic. I've never heard arecord sound like it
did when Imade it! If Icompare arecord and aCD of something I've done, I'd always say the CD sounded more like the
original. There are too many imperfections in vinyl. Imean,
when a record company doesn't sell all its stock it sends the
returns back to be melted down and re-used. Unless you can
get pure vinyl to start with then forget it. They know most 14year-old girls aren't worried about the sound quality; they're
more interested in the picture of Robbie Williams on the cover.
`Vinyl's not my choice, but we all have anostalgia for these
things so fair play to the collectors. And who am Ito get inside
someone else's head and say what sounds best to them? Iknow
DJs still love it... probably the physical thing of holding the
record. Imiss the great sleeves, like when you're a kid and
going into arecord shop and looking at all the prints on The
Dark Side Of The Moon and stuff like that. You did feel like
you'd bought something substantial.
'I don't buy that much music any more. Ilisten more to talk
shows. I've heard a lot of music in my time and I've got a
massive collection... but Idon't play it that much any more.
That's maybe one of the down sides of being amusician.., it
takes the thrill away. Iused to love that when Iwas younger.
But often when Ihear stuff on the radio Iknow how it's been
made and can predict what's going to happen. That's why Ihold
bands such as Pink Floyd in such high esteem, because they're
not like that. Igo to aPink Floyd concert and Ilook up and
think, "I'd never be able to do that!"' li
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The Hallé's own label • Beethoven piano variations • the Zehetmair's
Schumann • the return of Semyon Bychkov • jazz, rock and audiophile
selections, including Grover Washington Jr, Fleetwood Mac and The Kinks
HALLÉ ORCESTRA

classical

(already issued in Vol.3) but an

ADDINSELL

arrangement of the Op.1:3 Piano Trio
proposed by an amateur composer,
Kaufmann, in 1817 and amended by
Beethoven himself. The pairing makes

Film Music

sense: spanning 30 years it throws some

Martin Roscoe, BBC Philharmonic/

light, perhaps, on the strange trio section

Rumon Gamba

in the second movement of Op.132.

Chandos CHAN loo46

The Lindsays' is adeeply satisfying

79m 505

version of the quartet; it would be difficult

Richard Addinsell wrote for classic British

to quibble with tempi, voicing or

films represented here: Goodbye, Mr

expression — except in one respect, which

Chips, Blithe Spirit, The Black Rose, Tom

Ifind worrying. Although there is perfectly

Brown's Schooldays, Scrooge, Love on the

good separation of voices, there is a

Dole, The Admirable Crichton, Dangerous

distinct prominence given to the first violin
and Iended up adjusting the bias slightly

Moonlight; Anthony Steel was the unlikely
soloist in asong adaptation of ' The Rame

0 Mark

tune going in one's mind. The exception is,

to the right, yet was always very conscious

Tango' from a1954 less-than- classic Ealing

Elder: the

of course, the ' Warsaw Concerto' from the

of Peter Cropper's lead role. Maybe it is

Studios production, Out of the Clouds. 1

Hallé

1941 Dangerous Moonlight (
in which Lionel

partly to do with personalities within the

am not sure how many of these have

Orchestra

Salter had an originating hand).

transferred to DVDs — they look more like

launches its

afternoon television fare. With one very

own label

typical of its genre and of its time. It

obvious exception none of the titles sets a

with works

deserves praise as something more of

BEETHOVEN

by Elgar,

documentary than mere nostalgic interest,

recorded at

with its excellent annotations by Philip

Variations Opp.34, 35, 76 ;
Wo0.77-80

Bridgewater

Lane, who has reconstructed much of the

Cédric Tiberghien

Hall and New

material so enthusiastically embraced by

Harmonia Mundi HMCooin5 75m

Broadcasting

Gamba and the BBC Philharmonic (with

House

contributions from Chetham's and

Tiberghien's programme includes the

Manchester

Manchester Cathedral's choirs). CB Au •

Eroica, C- minor, God Save the King and

ratings
Sound quality: Performance
Fine modern recording
Good
Moderate
Poor
Historical, eg. 78rpm

A: I
B:

Very good

2 Good

C: 3

Moderate

D:4

Poor

H: H

Historical

• Sound quality and performance are
separately graded at the end of each review.
A ' star' denotes outstanding quality. Ratings
also show disc price codings: • full price
• mid price • budget price • special pri:e.

group. Ihave reflected this reservation in

This disc comprises well- crafted music

the sound rating. CB A(B):1 •

385

Rule Britannia Variations; Op.34 in Fis the

BEETHOVEN

only work duplicated in Pletnev's 2CD set

String Quintet Op.io4 1 • String

of variations, bagatelles and rondos (DG),

Quartet in A minor, Op.132

and the two pianists see that piece quite

The Lindsays, with iLouise Williams

differently. (Incidentally, HM provides one

ASC CD DCA tift

70m 47s

track per set of variations.) Iliked the way
in which this pianist gives an air of

• All discs reviewed are available from the

The Lindsays' re-recording of the

keyboard improvisation to the Eroica

CD Service: tel 01234 741152 for details.

Beethoven quartets is now almost

theme, although generally he is adecisive

CLASSICAL CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG

complete: here we have as coupling to the

player, clear in articulation and exercising

JAZZ BEN WATSON

late Aminor quartet, with its ' Song of

restraint. He treats the two ' English' sets

ROCK JOHNNY BLACK
AUDIOPHILE VARIOUS

66
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Thanksgiving' third movement, not the

(both 1803 — before Beethoven's

more familiar String Quintet Op.29

connections with this country) seriously

and his C- minor, one of my favourite
Beethoven pieces, is superb — again,

Perhaps the colourful Cockaigne comes
near to Barbirolli's; certainly In the South

quite different from the equally

matches the sweep of the famous Silvestri

impressive Uchida's ( Philips: filler to the

version, but Elder's is more Elgarian in

Emperor Concerto). Outstandingly clean

flow, less like Strauss's Don juan. Oddly, I

sound too. CB Mu* •

VIRGIN CLASSICS

musicchoice
found the Enigma Variations less likeable.
The orchestral playing is fine and

ELGAR

especially enjoyable in the laughter of

Symphony j • In the South etc

'HDS-P', the feminity of ' Ysobel' and

Enigma Variations • Cockaigne etc

'Dorabella'; but Ifelt there was something

Hallé Orchestra/Mark Elder

forced in expression with the theme, with

Hallé CD HLL 7500 and 7501

the rowdier variations abit too

76m 27s/67m 16s

'impressive' — as was, at the other
extreme, the pianissimo start to ' Nimrod'.

Is there abit of psychology going on here,

This is amatter of personal response;

with these first recordings on the

but the first CD at any rate should not be

orchestra's own label squarely confronting

missed! CB A—A*a*Ii12

those for whom ' Hallé', ' Barbirolli' and
'Elgar' are synonymous? As it happens, In

GOLDMARK

O Gautier

of the acclaimed Karl Richter/Decca, which

the South was apiece not associated with

Rustic Wedding Symphony

Capuçon:

had amore favouiable critical reception.

JB, but only recently BBC Legends issued

HANDEL

Haydn cello

Looking back at the response to these

his last concert performances of the First

The Faithful Shepherd

Concertos on

versions one finds praise for Alain, ther in

Symphony and Introduction and Allegro,

RPO/Sir Thomas Beecham

Virgin

her mid-thirties, and the choice of organ (a

and there are definitive Barbirolli readings

Sony Classical SMK

classics

Haerpfer-Ernann positive, located at the

on the 2CD Dutton set, CDS1B 1017.

Eglise de Maronites, Paris), but not for a

66m 465 re- issues, mono

Produced by Andrew Keener and

dryish sound or rhythmically mechanical

engineered by Simon Eadon, these Mark

'Why in God's name isn't this in the

Elder (mostly studio) recordings are

permanent orchestral repertory?' asked

still stand, although the essential focus in

midpriced, available via the website

critic Neville Cardus of the Goldmark

these concertos is with the solo playing.

accompaniments. That last criticism must

www.holle.co.uk or through distributors

Symphony — adding ' the answer,

Sanctuary Classics. Each has one rarity:

emphatic and demonstrably negative, was

hum, most evident when cut at the end of

the first CD has asong In Moonlight

given ashort time afterwards, by another

tracks but which adds asort of sonic gravy;

(Christine Rice, mezzo, with Elder at the

conductor'. It was awork Beecham gave in

even so, the quality is surprisingly gooc for

piano), using atheme from In the South;

the early 1950s, also making an Abbey

40 year old material. Organ enthusiasts will

The sound includes some background

the second has the shorter original ending

Road recording (issued on Philips) which

be interested to hear these early examples

to the Enigma Variations, which Ai Jaeger,

became agramophone 'classic'.

of Marie-Claire Alain's artistry. CB B:2 •

friend and subject of Variation IX, ' Nimrod',

What makes the Beecham
so special (and the same

HAYDN

Richter premiere the work in 1899, was too

applies to his Handel

Cello Concertos

abrupt. It would have been more logical to

arrangements on this disc) is

have placed this track after the complete

not just the phrasing but the

Orchestra/Daniel Harding

Variations (
taken from three live

quality of playing, ie by the

performances) but instead we have first

remarkable orchestral

Virgin

the Serenade for Strings and Chanson de

principals he had found for his

Matin. There are concise notes, rather

Royal Philharmonic. Sample, if

plain artwork and auneccessary side

necessary, the Handel Gavotte or,

O Sir

Concertante excepted) and, authenticated

caption ' Inspiring Hallé' which relates to

in the Goldmark, the Serenade movement.

Thomas

only in 1953, the Cmajcr Cello Concerto is

similar marketing epithets which animate

Charm in spades. CB Ca*

Beecham

0

told the composer, after hearing Hans

Gautier Capuçon, Manler Chamber
54556o

2

65m 505

The concerto was not Haydn's most fruitful
area of composition (the Sinfonia

•

the website!
Critics fell into the trap of trying to grade

Ci2SSiCS

so trite that one would wish it were
inauthentic, when it might fade away into

HANDEL

obscurity! The ID major is musically far

Sir Andrew Davis's Elgar on a

Organ Concertos 1-6

better and, third on the disc, asecond

Boult—Barbirolli scale. Mark Elder is his own

Marie-Claire Alain, Jean Français

concerto in that key is definitely not by

man too, and gives strikingly individual

Paillard Chamber Orchestra

Haydn but nevertheless enjoyable.

readings — the Hallé may not have the

Boston Skyline BSD

tonal refinement of the LPO in Slatkin's 1991
Symphony 11 In the South RCA coupling but

Capuçon plays well and Harding gives
75M 275

re- issues

abracing period edge to the
accompaniments (with harpsichord

those readings now seem slick by

Produced by Paillard himself (presumably

comparison. The fast passages in the

for aFrench company and licensed to Argo

bright, forward sound. Unfortunately,

symphony's finale are almost runaway, yet

for LP release) these 1961 recordings were

Capuçon's breathing is caught by the

(as with the Larghetto from the Serenade)

soon dropped from the catalogue —

microphones to ugly effect. Ashort

Elder's strings in the slow movement phrase

unusual for Decca Group in those days,

booklet note on the orchestra would have

with incredible sensitivity.

can you believe? — presumably in favour

been welcome. CB A*(C)a •

prominent); the Vienna recordings offer a

—\/- august zoo3
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'chocolate box' about these readings.

MAHLER

Maybe Temirkanov has conducted them

Das Klagende Lied • Lieder emes

too often. Ancerl with the Czech

fahrenden Gesellen • 5Rückert

Philharmonic offers superior alternatives

Lieder • Kindertotenlieder • Des

and alonger Romeo and Juliet selection,

knaben Wunderhorn - excerpts

but with the remastered Supraphon

Brigitte Fassbaender, Deutsches SO

edition two discs are now involved.
This RCA disc suddenly offers

Berlin/Riccardo Chailly

something sharper, more astringent, in

Decca 473 725-2

the Suite Love for Three Oranges, with

2CDs, 134m 58s reissues

everyone seemingly on their toes. CB

Brigitte Fassbaender stopped singing in

k2/1 •

public seven years ago, and it is good to
be reminded of her artistry (the subject of

PROKOFIEV

aGramophone reappraisal in Jan ' 03) with

Piano Concerto 3
RACHMANINOV

this straight repackaging of two Mahler
CDs: arecital from 1988-9 which includes

here, the CD transfer must be counted a

O Serge

three Knaben Wunderhom excerpts suited

success, capturing very well the ffrr sound

Prokofiev in

Mikhail Pletnev, Russian National

to awoman's voice, ` Urliche, ' Das irdische

of the period.

193 0

Orchestra/Mstislav Rostropovich

Leben' and ' Des Antonius von Padua

Many Mahler collectors will have this

Piano Concerto 3

DG 471 576-2

71m

265

Fischpredigt' and two orchestral song-

historic Das Lied (
1952) in more than one

cycles, and Chailly's acclaimed three-part

vinyl and digital copy. (Incidentally, Ihave

Putting these two strong-willed Russian

Klagende Lied where aboy's voice (Markus

yet to find am- ccartridge that can

artists together means that most collectors

Baur) is used at the Wedding scene, where

reproduce Ferrier's voice in full flow in the

will want to hear this disc whatever the

the bone fashioned into aflute sings of the

'Abschied' without blasting, even with the

critics may say. Even so, Idon't think

concealed fratricide. Most reviewers

Dutch LP pressings.) Comparing the Naxos,

Pletnev's mercurial pianism in the

thought this an inspired casting but for me

Ifind the parent company's first ADRM

Rachmaninov fits well with Rostropovich's

the phlegmatic rather than ghostly voice

transfer more subtly informative of timbre

slower pull. The piano playing, though, is

adds nothing; and Decca's off-stage bands,

and space; and there is some extraneous

magnificent. Tempi in the Prokofiev are a

whch merely merely sound like the faders

noise at the start of track 9not on the

little slower than usual; Rostropovich is

turned down then back up sharply, are

Deccas. On 466 576-2 the three Rückert

good with texture and fantasy, less good at

equally disappointing. Other soloists are

songs have been added but they are less

structure and tension — indeed, the ending

Andreas Schmidt, Werner Hollweg and

important than Das Lied (
there are

is so flat as to make one momentarily sit in

Susan Dunn.The Düsseldorf chorus is

modern, more complete alternatives

expectation of more to follow! Try
Kondrashin with Janis on Mercury (1962 —

preferable to Ferrier's). Naxos provides no

excellent.
Fassbaender places word meaning
ahead of everything else and in the song-

texts, although Tully Potter's note is much

O Semyon

Ibelieve recorded in the same Moscow

better than any of Decca's. CB FI:H

Bychkov:

Hall) for vivid excitement. Pletnev's cooler

Strauss with

style suggests less affection for this

cycles listeners don't necessarily get a

PROKOFIEV

the WDR

concerto than he clearly demonstrates for

subject- matter! Chailly's rather objective

Symphony i` C.assicar • Rome3

Orchestra

Rachmaninov's — though he makes acut

accompaniments may lack the warmth of

and Juliet - Suite Op.64b • The

Köln

in the finale. CB A—Ba-2 •

Barbirolli or Kubelik, but together he and

Love for Three Oranges - Suite

Fassbaender offer astimulating account of

St Petersburg PO/Yuri Temirkanov

Mahler's music. (See also last month's

RCA 82876 50475

2

60m

125

review of the complete Wunderhom songs
under Chailly.) CB A(C):1/2 •

Adecidedly popular programme for
Prokofiev's 5oth anniversary year: but can

MAHLER

this be the first issue for these 1991/92

Das Lied von der Erde • 3Rückert

recordings? From the same St Petersburg

Lieder

sessions Lieutenant Kijé and Symphony 5

Kathleen Ferrier, Julius Patzak, Vienna

were released back in 1992.

Philharmonic Orchestra/Bruno Walter
Naxos 8410871
75m 305 re- issues, mono

It would be churlish not to recommend
the playing, but Temirkanov's live (?)
Classical Symphony on the short-lived
Leningrad Masters label was more

With out of copyright material now

engaging, for all its idiosyncracies: toned

stretching into the tape/early LP era, we

down only slightly for the studio recording

can have CDs sourced legitimately from

— note the fade-to-a-whisper ending to

commercial pressings — in this case it's

the Gavotte, common to both. And

hardly likely that Decca said 'well, our

although, for example, ' Montagues and

version sells at twice the price but, yes,

Capulets' shows how the conductor loves

you can borrow our master- tape' — and

dynamic extremes, there's something abit

68
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comfortable ride: but then, think of the

musicchoice
RACHMANINOV
Piano Concertos iand 3
Nikolai Lugansky, CBSO/Sakari Oramo
Warner Classics 0927 4794 12

68m

Conductors in rehearsal
The art of conducting remains to some
extent unfathomable. Two recent DVD transfers

Lugansky's earlier (Vanguard) recording of

from German television documentaries shed

the Third Concerto has been criticised for

fascinating light on important maestri, seen

the standard of the orchestral playing, but

rehearsing and conducting before an audience:

Iwouldn't suggest throwing it out yet.

Ferenc Fricsay and Carlos Kleiber.
Fricsay died from cancer aged only 48 but he

(incidentally, would 193os Philadelphia be

made amajor contribution to the Deutsche

the 'authentic' measure for the

Grammophon LP catalogue, recording mostly with

Rachmaninov concertos?) but Lugansky's

his RIAS Orchestra or the Berlin Philharmonic.

playing was alittle more daring than here

Kleiber, of course, has made afrustratingly small

WERNER NEUMEISTER/DG

True, the Russian horns were baleful

and this Warner production has the less

number of recordings outside the operatic field;

than ideal acoustic of the Warwick Arts

and after bad press notices in 1980 has never

Centre — the First Concerto was done at

given asecond orchestral concert in Britain. As it

O Ferenc Fricsay: aDVD of rehearsals from

Symphony Hall and has more presence.

happens, both these documentaries were filmed

1960, made when he was gravely ill

The new Third is beautifully played but

with the Südfunk Sinfonie-orchester: in 196o —

neither it nor the less often heard First

Fricsay had already had major surgery and was

'the very first drops [ that go to form the Moldau

eclipses existing recommendations:

almost too ill to undertake this project — and

river] moving into life with joy', the ending of the

notably Mikhail Pletnev's Virgin recording

1970, when Kleiber was 40 (he looks much

piece 'asilver ribbon' that fades into the distance,

of No.1 (which more convincingly

younger). The Hungarian rehearses ' Vltava' from

as if seen from amountain top.

reconciles the contrasting sections of the

Smetana's Ma Vlast; Kleiber gives us the

first movment) or Byron Janis's on Mercury;

overtures to Der Freischütz and Die Fledermaus

as polite — even prepared to suggest that his

the astonishing Horowitz/Barbirolli Third

[TDK DV-DOCFF and DV-DOCCK; 55mhozm; b/w,

gestures have misled the orchestra in one or two

on APR or (deleted) Yevgeny Mogilevsky's

mono].

Melodiya version with Kondrashin.
Perhaps because of the way the sound

Kleiber is more insistent on preparation, if just

instances. His conception is worked out to the

Fricsay's reputation was founded equally on

tiniest detail, even if the instructions given are

the modern scores he conducted and the standard

sometimes enigmatic. 'Always let the other

was balanced, this coupling is not as

repertoire; at heart though, he was something of

begin... perhaps he will guess where', he says

communicative as one feels it should have

aromantic. The film portrait is of an

with asmile at the start of the Weber; later he

been. CB A—B:1-2 •

SCHUMANN

extraordinarily courteous man; conducting

asks the players to believe in 'very mathematical

without abaton he often uses poetic imagery,

ghosts'. In the Strauss, at one point he ask for

although this is combined with stripping the

them to play 'as if you had run away with the cash

String Quartets Op.41:1 and 3

orchestra down into sections, then balancing

box'. But when Kleiber remarks that 'the

Zehetmair Quartet

these with the full complement. He never imposes

technique is the expression', that surely gives us

his poetic view, which is always prefaced ' Ifeel...'.

all something to porder about musical

Thus he talks of the opening string pizzicato as

interpretation. CB C:H V

ECM ECM1793

49m 34s

You never quite know what sort of
annotation ECM purchasers will get: often
the press releases contain much more

earlier recordings have served them better.

information than the booklet notes. But

The engineering too is fine. Short

unusually interesting. The orchestra is

here we have awide-ranging nine- page

measure, obviously, but Record of the

clearly neither the Berlin nor the Vienna

essay, starting with Beethoven as the

Month. CB A:s* •

She plays with elegance, making the part

Philharmonic but Bychkov's pacing and

Romantic ideal and ending with

dramatic thrust make up for this, although

Schumann's mental illness — the quartets

RSTRAUSS

coming at afelicitous time in 1842-3.

Ein Heldenleben •

chapters reflect something akin to a

'Compose something without titles' urged

Metamorphosen

gangster's life, with an East End funeral

Clara Schumann, fearing that her

WDR SO Kiiln/Semyon Bychkov

husband's favoured allusions and coded
messages would backfire. Each of these

Avie AV 0017

his is more an anti-hero, whose final

74m 44s

complete with ' Dad' in white flowers and
gladioli bouquets. The well- staged fanfares
and battle sequence with stabbing wind

two quartets contains areference to

In pop parlance this might be seen as a

figures make this acompulsive, if lurid

Beethoven — most clearly, in the Adagio

'comeback album', as it is some years

read. Metamorphosen is equally

in No.1 to the slow movement of the Ninth

since Semyon Bychkov recorded anything

individual: not so much elegaic as

Symphony — although the model is more

for Philips. He took over the Cologne WDR

voluptuously shaped.

the music of Mendelssohn, which

Orchestra in 1997 and this studio recording

Schumann adored. In his output these are

of Ein Heldenleben followed over 40 live

Unaccountably the recordings can
sound harsh and compressed at what

somewhat Cinderella- like works, but the

performances; it is the first, to my

seems the right level, but with an increase

Zehetmair Quartet brings dedication and

knowledge, to have the portrayal of the

the whole thing springs into life; there's an

eagerness to every bar; their playing is

composer's wife Pauline given by awoman

impressively wide soundstage either way.

beautifully balanced and illuminating. No

— since the WDR leader is Kyoko Shikata.

CB A:1 •
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Soprano

jazz, part Impressionism and part ' see

sax player,

where the music takes us'

Michael

experimentation. These recordings were

Doneda

made on lacquer discs in 1944 at the

DONEDA/LEIMGRUBER/ROWE

jams with

apartment of Timme Rosenkrantz in New

The Difference Between A Fish

his chums

York, ending up in the Rosenkrantz Archive

Potlatch P3o1 CD

GAS

53m 385

er Mar
ta ER

at Odense University Library in Denmark.

,
TEITTOWE

Sound is true to the source, and hasn't

Soprano saxophonist Michael Doneda

been given the false depth of digital

played intriguing music on aprevious

reconstructions. Through the scratch and

Potlatch release, Placés Dans L'Air[HFN

scrape one can hear two fine musicians

July ' 03j, but here everything is different,

speculate about form with amazing

mainly due to guitarist Keith Rowe. As a

delicacy and vigour. BW H:1* •

founder member of AMM, pioneers of
'serious' live electronics in the 1960s,

JAGA jAllIST

Rowe exerts considerable authority, not

The Stix

least for his antagonism to music as such.

Ninja Tune ZEN&

He distrusts the signals-to- body rhythms

rock

53m 15s

encoded in inherited musics, but unlike

Jaga Jazzist are atentet from Norway

STEVE WINWOOD

Oxley and Bailey, doesn't supersede them

who've bowled over broadsheets and music

About Time

with anew, more visceral syntax; instead,

mags with their jazz and dance beats.

he retreats into `experimental' formalism.

Sleazenation says they're ' Charles Mingus

Sanctuary SANPRi3o

Holding ateetering, strained note is a

with Aphex Twin shoved up his arse';

69m 505

The fact that it's six years since Spencer

common device in free improvisation, but

Straight No Chaser says their sense of a

Davis Group/Traffic/Blind Faith mainstay

for Rowe it becomes a nexercise in

tune recalls Don Cherry's with Krzysztof

Winwood last released an album is a

mystical abnegation. Occasionally, the

Penderecki; The Wire says they keep ' hips

shame, but the layoff has done him good.

saxophonists (Doneda and Urs

and minds on the funk'. If only!

Leimgruber) turn this stammering to

Not that he sounds significantly different

None of these comments are borne out

than he ever did, but there's alevel of

expressive ends, but their motifs are

by the music. Although there are nods

energy in his playing and asparky

invariably sabotaged by Rowe's disdain for

towards drum'n'bass in terms of sonic

enthusiasm in his voice that was missing on

musical tension. The packaging that

effects, the time sense is pedestrian, lacking

much of his late 20th century music.

surrounds the music follows suit: the title

the alertness to metric contradiction which

The album's deceptively simple opening

is cod surrealism, while the cover art relies

is the sine qua non of both jazz and jungle

groove on ' Different Light' says it all: this is

on Apple Mac shape-tweening. Like

('swing'). Jaga Jazzist's blandness doubtless

Winwood enjoying himself, playing live in

everyone who's swallowed Cage's Zen shtik

results from the internalised conservertoire

the studio, not worrying about the market

without perceiving its dada smirk, Rowe

metronome which can allow to vanilla

place, placing his beloved Hammond B-3

creates seances for those who believe

musicians to interpret arrangements. It

organ at the heart of the rhythm and —

boredom is akin to spirituality. BW A:3 •

sounds like someone heard afew Bobby

intriguingly — making no use whatsoever

Hutcherson albums on Blue Note, but failed

of abass player. The result is that what

ROLAND RAMANAN

to get the ensemble to understand what was

basslines there are come from his

Shaken

needed. BW A:2 •

Emanem 4081

72M 305

keyboard, and the sound is not only as full
as it needs to be, but more integrated,

STUFF SMITH/ROBERT ( RUM

O Jazzy-

driven along by abrilliant percussion

jungle from

section of Walfredo Reyes Jr on drumkit plus

he isn't the trumpeter his father was (the

The Complete 1944 Rosenkrantz
Apartment Transcription Duets

Jaga Jazzist

Richard Bailey on timbales and Karl Vanden

great Shake Keane), but he achieves

Ab Fable ABCD2-004/5 2CDs, th 27m

on the Ninja

Bossche on congas which, like Winwood's

Tunes label

keyboard, contribute significantly to the

In the sleevenotes, Roland Ramanan says

something here not every virtuoso
manages — apoignant and telling album.

These fascinating duets are

Romanan plays an array of wooden flutes

discoveries made by Anthony

as well as his main horn, and conjures

Barnett, the indefatigable

heady atmospherics from his excellent

researcher into jazz and improvised

accompanists.

violin. University-trained, Stuff

Ramanan feels comfortable in the
jazzoid world music discovered by Chicago

Smith was apioneer of the amplified
violin, having left the Jelly Roll

players in the 1960s, and Ian Smith's

Morton band because he felt he

production balances warmth (Sanders'

couldn't be heard. Robert Crum was

evocative toms) and detail (Marcos'

aclassical pianist who played

skittering bow work). There are composed

boogie-woogie piano at residencies

pieces and group improvisations, but the

at Elmer's Lounge and the Hotel

album works because it's Ramanan's.

Sherman in 193os Chicago.

Lyricism and open- eared enthusiasm
with admirable directness. BW An •
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Together, they invented the
music they payed, which is part

musit.choice
bottom end.
It's significant that his first choice for a
single is acover of Timmy Taylor's 1972

be distinctive and accomplished folk
songwriters, but Mudhoney's Steve Turner

the BBC because of its lesbian
implications. Earlier this year Tatu got to

has just done exactly that. He's done it so

classic ' Why Can't We Live Together?' — with

well, that it's hard to imagine how he ever

Noi with an image built entirely round
being lesbians. But, hey, times change,

ahookier chorus than any of his own

got saddled with the axeman gig in the

and so does Sarah Jane Morris. Best-

compositions— because rather than an
album of catchy melodies, this is athing of

first place. He's got so much to say, he
should obviously have been upfront from
day one.

The Communards, her twenty year career

hypnotically insistent grooves, overlaid with
Winwwod's ever- soulful voice. The

'Wish I
was smarter and the years were

remembered for her collaborations with
has embraced awide range of styles from

O Mudhoney

pop through Brecht and Weill to jazz and
most points between. She's always been
acclaimed as an interpreter of other

deliciously echoing reggae dub vibe about
'Final Hour', the scorching Flamenco hustle

shorter,' he wails on ' Living Through The

guitarist

Mistakes' and although his vocal technique

Steve Turner

to ' Domingo Morning', and the lively Latin

is still rough and ready, that's all to the

ditches the

people's material but what sets this album

disco feel to 'Walking On' all add abreadth of

good, because these songs are wonderfully

axe for a
folky vibe

apart is that this time it's personal — she's

variety which will make this an album worth

direct, honest and unsophisticated, just as

returning to again and again. JB An •

all the greatest folk songs have always

involved in the writing of all the songs

been. Mostly, these 14 tracks clock in

EASY STAR ALL STARS

under two minutes, so it's not along

Dub Side Of The Moon

album, but that short path is packed
with incident, passion and wry
observation.

Easy Star/Hot ES-102

58m 055

Once in awhile an album comes along that
turns your expectations upside down.
When this CD arrived in the post, Ihooted
with derision at the patently absurd notion
of areggae dub version of Pink Floyd's
classic Dark Side Of The Moon.

There are no extended guitar solos,
with Turner using his instrument
sparingly to enhance his songs rather
than fight with them. If you like music
that sounds like it might have been
recorded in your kitchen, this is for you.

Surely this could only work as abriefly

JB Bu •

amusing little novelty. Instead, this CD has
hardly been off my player for the best part

DAVID SNEDDON

of amonth. For those who don't know,

7Years — to Weeks

Easy Star is aNew York City reggae label,

Mercury 9800063 57m 35s

and the All Stars are that label's bestselling artists, including Frankie Paul, The

Much as I'd like to smirk, maybe even

Meditations, Sluggy Ranks, Corey Harris
and Ranking Joe to name afew.

sneer, at ' Fame Academy' winner

To try to describe precisely what
happens when, for example, ' Time' gets an

David Sneddon for being part of the
whole TV- launched pop idol
phenomenon, the plain truth is that I'd

utterly fantastic speed- rap treatment or
when 'On The Run' meets drum'n'bass, is

sooner hear him sing than Liam Gallagher
of Oasis or Damon Albarn of Blur.

herself, and proves to be no slouch in that
department. Working with production,

way beyond the descriptive powers of this
scribe, except to say that it works atreat,

Sneddon's perfectly capable of playing the
piano, he writes his own songs and he

and Martyn Barker gives the album an

with the songs frequently sounding as if

sings in tune. OK, so the piano sounds a

overall ethnic-techno vibe, but it's

these must be the little-known originals

bit like aclunky Elton John pastiche, the

beautifully spiced with judicious

that Pink Floyd slyly ripped off.

songs are very traditional and there's alot

instrumental interjections from Annie

of people who can sing in tune but,
compared to most of the people who win

Whitehead's trombone, strings by the

musical styles — reggae and psychedelia
— meshed so beautifully together but

Mercury Music Prizes and NME Brat

then, when you think about it, is there

Awards, he's not doing too badly. His worst

tasty keyboards. Check out ' Mad Woman
Blues' and ' It's Jesus ILove' to get some

really an awful lot of difference between a

fault is that some of his songs sound

idea of where she's at and you'll be

stoned English public schoolboy and a

uncannily similar to former hits by Robbie

hooked. 113 A:2 •

stoned Rasta? Ultimately, they're all just
loonies on the grass and, in the prophetic

Williams, but he'll probably grow out of
that. If you liked his hits, you'll like this
album. JB Aa •

Rarely have two seemingly diverse

words of ' Us And Them' who knows which
is which and who is who?' JB A*a* •

SARAH JANE MORRIS
STEVE TURNER
Loose VJCD241

Fallen Angel 002
33m

Quartetto Barueco and James Halliwell's

CD Service
• All CDs, other discs and vinyl LPs reviewed

Love And Pain

SEARCHING FOR MELODY

performing and writing duo Calum MacColl

in this issue, or known to be currently
51m 295

0 55

available, may be ordered through the
CD Service ( see Accessories Club page).

Funny old world. When one of the UK's

CD prices: • £ 12.99 • £8.99 • £ 4.99 V
POA. Postage: add 5op per disc up to a

With the possible exception of Billy Bragg,

greatest contemporary vocalists, Sarah

maximum of £ 1.50 for three discs or more.

rock guitarists never step out from behind

Jane Morris recorded her version of ' Me
And Mrs Jones' in 1989, it was banned by

• Tel 01234 741152 for further details.

their instruments and prove themselves to
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SYSTEM 1

Roksan Candy CD PlayEr
Unison Research Unico

£550
£750

Monitor

£600

AliCi0

56

Total

Features include:
•single-ended triode linestage preamp • pure class A • dual

£ 1900

mono design • zero feedback • stepped attenuators balance
controls • laser-trimmed Alps master volume control • inputoutput switching for external surround-sound processors

SYSTEM 2
Musical Fidelity A 3.2 CD

£1000

Unison Research 52K

£1295

Quad 22l
Total

•regulated, high current outboard P/S • remote control

Stereophile, Nov 2002 — 40th Anniversary Issue:

£895

John Atkinson and reviewers/writers chose 7e£ 'effezne.des

£3190

PREA71tP as one of the hottest 100 most important audio products
since 1962 : " In all that time I've never met an unhappy Modulus
owner - quite atribute, given the fickle audiophile nature."

SYSTEM 3

Cop;and CD'A 822 CD
Audio Research SP 16
Copland CTA 520
Kef X0 3
Total

• New Old Stock sets

£1500

MUM,

£2000
£1300

of 4 valves : Tungsram

E88CC @ £300

(factory graded & matched tubes with grey plates & ring
getters-tubes tested for low noise, microphony & distortion)

£1500

Import & Distribution by Sounds Transparent Ltd.
106 Mill Road Deal Kent CT14 9AQ England
Tel & Fax : 4-44 (0) 1304 382037
WEB: www.soundstransparent.co.uk

£6300

SYSTEM 4.
Musica Fidelity
TriVista CD
Musical Fidelity
TriVista amp
Martin Logar Aeon
Total

£4000
£4000
£3150
£ 11150

New patent-pending cable
design means high-end sound
at affordable prices!

SYSTEM S
SME
Krell KPS 28 C
Krell KCT
Krell FPB 350 MCX
Wilson Audio Sophia
Total

£3400
£9000
£10000
£14000
£12000

From the creators of the Bullet Plug comes an
acclaimed new cable — guaranteed to put the
excitement factor back into your music!

£48400

All of the above systems are currently in stock and
available tor demonstration
Brands staked. Artcousric • Audio ACCESS • Audio AnaioguE • Audioguest • Audio
Research • Barco • BCD Engineering • Bc-yerdynamic • Bryston • Boss • Bow technologies • Boston •
Cto.
,_1
, - Cables • Clearam.....ro • C„n,r,J,E,rwl
„„

CrEst_reki

DEfIrldIVE

Technology • Denon • Draper Screens • Final • Fujitsu Pasma • Graat • Integra
Research • Krell • Harman Kardon • _NC plasma • LAT • Lexicon • Linn Classic • Living
Control • LOEWE tElevisions • Michell Engineering • Miller 6 Kreisel • Monity Audio •
Musical Acidity • Martin Logan • Nad • Nordost • Nakamichi • Onkyo • Opera •

The new eXpress 4and eXpress 6cables from Eichmann Technologies
incorporate aunique Ratio formula plus EME buffer technology to provide genuine high-end performance.
The sonic impression is of
avery homogenous, musical and open sound that is
ajoy to listen to.
Stereo Magazine
(Germany) October 2002

7found the eXpress 6
aresounding success
and exceptional value.'
Gene Towne
www.stereotimes.com

"They let the music through
in full dynamics and
impressed with amost
exact bass reproduction."
Stereoplay Magazine
(Germany) February 2003

NOW AVAILABLE IN THE UK

Faber • Spexior • Stands Unique • Stewart Screens • Staeghtwire • Sumiko • Tact

UK Distribution - Redline Scotland Ltd
Unit 11b/72 Newhaven Road, Edinburgh EH6 51::IG
Phone 0131 555 3922
Email: john redlinelvirgin.net

Audio • Tag Mclaren • Transparent Audio • Theta • Unison Pesearch • Vie-ma Acoustics

Eichmann Technologies - High-end sound. Affordable price.

Panasonic plasma • Parasound • Pioneer plasma • PrimarE • Proceed • ProEct

QED

•Quad • Ouadraspire • RER. • Revel • REVOX Screens • Roksan • Runco • SME • Sonus

•Vutec Screens • Wilsor Audio and other leading components and accessories
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DIM-AUDIO

LEON RUSSELL
THE TOTAL MUSICEAPIRIENCE

Leon Russell
Hi- Res HRM

ERIC BIBB
Just Like Love

51m

14S

An overlooked classic, from 1969-70 —

Opus 3CD22002
SACD hybrid multi- channel

2013

DVD-A stereo

when Russell hung around with the likes

54m 37s

of Eric Clapton, Delaney & Bonnie and Joe

Continuing the transfer of Bibb's CDs to

Cocker. ' Super- session swamp rock' barely

SACD, here's astunner from 2000 with

conveys the attitude; knowing that this

some nice surprises. Its lean uncluttered

includes ' Delta Lady' to render this a

sound shows how surround can enhance

minor masterpiece. It not only sounds

the music's presence when used with care.

magnificent, it boasts four sublime bonus

There's an all-enveloping, wholly convincing

tracks, including ajam with EC. KK

•

impression of an in-the- room event. Idefy
you not to jump out of your seat when your

GROVER WASHINGTON, JR

hear the Sousaphone. Revivalist blues that

Winelight

can't be beaten. KK An •

Elektra/Rhino/Warner 812-78350-9
DVD-A

ENSEMBLE GALILEE
From The Isles To The Courts

Ahern. 1975-8/ was her golden period, and

O

Telarc SACO 60536

Ahern has remixed it sympathetically for the

that's the

38m 54s

In direct contrast to most of his

B̀ut

contemporaries [ see above...], Washington

21st Century. An unreleased bonus track

way Ilike

made crossover jazz-cum-loungecore

arid avideo interview take the pain out of

it baby, I

which usually proved irresistible, and this

Here's one for medievalists who like aged

buying this if you already have her

don't want

disc features that modern standard, 'The

instruments and music that sounds as if a

complete works. KK A.s •

to live

Two Of Us'. If the slightly over- enthusiastic

forever'

surround bugs you, opt for the delicious

SACD hybrid multi- channel

68m 145

new series of ' Robin Of Sherwood' is in the
offing. The five women in this group play

THE KINKS

Irish reels and airs, some Baroque —

Low Budget

anything that suits pennywhistle, fiddle,

Mobil? Fidelity USACD 2oo8

Scottish pipes, Celtic harp, even bowed
psaltery. The sound is chillingly real, Telarc

SACD hybrid stereo

192/24 stereo mix. Yummy. KK Aa •

KUNZEL/CINCINNATI POPS
Got Swing!

59m 34 5

Telarc SACO 60592

not overdoing the multi-channel mix, so this

Bless you, Mo:.! The Kinks' finest post- Lola

could prove to be ademo fave. KK A:s •

atum, boasting the staggering title track

SACD hybrid multi- channel

64m 54s

(as relevant now as in ' 79), 'AGallon Of

Abetted by guests including Manhattan

FLEETWOOD MAC

Gas' (ditto) and the sailime'(I Wish I

Transfer and John Pizzarelli, Kunzel delivers

Say You Will

Could Fly Like) Superman'. In two- channel

asurprisingly fetching swing album, the

Reprise 936 2- 38 3949

SACD the sound is near- enough to the

usual suspects including ' Blues In The

DVD-A

76111 125

nyl to make you swoon. This version
features three bonus tracks, including the

Night, ' String Of Pearls', `Choo-Choo-

O Classic

Ch'Boogie' and other classics that didn't

Some of us can't accept Fleetwood Mac Mk

near- mythical 12- inch mix ot ' Superman'

19705 from

sound this clean in the 1940s. Sure, it's pure

Ill minus Christine McVie, but the remaining

— aworld- class bass tester. KK An •

the masters

audiophilic wallpaper, but it beats the hell

of pop- rock

out of steam trains. KK

quartet is nothing to sneeze at if you love
your rock romantic, polished and majestic.

MOTORH EAD

For all of the band's ups- and-downs, they

Ace Cf Spades

sound as fit as ever, and they're clever

Sitvertine 288133-9

enough to swing between the familiar and
the radical: check out the title track and

DVD-A

A:2 •

gi
gilMWRIMP RECCelli
36m 56s

'Come' — aslick production of the ' hard to

Yes, Motorhead. Idon't quite know who

fault' variety. You sigh with regret that the

they think buys DVD-A players, but for the

same standards of multi- channel weren't

few genuine headbaigers who do it's time

applied to the Rumours DVD-A. KK Aa •

to rejoice! You have no idea how truly

ORIGINRi

RECORViNG

gravelly is Lemmy's voice, or how pounding

EMMYLOU HARRIS

and throbbing is the bass — until your

Producer's Cut

room is suddenly awash with it. (Actually

Reprise 8122-78174-9

'wash' isn't alour- letter grouping normally

DVD-A

55m 375

associated with this crew.) Agenuine
triumph for the new format, while the

A14-track DVD-A collection dealing with this

purists (!) can wallow in the 24/96 stereo

alt.country icon's earliest albums: the link

mix. An antidote to the disc below. KK

(and title inspiration) is producer Brian

for heavy'a* •
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Half- cut?
The holy grail of vinyl- based music production, the half-speed master, is back. Miles
Showell, mastering engineer at Metropolis Mastering, London, is the wax evangelist
WORDS

PAUL RIGBY

S

ome take the Simon Schama viewpoint and consider it an art lost to history. There are those nostalgists who
ponder, in front of aproverbial roaring fire, glassy-eyed, and
relate its wonders over abrandy whilst others take apragmatic
viewpoint. They see it as an excessively luxurious and expensive production method, the final discs being too costly to buy.
Audiophiles, however, simply love them. The half-speed mastered vinyl flourished like arare and beautiful flower but then
all too quickly withered and died in the heat of mass commercialism.
So what was all the fuss about? It boiled down to this.
During the production of the LP master disc, the master tape
was played back at precisely half its recorded speed while the
cutting lathe was similarly turned at precisely half the desired
playback speed. The end result? Wonderful sound.
Pioneered by the still-active Stan Ricker, aveteran mastering engineer, the half-speed mastering process was an effective spin-off from the technology brought in to cut JVC's
CD-4 quadraphonic albums. CD-4was dying adeath by the
mid- 1970s, and Ricker began his half-speed mastering experiments through preservation instincts. No more quadraphonic
sound meant no more clients, no more expensive machinery
and no more factory. But Ricker realised that if he bypassed
the CD-4processors, the system lent itself to cutting stereo at
very high quality [see box below, 'She's Breaking Up!'].
The final half-speed mastered product was pressed to a
specially-produced thick ( 180g) blend of virgin vinyl that JVC
trademarked as SuperVinyl. The result yielded a wonderful
sonic presentation. It didn't take long for audiophiles to catch
on and they sought the records out at every opportunity. In
fact, they were very often the first records to be played when
showing off a prized audio system to envious friends. Pink
Floyd's The Dark Side Of The Moon was apopular choice to
rattle window and door frames with the famous opening heartbeat sequence.
Aurally, the half-speed master was something to behold.
Cymbals sounded bronzier, voices were more lifelike and
emotive and easier to understand. Bass was faster, deeper and
more defined, offering improved pitch definition and clarity.
SHE'S BREAKING UP
Audiophiles value recordings made from 'the original master tape'. But
while it's relatively easy to get the signal recorded on tape, it's harder to
recover it accurately. However, if you play atape back at half- speed, you
solve many inherent tape playback problems, such as lag in signal input
in the tape pre- amp, and problems in the playback head. Most of the
improvement is due to scanning the tape at reduced velocity and not
driving those tape head pre- amplifiers into distortion. From this halfspeed tape playback, an LP master lacquer is produced, with the
cutting lathe also running at half normal speed. When you compare the
analogue tape played at real time versus the lacquer played at real time,
the signal off the lacquer has managed to come out without all the
problems inherent in real-time tape playback.
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Micro- and macro-dynamics were effortless. The silence
between tracks or, especially during the quieter passages
within the music, was... well, quiet. This sonic accumulation
had the effect of an overall increase in clarity and realism that
couldn't be denied.
So why did half-speed mastered vinyl disappear? A good
indication is offered by Stan Ricker himself:
'I might have agood reputation with the audiophile people,
but the audiophile people are few and far between... and they
don't do many gigs.'
It might appear surprising, therefore, that top Londonbased mastering house, Metropolis, an outfit that knows the
importance of maintaining ahealthy profit, is supporting its
own mastering engineer, Miles Showell, in his dream to resurrect the technique. There's method in this particular madness,
however.
`Our investigations started afew years back with an experiment to see what we were missing. Our lathes have never
remained in standard factory condition but have been
improved and modified over the years to increase the
level/duration envelope,' Showell explained. After modifying
the RIAA encode equalisers ( Recording Industry Association
of America — the principal standard of equalisation) we
realised that there was plenty of scope for improvement, so
the experiments with half-speed cutting started.'
To get things rolling, Showell and his team initially cut halfspeed trials without any RIAA equalisation, in order to

thefeature
0 [ Left] Miles Showell, mastering engineer, was part of the team that
pioneered the half- speed process; [ right] Crispin Murray, technology
development manager, the technical brains behind the half- speed
process. For more information contact www.metropolis-group.co.uk

THICK AND FRUITY
It's assumed today that any half- mastered vinyl release will be pressed
on decently thick vinyl. Thinner records have ashorter cycle time in the
presses, leading to uneven temperatures in the stampers causing noisy
and/or warped records. In the oil crisis of the early 1970s, RCA came up
with the Dynaflex pressing, marketed as a ' fantastic development'. In
reality the records were frighteningly thin (shake one between your
fingers and it would sound like aRolf Harris wobble board), but they
saved RCA alot of money. Other companies saw RCA getting away with
this and slimmed down their own pressings. Fortunately the days of
Dynaflex have gone. Miles Showell admits that '... most modern
pressings are not as heavy as Iwould like though but, yes, Iwould
recommend 18og pressings'.

provide abenchmark. Then they experimented with RIAA in
the digital domain. However, it's not a process that readily
lends itself to digital signal processing and also that limited
Showell to solely digital sources.
'In house, we developed and fabricated our own custom
analogue equalisers. The test cuts that followed surpassed our
wildest expectations. We then started experimenting with halfspeed playback systems, with custom valve electronics in our
analogue tape machines and with modified filter characteristics for the digital sources,' recalled Showell.
As approved by Showell, the process makes it easier for the
cutter head to transcribe the signal, by reducing the accelerations and velocities. The current feed to the cutter is approximately aquarter to athird of areal-time cut and the damping
is reduced, which minimises overshoot and cutting inaccuracies. Also, the reduction in heating of the cutter coils improves
linearity. High-frequency phase response is dramatically
improved too, increasing the accuracy of the stereo image.
'We prefer it because quite simply, it sounds fantastic,' grins
Showell. 'A popular misconception of our comparison test cuts
for clients, is that we have applied equalisation to the half-speed
version when, in fact, all that has happened is that the full
spectra and clarity of the original has been faithfully recorded.'
It is, however, important to have a well-maintained and
calibrated machine for the source. For example, it's imperative that the bass response of the analogue machine is as
uncompromised as is technically possible. For Showell's

process, the entire signal path has been optimised for lowfrequency amplitude and phase linearity and extension. As
with any new process or, as in this case, furthering the boundaries of an established process, problems do threaten to arise.
Not so much 'new problems' as different versions of the original problems.
'Digital sources might seem like an easier solution,' warned
Showell, 'but it's not just as simple as playing it at half the
sampling rate. In fact, the most significant downside is sibilance or hiss. Because we're not using any high-frequency
limiting we have to watch out for this.'
'We have many clients, especially artists and producers, who
value the quality of the product they release, agreat many of
these clients still like vinyl,' enthused Showell. ' In fact, we
shall very shortly be half-speed cutting the back catalogue for
the dance act, Underworld, excluding their latest album.'
So will the process catch on? Half-mastering is aspecialist
technique and, as in the past, you might assume that costs will
be prohibitive, for both clients and the man on the street. But,
says says Showell, 'These days vinyl album runs are typically
8000 to 10,000. The cost to cut the master lacquers at halfspeed is approximately three times that of cutting "real-time".
However, this is a one-off cost and when divided by the
production run is largely insignificant. We strongly advise our
clients to get their records pressed at agood plant on highgrade, preferably classical-grade, vinyl. This obviously will
have an impact on the man in the street. Iwould estimate the
total price increase to the consumer to be under £ 1. However
once the lacquers are out of my hands Ihave little or no say as
to what happens.'
Showell and, indeed, Metropolis have declared that the
resurrection of half-speed mastering is part of the 'grand plan'.
'We're constantly seeking ways to improve our signal path.
Having atransparent signal path will not only benefit our halfspeed cuts but also allow us to make better sounding CD,
DVD-A and SACD Masters for our clients.
'The future releases are in the hands of our clients. It's our
job to educate as many people as possible about the benefits
of half-speed cutting. It's the most accurate way of recording
music to vinyl bar none.'
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Jitter revisited
In the decade since jitter became aheadline issue in digital audio it has become widely
credited with explaining why CD players and other digital sources sound different. Yet there
has been little attempt to establish jitter's audibility, or to quantify how much of it is
generated when playing music rather than test signals

At the beginning of the domestic digital audio era, 20odd years ago, we were assured that 'abit is abit' and that this
meant digital audio was, in effect, beyond criticism. Provided the
sampling rate and bit depth were sufficient to encompass the
audible bandwidth and dynamic range of music, and error
correction was on hand to cope with any corrupted data,
perfection was pretty much guaranteed.
This proved to be wishful thinking of the most wilful kind, of
course, as those of us who winced at the sound of early CDs and
CD players quickly appreciated. Concern was soon expressed
about the audible effects of anti-alias and reconstruction filters,
the importance of careful dithering came rather belatedly into
focus, and then there emerged the most popularly potent issue of
all: jitter. What the 'abit is abit' brigade had apparently forgotten
— although jitter had in fact been identified as an important
factor in digital audio years earlier' — is that you can only
reconstruct a sampled waveform accurately if each sample is
measured and expressed at precisely the right instant in time. If it
isn't then the temporal error will cause a change in the
reconstructed wave shape. In other words, distortion.
The nature of this distortion — just as with analogue timing
errors in the form of wow and flutter — is frequency modulation
(although there is asecond manifestation of jitter that occurs with
some digital converters which results in amplitude modulation 2).
So in contrast to idiosyncratically digital nasties such as
quantisation error, which has no analogue equivalent in that it can
be either noise-like or distortion-like depending on signal
statistics, jitter was something broadly familiar. Doppler
distortion in loudspeakers, for instance, has asimilar effect and is
present at alevel which is generally very much higher. And by the
time jitter came to popular attention, Doppler had already been
largely discredited as amajor source of sonic degradation.
In light of this it is perhaps surprising that jitter was readily
accepted as such an evil. It is, after all, just another class of
intermodulation distortion. But jitter was seized on within the
audiophile audio industry and for an understandable reason: it
offered away out of the conundrum that what we'd been told was
perfect so often sounded otherwise. Although attempts to
ascertain the subjective effect of jitter were, and remain, few and
far between 13targets for jitter performance were established and
incorporated, somewhat belatedly, into the standards documents.
With alack of hard psychoacoustic evidence to rely on, simple
calculations were used to determine these targets rather than any
rigorous assessment of audibility. It is atrivial matter, for instance,
to calculate the amount of jitter necessary to cause aparticular
amplitude error in the signal waveform. Since the effect of jitter
increases as the frequency of the sampled signal rises, let's take as
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an example a full-range (OdBFS) sine wave at 101cHz. Such a
signal will rarely if ever be encountered in music but it serves for
aworst-case calculation. The maximum rate of change of the
101cHz sine wave occurs around the zero crossing point and has a
value of 2059 LSBs (least significant bits) per microsecond for 16bit coding. It seems reasonable to want to keep the error due to
jitter, or any other source of error, to something less than one LSB
(least significant bit, the quantisation step size in aPCM digital
system), from which it follows that peak jitter should be held to
less than 1/2059 microseconds, ie 486 picoseconds (486ps) or 486
millionths of amillionth of asecond.
Such an extreme level of accuracy may sound like atall order,
but at a sampling interval of 22.7 microseconds (for 44.11cHz
sampling rate) 486ps represents an error of about 0.002% — well
within the stability capability of crystal oscillator circuits if care is
taken over their design and they are placed close to the ADC or
DAC chip, where the conversion from or to analogue takes place.

MEASURING JITTER
While it's perfectly feasible to measure jitter at the output of the
master clock which controls the ADC or DAC, amore relevant
test is to assess its effect on the reconstructed analogue signal
since this is what really matters. Modern FFT (Fast Fourier
Transform) spectral analysis techniques make this relatively
straightforward. A 32,768-point FFT of an optimally dithered 16bit file, for example, has anoise floor around —132dBFS, so with
sufficient averaging to even out the noise spectrum it is feasible to
measure jitter sidebands down to at least —125dBFS. For afullscale 10kHz input signal this corresponds to apeak jitter level of
17.9ps ( 12.7ps rms), so using this technique it is possible to
measure sinusoidal jitter components to levels significantly below
those commonly recommended as target levels. (The relative level
of jitter sidebands can be calculated using PJAxnxf, where PJA
is the peak jitter amplitude in seconds and fis the frequency of the
sinewave.) Random, noise-like jitter is not so easy to assess in this
way because it produces a noise-like spectral pattern that is
difficult to distinguish from genuine output noise, but random
jitter is generally considered to be of less subjective significance.
A high-level, high-frequency sinewave may serve as a good
'probe' with which to measure dither but it is not, in general, the
best means by which to provoke it. A much better signal for that
is the so-called J-test signal originally proposed by Julian Dunn
(who died in January). This comprises ahigh-level sinewave at a
quarter the sampling rate ( 11.0251cHz for fs=44.1kHz) combined
with alow-frequency square wave of amplitude 0.5LSB and DC
offset —0.5LSB, ie, which toggles between 0 and — 1LSB.
Originally, the J-test signal assumed 24-bit coding but it can be
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carried over, with care, to 16-bit systems. For CD it is convenient
to have the low-level square wave repeat every 192 samples,
equivalent to 229.7Hz, since this represents the CD frame rate. A
high-resolution spectral analysis of the 16-bit Mest signal is shown
in Figure 1 — an important result we will return to later.
The significance of the Jtest signal's low-level square wave
becomes clear when you understand how digital audio is encoded
in the PCM (pulse code modulation)
system. In any such system there are
2n coded amplitude levels, where nis
the resolution or bit-depth of the
coding (
te, 16 in the case of CD).
Because there is an even number of
amplitude levels and one of them must
coincide with zero, it follows that there
cannot be an equal number of
quantisation steps either side of the
zero level.
Conventionally, one extra level is
available to negative signal amplitudes
so that in a 16-bit system the coded
O Figure 1: Spectrum of the
amplitude levels run from —32,768 to

amount of data-related jitter within the DAC, k jitter which is
related to the content of the encoded audio signal.

ALL OUR YESTERDAYS
To reel us back to that time and demonstrate the significance of
this aspect of the J-test signal, Iexhumed an old Arcam Delta
Black Box from my loft, which HFN readers of sufficient vintage

1,0

00

5o

requency.1.1

32,767. These are coded by binary
numbers from 0000000000000000 to
1111111111111111. In this scheme
—1LSB is therefore equivalent to
0111111111111111
and zero to
1000000000000000.
So when the low-level square wave
toggles between 0 and —1, every bit
within the digital code changes.
When the Jtest signal was
proposed in the early 1990s, this was
significant because multibit D/A
converters were still commonplace. In
amulti-bit converter the switching of
every bit in the incoming digital signal
represents the most stressful situation
possible.
The
current
source
associated with each bit has to be
switched on or off, asituation which
promises to generate the maximum

R 411

Ou•ncy.11,

16- bit J- test signal, shown full- range ( left) and zoomed to the

amplftude and frequency ranges used later ( right). In the zoomed graph, zero on the frequency
scale corresponds to ii.o25k1-1z. Both these spectra, like all those here, were obtained from 16 bit, 44.1KHz source files using an FFT length of 32,768 points
-00
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0
Rel.. frequency,/
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O Figure 2: spectral analysis, analogue output

0 Figure 3: as Figure 2but using the 16- bit I
-

of Arcam Black Box DAC, fed from aMeridian

test signal, present on both channels

508.24, sine signal at ii.o25kHz, -3dBFS
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will recall was based around the classic Philips TDA1541 multi-bit
DAC chip. Figure 2shows the result of testing the Black Box using
only the sine element of the J-test signal; apart from small mainsrelated sidebands immediately either side of the central peak of
the sine component itself (a little broadened by random jitter)
there is little to see above the noise floor. Compare this to Figure
3, which shows the equivalent result using the full 16-bit J-test
signal. What a difference the apparently innocuous low-level
square wave makes, encouraging the Black Box to generate a
spray of sidebands, most of them at harmonics of the square wave
frequency. Knowing the frequency of the sinewave component it
is possible to convert the relative level of each sideband into an
equivalent time error, and to calculate an RMS level for all the
sidebands so as to generate an overall jitter figure in units of time.
Readers will be familiar with this approach from Paul Miller's
jitter analyses, which have done much down the years to bring the
issue of jitter to wider attention.
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only means of definitively establishing the magnitude and nature
of the jitter adigital source generates when reproducing music
signals is to devise ameans of identifying jitter effects within an
arbitrary music waveform — a formidable but perhaps not
impossible task. A simpler method of getting at least some insight
into this issue is to generate atest recording in which one channel
carries music and the other ahigh-frequency sine wave, in the
hope that data-related jitter generated by the music signal will

is to normal service conditions. This has happened many times in
the past when new test signals have been proposed to identify
previously obscure distortion mechanisms. Matti Otala's work on
the dynamic impedance of moving-coil loudspeakers is acase in

reveal itself as sidebands about the other channel's tone.
One thing is certain about this approach: if it works at all it
cannot be relied upon to give an entirely accurate insight into
what occurs with both channels playing music. To appreciate that
you have only to look at Figures 5and 6, again obtained using the
Arcam Black Box. Figure 5was measured using aCD where the

point. Although it is possible to devise atest signal, different for
each loudspeaker, which causes its impedance to fall temporarily
to around half that predicted by conventional impedance
measurements, there is no evidence that such waveforms are

measured channel carried the 16-bit J-test signal and the other
channel silence; Figure 6 is from another track where the

encountered at all often in music programme. So the test, and its
results, are of doubtful relevance.

analysed the Johansen and Chopin Polonaise excerpts used in my
recent Lynx Effect articles) the pattern is quite different, showing
askewed distribution with apeak at 5bit switches and avery much

1

110

It is in the nature of test signals, of course, that they often stress
equipment more severely than the music signals it is usually
required to reproduce. But we're entitled (compelled?) in such
circumstances to ask how relevant or otherwise the measurement

Reason to question the practical validity of the J-test signal is
contained in the histograms of Figure 4, which plot the number of
bit switches between adjacent signal samples against their
percentage occurrence. With the J-test signal only three columns
are occupied: changes of 0, 1and 16 bits. With music signals (I

Z. Figure 5:
As Figure 3but
with the J-test
signal on the
measured
channel only

90

measured channel contains only the sine component of the J-test
signal while the other channel carries the J-test signal in full. Both
should be compared with Figure 3, obtained with both channels
carrying the J-test signal.
What Figures 3and 5show is that, even when the J-test signal
is used exclusively, the measured spectra differ according to
whether it is present on one or both channels. If nothing else this
means that all jitter measurements should explicitly state whether
they were obtained with one or both channels carrying the test
signal. Figures 5and 6show that, as expected, asine wave on one

lower incidence of 16 bit switches than in the J-test signal.
Ironically, a 101cliz sine wave actually gives a more music-like
distribution of bit switches than the J-test signal, although the
pattern is certainly not identical. Although the ramifications of

channel cannot capture the full effect of jitter on the other — but
it is encouraging to note that at least some of the jitter spectrum
is duplicated, albeit at reduced level. So the sinewave does give

these differences for data-related jitter generation on music
signals are not obvious, they certainly suggest it will be

some qualitative if not quantitative insight into jitter behaviour
on the other channel.

significantly different to that observed using the J-test signal. The

What happens if this method is used to study the jitter
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Figure 2but with
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100

the other channel

this result, it does point up the fact that the magnitude and
character of data-related jitter will be very different on music
signals than that obtained by J-test measurements. But the whole
issue of data-related jitter is becoming less relevant in any case, as
aresult of the move away from multi-bit to one-bit or low-bit
delta-sigma converter technologies.
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Figure 7:

As Figure 6 but
with amusic
excerpt on the
other channel
(approx 10.5
seconds
duration)
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Result of
subjecting the
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wave component
of the J- test signal
moved to ahigher
frequency. Only
120

components
asterisked, which
haven't moved

130

relative to Figure
Relnléve frequency..

8, are genuine

Take, for example, the spectrum of Figure 8, which was obtained
from aMeridian 508.24 CD player, using aCD containing the 16bit J-test signal on both channels. The 508.24 uses one-bit Crystal
CS4390 DACs, as aresult of which it displays little if any datarelated jitter. You may think I've lost my marbles saying that when
there are clear `sidebands' visible at harmonics of 229.7Hz, but I
did counsel you earlier to take note of the spectrum of the 16-bit
J-test signal shown in Figure 1. Although, unfortunately, it's not
unknown for spectral lines at this amplitude to be referred to as
jitter sidebands, Figure 1shows that they're actually part of the
input signal!
It's aless than desirable feature of the 16-bit J-test signal as
described that this mistaken identity can occur because the
harmonics of the low-level square wave fall exactly where datarelated jitter sidebands will appear. This potentially confusing
situation can be avoided if adifferent frequency is chosen for the
square wave, such that its harmonics are disposed asymmetrically
about the 11.025kHz sine peak. Although this is irrelevant if the
jitter analysis accounts, as it should, for the presence of the signal
harmonics, it might at least prevent careless reference to jitter
'sidebands' when presented with a result like Figure 8. The
original description of the J-test signal simply refers to the square
wave component being of low frequency, so it is quite legitimate
to make this change and still retain the J-test name.
For the record, Figure 9 shows the result of repeating the
Meridian 508.24 measurement but with the J-test square wave
component now at 232.1Hz (
te, repeating every 190 samples
rather than every 192 samples). Comparing this result with Figure
9, only those spectral lines which haven't moved slightly to the
right are genuine jitter components, identified by the blue
asterisks. The remaining lines in Figures 8and 9are components
of the test signal itself and would be better removed from the
spectrum by post-processing, to prevent any misinterpretation.
What's clear from the small number and low amplitude of the
real jitter sidebands is that the best modem CD players, like the
now-ageing 508.24, generate little jitter of any description, datarelated or otherwise. In fact you would have to conclude that with
digital sources of this calibre, jitter has become anon-issue. At
least, that's what the measurements suggest.
Would that this were the case with all digital sources but, as Paul
Miller's reviews have shown, many DVD players generate jitter
levels reminiscent of the bad old days of CD player design. A battle
may have been won but the war against jitter continues. ii

jitter sidebands
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Online music distribution can work
As you will know, of course, the

abetter exec than his colleagues from the
(: ' Mr Jobs

online- shop of Apple sold more than one million
in.

tracks of music to about 3% of American PC-

12:12181111111111111:1

users (with Mac...), aresult obviously very

'or a,

record labels, and Ithink he has shaken up the

has shown

music market with this online shop, being

how it should

successful. And Ithink the lack of attention to

be done':

my proposals is something very similar.

have told various times privately, in e- mails and

Apple's Music

Because Inever have seen and heard any

even in public that future growth for the record

Store online

reason why they wouldn't work. Every objection

labels will come only from online- distribution

service i
Pod,

Ihave seen up to now is not valid, for me. This

and from the ' New Formats' (Music-DVD, DAD,

launched

is no propaganda, it is afact.

DVD-A, SACD). Not from CD- sales, of course.

earlier this

But then, Ialso have had the following idea:

year along

why didn't your magazine ask for (paid) online-

distribution, and all their attempts/

with the

distribution of music, if obviously the customers

experiments used heavy forms of DRM-systems.

revised i
Pod

and your magazine- buyers want it? If there is a

Therefore, they couldn't compete with Kazaa,

seen here

demand and potential market, doesn't show

surprising to the music- industry. For my part, I

,ettInqs

The industry never liked the idea of online-

this that the Big Five' music- companies don't

Morpheus, etc. Mr Jobs has shown how it
should be done: be better, and more

distribution won't work if they never tried it.

listen to the people any more? And isn't it

comfortable than Kazaa. And maybe the people

Now, I
take the opoortunity to draw a

don't take care to pay one $ or Euro for such a

parallel to ' my' case: my proposal for ahybrid

be met if the market would be ' free', which isn't

music-track. Why shouldn't they, if abeer in a

DVD/SACD is rejected (maybe for political

the case obviously, as five companies control

bar/pub costs much more? And obviously, there

reasons and because the 'decision-maker

and monopolize the music- market? And which

are honest persons around. Proven now, by

would have to work alittle bit to realize such a

are failing in every aspect, if their marketing-

Apple. Obviously, Mr Jobs has also shown that

project...), but how can they know this format is

experts didn't see ademand, which at least Mr

record execs really are clueless sometimes.

not worth doing, if nobody tries it?

Jobs has?

Sincerely, Ibelieve Mr Jobs has proven he is

Because they couldn't know that online-

arrogant to ignore such ademand, which would

Stefan Schreiber, Lisbon

Recording Radio 3

me, and Ibelieve for the majority of our readers,

quality sound card as being ahighly versatile,

Ihave just read David Allcock's thoroughly

was the question of how do these units function

rexible and cost-effective alternative.

inadequate review of the Yamaha CDR-HDi3oo

recording from vinyl for archiving, recording from

[May]. I
am looking for areplacement for my Sony

other digital sources for compilations, and as a

PCM-F1 system and DAT recorder, principally for

jukebox systen for convenience without

Further to Mike Barker's letter ['Views', June], on

time- shifting and archiving Radio 3, and hoped this

sacrificing sound quality. On neither the Yamaha

the inability of aPioneer universal player to select

Satanic SACD •••

Lnit nor on the Terratec CAR 4000 also tested is

the CD layer of ahybrid disc, I
feared that I
had the

there arecord start buffer; however the Yamaha

same problem with the Stones' Satanic Majesties

Does it have atimer- record function? Does the

does have atimer recording function. The AMQ

on my Pioneer DV- 717 DVD-V player. However, I

editing system allow level changes? Fade ins and

mode was tested, but it did not make any

discovered that the disc would not play only if the

outs? Is there arecord- start buffer? Does the AMQ

difference sonically on any of the ten CD

previous disc played in the machine was aDVD.

Record mode work? Ihave heard whisper that the

transports I
tried (of different vintages from up to

Playing an 'ordinary' CD appeared to ' reset the

high-speed CD- Rcopies do lot play very well on

12

other CD players: was this looked at?

wasting space commenting on it.

might be the machine.
Since reading the review. Iam none the wiser.

Could we now have aproper review please?
Alan Mosley, Harrow

years ago), hence I
felt it was not worth
Finally, Idon't know where you heard the

whisper about problems with high-speed
duplicated CD- R, but with recordings from the

espeed and other CD- R

player to CD mode: it then played the SACD hybrid
quite happily.
Alan Craggs, Cardiff

...and more Dark Side

•David Allcock responds: Recording from radio —

Yamaha made at up to

any radio — is not something I
do, simply because

copies made on aPC at up to Liox speed, the only

month, I
checked to see if I
too could hear the

Iconsider the broadcasts that are available today

problems were when there was dirt on the disc, or

'Ticket to Ride' breakthrough. Sure enough, : here

have been so hideously corrupted by compression

when using my oldest transport which cannot

it was. Fairly audible on the SACD layer; bat less

that they are little better than MP3 hence mid fi,

read any CD-RI've fed to it to date.

so on the CD layer. I
checked my original CD

not hi-fi. This is especially the case for the dreadful

Ihope you can locate areplacement for your

Following on from Mike Barker's comments last

[7243 829752

2 9]

and although the background

compressed noise that is called DAB and is

digital tape based systems; may Isuggest you

noise level was higher than the 30th aniversary

marketed as progress! Hence the main focus for

look at aPC or Mac based system with ahigh

SACD, I
could just about make it out. I
checked

ZWe reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for publication, which should be addressed to ' The Editor' and should contain no other material or enquiries.
Correspondents using e-mail are asked to give their full postal address (which won't be published). Letters seeking advice will be answered, resources permitting
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systems,
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Our equipment and installations
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audio
and
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based systems. We have awide range

Our staff are knowledgeable, frank
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with your purchase: they will be
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my vinyl copy [ SHVL 804] and couldn't hear athing

standard LP. This release was followed by CDs

of this period are another good source of material

behind the vinyl noise!

which were quiet enough for people to hear the

for home multichannel use; even if they are not

Mike Barker seems unhappy with the quality of
this new release. I
firstly played the SACD (CD

sounds even on modest systems. (This is not the

labelled as such on the box they always seem to

place to argue that vinyl is quieter than CD — puh-

decode well.
So if OST CDs can work like this, why not vinyl

layer, of course) on my car player and, even in this

lease.) So far, I've never heard an official excuse —

lowfi environment, decided that this was, indeed,

certainly nothing from Pink Floyd, nor Alan

LPs? The answer is that, to my ears, they do. This

agood transfer. When I
got home, the SACD layer

Parsons — but the most oft- repeated explanation

can only be done if you have aseparate phono

knocked me out. DSOTM wasn't one of my

for the mystery is print-through. But from what?

stage, by connecting its outlets to stereo inputs

favourite Floyd discs but I
am now thoroughly
enjoying it. The Clare Torry vocal on 'The Great Gig

Surely Pink Floyd's mix- down from the multi-track

of the Dolby decoder, but the results retain that

masters to the two-channel master for the LP was

analogue warmth while at the same time having

in the Sky' is frighteningly real. Well done EMI; get

recorded on to pristine/virgin tape?

aconvincing surround ambience.

Which leads me to the explanation Iprefer:

The Wall sorted next eh?

This might surprise those sceptics who

Pout Slot's suggestion that it was put there

consider multchannel sound processed and

deliberately to drive collectors crazy. Think about

artificial. The same effect is not produced when

it: the Beatles put an inaudible sound on Sgt

an ordinary stereo record is used; instead you get

Regarding Mike Barker's letter about the Dark Side

Pepper, and there are countless other examples of

an odd type of pseudo- surround, which soon

of the Moon SACD [June 20031: the string orchestra

sonic practical jokes in rock history, eg Radiohead.

becomes fatiguing.

on the final fade-out was always there. I
double-

But you have to ask youself this: If Pink Floyd put

checked after reading his letter. It can clearly be

it there deliberately, would they have inserted it at

Quadraphonic experiment of the 19705 is

heard on the CD version remastered for the 20th

such alow level that in most cases it was below

remembered as acomplete fiasco, the surround

anniversary. I
was even able to hear it on the pre-

the noise floor, thus eluding most listeners?

sound LP has survived after all. I'd recommend

Derek Rumble, e-mail

...and remastering

remastered version of the CD. circa 1986. It is faint
and muddy, but is discernible on my setup of

Interestingly, this anomaly has been ignored in
all the reviews I've seen. Hot tip: if you're areal

Musical Fidelity 3.2 CD and amp. I
am unable to

hardcore Floyd fan, try to find Sound & Vision's

check the original vinyl, since I
am without

June 2003 issue for an interview with the SACD's

turntable at the moment, but I
believe it was there.

engineer.., and one with avery pissed-off Alan

Out of interest, was the CD layer of the SACD

Parsons, who wasn't consulted on the new mix.

remastered again, or is it the same as the 20th
anniversary edition?
Mathew Selby, e-mail

Dolby Surrounded

It appears therefore that although the

interested readers go through their vinyl
collections and try this idea out.
Jim Taylor, e-mail

Vanquished by Bose
I
would hope that your advertorial of the Linn
Aston Martin in-car system [April] remains aoneoff. Ken Kessler provided very little information

As acommitted multichannel fan, I'd like to put in a

beyond the advertising bumpf, er, press release,

word for Dolby Surround, which, in this post- stereo

on Linn's website.
Ihaven't listened to the Vanquish's system

•The 'Ticket to Ride' breakthrough has been

think, greatly
age, is avery versatile and, I

expunged from the multichannel SACD mix. But

underrated medium for music reproduction. When

because Ihave other priorities when choosing a

the stereo tracks on the disc are the from same

used with adigital decoder I
think Dolby Surround

sports car, but the Linn/AM system isn't the only

master as the 20th anniversary CD.

is superior to Dolby Digital, and on areally good

good factory-fit system available. The optional

disc (from such as Telarc or BMG/RCA Victor) it can

Bose system in our seven-seater family estate is

• Ken Kessler comments: The 'Ticket To Ride'

rival DIS. When an analogue decoder is used, all

the only car stereo system Ihave ever owned

story has entered both Pink Floyd and Beatles

kinds of other, sometimes unlikely, sources can

where I
did not feel the need to fiddle with the

lore. To hear it, just go to the end of the last track,

give surprisingly good results. For example does

controls to tailor the sound to resemble that of

and when the heartbeat starts, turn up the wick. (I

anyone know that surround sound cassette tapes

my home system (Meridian electronics/B&W8o1).

use headphones for this, as the sounds are very

exist? Or that the occasional Radio 3broadcast in

low level.) The ghostly music's appearance was

Dolby can be made to sound very good, both

magazine is printed feels and looks distinctly

first observed when 'audiophile' pressings of Dark

during transmission and after being recorded on to

cheap. And while I'm carping: why the continual

Side Of The Moon emerged; t
think I
first heard

aportable MinidDisc ?

change of fonts and two- or three-column layouts?

about it when Mobile Fidelity released DSOTM on

Most film soundtracks from 1980 onwards were

UHQR vinyl. It was suddenly audible due to the

recorded with Dolby Surround and so, provided

extra-quiet nature of aUHQR pressing relative to a

they are of the original soundtrack, film music CDs

As an aside, the paper stock on which the

Achim Gloger, London
• Words fail us!
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SACD - THE WAY FORWARD
It's a confusing time: ever-changing formats and evermore
channels. Do we really need all of this to enjoy our music? And
if we do, isn't it better to wait until there is ahigh end machine
that will play everything?
There is no definitive answer, but afew comments may be
helpful.
Firstly, the emotional impact of music is not necessarily
enhanced - and is frequently diminished - by having extra
channels and secondly, the concept of being surrounded by
music is not always acomfortable one - especially when some
over-ambitious engineers think that every channel must be
employed for at least one musical instrument. Yet done
properly, the surround channels can add some ambience to
the listening experience.
However, there is one format in which Pinewood truly
believes; SACD. This is aformat which operates in stereo and
multi-channel modes and is dedicated solely to furthering the
art of music reproduction. It is not related in any way to home
theatre and, as such, is apure form of music - and you do not
need extra channels with all the processing involved, but you
can if you so wish.
In an ideal world we would have high end machines that play
every known format, and perhaps one day we will - but do
most of us want or need that? And what would be the cost of
such amachine? Think about it.
And then think about this: Krell already has the SACD
STANDARD, a machine which not only gives you the full
resolution, dynamics and conviction of SACD, but enables you
also to enjoy high end reproduction of your valued CD
collection. And the cost? Telephone or email Brian Rivas at
Pinewood, and you should be very pleasantly surprised.
Available in black or silver.

The new Gamut
D200 MkIII is now
available
the abso!ute sound: "... in some respects,
it's hard to beat for any amount of money",
...and... "
the GamuT D200 has the best
soundstaging I've yet heard from any amp
... superb width, depth and layering ..."
In the UK HiFi News wrote: "Through all
types of music the GamuT D200 shows
spectacular three-dimensional layering of
the stereo sound stage." ... and... "
excellent
retrieval of ambience and an accurate rendering of the space around instruments."

-4111111.1111111
ri
d ¡sr

SPECIAL KRELL OFFER
For a limited period only, we can offer a truly
incredible allowance if you trade- up your cinema
processor to selected Krell theatre systems. Please
make early contact with Pinewood for full details of
this unique and not-to- be- missed opportunity.

THE PINEWOOD MUSIC COMPANY
Knights • Broadway Road • Broadway
Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE
Telephone: 01460 54322
Email: brianriv@mac.com
Consultation and Demonstrations by appointment only
Please telephone

august 2003
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the abso!ute sound says of the CD- 1:
"...what the Gamut does let you hear, on
disc after disc, is the music' ... and... " The
music lover says, this thing is ajoy and,
for the money, a dream."

For more information:
UK Distributor on

01252 702705

or email: info©audioreference.co.uk

Visit our new web site:

www.audioreference.co.uk

corn petition

Win! this £2500 Pathos Logos amplifier
Astunning nooW-plus valve- hybrid integrated design from Pathos Acoustics
The Italian Renaissance _

of hi-fi, that is — began

integrated network of high precision, laser- trimmed resistors that

towards the end of the last century, and it's still in full flower. When it

guarantees perfect interchannel balance. The input selector is operated

comes to valve and hybrid amplifiers, the Italian artists have dared to be

through miniaturised relays, originally developed for VHF telecommuni-

more creative. They've banished forever the old idea of an amplifier

cation applications. The output stage is true dual- mono, with oversized

being just aclumpy- looking, square, metal box with acouple

transformers and power supplies to deliver high current into even
demanding loads. This ensures great energy for

of valves sticking out & it.

superior dynamics and punch,

Enter Pathos, an Italian company
whose designs are technically

without affecting the

innovative, superbly built and

warmth,

above all, stunning to look at.

and musicality provided

Pathos products are distri-

by the tube stage.

naturalness

Finally, flexibility is

buted in the UK by UKD

provided for with five RCA

(o1753 652669).
This month's star prize in

and two balanced XLR

our free- to- enter competition

input pairs, a two- digit
LCD,

is none other than the Pathos

and

controlled

Logos, aravishing- looking integ-

fully

remote

functions

over

volume, mute, input selection

rated amp which attempts to give you

and LCD brightness. In his Dec ' oz

the best of all worlds, using valves in the pre -

review, Ken Kessler described the

amp section to feed aMOSFET solid-state power output

sound of the Pathos Logos as 'slinky and

stage that offers offering abeefy no watts per channel.

sexy' and pointed to its effortless ability to

There are fantastic details, such as the heat sinks, which when
viewed from above, spell out the Pathos Logos name. A rich- coloured,

convince the listener and convey emotion. He

solid padouk hardwood is used for the front panel and remote handset.

even concluded, ' If you heard it even in the most elevated company,

The pre- amp stage sentirely tube based, balanced, operates in pure
class A, and is powered by adedicated, stabilised power supply. The
digital loo step volume control system is l00% resistive thanks to an

without being told the price, you'd think it one of the top three.'
Don't miss the chance to own this magnificent piece of Italian design.
Enter this contest today to win the Pathos Logos amplifier. ri

RULES

HOW TO ENTER
Just complete the entry form and post to Pathos Competition, HiFI News, PO Box 531, Croydon,
Surrey CR9 2ZA, to arrive not later than Friday, 15 August 2003.
The questions:
1) Which material is used for
both the Logos front panel

2) How many line- level inputs
are provided by the Logos pre-

and for the remote handset?

amplifier section?

Ichromium plating
matte stainless steel

3) Which power amplifcation
devices are used in the output
stages of the Pathos Logos?

r' five RCA

bipolar transistors

_ two balanced XLR

MOSFETs

aluminium

L four RCA, one balanced XLR

KT66s

solid rosewooc

_ five RCA, two balanced XLR

655os

name

address

daytime tel no
e-mail

post code

IPC Media Limited, publisher of HiFi News, and IPC Electric
Limited will collect your personal information to process your
entry and to gain abetter dnderstanding of our magazine
readership. We may send :•ciu details on our magazines and
services. Please tick here ;fyou prefer not to hear from IPC.

We may pass on your details to other reputable companies whose
products and services may be of interest to you. Please tick here if
you prefer not to receive such offers.

1) This competition is open to UK
readers only. Photocopied entry forms
are acceptable but only one entry
per reader will be accepted. Multiple
entrants will be disqualified. No other
correspondence must be enclosed
with the entry form. 2) There will be
no cash or other alternative to the prize
offered. 3) Employees of IPC Media,
or of Pathos, or of their agents,
are not eligible to enter. 4) Entries must
be received by first post on Friday,i5
August, 2003. The winner will be the
first correct entry opened when judging
is carried out. 5) The winner will be
notified by post; the winner's name will
be published in HiFi News, December
2003 issue. The Editor's decision will be
final and binding and no correspondence
will be entered into regarding the
competition. 6) Entry forms received
become the property of IPC Media.
7) Entry to the competition is deemed to
indicate acceptance of the rules.
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hne
ULTIMATE SONICS

by settle for anything b
est in
• nne
EAD Multichanrel AV System is the world
renowned system judged all over the world as
breath taking. Treat yourself to the best in
hometheatre system and State of the Art future
proof technology. Multi-format capable plays DVD
Audio, CD, DVD-V, VCD, DVD RAM, MP3, CD- R,
CD-RW and some DVD-R.
Picture quality is second to none.
Superb sound cuality from the processor
A more than adequate 8 channel power amplifier
(300w per channel) for the most exotic
AV Installations.

tel/fax 01777 708673
E-mail: info@hne.co.uk
www.hne.co.uk

Focal.PVIlab
Alto Utopia Be
now on demon stration e
The AudioWorks
14 Stockport Road
Cheadle, Cheshire

The EAD eight channel power amp offers the

SK8 2AA

greatest perceived value while the processor
provides a glorious sound, matched only

Telephone: 0161 428 7887

by the player's astonishing picture quality.
The combination brings a truly musical and
enveloping sound to everything you play.

larry(cutheaudioworks.co.uk

-Paul Miller ( Hifi Choice - June 2003)
The EAD Master 8000 Pro produced the best
picture and sound I've seen or heard from any
DVD player.
-Stereophile Nov 2002
For more details contact
Ultimate Sonics
392 Finchley Road, London., NW2 2HR
Tel: 44(0) 20 7435 1222
Fax: 44 ( 0) 20 7435 1300
Email: ead@ultimate-sonics.com
Web: www.ultimate-somcs.com

Facsimile: 0161 428 3633
www.theaudioworks.co.uk

STOP PRESS
A Unique Opportunity...
to own apair of legendary
JMIab Utopia speakers as featuerd in Hi-fi News, May 2003
Issue. One of only 2 pairs
imported into the UK.
16 months old.
Still under guarantee.

Only £ 9,500
(List price new £ 18,800)
Other IMIab Utopia range
speakers in perfect condition
also available at bargain prices.

The amazing new
Foci!1.IMlab Alto Utopia Be

The Hot 100

distills the essence of our review pages to bring you

the essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist. The Hot loo puts together the log
most outstanding models we've tested in the main product categories.
We've summarised the review finding to bring you clear sound quality
judgements plus the vital product details.

• Abbreviations: review date is issue
month/year, plus author's initials.
• Want the full review? Just contact HFN
Back Issues on 0870 756 0000

Linn Ikemi
U \--à

NAME

PRICE

RE\IIEWED

SUPPI IF`

f1200

2/o2 [AH]

01223 203200

Linn Sondek CD12 £i,000

2001

Awards 01223 203200

£1960

7/C2 [AH]

01622 721444

7/03 [ OBI

01442 260146

www.chordelectronics.co.uk

Musical Fidelity 3o8CRE22oo

01799 331999

8/99 [ DA]

020

8900 2866

wmv.musical-fidelity.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Rarely aman to mince his words, David Allcock was mesmerised by
the sound from this two- grand beauty. Instantly recognisable as coming from the (large
and ever-expanding) MF stable, this 24- bit upsampling player is pure solid-state, but
comes so close to matching its acclaimed Nu-Vista sibling's sound quality that you'd
swear there were valves in the equation somewhere: ' natural' and ' unforced'.
CD5

il200

12/00

[
AG]

01722 332266

www.naim-audio.com

HOW WE RATE IT The CD5 can't play CD-RW discs or give a
digital output; disc loading is very ' manual', and lab results
indifferent — but musically, it's in aclass of its own for the
price, imbuing arichness and life that CD frequently lacks.
Unsophisticated in some ways, it has asolid, 3D quality and
superb dynamics. It has amagic sense of timing too, naturally.

wanv.creek.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Sophisticated electronics from the stable of Mike Creek, as we've
come to expect over time. Wipes the floor with budget players and some with higher
price tags, extracting incredible precision from recordings, '... compare it with some of
the more expensive players out there and ask why you should pay more.'
dCS Purcell/Delius £3000/6300 12:49 [AH]

8/44 ICB/SHI 0141 307 7777 wrnv.linn.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT CB was left 'with asense of disappointment' which was only
reinforced when he went back to his Meridian 508.24. For SH, however, the CD22 was
the best CD player he'd had at home, ' more like analogue' than other players, but in a
positive way, through pesenting more information rather than less.

HOW WE RATE IT Chord's now fully- sorted 96kHz-capable DAC features abuffer
memory and reclocking system that theoretically eliminates jitter. AH concluded, ' It's
not its lushness and smooth ride that make it awinner, but the way that it treads the
route of musicality and natural timing.'
Creel:CDs. £7oo

imirw.linn.co.uk

vmmarcamoudi

HOW WE RATE IT With 24- bit Burr- Brown delta sigma DAC and Sony mechanism, low
jitter is claimed. Damping is applied to key components and the chassis includes
sound- deadening material. Optical and coaxial digital outputs are included. Alively
yet truly civilised player with well-balanced performance retailing at the right price.
Chord DAC64

0141 307 7777

www.arcam.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT An attractive take on the lauded Alpha 9, dCS Ring DAC and all.
Arcam has breathed on the concept again, bringing anew motherboard. CD Text
capability and revised HDCD digital filter to the package. Detail and insight are its
strengths, with agood grip on rhythm. Its fine-grained character shows resolution
and organisation with an endless ability to mould itself to the character of the
music.
Amain DIVA CD72 £450

4/01 [AH]

HOW WE RATE IT Inside the midi- size case is Linn's smooth all- metal three- motor
disc mechanism, a24/96 Burr- Brown PCM 1732 DAC, and an HF switch- mode power
supply. It offers discrimination that allows you to focus on individual instruments
easily, yet is more relaxed in treble focus, with plenty of articulation of fine detail.
Connection options include XLR balanced analogue and XLR AES/E131.1 digital outputs.

CD players

Arcam CD23 Text

f1350

Haim CDS II

£6265

1/99

[
MC]

01722 332266

www.naim-audio.com

HOW WE RATE IT Includes an XPS power supply unit. As MC said, the best compliment
that can be paid this player is that it sounds like afine analogue turntable, with firmly
constructed rhythm and bass lines, natural timbre and grainless textures.

www.dcsltd.co.uk
Perpetual P-1A/P-3A Suoo/floo Win [ DA]

HOW WE RATE IT The Purcell is aD/D converter that ' upsamples' to 24/96 or 24/192,
for analogue conversion by the Delius. An impressive array of inputs, upgradable
firmware and pro- grade electronics — allied with sublime sound quality. After feeding
them the digital output of aCD transport or player, CDs sound wholly believable at
last. Provision is also made for DSD conversion when astandard is agreed.

+ 13035437500 www.avi23.com

HOW WE RATE IT Adiminuitive DSP unit (P- 1A) and DAC (P- 3A) that do something
special. The combination transforms CD, communicating the illusion of real musicians.
The P- IA is the killer, used as asoftware- based interpolating upsampler, but with
capability for room or speaker EQ correction too. Mail order only in the UK.
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Primare

030.2

£1500

6/
99LAG]

01423 359 054

www.primare.nu

HOW WE RATE IT Uses the classic Philips CDM12.4 mechanism but with Primare-tweaked
software to reduce noise. To tackle the greater sensitivity to shock that results, there is
new decoupling and amagnetic clamp. Conversion is by eight-times oversampled
BurrBrown 1702 20bit D/A converters. The balance between ability and smoothness in
the 030.2 is about as good as it comes.

Pioneer DV-757AI

£8.o

£3110

Awards 01903 221500

2002

f1100

7/03

[
KK]

U-

NAME
Arcam DV88 Plus

DVD/SACD players
PRICE
ism

REVIEWED SUPPLIER
2/03 [AG]
01223 203203

2002

Awards 01753 888447

www.arcam.co.uk

www.denon.co.uk

40W WE RATE IT The heavyweight construction reflects its sophisticated circuitry.
It's ahighly developed viceo player with the full range of outputs and well- conceived
controls. Audio performance is striking, enabling DVD-A discs (no SACD) to deliver the
promise of multi- channel audio, sounding powerful, richly detailed and transparent.
Marantz DV83oo

Eno.

11/o2 [ PM]

PRICE
Btuenote Beilayista Signature £1900

2/03 ( PAU

£1020

Linn Llita

6/oi fagl

clarity beyond CD; the ambience of multi-channel SACD brought something close to
real- life. For two- channel use, there's aseparate pair of outputs.
10/02 [ PM]

01 753

789789

2003 ‘ t---

www.audioreference.co.uk

0141 307 7777

www.linn.co.uk

110W WE RATE IT Classic three-point suspended chassis design, based on AR and
Ariston models but with tighter engineering. Simple AC motor drive leaves room for
improvement with better PSUs. Various versions still in production, using Basik,
Valhalla or Lingo power supplies, and Akito or Ekos tonearms. Areference deck.
Michell Gyro SE

£87.

5/99 [ AN]

020

8953 0771 www.michell-engineering.coaik

HOW WE RATE IT Update to the Gyro of the 1980s, itself
descended from classic Transcriptors and Hydraulic References.
SE has less Perspex, lower price and better sound. Unique
meny-go-round appearance distracts the eye but the ear isn't
fooled — this is aneutral deck capable of great sound at a
reasonable price. Can be upgraded with QC PSU (£44o) and a
clamp. New version uses DC motor for even clearer sound.
Eno

y/oo [TB]

01235 511166

www.henleydesigns.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT This is asimple yet highly manual effective two- speed, belt-drive
turntable at aprice that almost beggars belief, considering it includes atonearm and
Ortofon m- m cartridge. ' No nasty top end or flaccid bass, just aclean, rather crisp and
lively sound,' commented 113. Add the Phono Box cartridge pre- amplifier, in m- m or
m- cform for an extra £40, and you have an incredible vinyl playing front-end.
E500/E750

6/o1 (TM

«235511166

110W WE RATE IT The cheaper model, Kontrapunkt Atf5oo), has aFine Line stylus
and combines detail, well-defined musical colour and atight, rhythmic bass, with no
brittle edges to the music. Kontrapunkt B(£750), with nude Fritz Gyger 8o stylus on a
solid ruby cantilever, offered the same virtues but with more space and detail. Both
were very good at minimising surface noise. Seriously recommended.
SME Model so

august

01252 702705

www.pioneer.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT It took amanufacturer with no vested interests to produce the first
universal player, the DV747A... and what afollow-up: the DV- 656A delivers every
format to astandard that single- format players costing twice as much can't achieve.

88

01736 7
69
1
56

(Mil

08 70 goo 9070 wNw.philips.co.uk

vow WE RATE IT Also aDVD-V player, but no DVD-A. SACD replay had apoise and

Pioneer DV- 656A £4cro

3/01 [AH]

from £1075 10/97 [ MI]

Ortofon Kontrapunkt Aand B
Ego.

SUPPLIER

07/ 03

www.onkyo.net

MOW WE RATE IT Based on atried- and- tested Pioneer chassis, the Onkyo features
Dolby Digital and DTS decoding with THX Ultra approval; DVD-A, SACD and CD
playback in two- and multi- channel modes; stacks of connectivity options; remote
control and an on screen display. PM said, 'The Onkyo carves out apowerful and
atmospheric performance.., the best of the first generation models.'
Philips SACDs000

REVIEWEII

40W WE RATE IT This deck had excellent 30 image stability and arich, colourful
sound; althougn midband sounded alittle recessed. It showed fine rhythmic 'groove'
and pace to make extended listening apleasure. It looks good with its igmm thick
shiny black acrylic base and translucent platter, but there's no dust cover. Speed
change to 45 is by shifting the belt on the stepped pulley of its outboard AC motor.

01753 68o868 www.marantz.com

01788 573soo

www.yamaha-audio.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Italian design with suspended platter weights àla Gyrodec, but
based around adual deck rectangular plinth. Agood blend of materials — acrylic,
bronze, aluminium. Teflon and apolyvinyl platter — combine to make avery clean,
fast and above all music record deck. Matching Borromeo unipivot arm (f101)0) helps
complete tnis high-performance combination.

Pro-ject Debut
fame

01923 233166

Turntables

HOW WE RATE IT Afine player based on the chassis of the earliest universal player.
the Pioneer DV- 747A, but with added Marantz touches such as HDAM (hyper- dynamic
amplifier module) output stages and aheavier build. Awarded the EISA Award in
zooz; however, nowadays there are other players with more sparkle and clarity.
Onkyo DI/4Mo

4/03 [ PM]

HOW WE RATE IT Using Panasonic and Sony technology, this universal DVD-A/SACD/CD
player is one of the best of the new breed. SACO performance is the pick of the formats,
with stereo DVD-A not far behind. Multi-channel playback is impressive too.

Clearaudio Champion from

HOW WE RATE IT This DVD Vand CD player features painstaking audio circuit design,
including separate clocks and power supplies for audio and video, and apair of
Wolfson 24-bithg2kHz WAr18716 DAC chips. You get excellent picture quality and
sound on DVD-V, plus CD sound equalling Arcam's Alpha 75E from awell-built, and
ergonomically satisfying design.
hem RVII-38eo £9eo

WWW.pioneer.co.uk

01753 652669

HOW WE RATE IT Using atriode valve amplification and solidstate output stage this CD player combines the best of both
world. In fact, as KK noted, ' its bare- bones description would do
justice to af2500 player.' Everything about this player screams
quality: the transport, the case, and not to mention the sound
quality: ' This player is nothing short of inspired... Even if L000
is your absolute ceiling, spend fihoor

I"
6--A

01753 789789

www.rotel.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Ratel is well- respected for its UK designed and Far East- built
budget players, which can make some claim to the 'audiophile' tag. While many are
knocking out DVD players and AV receivers, this company is sticking to its CD/twochannel ethos. If you're on atight budget this little beauty is well worth an
audition.
Unlike Research Ma

[
PM]

HOW WE RATE IT It plays DVD-A, SACO, standard DVD-V discs and CDs. It also has an
Link digital interface (IEEE 1394 or Fire Wire), adigital output for high- resolution
i
data, allowing secure connection to asuitable amplifier (currently just the Pioneer
VSA-AXhoi receiver). Congratulations due for such aforward- looking product.
Yamaha DVD-S2300 £90.

Rotel RCD-02

12/02

4 255

12 /99

[ KK]

01903 814321

www.sme.ltd.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Price quoted includes asimplified version of the classic Series V
tonearm. ' So eerily quiet and uncoloured' said KK, 'one of the best ambassadors yet for

the greatness of analogue replay via vinyl, it also serves to confuse the digitalians just
because it's so damned quiet. The Mode! to let's you hear the music and nothing else'.

in charge, making the most of the speakers it was used with. An unusual degree of
refinement, able to reproduce the life and vitality of aperformance.
Arcam A85

Analogue/DAB Tuners
NAME
Arum DT81

PRICE
£6.

REVIEWED SUPPLIER
1/02 [AH]
01223 203203

Eziao

9/ 01 [ 1111

01442 260146

2/01 [AG]

Audio Research VSuo Woo

Audio Research Ref Two Eio,000

9/01 [ IH]

3/03 [
DB]

020 8971 39 09 wvmaudioresearch.com

3/00 [ MC]

020 8971 3909 www.audioresearch.com

HOW WE RATE IT The ARC Reference Two recalls the US valve
specialist's earlier achievements — for example, SPio II.
Despite broadband noise from this valve- fuelled lab- handled
design, sound quality was top notch as well. It joins the
reference class of pre- amplifier controllers with amarvellously
balanced sound, in amix that defines true performance. ' It
comes close to being, or it really is astate-of-the-art piece of
audio engineering,' said MC.

020 8948 4153 www.audiofreaks.co.uk
AS Passion Ultimate f.a3oo

f600

www.arcam.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT With no less than eight 6550 output tubes (four per channel in
push-pull pairs) this higher- power version of the VS5o gives the sound of classic
valves in spades. As DB reported, there's warmth, texture, muscularity and deep
bass aplenty, coupled with restrained yet subtly realistic detail: ' it combines brawn,
brain and heart in one glowing package'.

www.creekaudio.co.uk

HOW WE RATE FT Toronto- based Magnum Dynalab is to
specialist radio tuner design what Nakamichi once was to
cassette deck expertise. This all- analogue FM only tuner has an
optional remote control, for fine-tuning and switching of five
presets. AG thought it ' musically superior to any other tuner
that I've heard, including DAB. In every respect it's nothing less
than stunning'.
Marantz ST-al

01223 203203

HOW WE RATE IT Remote- control 85W/ch amplifier: inside you'll find DC- coupled, bipolar transistors (no MOSFETs), and anew symmetrical circuit topology for the power
amplifier. Aclean and detailed sound nimbly communicates music. You also get
microprocessor- controlled source switching, tone controls and input trim facility (to
equalise levels of sources). It rates as today's finest integrated amplifier at the price.

HOW WE RATE IT The -1
43 is asimple fuss-free FM tuner with excellent sound quaiity.
FM, MW and LW are available on atotal of 64 presets. Signal strength and multi- path
distortion are shown on apanel display. IH found it had 'afull bodied sound that's
nicely articulated and stable. It can only enhance Creek's reputation for producing
high- quality products at acompetitive price', for this little unit is excellent value.'
Magnum Dynalab MCIao2 £2200

5/01 (AH]

www.arcam.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT For the most part, DAB is still far short of the ' hi-fi' category, but the
current pick of the crop is the Arum DTB1. With better controls than previous models,
the DT81 is arguably superior to the more expensive FMI DT26. Like other Arcams, the
DT81 has comprehensive user features, including engineering mode for interested
enthusiasts. Its clear, distinct way of opening up abroadcast makes this arelatively
impartial but accurate receiver.
Creek 143

Eno

01753 68o868 www.marantz.co.uk

HCW WE RATE IT Three wavebands and RDS; sound is 'coo, collected, detailed and
solid, projecting acoherent soundstage with excellent depth of image'. Tonal balance
is alittle bright. It lacks independent remote control but is ' beautifully conceived,
sounds superb, makes the best of weak signals and exudes auiet confidence'.

8/01 [ MC]

ou59 224138

www.audiosynthesis.co.uk

HOW 'WE RATE 11 Remote- control version of classic passive attenuator. Control of
volume and source is via optical linkage with asingle Vishay resistor leading to
light- controlled shunt resistor. The remote- controlled Ultimate is stilt top of the
class, rivalling active pre- amps at four times the price.
BAT VK-5o5E/VK-6o £6125

7/oo [AG]

01892 539595

bronv.balanced.com

HOW WE RATE IT Full remote control pre- amp and 6o watt/channel stereo valve
amplifier. It combines the dynamics and consistency from load variations of solidstate, but with the finesse, inner complexity and poise of tubes. Performance is well
into single- ended valve territory, although the VK-6o is not asingle-ended design! It's
sweet-sounding, without the audible severity of some solid-state counterparts.
Chord CPA 32oo/SPAI nooc 4040/4210 1/99 [AH] 01622 722444 vnvw.chordelectronics.co.uk

Pure Digital DItkozES

Eno

7/03 [AH)

019ap605n

www.pure-digitaLco.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Winner of our three-way group test, this tuner nor only supplies
quality DAB broadcasts but has adecent FM tuner in the same package. USB
connectivity for upgrading via aPC; dark, attractive, contoured presentation and Ihe
controls are simplicity themselves — atop-drawer product.
TAG McLaren T32R

f2300

1/00 [AH]

0800 783 8007 www.tagmclarenaudio.com

HOW WE RATE IT High- quality £ 1600 AM, FM analogue tuner with an optional £ 7Loo
DAB module. Luxurious finish combined with aclear, customisable display make this
ahighly desirable unit. Sound quality tips the balance entirely in its favour. The T32R
has more warmth and body through the midband, compared to the Arcam DRTio. and
aless digital- sounding treble. AH called it, ' The best way to hear DAB right now.'

HOW WE RATE IT This is what happens when audio meets aerospace engineering.
The SP/V112ooC uses switch- mode PSU technology, and sounds dynamic and
transparent. ' Has the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with
ease,' said AH, and the pair ' have transparency to music's inner workings.' Fully
balanced from input to power amp out.
Conrad-Johnson MV6oSE £3000

2/03 [ MC]

020 8948 4253 www.audiofreaks.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT A55W stereo power amplifier from US, originally using two pairs of
Svetlana EL34 output valves but now uprated to ` SE' status with 6550 tubes instead.
Despite the ' MV' prefix, this model shows an unmistakable vein of the excellence
which distinguishes the C-IPremier range of valve power amplifiers. Anicely- tuned
upbeat delivery was also noted, equally rewarding on ajazz or classical programme.
Conrad-Johnson Premier 171.5 £4900 12/01 [ MC] 020 8948 4153 www.audiofreaks.co.uk
HOW WE RATE IT Aspects of CI's megabucks flagship ART have been trickled down
to the Premier 17LS line- level pre- amp: inside are four 6992 triodes plus ahuge bank
of tremendously expensive capacitors. Although for C-1 the ' MV' prefix designates a
lower- cost range, the MV6o stereo power amp is aworthy partner.

Amplifiers

Creek P43R/A525E
WANE
Arcam FM] A32

PRICE
En«

REVIEWED SUPPLIER
3/02 [AG]
01223 203203

www.arcam.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT This top- of- the- range integrated has an uprated power supply,
allowing an output spec of tooW/ch. Pre- amp is revised too, giving astill lower noise
floor. User- adjustable features include tone controls. AG found it sounding confidently

E350/E600 5/00 [TB]

020

8361 4133 mvw.creekaudio.co.uk

HOW WE ReE ET Creek's inexpensive remote- control, line- level pre- amplifier gives an
easy- to- listen- to sound quality encouraging involvement with the music, with fast and
deep bass. You can add 'standard' or 'special' m- m phono stages (£49 and f79), and
low- and high- sensitivity rri-c boards for vinyl replay. With bi-wirable speakers, even
better results are possible by adding asecond A52SE power amplifier.

1/

august 2003

89

Creek 535e

Emo

2/01 [ AH]

020 8361 4133 www.creekaudio.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT This 75 watts per channel integrated amplifier with passive preamplifier stage sounds good enough to worry more expensive combinations. Its sound
had all the right elements in place, in tune, in time. Imaging held instruments rocksteady in awide believable space. Remote control of source and volume as standard:
phono stage is an optional extra. ' SE' model with uprated components also available.
Croft Vitale £350

2/00 [
KK]

01746 769156

Naim NAC 112/NAP 150

IV

lb.

•
e• • e

:
(11

•

11/01 [ Ift]

01903 814618

www.estab.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Not so much an amplifier as adigital speaker
driver, this stereo unit is based on Tripath's Class Tcircuit.
Healthy output of 20oW was itself trumped by the sheer
tangibility it can bring to music, 'everything about asoundstage
and surrounding ambience beautifully articulated and stable
regardless of volume or transient requirements'. IH found
nothing to fault in performance.
f1500

1/oo [ KK]

01480 453791

£j400

10/01 [ KK]

020 8471 3909 www.krettontine.com

HOW WE RATE IT Krell has used SMD technology to create acompact integrated,
capable of 300W/ch. KK hooked up aohm Apogee Scintilla speakers of mid-`8os
vintage, and found ' the KAV-3ooiL produced the very best sound Ihave ever heard
from the Scintillas, and power was never an issue...1 would take the KAV-3ooiL over
any solid-state amp Ican name south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.
Linn Weer

£500

4/99 [
AH]

0141 307 Tm

www.linn.co,uk

HOW WE RATE IT Agood partner for LK85 or LKitiopower amps. Amazingly well
equipped, it includes an mm phono input, one of ao in total which can be individually
tailored to suit the user, plus remote control, aheadphone socket and tone controls.
There is alittle grain and constriction, but overall it sounds remarkably fine.
f2590

10/00 [ AG]

Naim NAP 500

5/03 [
DA]

Limo()

4/99 [ Kit]

o2o 8900 2866

f9950

Pathos TT RR

£3250

2003 1-

2/00 [ AG]

01892 539595

www.passlabs.com

8/99 [ KK]

01753 652669

www.ukd.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Essentially this is aremote control pure Class A, single- ended, zero
NFB amp with aMOSFET output stage 'current sourced' by alarge inductor in parallel
with acapacitor. The driver stage employs E83CC/i2XA7. The downside is relative
inefficiency and high heat dissipation. Loads below about 5ohms ' make it cry'. KK
notes that ' this is one of the finest amplifiers I've heard, regardless of price'.
admire Aym

fist»

6/
99[
AG]

01423 359054

www.primare.nu

HOW WE RATE IT Primare's A3o.i bipolar amplifier, rated at looW/channel, looks
like amillion dollars, and is remote- c
ontrollable. The volume control is afine locistep ladder type, with extremely low distortion and accurate channel balance
throughout its range. Atruly powerful amp, even taking the power rating into
account.
11/00 [ KK]

01480 4477oo

www.quad-hifi.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT This retro recreation of classic Quad 22/11
valve amps is larger than the originals, and lacks filters and
tit/tone controls. Only available only as apair, using KT- 88 to
give twice the power of the KT- 66 original; it's conservatively
rated at 40W/ch. The pre-amp lacks the noise floor of the
original, and has anew smoothness and precision.

01.235810455

f250/f350 4/03 [TB]

61903 221500

www.rotelcom

HOW WE RATE TQuality doesn't always break the bank as Rotel ably
demonstrates with the latest of its budget systems. The RA- on and '02 differ only by
the fact that the latter has aremote and costs more; whereas they share the same
40W/channel (8ohms) output, six line- level inputs, and asound that TB described
as ' smooth and fatigue free'. Don't expect the earth at this price but be pleasantly
surprised.

www.nagra.com
5] pcaloo/ppatoo £ 4600

august

www.naim-audio.com

www.musical-fidelity.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Unorthodox Class Adesign rated at 5o watt
into 4, 8or 16 ohm loads, with zero negative feedback. Built
around ECC83 triodes and apair of 845 output tubes, it is a
push-pull design, fully balanced throughout. KK felt it had a
bass control of which Ongaku owners can only dream. Every
trace of detail attests to the VPA's commending and
authoritative presentation.

90

01722 332266

HOW WE RATE IT Rated at 350 watts/channel. It eschews feedback, giving it alower
than normal damping factor, and is biased strongly towards Class Aso runs very
warm. Low damping predisposes towards thick, short cables. There is alevel of detail,
authority and naturalness that places it among the finest at any price.

Rotel RA-oi/RA-02

£9350

8/00 [ MC]

0208 948 4153 www.mccormackaudio.com

HOW WE RATE IT An update from the revered 3series amps, the 3.2 pre-/ power
combination was reviewed by an ecstatic David Allcock earlier this year: ' The preamp offers asound quality well beyond its price tag.' And this allied to apower amp
rated at 130 watts per channel but claimed to be powerful enough to drive any
domestic speaker. 'At this price point Ican think of nothing I'd rather build asystem
around.'
Nagra WA

www.naim-audio.com

HOW WE RATE IT The NAP soo is the largest amplifier from the Naim stable, in a
stylish sci-fi case. It features an impressive outboard PSU and uses new Semelab
output devices so powerful that the usual invasive protection circuitry isn't
required. The circuit is internally bridged to give 14oW/8 ohm (or double that into
4), with prodigious current output. Sound quality is thrilling, and driving Naim NBLs
there's real synergy.

HOW WE RATE IT The power amp uses an unusual distributed- node power supply.
The pre- amp is unity- gain with two outputs, one passive, the other buffered; the latter
works best and most consistently. Despite adryish balance and atouch of 'grey', this
combination is bold and transparent, combining real solidity with fine detail.
Musical Fidelity A3.2 Loco/Leo°

01722 332266

were its real strengths. For more volume, just look to the 112/150 pre/power.

Quad QC 24/II-forty £4000
McCune

2/01 [AH]

www.ear-yoshino.com

HOW WE RATE IT Aphono inclusive pre- amp to satisfy audiophiles and studio
professionals, with its XLR balanced input and output. Balanced operation offers
improved dynamic contrasts, slam, overall control and coherence, as well as virtually
noise- free operation. Apractical design, with (unusually) conventional impedance
values and sensitivity figures, and rated for five years operation.
Krell KAY-poll

f800

HOW WE RATE IT Rated at only 3oW (we measured 36W), but still adynamic
performer. Smooth and musical sound, with avery convincing decay to treble notes
and their harmonics, which made it an easy-going amp that didn't fatigue after
continued listening. Stereo detail was not as explicit as some, but rhythm and timing

Pass Labs X350
EAR 864

01722 332266

HOW WE RATE IT Pleasant to use rapart from those archaic DIN sockets. With
partnering 50W/ch NAP 150 power amp, it did deliver the famous ' Naim sound' with
an obvious freedom from artifice. AH said it showed ' little of the unnatural glare and
haze that afflicts some products that try to give too much in terms of detail and
clarity'. Difficult to trump in terms of smooth, unflustered sound and musical
satisfaction'.
Nairn NAff 5

£2500

03/02 [ AH]

www.eminentaudio.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Aclassic hard- wired pre- amp, true to the minimalist ideal.
Sounding vintage in its warmth and near total preclusion of edginess and grain, the
Vitale nods to modernity in sounding big, palpable and commanding. There's enough
low-level noise and fuzziness to make you subconsciously utter amantra of ' no
transistors'. It's still quieter than even amint Quad valve pre- amp. Quieter than aNu Vista? Er, no.
ESLab DXSa

f625/ fly)

4/00 [ lif]

0141 810 2820 www.sjaudio.com

HOW WE RATE IT Styling and attention to detail in this remote control pre-/ power
amp combination (£ 22oo/f2400) are exceptional, although much of the complex
circuitry is related to the power supply. The power amp takes the reduction of
residual noise and inter( hannel crosstalk to near- obsessive lengths. IH has rarely
been so impressed with an amp combination — in all key respects it performed
flawlessly.
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TAG McLaren DPA32R £ 1500

io/oo [ MC]

o800 783 8007 www.tagmclarenaudio.com

NOW WE RATE IT Has an AiD-D/A in:erface, which means it can operate as adigital
encoder and decoder and as aDIA converter for digital sources. It can also accept
the company's DAB radio module internally (a £ 5oct option) and can be connected
to other TAG McLaren components using aproprietary system bus. It offers asolid
performance at afair price, and above-average sound quality.
Unison Research Unit°

415

7/02

MI

01753 652669

HOW WE RATE IT This hybrid integrated offers valves in the pre- stage and 8oW/ch
MOSFET output stages, with excellent build and finish plus remote volume control. Its
midband, said KK, is 'alush and warm region replicated at these price points only by
all- tube amps of which there are precious few, and which would probably not have
this amplifier's smooth and generous power delivery.' There's a £ 50 phono option.

B&W Nautilus 802

REVIEWED SUPPLIER
[
AG] 020 8642 4436

03/00

friso

Dynaudio Contour T2.5 £1460

Mac poi JET

£seco

oi/c1 [ IH]

01453 752656

www.avihifi.co.uk

HOW WE RATIE IT With its five- litre volume, this miniature (265 x140 x2o5mm)
two-way update of the Neutron family employs aScanSpeak fabric dome tweeter
and 127mm Vifa pulp cone mid- bass driver, with crossover set at 2.8kHz. A
consistent impedance makes it easy to drive, if somewhat insensitive. The III
version retains, or even builds on, its predecessors' stable imagery, tonal accuracy,
and levels of detail.
Blueroom Minipod £260

07/00

[
AH]

£3oo

[KR]

01903 260033

Epos

M12

fyie

12/00 [ AG]

01494 551551

wwwelac.com

£680

03/00 [AG]

ouiek gaga

vionv.elec.com

43e

08/os [AG]

01473 240205

www.energy-speakers.com

02,03750750

01903 750750

400

2001

Awards 01442 260146

www.epos-acoustics.com

HOW WE RATE IT Maintaining tradition as an enthusiast's hi-fi music speaker, but
also adaptable for home theatre use, the M12 uses the well-tried Epos bass/middriver, with acarefully- profiled moulded cone allowing the use of asimple
crossover. With acabinet designed for increased rigidity and a24mm back panel,
and screwed- in front baffle, it gives an open, lively and exciting sound. Avery fine
speaker for the money.
Harbeth Compact 7ES £1300

6/99 [ MC]

01444 235566

www.harbeth.com

HOW W ERATE IT The design dates back over adecade, as a
compact version of Harbeth's then- equivalent of the Spendor
BC1/SPa. Name is deceptive: 'compact' only by barn-door
standards. f
hin wall enclosure is viscoelastically damped to BBC
standards using composite counterlayers, with the boundaries
between main shell and screwed- on panels damped. Balanced,
articulate, transparent, with natural vocals; easy to recommend.

invw.bwspeakers.com
Jam D83o

22/ n [AG]

www.dynaudio.com

HOW WE RATE IT This sub/sat system's satellites use MDF enclosures, and driver
line-up includes an aluminium dome tweeter arid synthetic cone mid/bass unit, with
an unusually low (2kHz) crossover frequency. With areassuringly straightforward
subwoofer and a150W MOSFET amp in charge of the zoomm reflex- loaded bass unit,
this system is well able to reproduce the subtle sound of solo instrumental playing
and full-scale orchestral recording at realistic volumes. All in all, simply agreat find.

www.minipod.com

HOW WE RATE IT B&W has built alot of technology into this 49omm-tall standmounter, for example atweeter said to reach 42kHz (-6dB). An optional foam plug foe
the port will tighten the bass. It needs and deserves adecent amplifier in the 25-100W
range, as the tweeter will show up amplifier edginess or clipping. KK found it opensounding, with vocals 'sweet and lifelike regardless of source or amplification'.
0M303

451938

HOW WE RATE IT Acompact, vented all-aluminium enclosure using aluminium cones
and domes. One for the 'stripped pine and chrome' set, this title model has sharp
reflexes and is bold, detailed, lean and powerful. At home with rock and jazz, it's an
loudspeaker. What it lacks in sophistication is made for up in panache.

HOW WE RATE IT Has asmall Kevlar-coned bass/mid unit and soft dome tweeter,
and an option of tripedal legs. Bass has acertain weight, and can even err on the
side of sounding warm. Overall resolution is not especially high, and treble
occasionally stood out, but there was arefreshing lack of woody coloration.
R&M 6o2 S3

01732

01895 833099 www.avantgarde-acoustic.de

HOW WE RATE IT Avantgarde's smallest loudspeaker stands
1.44m high, has horn- loaded mid- range and tweeter, and a
self- powered subwoofer, with aclaimed system sensitivity of
loodB/watt. SH noted that it gave immediacy, impact, emotional
communication — but without the coloration that has spoiled
other horn loudspeakers. The Uno more than stood up to box
speaker competition available at the price (paint finish included).
AVI Neutron III

o8/oo [ KK]

HOW WE RATE IT Amagnetically-shielded AV design, although it would benefit from
an additional subwoofer to resolve aslightly soft, indistinct feel. The Contour T2.5 put
KK in mind of the larger classic British speakers of the 1970s, but with far greater
power handling and speed. Has the capacity to sound huge, but with holographic
imaging, 'deliriously wide' soundstaging, and above average depth.

Energy Encore a
os/co [ SH]

www.bwspeakers.com

www.alr.de

HOW WE RATE IT Large, oval, rear- facing ABR with acentral boss accepts weights to
tune the system bass. Includes aderivative of the Ted Jordan aluminium mid- range
driver. Tuning allows you to arrive at aspecific combination of pace, weight and
tunefulness. Muscular and dynamic, with strong insight through difficult passages.
Aventgarde Una

01903 750750

HOW WE RATE IT Elac's speakers mostly use aluminium enclosures and ribbon
tweeters, but this is made of wood and uses adome tweeter. The aluminium composite
bass dome is retained, however, and so is the unusual ability to deliver volume levels
with negligible compression or distortion that would defeat most others. Basslines are
particularly well projected, and the sound overall is extremely well integrated.

Loudspeakers
PRICE
f.s000

9/01 [ AH]

HOW WE RATE IT Third in the Nautilus 800 series, the 802 is one of B&W's finest ever
loudspeakers. It carries the authority and finesse of the big Nautilus 8m. but will work
in room spaces where the Boa simply won't. First class stereo imaging, bass, midrange
clarity and smooth, transparent extended treble, not to mention killer looks lead to a
truly great speaker, recommended without hesitation.

Elec 0.82 Mk II

NAME
AUtJorden Note 3

E6000

Cape

05/02 [ AG]

01788 556777

www.jamospeakers.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Something of abenchmark. SEAS Excel drivers in awell- braced
cabinet provide crisp, detailed sound, with little strain even when pushed. Bass
delivery is competent and extended, although higher up the scale the sound can
be forward. Monitor- like incision can give 'aclear insight into orchestral and piano
textures' with its 'astonishing resolving power and even greater dynamic abilities'.

www.bwspeakers.com

HOW WE RATE IT In agroup test of noo bookshelf monitors, the 303 was the only
model to acquit itself ' with an almost clean bill of audio health', according to AG.
Utilitarian rear- ported cabinet includes glass- fibre cone driver and tapered- tube
tweeter. It sounded powerful, authoritative and had amore 'grown-up' quality than
the test. Treble can get harder when pushed. Overall, it has atight, fast and slightly
overdamped sound that makes it keep control at higher volumes.

Jamo Elko

£ oo

03 fin [TB]

01788 556777

www.jamospeakers.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Derived from the more expensive Concert series, the E85os each
contain two zoomm cone units, one for bass and one for midrange, plus 25mm soft dome tweeter. They thrive on any pop music with abig, full bass, a 'direct' mid quality,
lucid imaging and the ability to stop and start on asixpence; not at their best on
complex classical music, though still pleasant enough here.

august
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We are anew independent
spr.:iilising in he hest
eqcipment
Msoueour ,he world.
Selected products from
Acoustic Research, Auéio Note,
Avartegarde, Chord, Heart,
Isotek. JM lahs, Living Voice,
Mertin, Mic
Ortofon,
PMC.. PusAt. Project, Pure,
Quacl, Roga. Ringinat, Rose,
Shartling SME, Something
Tails Electronics,
Tancnoy.,nd many more_
We aka, souk awide range of
accese-sies, stind rand ,.:ables to
suit eya yiysten...
I`Zateworthy Audio
36 Busitingham Street,
Aylesbury,
3uckiughamshi ,e
HP20 2LH
Teh 01296 422224
infonoterworthvaudin.co.uk
www..oteworthyaudjo.co.uk
.

11, Uo

If an ad misleads, we're here to stamp it out.

ite

Ads crl,ssng Stantlaid% Aulhot it)

'forrington

Place London WC I
E 7HW 0171 580 5555 http://www.asa.org.uk

ASA

OPENING SALE NOW ON

ezdtezeL
Passionate
about musk?
Serious about
making it?
So are we...

For the best product reviews,
interviews, buying advice,
tips and features on guitar playing,
get Guitar Magazine.

Pick one up in your newsagent or ring a
-016?? 778778 to subscribe.
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PAU Cobalt 815

UM

os/os 1116] «as 6s6 sob

www.focaLtm.fr

HOW WE RATE IT Ibis French floorstander uses an inverted- dome Focal tweeter plus
two i6omm drivers tone bass, one bass/mid), in afront- ported cabinet. Sensitivity
measured acreditable 89dB, and the speaker seems to go even louder than this
implies. It had asomewhat bright treble, but this is aspeaker which starts and stops
when it should. Everything hung together, and it excelled on all kinds of music.
Linn Katan

£635

u/os [Ali]

me 307

www.linn.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT '
Anext generation speaker' said AH.
Versatile Katan, development of Kan and Tukan, features nonparallel sides to reduce internal standing waves and
incorporates aclever lock- down crossover board which, when
reversed, switches the Katan from single-wire mode to bi-wire/bi-amp-ready. Its sound proved to be very stable and showed
unusual (for Linn) 'airy' audiophile quality to boot.
MartinLogan Prodigy £ 8970

o8/co

[
MC]

020 8971 3900 www.martinlogan.com

HOW WE RATE IT Abig hybrid 'static with audiophile intent that combines ESL
Statement technology tailored to enhance the blend from panel to bass driver.
Arguably ML's most successful musically with 'stature, presence and tonal accuracy',
and 'exceptional spatial qualities and fine sense of air'. If subtlety/refinement matter
more than impact, tnis ML may be the one for you.

Sonus Faber Cremona f5000

f2200

04/00 [
AG]

01473 240205

£550

si/on (AGI

osalio rissm

www.mIssion£o.uk

HOW WE RATE IT The mi has grown up! Areal find in our Nov *02 Group Test, this
Mission m53 floorstander sounds just like its little brother but with much more
extension to the low- frequencies. Quite simply asuperbly balanced all-rounder that'll
work just as well with pumping rock or subtle jazz. Expect the usual Mission
standards of excellence for the aesthetics and build quality.
Mission f52AY

Oleo

11/00 [
AG]

01480 451m

Snell E.5 T
OW

Elsa°

07/00 ( KK]

Tannoy Dimension TD12 f65oo

05/02 [AG]

01702 601410

Code

so/oe [A6]

www.tannoy.co.uk

7/99 IAN]

01940600 www.toteet.com

HOW WE RATE IT The diminutive Arro is thin enough to slip into the smallest of
listening rooms and it's adesign that does have an outstanding ability to cast astereo
image across, behind and around the speakers. Integration between the two small
drivers is excellent, the seamlessness helping draw the listener into the fluid midband.
AH found himself quite taken by these delicate, pole- like loudspeakers.
Wharfedale Diamond 8.1 £120

0/01 812/01 0845 4580011

vnvw.wharfedale.co.uk

HOW WE RATE ET Definitely an opinion divide. KK found it abookshelf speaker that
will 'astonish with asoundstage so wide and so deep that one listener thought he was
hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas sitting behind the Diamonds'. AG and
panel
thought its 'strengths subsumed by an uneven balance that did no favours except
with the most well behaved and straightforward recordings'. Probably best suited to
low volumes in small rooms.
06/03 [AH]

01003 750750

www.bwspeakers.com

HOW WE RATE IT Good looks and exceptional build quality combine in this solid
design, using Kevlar cone mid/bass driver and soft- dome tweeter. Real wood veneer
over anon- square box was unheard of at this price, and the cherry on the cake is the
excellent sound quality — weighty bass, open midband and smooth treble. One of the
very best at the price.
2

£ 9000

mu Coup

10/00 [AG]

014 2852656

www.wilsonbenesch.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Tall, fastidiously- constructed tearch op
section marries aScanspeak tweeter to high-tech carbonloaded Tactic drivers, replacing Scan drivers used in otherwise
similar ACT One. Acomplex design, the listening results
suggested arather bright balance with superb articulation and
class- leading resolution. Magic in the right system, analytical
and controlled to afault.
Wilson Benesch Discovery £5500

£95s

01236 420199

www.rua rk.com

HOW WE RATE IT Compact bookshelf speaker with aclean, neutral sound. Amildly
laid-back presentation, but one that many prefer for long-term comfort. Smooth,
detailed, not entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with similar lean bass and open midband.
Responded well to positioning and when used with bespoke bi-wire links. An easy
8ohm load with reasonable sensitivity for its size (86dB).
Ruark Prologue R

4/12 [ MC]

HOW WE RATE IT Ahorn- loaded dome tweeter is built into the centre of the main
bass/mid unit. As MC noted, you may need to acclimatise to this because distribution
of sound energy in the room differs from that of anormal separated- driver array; in
fact, it is more accurate. Also has Tannoy's Supertweeter, mounted on top of the cabinet.
MC was won over by dynamics and expression normally associated with much higher
prices. It remains clear and natural up to really high sound levels.

Wilson Benesch ACT

E5oo

www.snell.com

01480 44noo www.quad-hifi.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT New and wider- bandwidth take on the ESL- 63
electrostatic, itself arevision of the classic ' 57'. Much larger in
size though. Other changes include audiophile components and
more rigid construction. The speaker needs room to breathe,
but is ' no amplifier- breaker'. KK felt it preferred tubes, with
which the clarity, transparency and disappearing act so beloved
of the originals remain untainted.
Roark Etude

otri3 Sum

HOW VA RATE IT Superbly made, this is alarge and heavy design, with wall- damped
enclosure walls with strong attention to detail — even adiecast crossover heatsink
— which one review described as ' European- sounding'. It isn't. It's aquintessentially
US- flavoured big speaker, one with arolling, prominent bass— an almost raunchy
quality which gives the best results irrespective of the setting of the boundary switch.

Wharfedale EV0-10 £750

£ 000

6/99 [Ai]

www.mission.co.uk

riOW WE RATE IT The most credible audio application so far for NXT flat panel
technology. An AV system (it's also available as atwo- channel sub- sat system), the
fs2-AV consists of acorner subwoofer and five identical satellites on rotatable stands
which can be detached for wall fixing. Sonically, the system is smooth, easy and
mellifluous. The fs2-AV fills large spaces far more convincingly than you could expect.
Quad ESL-989

8071 3000 www.sonusfaber.com

www.miragespeakers.com

11011 WE RATE TThis miniature two-way has asuperb two- layer enclosure, with a
steel lining and aConan machinable- polymer baffle. Demands alot of power, but
lacks the usual box colouration artefacts. It is exquisitely built and superbly specified.
Its precision and detail are difficult to match. but It real.y needs asubwoofer.
Mission •
153

020

HOW WE RATE I
- Another expensive but beautiful floorstanding loudspeaker from
the Italian masters. Fabulous build quality, imposing style and magnificent finish —
to say nothing of its sonic ability: ' The sound has soul: it's vibrant and bold,' HFN said
in our 2002 Awards issue. You shouldn't expect the ultimate refinement of the more
expensive Amati, but for the money this speaker is extraordinarily good.

Totem Arro
Mirage MRM-1

9/02 [ KK]

08/01 [AH] on42 852656

www.wilsonbenesch.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Includes an integral stand, and uses four drivers per box. A150mm
Tactic mid/bass driver and a28mm soft- dome tweeter face forward, in an inverted
configuration. On the underside of the cabinet are two bass drivers in an isobarik
clamshell arrangement. Choir voices were awonder to behold, and the Discovery
remained clean and unflustered by testing techno and dance.

www.ruark.com
Wilson WATT/Puppy E8700/9700 04/00 [
MC]

IOW WE RATE II An asymmetric 9o5mm high wood-veneered enclosure is
supplied in mirror- image pairs, and uses two small ujomm paper pulp bass/mids
and a28mm silk dome driver that takes over at 1.8k1-12. Slightly drooping frequency
response, but the excellent lab results were consistent with aspeaker lacking only
the last ounce of detail. Its consistency of voicing and musical expressiveness are
out of the ordinary.

020 8971

3909 www.wilsonaudio.com

HOW WE RATE IT The System 6is the latest iteration of the Wilson Audio WATT/
Puppy combination. System 6includes re- engineering of both units and now provides
superior dynamic range. Although relatively compact, it can take on the world's largest
power amps, yet remain satisfying at low levels. MC noted stereo imaging was good
and low-level resolution and low distortion related to more expensive units.
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Back Issues
We can supply nearly any Back

FAX ORDERS 020 8519 3695

Issue from the last three years.
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Please phone to check availability.

WEB SITE www.mags-uk.com

Prices are on the order form.

E-MAIL info@mags-uk.com

Photocopy Service

Back Issues Order Form

If aback issue is not available, you
can buy photocopies of articles for
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Hi-Fi News

Address

Price per Back Issue
Postcode

(including P&P)

Tel

UK

Issues required
Ienclose acheque/postal order/int'l money order for £ (pounds sterling)
made payable to IPC Media Ltd' or charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex
Card Number

-

£4-95

Expiry date _

article by credit card or personal
cheque (Switch not accepted).
Call 020 8774 0846 or

e-mail

hi-finews@ipcmedia.com

Europe

Binders

Rest of World £6.99

These sturdy, high quality, goldembossed binders help you look

Price per Binder

II

£3.50 (UK)/£5.00 (overseas) per

after your copies of HiFi News.

(including P&P)

Send your completed order form (or photocopy) to:

UK

Back Issues, PO Box 666, London E15 OW, UK

Overseas

£7-5 0
£11

Each binder holds up to 12 issues.
Binders cost just £ 7.50 in UK P&P
(overseas, fii.00) from the Back
Issues Department.

All orders will be dispatched promptly but some surface mail deliveries may take longer than 28 days.
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accessoriesclub
Reductions on Stereophile test discs

RINGAIAT 200/250 Ringmat

Three

As there's no current HFN Test CD,
we had to search for alternatives.

Anniversary 330 Ringmat

test CDs
for f3o

We were looking for acombination
of test tones and music tracks —

HAD PP-1Phono stage, m- m
DISCWASHER Vinyl care system

identification tracks, as well as

LAST Power clean LP cleaner

interesting, well- recorded demo'

LP preservative

material. The test tones had to be

Record cleaner

We found what we were looking
for in the capable hands of our
erstwhile editor, one John Atkinson,
now the chief scribe of Stereophile.
the US audio publicationlohn has
produced aseries of three CDs that

£145 D
£40 D
£30 D
£27.50

D

£27.50

D

£15

LAST Stylast stylus treatment

4*Pet

installations.

f7o D

Support system full spacer set, blue

with music including phasing and

applicable to home and pro audio

£35 CI
f5o

33oMk11 XLR Ringmat

£22.50

Stylus cleaner

D

o

£12.50 D

INCOGNITOARM REWIRE LOOM (
Rega) 1.2m kit

£115

(Rega) 12m installed £129 D
(Universal)

I.2M

installed £165 D

AESTHETIX ABCD-1 cartridge demagnitiser £ 200 O
RAS Speed strobe
MICHEL Unicover

£ 75
£44

CD CARE & PROTECTION

cover as wide arange of audio topics
as we have come across.
The test tones on CD 1
concentrate on signals below akHz,

and tape recorder tests, distortion

almost no duplication across the

and jitter tests, spot frequency tones,

three titles, and all are produced to

Standard 5" complete

pack of Lo £6.50 O

as well as qualby music tracks.

the highest standards, and are

Maxi- single slimline

pack of Lo £6.50 O

remarkable value at £ 3o for the set

Slim double

pack of 5 £6.50 0

subwoofer crossover territory, down

CD 3completes the picture with

CD 'JEWEL' CASES

to 2oHz, while the music tracks

home stereo ide nt and reference

of three (f13 each). For afull track

Standard double

pack of 3 £6.5o

compare different recording

tracks, demag tones, signals for

listing, please see our website:

5" PVC protective sleeves

pack of 30 £6.50 O

techniques, with contributions from I

testing electron.c Iomponents. more

www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com.

Gordon Holt and the Audio Anarchist.

for testing room at ous:ics, aburn- in

CD 2includes Decade' tests for
bass, midrange and treble, CD player

DENSEN DMAGIC CD demagnetiser

Lo 0

STEROPHILE Test CD1

£13 D

track and arange of music, drawn from

ALL THREE TEST DISCS

£30 Li

CHESKY ULTIMATE Test CD

£15

various audiophile labels. There's

EACH TEST DISC

£13

RIO/REFERENCE Test and burn- in CD

£24

BIB CD CARE KIT Lens cleaner and CD restorer

£12.50 0

BIB DVD CARE KIT Lens cleaner kit

EXCLUSIVE TO HI-FI NEWS
HFN 001

FLUXDUMPER '
Magic Brick' for valve amps

£25

HEN 002

TEST LP '
The Producer's Cut'

£25 E

HFN

coy BLACKHEAD: Moving-coil transformer

HFN

005 SPIKE SET 8xM6 spikes for wood/steel

HFN 012

£70 D
Lii Cl

X 340(d)

'BLACK BOX' REPRINTS VOLUME

£15

CD Store: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x165(d)

£99

CD Base: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x165(d)

MOTH RECORD-CLEANING MACHINE MkI

El

WALLNUT Il Wall- mounting 2-shelf table

£99 D
£20 D

SORBOTHANE Damping sheet r5oxi5ox3mm

£13 CI

HFN 023

LP INNER SLEEVES per so

Lo f:

HFN 026

LP DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed

HFN 027

CD DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed

£12 1:
£12 117

HFN 028

SOFTSHOES Isolation feet, pack of 12

£18 O

HFN o3o

4MM BANANA PLUGS Set of 4
IEC PLUG

£8 O
£8 El

4kVA Customised

£Call D

ikVA 23o/23W

£450 I]

ikVA Adjustable output

£530 D

ikVA

£500 D

12o/23W, 230/120V

ikVA Intl adjustable output

f580

5ooVA 230/230V

£345 D
£425

5ooVA Adjustable output
5ooVA

120/230V, 230/120V

5ooVA Int'l adjustable output
RADEX EARTH CABLE Standard, per metre
H/D, per metre
RADER RF EXTERMINATOR EARTH SPIKE 1.2 metre

£395 D
£475 D
£4.5 0 D
£6.50 D

PURE HENRY RF INDUCTOR per pair

£45 D
£60 CI

EARTH HENRY RF earth choke

£5o

RF earth choke. kit
SUPER SPUR MAINS CONSUMER UNIT 2-way

£35 D

6-way
SUPER SPUR LIGHTNING PROTECTOR
PURE HARDWIRE Mains distribution unit, 12-way
METAL CLAD 32A mains distribution, Lo- way

£99 Ei
£99

32A mains distribution. 4-way

£70 CI

'AUDIO QUALITY MAINS SUPPLY Booklet
PURE CYCLE TURNTABLE PSU Kit

£15 11
£22 E
£330

Assembled
PHONES of HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER Kit
Assembled

MICHELL 4mm banana plugs
MICHELL Tenderfeet Large, per 3

£12 0

Mk11 Kit

£450
£255

Small, per 3

£8 ID

Mk11 Pro

£5oo

FERRITE NOISE ABSORBERS

LP STORAGE BAGS 12" sealed, per 5o

Small. 6mm

per pair

£12

Large (12mm)

per pair

£14

£37.50 D
£20 D

SHURE SFG-3 STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE
CARTRIDGE MAN Digital stylus balance, o.002g

£399 D
£218 E
£299 LI

£80

L5 0

£3 0

MROSTAT Ant:static pistol

per 4

£35
£20 O
£5

DECCA Mk III Record- cleaning brush

£200 El

KONTAK Contact cleaner

£15

DE-OXIT Contact cleaner

£14 11

PRO-GOLD Gold contact cleaner

£14

AYRE System Enhancement CD

£16

ROTHWELL Attenuator

per pair

CICABLE LS35/A crossover

£39 D
£790 D

AUDIO ONE XLR/phono adaptor (specify in or out), per pair £16 VI

•Visi' www. hi fi accessories club.com email orders welcome

accessoriesclub order form
Mame
Add re ss

Postcode

Tel

Cheque/postal order enclosed for f

(pounds sterling) made payable to:

'HFN Accessories Club' or please charge my A( cess/Visa/Diners/Amex (delete)*
Card Number
1
-

£95 Er
£85 LI

£37.50

MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES

£225 D

OUTER SIEEVES Heavy duty PVC, per so

7
11

ci

£145

£18.45

MkI 1

5litres

£199

32A mains distribution, 6-way
SUPRA LORAD Mains chord, per metre

£400 D

Digital level

PURE POWER MAINS CONDITIONERS

£18 O

RINGMAT Statmat Mk11 CDi

MkI Kit

MORN RECORD-CLEANING FLUID ilitre

BEN DUNCAN'S ' PURE' SERIES

£15 O

SID Sound improvement disc
Statmat CDL blue

VINYL CARE & PROTECTION

£8o

HFN 022

HFN 031

£5

STACK STORAGE Black MDF 465mm-wide
LP Store: 120- LP, 2-divider, 36o(h)

HFN 017

PURE TERMINATOR RF line cap

Expires (date)

fi
Signature

TO ORDER Please send completed order form (or aphotocopy, to:
HFN Accessories Club 8 CD Service
eO Box zoo, Bedford MK4o IYH, UK
OR Fax your order form to: 01234 742028
OR Telephone: 01234 741152
OR E- man: sales@hifiaccessoriesclub.com
OR Visit the secure order facility at www.hifiaccessoriesclub.r om

UK SALES All prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include
postage and packing for all items, whatever their size.
EXPORT SALES Export sales are very welcome.
Where applicable they will be free of VAT (Sales Tax), but will
be subject to additional shipping at cost. Please contact
us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E&OE.
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to advertise call 0208 774 0790

BUCKS

NORTHERN IRELAND

NEW SHOP NOW OPEN
BIGGER BETTER RANGES
AND FACILITIES
HIFI, HOME CINEMA,

N OTEWORTHY

A

MULTI ROOM SPECIALISTS

UDIO

LARGEST PRODUCT

36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, Bucts, HP20 2LH
www.noteworthyaucio.co.uk

RANGE IN IRELAND

01296 422 224

FANTASTIC SPECIAL

Open 9.30 to 5 ' -

'''

YORKSHIRE

-1-Premier
'Room ;

'Room 2

OPENING OFFERS
8-9 SCOTCH STREET CENTRE, DUNGANNON
BT70 lAR N. IRELAND.
TEL 02E 8775 3606 FAX 028 8775 3006
E-mail David@KronosHi-FLeo.uk
Web Site http.//www.KronosHi-Fi.co.uk

VINYL

Auclrir'

!Vow demonstriatinq

THE DIRECT DISC

Des Elgar, Pinta & Verdi Transport, Plum's CD Lad &

NORFOLK

Thousands of records always in stock.
+ afull range of sought after compact discs.

Audio Mm, Audio Synthesis, Kota Pre & Power, Pink
Triangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan Audio Physics Speakers,

The Old School

Extensive search service for wanted albums.

•

Comprehensive 96 page full catalogue

Areici Equipment Stand, botch Sub Station PIS
Audio Synthisis - Audio Physics -. Audio Aero - Absolute Sounds
DCS - Kota - Plinius - Mitch - Artie, BOA - Pink Triangle
Avid Turntable, - Pesject - Ortofon - Van den Flu:I - Mirage

goodsetection

Credit (Including Interest Free) Available

VINYL VINYL VINYL

250 Power, Vetity FideL) & Sonus Faber Speakers, Siltixh
Cables, ! sold. Sub Station, BOA EquIpment Stands

.iyx welcome lienu demonstration

' t " aturciay

available at £ 1.50
Telephone / Fax 01621 810740

Sihforuf

Basically Sound of Norfolk

Or visit our website on

We are lOrninsJ 39 Ml
tOminsJ30 M62
Tel: Wakefield 01924 255045 — Colin Grundy

School Road, Bracon Ash
Near Norwich, Norfolk
Tel: (01508) 570829

www.directdisc.demon.co.uk

Rega, Proae, Neat, PML, Bryston, Final, Naim,
Denon, Epos, U.K.D., Soundstyle,

Chord Co, Cable Talk, Opera Loudspeakers,

NOTTINGHAM

A

approach to

the

ordinary

Hi Fi

Dealer"

World of Specialist Hi Fi

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
SSW speakers inc Nautilus 800 Series, Sonos Faker, Sony Projection, DNM,

ORANGES & LEMONS

Crimson, Audion, Wilson Audio, Son, Faber, ( RD L. Epos, Creek, Myryod,
Michell, & ME, Rel, Ratel, Deno, Ql Products
No ,
( 3,79f
f49!,
f3,15C2
f29
£il27

Friendly

and efficient service

0% Finance available

JUICY FRUIF FROM LONDON'S FRESHEST RETAILER
ARcAm ie,oe e\131.1 I \ LK CASTLE CHORD CREEK
DENON EPOS LIMN MARANT1 NAD NA1M NEAT PMC
QED REGA ROKSAN ROTEL RUARK STANDS UNIQUE
SOUNDSTYLE YAMAHA XANTECH and many others

020 7924 2040

£ 37.f.-

NB. All Ea Dem items are as new, unmarked, and booed and include tire
full manufactures guarantee! Offering ominimum of 2years and up to 5
years, depending upon the product.

GREATER LONDON

SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

Krell, Theta, Copeland, Audio Research, Meridian Audio line full digital theatre),

CHANTRY AUDIO SA.1
New
Marlin Logon Ascents Light Oak, boxiid
fer doro) £4,499
Soma tuber comber*. speakers
(Mk I Biwire) walnut, boxed
( s/h)
El (300
Meridian Digital Active speakers
Rosewood - boxed
(
ex dent)
£4,540
Magnum A20 preornp, boxed, lbbcklchromel Is/h)
Magnum A200 power amp ( black) boxed
Is/h)
Pink Triangle LPT 1/1 block gloss top plate,
Rego 250 arm New PSU not fitted by
Chantry Audio, no box
Is/h) £795
To see our full up to dote li,tings go to www.cl-antryaudio.cont

www.basicallysound.com

THE INNOVATIVE HIFI,
HOME CINEMA &
MULTI-ROOM
RETAILER/INSTALLER

Chantry Audio
"No

Stax, Teae, and others

LONDOK

-

U4U

61/63 WEBB ROAD, SW11
welnite: www.oandlhiti.co.uk

14^1S/S

DEVON

rosy* Moil Order Available ),.********
Friendly service and advice in
First- Time Buyer to High
EASY ACCESS

relaxed surroundings.
End Enthusiasts.

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

SURREY

Stockists or: ARCAM • DENSEN • EPOS • FINN • LOEWE
•MICROMEGA • NAIM AUDIO* NEAT • REGA • ROTEI.
•ROS!) • MIA HIN11N • ir U' • 1151111 & MORE

n iueiityY
indecently good hi-fi

9High Street, Hampton Wick, Kingsmn upon Thames,
Surrey KTI 4DA Tel: 020 8943 3530
Open Tues - Frl 10.30.m - 7.00pm/Sat 10am - 6pm

98

august

2003
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Audio Destination

FUE PARKING

16-18A Eldon Street, oxford, Nr. Newark, Notts N022 OLH
Telephone (
01777) 870372 Facsimile (
01777) 870437

a step into the future

Free advice on the audio visual systems to suit you

Front End Problems?
then contact:

"The Cartridge Man ,"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-and-Deccaeater. Also agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock,
E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES
NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge re-tipping service

DEMONSTRATIO ,
ROOMS
HOME
DEMONSTRATION
OUT OF HOÜRS
APPOINTMENTS
CHILDS PLAY
AREA

Mid to high end component,/
systems to suit all budgets
Stockists al
RUARK, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
PROJECT, NAD, ROKSAN,
NORDOST, CHORD, PARASOUND,
PRIMARE, MONITOR AUDIO,
CREEK, EPOS, TUBE
TECHNOLOGY, TRIN'TY AUDIO,
ISOTEK, DALI, WHARFEDALE
PLUS MANY MORE

INIEFNST
FREE CREXIT
ACCESS, V'S
HITCH. AMER'
EXPRESS
WE EVEN TA. ,
CASHI
30
MO

CALL IN FOR ACHAT + GOOD OLD FASHIONED SERVICE WITH ASMILE.
MIKE + CAROLINE LOOR FORWARD TO SEEING YOU

Web Site: listen.to/thecartridgeman

020 8688 6565

We can also advise you on the
most effective upgrcde path roc
your system giving you continued performance enhancement

Tel, 01884 243584 • FaX 01884 258882
328 Bampton Street, Tiverton, Devon EX16 6AH
Webs.'

theguide
WE

SIC

to advertise call 0208 774 0790

MIDLANDS

MAT

E IFt

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

ceàdi.
4

I

I).1"\

r
de

r-

Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema limn Arcam, Audiogest,
Audio Research, B&W, Castle, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dynaudio, lamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan,
Meridian. Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk, Pro-Ac, Project, Quad, REL, Rotel, Ruark,
Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Tag MacLaren, Tannoy, TEAC, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Yamaha, Wharfedale and Wilson Benesch.
A wide range of classic CDs is available at our Birmingham branch.

Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30, late night (not Stourbridge) Thursday till 6.30
INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Written details on request
Licensed Credit Broker
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

61)

9MARKET STREET.

10 BOLDMERE ROAD,

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL.

STOURBRIDGE,

SUTTON GOLDFIELD,

BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL

WEST MIDLANDS 892 8JL

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 lAB

WEST MIDLANDS, B73 5TD

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX: 0121 354 1933

LONDON
MARTIN
LOGAN
ASCENT

dee O'Brien Hi-Fige

•AKG • ARCAYDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • SEVER • CABLETALK • CHORD CABLES • CREEK • GRAAF
•DENON • DENSER • EPOS • EXPOSURE • FINAL • GOLDRING • GRADO • JADIS • JECKLIN • KE • MICHELL • MONRIO
•NAD • NAIM • OPERA • ONKYO • PATHOS • PROJECT • OED • RESON • SENNHEISER • SME • SONNETEER • SONUS FABER • STANDS UNIQUE
•SUDDEN • TEAC • THORENS • TRANSPARENT CABLES • TRIANGLE • UNISON RESEARCH • WILSON
Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
Repair facilities • 5mitts walk Raynes Park BR • 20 mina Waterloo • 5mins from A3 ( Raynes Park B282 exit) • 25 mino M25 Junc 10
Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dom Equipment • Details on request
WAS NOW
Momio Asty ST (50 Watts ex dem)
£450 £
350
Rega Ela
£495 f250
Audio Analogue Puccini amplifier (ex demi
£495 f399
NAD (Rugi) turntable (new)
£220 £179
Tandberg TCD310 3motor cassette deck WO)
Fri/a f125
Audio Analogue Puccini SE amplifier (ex dern)
f635 f550
NAD 1760 AV amp (ex dem)
£650 £
300
Theta Data 11
£1500
Krell KAV300iL (ex-dem)
£3698 £2995
Onix CD33 CD player.Pdillips CDM9 laser is/h)
f1000 £
250
Unison Research SRI (ex demi
£ 1250 £995
Krell SPB64 DAC
f9000 £2995
ParasoLnd MC3500
E. £
1000
Unison Research S2K amplifier (ex dem) £ 1350 £1195
Linn LK100 Power Amplifier (s/h'
£225
, n
,, Inet CD
£295
Vienna Acoustics Mozart Speakers. Blk.were f1200 new - S/H £595
60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTVV
Open 9.30-5.30 Tues Sat Tel: 020 8946 1528
Fax: 020 8946 0331
E-mail: shopOobrienhifi.com
II', Instant Finance Available Written details on request

UK WIDE

Isolation

undertaken all hand crafted in our work shops.
Also the EXCELLENT SILVER ARROW AUDIO CABLES.

Wain

For more information call
on 01634 841244
Demos by appointment only, credit cards taken
E-mail voodootekrhotmail.com

PROVIDES SPEAKER

seas

rrrin-'11
Skaaniag
Imurlspeakers

S

Fostex

Penkridge

Staffordshire

www.audioatmos • here.com

Stockists of:

NAIM, MERIDIAN, DENSEN,

ONKYO, ROKSAN, NAD, MARANTZ,
UNISON RESEARCH, WHARFEDALE, QUAD,
DYNAUDIO, PROAC, DALI, JMLAB, JAMO

UK WIDE

morel`

/U_I2/•

A V 1,, I

vilá

Our new range of speakers and amplifiers
is being reviewed in all the magazines
and recognised for its truly exceptional
sound quality.

peerless

LPG

To find out more quickly
www.avihifi.com

E7ON

TEL:01453 752656

REPAIRS & ADVICE

5E81-1-g:123K

On High- End & Quality Hi Fi

COMPONENTS INC
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
1 PO BOX 44283
MADISON. WI 53744-4283 U.S.A
TEL 68-831-3433 FAX 608-831-3771
e- all info@madisoune com

AUDIO Atmosphere
stuart@audic ,atmosphere.com

35A
Tel: 01482 587397

Audio & Vision

SOUTH WEST HI-FI

mADISOUND SPEAKER
Audio Synthesis Audion ecm records
Goldring Graham Slee LAT Lyra
Sennheiser Supra Thorens Tivoli

Street

ACOUSTIC PANELS

9/011010111.-

FURUTECH * GUTWIRE HEGEL
LC AUDIO * SEEC
SHUNYATA RESEARCH * TAOC
ZERODUST ZYX

29 Drake Avenue

25 Story

Hull, HUI

Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

NÔÉDOST
C

01785 711232

1)11.%\11

PARTS AND ADVICE,

excellent for suspended floors available in four different real
wood veneer finishes. Custom sizes and finishes

.1009eAfM

'

BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY

AIRTEK Pneumatic Isolation Platforms for all audio & audio
visual electronics, turntables & Speakers (excellent reviews &
HI-Fl NEWS Editors Choice in 2002 awards) three different
models available. AIRTEK, two valve model, load of up to
20gk, three valve load of up to 45kg four valve, load of up to
65kg, finished in achoice of four real wood veneers.
The new NATURAL RHYTHMS INTEGRATED Equipment
Rack System for the ultimate in isolation, the benefit of the
AIRTEK built in to each fier of the rack, also available non
integrated, four different real wood finishes available.
The AIRTEK stand mount speaker stands all wood
construction with AIRTEK base, available in four real, wood
veneer finishes. The AIRTEK floor stand speaker platforms

01.1 I

YORKSHIRE
M ADISOUND

PP

II 1,10 IN

01752 779933

free carriage nationwide
I

e-mail: southwesthifi@fsbdial.co.uk
Web: www.southwesthifi.co.uk

To advertise in this section Call
020

8774 0790
—\/

august 2003
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Absolute Dem
CO

Lintone Audio

Audiogram MB2- Integrated Amplifier
Audiogram MB1- Amplifier

£3499.

Audiolifeearch LS12 - Preamp,
Audio Research CA50 - Integrated Amp.

£1349
£2049

Audio Research DAC1-20 - DAC
Audio Research LS8 - Preamplifier

CT
h-

Audio Research 100.2- Amplifier £2590
Audio Research VT5O-Valve Amplifier £ 2199I
Audio Research REF600 Pair Mono Amp £ 15900

E;

California Audio Alpha - DAC

£800
£946

;

£ 6.90„

California Audio DX1-CD Playcir

£399

.1-

Copland CDA277 - CD Player FIDCD

I'
-I-

Copland CDA288 - CD Player HDCD
£ 124
Copland CSA301 MKI - Valve Preamplifier £720
Copland CSA303 - Hybrid Prea

£89à;

£730

fier

=

Copland CTA504 - Valve Ampli

—
Z
...,

Goldmund Mimesis 6B - Ampl

£1400

£ 109

Goldmund Mimesis 4 - Tuner

£2499.

£899

• Jadis Orchestra - CD Player

nr
1
•—

£1599

Krell KAV250P- Preamplifier
Krell KSA150 - Power amplifier

£1750'

treameelesp

Krell KSL- Preamplifier

-

£800
£120

PS Audio 6.1 - Preamplifier

£275.

PS Audio Ultralink II - DAC
MI

Advantage PI/A300 Pre Power Amps (used). £2,300.00
Audio Research LS2/2 Pre Amplifier (used). £ 1,600.00
Audio Research LS9 Pre Amplifier
(used). £ 1,300.00
Copland CSA 28 Amplifier (used) .. £795.00
Cyrus 7Amplifier
(used) .. £495.00
Cyrus 3Amplifier
(used) .. £295.00
Dynaudio 1.3/2 Speakers/Stands (used) .. £795.00
Krell KAV300CD CD Player
(used). £ 1,995.00
Krell KSL Pre Amp ( MM/MC) (used). £ 1,200.00
Krell FPB300 Power Amplifier (used). £4,995.00
Krell FPB600 Power Amplifier
(used). £7,995.00
Linn Sara Loudspeakers
(used) .. £300.00
Lumley REF ST70 Power Amp
(used). £ 1,295.00
Meridian 561 Processor (used). £ 1,700.00
Meridian 500 Transport (used) .. £795.00
Michell Argo HR/Electro Power Amps
(used). £ 1,895.00
Musical Fidelity Studio TPower Amplifier (used) .. £500.00
Musical Fidelity MVX Pre Amplifier (used). £ 1,000.00
Musical Fidelity XLP Phono Stage
(used)... £99.95
Musical Fidelity A3 Amplifier (used) .. £550.00
Naim CD3 CD Player
(used) .. £450.110
Naim NAP 140 Power Amp
(ex-dem) .. £550.00
Naim Nail 2Amplifier
(used) .. £295.00
Naim NAP 140 Power Amplifier (used) .. £395.00
Naim NAP 180 Power Amplifier (used) .. £750.00
Naim CDS/7JXPS CD Player (used). £3,750.00
Project Perspective T/Table (used) .. £500.00
Unison Research Mystery One Pre Amp
(used) .. £995.00
Wilson Watt 5.1 Speakers
(used). £7,995.00

£2

Apogee Mini Grands - Loudspeakers

—
...-

I

£989
£199

PS Audio Reference Link - Dig
Sonus Faber Concertino Home

£42

Saws Faber Grand Piano Home
Theta Digital Carmen - CD/DVD
=
g
l
3

Theta Digital Pro Prime II - DAC

£1133.00

Theta Digital Dreadnaught 5 ch amp
Wilson Audio CUB - Loudspeakers Silver

£4629.00
£2900.00

Z Systems RD01- Transparent Digital Equalizer

£1850 00

STOCKISTS (W NALM, MERIDIAN, CYRUS, ADVANTAGE, LUMLEY, BAT,
B5W. KRELL MARTIN LOGAN. DCS. ARCAM, PMC. MARAN1Z, SENOS ETC.

Emaikinfordlintone.co.uk
7-11 Park Lane, Gatehead, Tyne & Wear NE8 3JW.
Tel 0191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771

Website: www.lintone.co.uk

no grey imports - all equipment comes
with 1 year full warranty

i(),

TEL/FAX 01757 288652
www.mantra-audio.co.uk

MANTRA AUDIO
MAIL ORDER HI Fl ACCESSORIES

HEADPHONE SELECTION
Grado Prestige

SR- 60

Reference

SR- 80
SR- 125
SR 225
SR- 325
RS- 1

CARTRIDGE SELECTION
£85
£104
£152
£199
£294
£641
£495

RS- 2

Audio

AT 110E

Technica

AT OC 9ML

Goldring

1006

two pair of speakers to one amp
MA17

£30

Two-way unit for series switching
two pair of speakers to one amp

MA28

CD Switch to add CD input capability
to older type amplifier

MA29

Ortolan

£25
£32

Two-way Tape Switching Unit to
connect asecond tape deck

£42

CC126

Gold Plated 4mm Banana Plugs 4no

£8.00

OUNEX

J2P 3.5mm Stereo Jack
to 2phone plugs

£22

OUNEX1 Hi Copper Phono Interconnect
1metre pair c/w phono plugs

£22

£62

GEX

£ 52

£76

GEX

£ 67

£124 £ 100

£ 95

£86

GEX

£100

Eroica OUR

£ 133 £109

GEX

N/A

Elite

£232

£190

GEX

£40

N/A

£27

Prestige Gold

£110

N/A

£73

510

£34

N/A

Prestige Black

N/A

£22

MC 15 Super II £ 130 £110

EX

N/A

MC 25 FL

£ 227 £ 193

EX

N/A

MC 30 Supreme £ 452 £385

EX

N/A

Kontrapunkt b

£643 £ 548

EX

N/A

£ 837 £742

EX

M 97 XE

£95

V 15 V XMR
Sumiko

N/A

GEX

Rohmann
Shure

£ 16

EX

£ 143 £ 114

1042

Grado

STYLUS

N/A

£330 £280
£76

1022 GX

Two-way Unit for parallel switching

EXCHANGE
£28

1012 GX

QED SWITCHING AND CONTROL UNITS
MA15

linn
naim
cyrus
sugrien
rega
mark levinson
unison research
audio analogue
pathos

SELECTED USED EQUIPMENT AND SPECIAL OFFERS

£304

N/A

N/A

£ 58

N/A

£ 204

Blue Point Special £265 £ 237

EX

AND UP TO £ 15 WORLDWIDE FOR ORDERS OVER £ 50
MANTRA AUDIO ( HFN), 22 GARTH AVENUE, NORTH DUFFIELD,
SELBY, NORTH YORKS YO8 5RP

the audio room
2 george street, heclon, hull, HU12 8JH
tol

01482 891375

www.theaudioroom.co.uk
open mon sat 9a.m.-6p m

THE PINEWOOD
MUSIC COMPANY

1
£3,000
Krell KAV - 280CD (mint)
£2,500
Krell KAV-250P
£1,200
Sonus faber Signum
£780
Sonus faber Solo centre £240
Krell KAV - 500i Integrated
£2,500
GM equipment supports
call
Various Transparent cables
call
All units mint with original packaging.
Krell HTS

Tel: Pinewood Music 01460 54322
e-mail: brianrivOrnac.com
Mobile 07860 351113

Wanted
Classic English HiFi Components
or Systems
ALSO

Accessories
Good-HiFi

or

Literature
0845 644 3340

N/A

EX - Exchange price for MC from above companies
GEX - Exchange price against any cartridge type
Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

MAIL ORDER ( 1-10 DAYS) PRICES INC P&P ADD £ 5 EUROPE

spendor
revel
jm lab

To advertise in
this section
Call
020 8774 0790

Upgrade to SuperStereo with Dynavector's Adp-2 amplifier,
an easy addition to your existing system.Once you've heard how good your CD's
and records sound in SuperStereo you will never be content with ordinary stereo.

QUAD II

HiFi + Product of the Year 2002 & Editor's Choice Awards

South West Hi Fi can upgrade your working Quad II,

"Extraordinarily convincing"."Simply sounds more natural and right than regular two-channel stereo"
Paul Messenger HiFi Choice
DV Adp-2 amplifier £845 & details direct from:
Dynavector (SuperStereo)
Tel/fax: (01202) 767873
100 august 2003

\t—

E-mail: dynavectov@onetel.netuk

Web:http://web.onetel.net.uk/-dynavector

giving up to 103dB S/N ratio with greatly improved
transient response. Phono sockets are also fitted,
enabling high end interconnects to be used.
South West Hi-Fl
01752 779933
southwesthifi@fsbdial.co.uk
www.southwesthifi.co.uk

lef‘leeir ei
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"The Best in New, Second Hand and X-Dem Equipment „
%

>>
HI-FI

LJ

Choice
hi-fi
y o u c h o os
Choice

e

hi-fi make it easy for

you to fulfill your sonic
dreams. Quality hi-fi is not just
about expensive brandnames.
It's about aspiring to the very
best sound, about choosing
your ideal system from the
widest selection in the country,
in a unique no- pressure
environment.

Y ourchoice
Acoustic Energy
Advantage
ATC
Audible Illusions
Audio Physic
B.A.T
Boulder
Bryston
Cary
C.A.T.
Chord
Clear Audio
Denon
DNM
Egglaston Works
Efectrograph Delphi
Gamut
Genelec
Gryphon
Graham
lmerge
J M Lab
Krell
Lexicon
Linn
Loewe
Lutron
Lyra
Mark Levinson
Michell Eng.
Musical Fidelity
Naim
NEC
Nordost
Oracle
Ortofon
Plinius
P.M. C.
Primare
Project
Quadraspire
REL
Rockport
Roksan
Rotel
Ruark
Shahinian
SIM2
SME
Straight Wire
Sugden
Tara Labs
Teac
Totem
Transfiguration
Tri chord
Trilogy
Van den Hul
VPI
Wilson Audio
Wilson Research
YBA

Exposure VII pre + XII psu
Magnum Dynalab P200 Pre
dpa Enlightenment DAC
Kenwood L1000C Pre
Kenwood LI 000M Power
" Michaelson Audio Odyseus
Sunfire 300 Power Amp ( 110 volts)
Arcam Delta 110 pre amp
McCorrnak Line Drive
Thule Spirit CD
Audio Refinement Pre 5" new"
•Reduced this month

INSTALL

[450.00.
£695.00
[295.00•
£295.00
£395.00
[495.00'
(695.00'
£295.00
£395.00
£495.00
£395.00.

LI

[ 1.200.00
[ 1.900.00
L £895.00
£ 1.295.00
£1.500.00
£ 2,400.00
[ 750.00
£ 995.00
£ 900.00
£ 1395.130

thismonth

POWER AMPLIFIERS
Cello Performance 2Monoblocks
Krell KSA 250
Bel Canto Evo 4
Krell KSA BOB
Roksan Caspian Integrated
Roksan Caspian Power
Quad 33/ 303
PRE AMPLIFIERS
Audio Research LS2S mk 11
YBA 2a Line
LOUDSPEAKERS
Martin Logan 513
111 Lab Mini Utopia + Stds Rosewood
Dynaudio Audience 50
JM Lab Nova Utopia
Heybrook Sextet ( new drivers)
Revel Studio
ATC SCM 10 Passive Black
CD PLAYERS & DACS/ DVD PLAYERS
Krell KPS 25sc 24/96
Roksan Caspian CD
TURNTABLES,ANALOGUE,VARIOUS
Project RPM 6 " new"
Musical Fidelity XLP Phono Stage
Project RPM9/ arm/ 25FL ( Ex Dew)
VPI TNT mk IV/ Rockport 6000/ Flywheel/
VPI Stand/ Clearauudio Accurate/ Pump etc
Roksan Radius (Acrylic) ' new"
Roksan Caspian Phono se
Ortofon Rohman ( 2hrs)
AV COMPONENTS/ PROCESSORS
Lexicon MC8 Processor
Lexicon RTIO DVD Player-

Po we r-

£7,995.00 £ 20.000.00
£2,750.00
L6,000.00
[On Dens
£ 3.895.00
£1,395.00
L3.600.00
¿On Dens
£895.00
¿On Dens
£645.00
£295.00
£4,250.00
[1,295.00

L5,995.00
L1 , 995.00

£I,795.00 £ 3A00.00
£2,495.00 [4.899.00
[395.00 £ 577.00
(On De,,,
£ 19,999.00
£495.00
C1,200.00
I7,495.00
L13.000.00
£495.00 £ I.100.00
LI1,995.00 £ 23,498.00
¿On Dens
£995.00
[On Dem
[500.00
£75.00 [ 150.00
£895.00 £ 1,350.00
(8,500.00 £ 16.000.00
¿On Dens
L850.00
¿On Dens
L950.00
£850.00
L1,050.00
[On Dens
[On Dens

csmeoci
£ 2,300.00

amplifiers

Krell FPB 600e
Krell FPB 700cx
Krell FPB 400 cx
Naim Nait 3
Rowland Model 12 ( 4chassis)
Michell Alecto Monoblocks
Cary 805 C Monoblocks -new"
ES. Lab DX- S8
Plinius SA50
Plinius 8200P
Krell FPB 200
Krell FPB 600
Plinius SA 102 -new"
Musical Fidelity PI80
Musical Fidelity CRPS
Bryston 4BSST
Jadis Defy 7mk III
Mark Levinson No 27
Linn Bass Active Card
Gamut D200 " new"
Musical Fidelity FIS
Audio Innovations S1000 mk III monos
Krell MDA 300
Cary SLA 70 mk II Silver
Boulder 500 AE
Linn Klassik CD/Amp silver
Boulder 1060 Power " new"
Primare 30.1 ink 11 Integrated
YBA Passion Stereo new
Plinius 250 mk IV " new"

Pr- e

MULTIROOM

CINEMA

sale items

12 -11-

NJ e N.",

HOME

£6,500.00 £ 14,000.00
L11,995.00
C15,000.00
L9,600.00
¿lux:iota
£475.00
L608.00
£8,995.00 [ 14.500.00
L995.00. £ 2.000.00
[4995.00. £ 8,250.00
[On Dens
£ 2,995.00
[1,795.00
L2,700.00
[On Dens
£ 1,550.00
£3,995.00 £8,000.00
£5,995.00 £ 12,998.00
(On Dens
[ 3,75000
£395.00 £900.00
[395.00 £ 900.00
[On Dens
[ 2,350.00
I2,750.00 [ 6.000.00
[1,750.00
£
6.000.00
(69.00 £ 12000
£2,250.00
L3.250.00
L995.00. [ 2,500.00
[995.00'
L3,000.00
[4,995.00 [ 12,000.00
(1,295.00
L2.250.00
£3,495.00
L5,500.00
[895.00
L1,030.00
¿On Dens
L16.500.00
[1,350.00 £ 1.500.00
[3,995.00 £ 5.995.00
¿On Dens
£6,350.00

amplifiers

DNM 3c Primus Pre ( 3c psu)
Tom Evans TheVibe Pre
Krel/ KRC
Graff 13.5 Pre
Chord DSC 1500E ( dac/pre)
Audio Research LS7
Audio Research LSI
Audio Research LS3
Musical Fidelity F22
AVI S2000 MP remote pre
Cary SLP98L Remote Pre redern
Boulder 1012 ( pre ampi 24 96 Mc PlIonol
YBA Passion Pre ( Inc Phonor
Boulder 2010 Pre
Plinius 161 " new"
C.A.T. ultimate reference Pre Amp InciPhono

rei:0 2 0
fa.1:020

Open from
We

accept

0,195.00
£2,000.00
(On Dens
£ 2.700.00
[2,495.00
L6,949.00
£1,495.00 £ 3,000.00
L3750.00. [6,500.00
L895.00• [ 1.8C0.00
[795.00.
C2,000.00
[895.00.
£1,997.00
[695.00 [ 1.500.00
L395.00 £800.00
L1495.00. £ 2.794.00
[On Dens
[ 13.000.00
£3,995.00 £ 5,595.00
POA
[30,000.00
¿On Dens
£ 3,200.00
[On Dern
£ 5,750.00

8392
8392

ty

speakers

JM Lab Alto Utopia BE
Wilson Witt mk 1
Avante Garde Duo (White)
pi Lab Utopia
1M Lab Mini Utopia + Stand
B&W Matrix 805 (Walnut)
ClaraVox Magnifies
JM Lab Micro Utopia + Stand
Wilson 5.1
Reference 3A
Audio Physic Spark
Talon Kite Centre & Bracket
Ensemble PA I
Audio Physic Caldera
Aerial Acoustic SW 12 Sub Woofer, Maple/remote
Mirage M3 si
Linn Kabers (Active)
Rd lQ 200 E
Rd lQ 150 E
Audio Physic Luna Sub ( wood)
Audio Physic Yara
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
Vienna Acoustics Mozart
Vienna Acoustics 5.1
Cabasse ix 5.1
JM Lab Sib & Cub ( 5.1 spk sys)
Blue Room Minipod (White)
Blue Room Minipod + Sub ( Blue)
Blue Room Minipod Sub
SD Acoustics SD I
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
Audio PhysicVirgo III " new"
Audio Plan Contrast 3
Audio Physic Tempo III " new"
Naim SBL's
Rogers LS55 ' new"

¿On Dens
£9,999.00
(3,750.00 £9.000.00
[4450.00'
L8,000.00
[8995.00" £ 18,000.00
(2,495.00 £ 4.700.00
[295.00
teat*
[5,495.00 [ 14.500.00
I2,195.00 [ 4,349.00
[7,995.00
C19,600.00
[1,750.00
L2,250.00
[1,150.00 £ 1.795.00
[795.00
LI . 750.00
L895.00
L2,000.00
£4,995.00 [ 10,000.00
£2,995.00 £ 5,200.00
[1295.00' £4.100.00
[995.00
L2,500.00
¿On Dens
£650.00
[On Dens
£ 500.00
¿On Dens
£ 1.799.00
(On Dens
£999.00
¿On Dens
£ 6,000.00
(On Dens
£ 1,700.00
[On Dens
[ 3.5C0.00
[On Dens
[ 2.170.00
¿On Dens
£ 859.00
£225.00 £ 298.99
[625.00 [ 749.00
[415.00
L468.99
[595.00 £ 1.650.00
¿On Dens
L750.00
¿On Dens
£ 4.000.00
L995.00 £ 3.200.00
¿On Dens
L2,000.00
£995.00
£2.225.00
[260.00' [ 43000

DACS
Musical Fidelity NuVista cd
Sony SCD ISACD
Theta Data Pro Basic Ills
Bow Wizzard 24/96
Theta DS Pro Prime II a
Mark Levinson ML 31
Trichord PD- S503
Pink Triangle Ordinal
YBA CD IDelta (Twin psu)
Audio Synthesis DAX
Krell KPS 20i
Linn Karik Numerik
Mark Levinson 39
Maranta 17 Ki Sig ( Black & Gold)
Myryad MDV 200 DVD
YBA CD 3Delta
Audiomeca Damnation CD Transpon
Primare V20 DVD/CD
Audio Aero 32/192 Capitole CD (Ver. 4)
Primare V25 CD/DVD
Theta Pro Geny
Boulder 2020 duc
Theta Data Il Transport AT + link
YBA CD Integre new"
-1
-

Lx r
- rnti b Ie s.

£2,495.00 £ 3.000.00
L2,495.00 £4.000.00
£1,795.00 £ 3.495.00
L2,795.00
L4,003.00
(995.00 [ 1.800.00
(3,750.00 £ 9000.00
[295.00
L500.00
[295.0C1
L600.00
[3,995.00
L5.500.00
LI,995.00 £ 4.000.00
(4,795.00
L9,900.00
(1,595.00 [ 3,300.00
(2,995.00
¿
voice
L695.00
II.200.00
L750.00
L995.00
(On Dern
[ 2.200.00
£750.00 £ 1.600.00
[750.00
LI.000.00
¿On Dens
[ 4.500.00
[On Dens
£ 1,000.00
[595.00 £ 1.295.00
POA.
[24.000.00
L1,995.00 £4.000.00
(On Dens
[ 1,195.00

.&analoque

Tara Lab Decade 8h pair
£195.00
£2,000.00
EAR 834p phono stage
[ 350.00
L500.00
Transparent Ref 20h Spk
I3,295.00
L5.000.00
Lorricraft record cleaning machine
[ On Dens
£ 1,10000
Lyra Beta
[ 525.00 [ 595,00
Tara Labs The One Balanced I
m
[ 999.00
L2.250.00
Earmax Pro
[ On Dom
[ 425.00
Revox B160 Tuner
[ 450.00
L995.00
Decca London Gold (original Garrott Brothers) [ 1,495.00
LPriceless
SME 30/2A " new"
L10,495.00 [ 12,289.00
Moth Record Cleaning m/c
£ 395.00
L Project RPM4/ Ortofon 510 " new"
[ On Dens
L325.00
Ortofon Rohmann
¿ On Dens
[ 1.050.00
Ortofon Kontrapunkt a/b " new"
¿ On Dens [ 500.00/L750.00
Michell Gyro SE/ RB300 " new"
[ On Dens
L1.100.00
Michell Orbe/QC
£ 1,495.00 [ 2.200.00
Audio Synthesis Phono Eq mm/rnc
£ 795.00
C Gryphon Phono Pre-Amp (dual mono) Head Amp
£ 795.00 [ 1.600.00
SME Series VArrn " new"
L1.350.00 £ 1.650.00
Pink Triangle PT Ext psu
£495.00
CPlinius 14 Phono " new"
[ On Dens
L2,750.00
Nackarnichi DR 3
( 195.00 [ 400.00
Tom Evans - The Groove " new"
[ On Dens
£ 1,795.00
Clear Audio Reference Mc phono stage X-derno £ 1,695.00 [ 2,06100
Rega Planer 3 + Hi Fi News Out Board Power Supply £ 320.00 £ 423.00
Clear Audio Symphono phono stage X- demo MM/MC
M.40.00
£740.00
Lavardin Reference Phono " new"
[ On Derr
£ 2,500.00

'w

components

Lexicon DC2
SIM 2HT 300
Primare P30 Processor
Linn Klassik DVD
Lexicon MCI " new"
Lexicon MC12 / MCI2B
Loewe Xemix DVD " new"
PLASMAS
From NEC! Panasonic/Pioneer/Sharp
Electrograph Delphi/Seleco/Sony/Sanyo
Panasonic TH 42 PWD5 " new"

1959S

1994

zr.

BUY/SELL

020

[1,995.00
C3,500.00
L7,500.00 (9,000.00
[1,295.00 [ 2.000.00
¿On Derv,
c2.000.00
L3,000.00
L5,500.00
(On Dens [8100.00/ £8900.00
[On Dens
£495.00
from [ 4000.00

8392

[4,995.00

19 6 3

Iiiinfoechoice-hifi.com

10am to 6pm Mon to Sat and other times by appointment.
Buy, sell, exchange quality hi•fi equipment
all viajor credit cards. Finance available subject to status

POA
POA

themarket
FOR SALE
LEVINSON 3905 CD player
pre- amp £ 3295, Tel:

020

£4995,

Levinson 3805

8952 8586[1(2675]

the place for Hi-Fi

UNIQUE Cymbal CDPiz HDCD Onix 0A21 amp

(black) £ 55, Tel: Mike 01625

precious metals cables and interconnect, Mordaunt

[K26491

434544

(Cheshire).

Short bi-wire speakers, Apollo stand, excellent

LINN LP12, Valhalla power supply not working, £ 125,

condition, boxed, sell as system £ 1600 ono, Tel:

Cable Talk bi-wire speaker cable, 4metre pair, with 8

SOUNDCRAFTSMAN stereo equaliser, 40 sliders

07790 907261 Richard, Newbury Berkshire. [ K2614]

gold locking plugs £ 35, Philips CDiso with RC £ 5o,

per channel plus additional other control facilities

SUGDEN Masterclass pre- amp £ 1250 (£ 2100), power

Tel: Michael

used in major US studios, cost £ 1200, £ 350 ono Kraus

£1950 (£ 3150) CD £ 1500 (£ 2500) all Ai condition

REL Stentor III subwoofer, less than 1year old with

020 8954 1431. [ K2650)

am- fm stereo digital tuner, £ 300 superb specs & built

boxed. Tel: 07973 500274 or 01502 513940 after 7Pm•

3year warranty, black ash, excellent condition, £ 15oo

from Germany, immigration hence selling, Tel: 01895

[K2617]

ono (£ 2500), Tel: Steve 07813 788420 [ K2656]

635251. [ K1854]

VALVE pre- amp, David Manley tanard line phono

MARTIN LOGAN CLS112 electrostatic speakers,

KRELL FPB-300 Class A, great condition £4300, also

(new £ 350) £ 120, Sony SCD-XE670 SACO player

Walnut etc, spikes, immaculate condition, can

Krell KRC-3 pre- amp £ 1900, Transparent reference

unused, boxed (£ 300 new) £ 120, Sony small monitors

demonstrate £ 2750, boxed manual, SME Vtonearm

music wave 8ft speaker cable £ 1200 ono, Tel: 07919

sial model, BBC LS3/5A copy, fast accurate powerful

Living Voice lead mint condition all tools templates

211332

bass, real wood (oak) wide soundstage, new £ 460,

manual £950, Tel:

£15o, Tel:

nemali@aol.com [ K266o]

or

email: peterroy@btconnect.com [ K26531

LINN equipment for sale, Klout x3 £ 650 each, Kaber

01702 612588

Southend Essex. [ K2619]

01925

656990 after 6pm, email:

NAIM NAC 82 pre- amp with ' K' phono boards £ 15oo

active speakers £ 600, Numerik DAC £ 250, LKioo £ 15o,

ECOSSE Award-winning MS2.3 reference speaker

all very good condition, reason for sale upgrading, Tel:

cable, 10 metre pair with bananas and Naim plugs,

Linn Keilidhs, cherrywood with stands and new

Mark 01923 225108 [ K2037]

£460 new, mint condition, just burnt in, only one year

tweeters £ 450, both boxed and mint, sale due to

TACT 2.0 Room Correction pre- amp, digital room-

old, accept £ 250. Tel: 01503 262624 [ K2620]

upgrades, Tel: Mark 01303 253378 SE Kent [ K2662]

correction! £ 1200 inc DAC, (new about £ 3000), Aerial

SUGDEN AziA power- amp, mint boxed £450,

CHORD CPAzzoo pre- amp, black wood sides, boxed,

acoustic SW12 400W active remote subwoofer,

Rothwell Indus passive pre boxed £ 350, Creek P42

excellent condition £ noo, MSB Link DAC 24/96

power boxed £ 135, Technics SLio deck M.0 instruction

upgrade and power base £ 250, Tel: John

£350, any audition on all listed, delighted or refund.

9817.

private sale, prices include delivery. Tel: 01202 481386

NAIM ioi tuner with dedicated power supply £ 395

equaliser (Maple) £ 2400 (new f5200), Tel:

020

7405

6445 [ K2100]

QUAD ESL- 57 electrostatic speakers, good condition,

020 8532

[
K2665]

£425 ono for the pair, also Leak FM Troughline 3

Mike ( Dorset) [ K2622]

Meridian iol pre 105 mono amps £ 250 Sony MDS-

tuner, good condition, and £ 70 ono, Tel 01625 616618

KRELL 3ooi £1250, boxed and in excellent condition,

11393o minidisk £ 75 wanted meridian 605 amps. Tel:

[K1929]

for further details Tel: 01803 855321 (SDevon)

01279 724804 [ K2666]

B&W Nautilus 802 speakers, 18 months old, mint

[K2623]

1969 hi-fi system Fisher xiolD amplifier, Thorens

condition with cherry colour, low usage, £ 3750

B&W Nautilus 802 speakers, in red cherry, 18 months

TDiso deck, Shure V15 cartridge, Leak Troughline

(£6000), buyer to collect, Tel: 0121 525

old, as new, original packages £ 3750 (£6000), Tel:

stereo tuner, Revox 77A 4-track tape recorder,

07802 763043 (Mob). West Bromwich [ K2595]

01257 260725. [ K2624]

Wharfedale Dalesman speakers, working order, offers.

AUDIO SPECTRUM Hermes transmission- line

MICROMEGA micro drive/DAC CD player, with

Tel: 01298 25227 ( Buxton Derbys) [ K2667]

loudspeakers, very deep clean bass, very clean mid

remote, digital cables, manuals, boxes, owned from

LUX M6000, serviced Paravinci £ 3000, Lux boo,

and top, immaculate, deep cherry £ 1250, Tel: Hartley

new, vgc, can demo, £ 350 ono, MAF stands for Quad

serviced audio labs £ 400, Pioneer F91 tuner £ 225, Tel:

01872 262398 [ K2596]

ESL- 63 £ 80 ono, Tel:

014747 08631 (Dartford, Kent) [ K2668]

BRYSTON 14ST power amp, 18 months old, excellent

MARK LEVINSON 334 amplifier as new £ 3500,

EAR 549, pair £4000, EAR 864 £ 1000, B&W Nautilus

condition, cost £ 5000 plus, £ 2750 ono, Sonus Faber

offers considered, Sonus Faber Amati Homage

802 £ 4000, Naim oi tuner flow, Audio Synthesis Dax

ammeter

wanted, must be in mint condition, Tel: 01273 464449

2 and

(day), 01273 441151 (evenings). [ K2628]

Tel: 01606 860244 (Cheshire) [ K2670]

condition, cost £ 2500, £ 895 ono, Tel: 01206 298836,

LINN Classik integrated CD/tuner/amp, very

QUAD 77, complete outfit with remote control, cost

Mobile: 07870 840425 [ X2597]

successful with my Keilidhs £ 650, Trichord Dino phono

£3200, £845, pair Quad ESL- 63 speakers, one faulty,

MARANTZ CD7 limited edition CD player, mint

stage £ 15o, Sound Organisation turntable stand £ 30,

Quad have quoted maximum £ 1400 to repair and

condition £ 2650, Mark Levinson 380 pre- amp, mint

all as new and demo- able in Northwood, Middlesex.

overhaul both, £ 400, Tel: 01342 324731 (Sussex)

condition £ 3000, Tel: 01843 584030 [ K25991

Tel: Charles 01923 827914 Evenings [ K2634]

[K2672]

LINN LP12 turntable, Audio Technica, Grace arm £ 275

APOGEE caliper signature £ 1250, SME IV £675, Orbe

LUMLEY Ref ST70 valve power amp, mint, no box

IMF speakers on stands £ 180 pair, Aurex SC Mi 5power

DC/VC (unused), RB3oo £ 1650, Thorens TD124 Plinth

buyer collects, last list price on this amp £ 2700 £85o,

amp/pre-amp-tuner tape £ 120, all ovno, Tel: 01803

SME 300g- imp £ 525, Garrard 401 SME 3oog SME

sorry no offers, Tel: 0191 71471669 after 6pm. [ K2673]

865443 after 8pm [ K2600]

Plinth £ 375 Grace 707- II (unused) £ 275, Tel: 0117 955

AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX decade, single- ended

MERIDIAN 24/96 DSP5000 digital speakers,

6555 [ K2119]

£1750, Theta Carmen transport £ 2350, Theta Data

rosewood, boxed £ 2500, 562- control unit mint £ 450,

BOULDER 5ooAE power amps (pair) £ 2000 each

basic transport £ 500, EAR 802 pre- amp £ 400, Pass

Meridian 5oo transport, mint £ 400, remote, all boxed,

(£55oo), Audiomagic Illusion pure silver bi-wire

Aleph3 power amp £ 950, Wilson Benesch Orator
loudspeakers £ 1200, Sony SCD-X894o SACD player

2 plus

7442

( Home)

stone wood stands, boxed mint

£1800, Bow XL integrated io months old, boxed mint

01529 305028 [ K2625]

Transcend £ 15oo, all boxed in perfect condition.

manuals, Tel: (21295 258884.111 M4o zmin. [ K2608]

speaker cable £ 2000 (£ 6o0o), Audio magic Sorcerer

SPECTRAL DMA- 18o series 2reference power

pure silver bi-wire speaker cable £ 5oo (£ 2000). Tel:

£55, no reasonable offer refused, Leicstsershire. Tel:

amplifier, 200W/channel, superb and highly detailed

07976733856. [ K2645]

01664 822161 email: p.c.b.page@lboro.ac.uk [ K26741

sound, very fast, incredible dynamics and

MANLEY Reference valve pre- amp, with separate

AUDIO INNOVATIONS series 500 integrated, final

soundstaging, as new, boxed, £ 3995 (£ 12,000). Tel:

valve power supply, dual mono, all silver wiring, black

spec, boxed immaculate £ 550, Snell type Ez speakers

01453 887 954 [ X26091
GRYPHON Orestes limited edition MCI MM phono

gate & cerafine caps, includes £ 200 worth spare

oak, beautiful boxed inc ultra heavy custom stands

valves, incredible sound £ 2000 (£ 7000), Tel: 07976

£650, Tel: Graham 01554 824342 ( Swansea)[K2676]
NAKAMICHI Dragon, KEF Q65 speakers £400, SME

fully- balanced design, selectable input impedance,

733856. [ K26451
ATC SCM2oA PRO active monitors, latest drivers,

highly revealing, boxed, as new, £ 2195 (£60oo), Tel:

immaculate condition £ 1800 (£ 3300), Van den Hul

Tel:

01453 887 954 [ Kz6io]
AUDIO RESEARCH LS- 8Mk2 pre- amplifier, pure

Revelation speaker cable 5m bi-wire £800 (£ 2800),

ELECTROCOMPANIET EC4-7 pre- amp and AW6oFTT

will split, Tel: 07976 733856.

class-Acircuit design, outperforms acclaimed Audio

IMPULSE Lali loudspeakers

pre- amplifier (now produced as the Gryphon Legato),

IV arm £ 550, Michell ' so phono stage MC £ 350, please
020

8688 6565 [ K2677]

power- amp, mint £ 1000 with balanced leads, leak
2 way,

(91c1B) in maple,

arm £ 600, Tel:

779 3077 [ K2680]

Research LS15, providing superb resolution of musical

vgc £ 85o, Impulse

detail, as new, £895 (£ 500) Tel: 01453 887954 [ X2611]

mahogany, new mid drivers, £450, Tel: Mike 01625

B&W CDM7, mint, cost £ 1250, will accept £ 600 ono,

AUDIO RESEARCH VTi5ose monoblock power

434544 (Cheshire). [ i(2648]
B&W Rock Solid monitors (white), original boxes, 2

fantastic sound, hardly used, Tel: 01132 785245

pairs at £ 75 pair, B&W DM600 IFS centre speaker

JAMO Concert 8, 30th anniversary edition in piano

amplifier £ 5500, Tel: Roy

020

8861 1778 weekdays

9am-4.3opm. [ K26131

102

august 20°31"

H2

loudspeakers 3- way, (94dB) in

T1.12 monos £ 850 for the pair, Garrard 401 with Loth-X
0121

[K2681]

News readers to buy or sell equipment and accessories
black, silver wired by Audio Syrthesis, excellent

in excellent condition throughout, with original hard

time one, digital £ 50 (ficioo+), the two, io metres

condition £800 ono, also HNE granite speaker stands

case and all paperwork £ 1400, Tel: Neil 01476 550047

balanced £ 1750 (£ 4000+),1 metre phono £ 200

£275 ono, or both £900, may part exchange, Tel:

[K2716]

(£5oo+), Transparent digital £ 100 (£ 250), Quad FM4

Darren

SUGDEN Au41 power amp 1004 wpc. £ 300 (£ 850),

tuner £ 250, all boxed, immaculate, ono, Tel: 01604

01772

721114 or Mobile: 07899 828232

[K2685]

Aiwa DAT recorder with 50 tapes £ 250, MF XioD £ 50,

720122 [ K27281

KEF Reference 3.2, mint cherry £ 1300 ono, ATC

AVI Nu Neutron speakers £ 300, all GWO; tuners -

QUAD FM3 tuner, 33 control unit, Lindsey Hood 75w
amplifier, user manuals, £ 210, Tel: Tony Chapman 023

SCM2oSL, mint, rosewood with 21in slate stands, best

Cambridge T5oo £8o (£ 180), Denon TU26o £ 60 (£ 130);

offer over £ 900, all boxed can demo, Tel: 023 8047

Cassette recorders - Pioneer TW8o6 Twin £ 130

8087 9502. Hythe Hants [ K2729]

0107 Mobile: 07729 33374 8 [ K2686]

(£300), Marants DD92, plus many new tapes (rare

TACT AUDIO Cs 2.0 pre- amp, with room correction

AVANTEGRADE Solo active horns, metallic black

flagship item gold), Kenwood CDP-7090 CD player

DAC fitted, mint, boxed, new 1.5 software upgrade

stands, interconnects, Int. condition, new Dec 2002,

£250, Dynaudio Audience 42 £ 3oo, NAD turntable/

f175o ono, Tel:

cost £4200, instructions, boxes, HiFi News award

Audio Note cartridge £ 150, all pristine, most boxed,

AU DIOVECTOR M3 Signature, black, AVEX active

winner, genuine reason forces reluctant sale, £ 2750

Tel: 01883 623959 [ K2717]

crossover, awesome, all mint £ 1299 (over £ 3000 new),

Tel: 07973 692767 [ K2687]

EAR 869 integrated amplifier, 3months old, mint

Audiovector Mi Signature black, all mint, optional

MISSION 753 floorstanding loudspeakers, in black

condition, new £ 2300, for sale 0 £ 1750 ono including

superb stands, only £ 449. Tel: 07776 177485 [ K2731]

ash (boxed) £ 350 ono, Tel: Ian or Naomi 01949 836691

UK mainland delivery, Tel: Mark/Bernita 07887 662961

CHORD CPA 2800 pre- amp, enjoy vinyl - this pre-

(Notts) [ K2689]

[K2718]

amp has 4gain adjustments for phono, video and CD,

WELL TEMPERED Classic turntable, Ortofon

MUSICAL FIDELITY Nu- Vista 3D CD player £ 1900

also has input selector switches for cartridge

Rohmann, Michell mycro, RB3oo, Goldring, Denon DL-

ono, excellent condition, boxed, etc, fantastic sound

matching, balanced and unbalanced input and

110, Rega RB3oo, Magneplaner MG- 25, Audio Note

due to upgrade, Tel: David 01902 742959, or

outputs, excellent condition, $ 3300 in US currency,

07939

020

8856 1047 [ K27301

AN- EGyrodec SE, as new, Pioneer F-91, Thorens TD125

263408 West Midlands area. [ K27191

Tel: 607-723-6223

Rogers LS- 7, Rogers Studio- 5, lel: 0117 955 6555,

VDH speaker cables, The Revelation £ 395, The Wind

B&W Nautilus HTM1 centre channel speaker, cherry

07979 514450 [ K2691]

£125, both 3metres, Arcam Alpha 8tuner £ 105,

wood, mint, boxed, sacrifice £ 1200 (new £ 2000), also

NAIM 02 tuner, green, boxed, excellent condition

Kimber H.0 power cords, old type 5- foot x2 £ 55 each,

B&W P6 ( Kevlar, 3- way), cherrywood, excellent

£750, also Naim CD1 player, excellent condition with

4foot £40, 3foot £ 30, Mana speaker platforms (large)

condition £495 pair, Tel:

remote £ 750, Tel: 01623 458628 (Notts) [ K2700]

£90. Tel:

4134 evenings [ K2733]

or

020 8205 6778 ) 1(27221

[K2732]

020

7777 2264 day,

020

7341

VAN DEN HUL Grasshopper 1VGLA, recent service

LINN Sondek LP12, Ittok, Valhalla, K9 (new), unused

LEXICON MCi, mint boxed, moving sacrifice £ 2500,

£795, Audio Synthesis Dax Decade, mint, boxed £ 1395

since dealer service £ 400, Tel: 0141 755 1612. [ K2725[

Altec Lansing AHT23ooTHX subwoofer (100W), good
condition £ 250 (new £ 1200), Atlantic Technology

ono, Tel: 01903 261931 [ K2702]

MYRYAD MCioo CD player, black, mint condition

AUDIO RESEARCH LS3 fully- balanced pre- amp,.

boxed £ 150

pristine, black, as new, original packaging and

[K2726]

manual, fi000 (£ 2250), Linn LP12 turntable,

BOULDER L5EA pre- amp £ 1400 (£ 3000), Tara cable

OW10,

Tel: 01535 652992 (West Yorks) eve.

354SR dipolar surround speakers w/stands fi5o, Tel:
020 7777 2264 day, 020 7341 4134 evenings [ K27341
KRELL KAV250a/3 amplifier (250W x3channels),

unmarked, black, Ittok, Troika ,(
arma, little use,
original packaging and manual £ 500 (£ 1500), Tel:
01267 230998 [ K2703]
THORENS TD16o, no arm fioo, Wharefdale 708 £ 75,
Tel: 01493 700381 [ K2708]
CASTLE speakers, rarely used, superb condition,
leads supplied £ 220 ono, Tel: 01628 664894 or 07776
406863. [ K27041
KRELL HTS2 pre- amp and AV processor £ 3000, Krell

Classifieds may be submitted by email. Send entries to: hi-fi adseiponedia.com.
For your security, do not include a credit card number in any email. Please supply
a daytime telephone number where you can be contacted for credit card details.

Hif'News
• i

•

KSA iooS power amp £ 1500, the pair for £4250, both
excellent condition, all boxes and manuals, Tel:
Richard 07973 109599 (Beds) [X27051
OCOS speakers triple runs of 7metres complete with
impedance stabilizers and slaces. Mint condition
£350. Tel: 01284 703217[1(2709]

PRIVATE AD ORDER FORM:
DO NOT PHONE IN ADS

Rates: £ 8 ( inc VAT) per 3o- word insertion for one Issue. For two months £ 14; three months £17. Additional
words 5op each. Box numbers £3 extra.
Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word (eg, Pioneer Aifoo =two words)
PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

KRELL FPB600 power amp, with CAST upgrade fitted,
£6500, B&W Nautilus 802 speakers, in black, together
with dedicated shaped granite plinths (worth

--

additional £ 600), £4750,all vgc, Tel: 07751 769340
[K2710]
MICROGROVE plus m- cvers on, nearly new £450
(£70o), Finestra pre, great Ton- Evans design £ 500
(£1300), Avondale Audio moded Quad 606 power amp
£450, Tel: David 01235 768606 (Oxon) [ K2712]
EAR valve monoblock power amplifiers, mint
condition with instructions and replacement valves,
£1350, Tel:

01702

556932. Essex [ K2713]

ART 2loudspeakers, finished in piano black £ 2000,
Marantz CD- 7Limited Edition £ 1875, both items boxed

Please publish the above advertisement for_insertions under the heading:
FOR SALE E
WANTED E

[1] no

and mint, Tel: 01730 821240 eve [ K2714]

Box number required

JBL L300 Summit speakers, excellent condition,

cheque/postal order enclosed for £ (pounds sterling) made payable to

recommended by JBL, finish is American walnut, the

IPC Media or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex'

Hi__

L300 is the domestic version of the professional 4333

M

studio monitor, with smoked glass top, brown grill,

Expires (date)

silver cable; immaculate finish £ 1600, Tel: 01223
890278 [
1(2715]

I] yes

n

Card Number

Name
Address

Daytime telephone number
Dale of sending

Signature

`Please indicate which
IRNo reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions

send to: Classified Ads, Hi Fi News, IPC Media, Focus House.
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR92TA.

MARTIN HD28, 1995, absolutely stunning example,

--"V

august 2003
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themarket
mint boxed, moving sacrifice £ 1,500. Lexicon MCi Mint

07767 34559 2.Hertford. [ K2751)

Analogue Puccini SE amp £ 295 ( 595), Sonus Faber

Boxed £ 2500, Yamaha CDC845 5- disc CD changer,

STAX Omega 2Reference electrostatic headphone

Concertino speakers with Sonus stands £425 (900),

good condition £ 200, Tel:

system complete with matching SRM oo7t energizer

all mint and boxed, Tel: Paul 01159 783771 [ K2771]

7341 4134 evenings [ K2735]

(Top of the range), absolutely mint condition, hardly

ATC C4 centre channel active AVI 150 watt

CONRAD-JOHNSON Premier i4oSA power- amp.

used, with original packaging, price £ 2000 (new

monoblocks, REL Storm sub, model one, Quad 67 CD

Conrad-Johnson's new reference amp, as new with less

£3200), Tel: 01780 754694 [ K2752]

player, all boxed with manuals excellent condition,

than 5ohrs use £ 55o0 (new £ 7000), Tel: + 353 91

MUSICAL FIDELITY Nu- Vista 3D CD, little used

offers. Tel: 01287 638986 Cleveland area, email:
Malcolm.muir2Obtopenworld.com [ K2772]

7777 2264 day,

020

020

7013300 (W) or + 353 91 637745 (1
1). [ K2736]

boxed £ 2200 ono, Marantz CD63 Mk 2KI Sig £ 150

GRYPHON Callisto 2200 integrated amplifier, best

ono, Musical Fidelity pre- amp 3A, very good condition,

MICROMEGA Duo pro DAC, 4digital inputs, 21

integrated ever made, bought new Sep 2002, mint,

boxed, any offers, Tel: Andy

coaxial 2x optical, 2record outputs ix coaxial ix

box, manuals, guarantee, new £600o, sell £ 3100, Tel:

529128 [ K2753]

Francisco

MUSICAL FIDELITY Nu-Vista 3D CD player,

(£1200), Tel:

immaculate condition, boxed. £ 185o, Tel: 01204

RUARK Tallisman Mk II, rosewood, mint condition,

SONUS FABER Amati Homage (£8250); Cardas

460585 (eve)/07941 424322 (day) [ K27541

cost £ 750, accept £ 375, Linn L1(1, LK28o pre/power

Golden Cross speaker cables, bi-wired, 2.5m (£ 995);

WILSON BENESCH Act One, Tactic upgrade May

amps, 8oW £475, Atacama 5E24, heavy stands £40,

Pagoda HD01-55HD supports

2003, immaculate, boxed £ 3800 ono, ATC5oA SL,

Tel: 07973 189538. London [ K2774]

07979 24
0

977. email:

francisco@churtichaga.com [ K2737]

X2

(£ 725 each) - all

020 7252 8122 or 07791

optical, balanced and single- ended output £ 395
020

8554 1431 [ K27731

unblemished, little use, original packaging, re-

rosewood with slate stands £ 3400, Tact 2.0 room

ZINGALI 212 home monitors, patented, wooden

advertised due to bizarre time- wasters, Tel: Paul

correction with DAC and parametric equaliser £ 1800,

horns produce incredible sound and stage, beautiful

01858 433677 (leave message). [ K2739]

Tel: 0131 225 9002. email: S.Hussain@ed.sac.ac.uk

design and quality build, superb speakers £ 11,0oo

GRAAF GM2oo (£ 3950); Graaf GM13.5B (£ 2400);

[K2755]

new, accept £ 5000, see Audio Salon ad for more info.

Resolution Audio CD5o (£ 750); TICE power block

KRELL FPB600C amplifier £ 975o, Krell KCT pre amp

Tel:

(£650); Cardas GC XLR interconnects x2 pairs (£ 525

£8200, both mint, Tel: John 01629 814151 [ 1(2756]

LOWTHER Vector cabinets (see Feb 2002 article

020

7439 1365 [ K27751

pair); Cardas GC power cords x3 (£ 175 each), perfect

KRELL3ooi £1200, Krell CD DSP clear acrylic lid

p6o), Rogers JR149, Quad ESL towers, B&W DM4,

condition, boxed, re- advertised due to bizarre time-

£noo, both excellent, Naim SBL cherry £ 5oo, REL

Quad tuner, Quad 405/44, Quad 303/33, Linx Quasar

wasters, Tel: Paul 01858 433677 (leave message).

Storm £ 15o, Mana ref wall stand £ 150, Kimber 8TC

amp, Tel: 020 8681 1964 [ 1(2776]

[1(27401

£15o, vdH The Second, balanced £ 100, Russ Andrews

JOHN SHEARNE integrated and power amps,

AUDIOLAB 8000M mono power amp (pair), Audiolab

6-way powerblock, free silencer £ 150,

Roxanne (monitor) turntable arm and cartridge, Linn

8000C pre- amp, excellent condition, fully boxed with

mains £ 60 each, Quad FM4 £ 150, Tel: 07754 883509

LI312 Sondek, Ittok LVIII arm and Audio Technica AT-

manuals £ 795, Tel: Neil 020 8658 3806 after 8pm.

[K2757]

007, Meridian 5o6 CD player, Tel: 020 8681 1964

[1(2741]

SONY SCD-1, boxed, mint £ 2350 (£ 4000), XT.0 Pow

[K2777]

Mki £ 800, single Magnum Moo monoblock £ 5oo, 24in

CYRUS 8amplifier and PSX-R power supply, silver, as

S215o Digital Power Amp, as new, boxed, astonishing

mow sub £ 2400, 21in passive 280L cab £ 750, plus

new, boxed, unused, manufacturers warranty,

transparency, digital comes of age, I'm going

various oddments, described in April 2002 HFN

unwanted competition prize, highly reviewed, What

multichannel, cost new £ 9000, sale price (including

System Set-up, Tel: Simon 01502 582593 email:

HiFi 5- star rated, first offer £960 secures, Tel 01224

set-up and tutorial) £ 5995 ono, Tel: Michael 07900

briggsin@btinternet.com [ 1(2758]

322644 [ K27781

000044 [ K2742]

TURNTABLES, tonearms and analogue accessories:

THETA Dreadnought multi- channel amplifier, silver,

Ariston, Alphason, Image, Rega, Linn, Systemdek,

KK says 'AMasterpiece', reluctant sale, cost new

Voyd, SME, Helius, Michell, Transcriptors, Thorens,

f6995, half price, asking £ 3500, also F/S Dynaudio

Garrard, Micro-Seiki, NVA, 113E, Grace, Logic, etc, also

Contour subwoofer (£ 1750) £ 700, plus more, please e-

Griffin and Quad items, Tel: 01455 613489. [ K27591

LOWTHER acoustic twin cabinets wanted, maple

mail me for further details, Tel: Michael 07900 000044

10FT pair of Nordost SPM Reference speaker cable,

1960, PM7A drive units, any condition, working

TACT RCS2.2X Room Correction pre- amp and Tact

2 high

current

WANTED

[1(2743)

£2000, Conrad-Johnson Premier 14oSA power- amp,

drawings, twin feet, drive unit- mounting screens, Tel:

SONUS FABER Electra Amator II w/stands £ 2200,

Conrad Johnson's new reference amp, as new with

Jeff

Sonus Faber Gravis Bi Subwoofer (almost new!)

less than 50 hrs use £ 55oo ( new £ 7000), Tel: + 353 91

MARK LEVINSON 3805 pre- amp, must be in

020 8220 0380 [ K2602]

£750.00, Townsend Isolda Speaker Cables, 3m bi-wire

708300 (W) or + 353 91 637745 ( 1
1). [ 1(27631

excellent condition for quick buy, please phone 020

£600.00, Copland CSA28 Amplifier £900, all mint, Tel:

T+A K3 silver film ono, T+A Ki chrome £ noo ono,

8868 0369 and leave message for Arun. Thanks

020)8543 5531 Chris (Evenings) [ K27451

T+A speakers Talis TLS 1, £ 800 ono, T+A Talis TLS 3,

[K2766]

HARBETH L55/12A miniature BBC music monitors, in

£1300 ono, Grado RSi (as new) £ 510, Kimber Monade

HEATHKIT cotswold speakers urgently required, Tel:

rosewood, boxed, certificates, reviews, £ 395 (£ 1250),

X3m pair £ 390, Kimber 8TC loft pair £ 190, 13ft mono

KEF 3oB subwoofer, boxed, one year old, £ 125 (£ 350)

WBT £ 140, reference power cord 6ft £ 120,

01689 870463 [ K27271
SME Model io turntable with SME arm and m- c

Target Ri stands £ 125 (£ 275),Tel: 01752 518868

Beyerdynamic DT- 990 headphones, £ 8o ono, Tel:

cartridge if possible, also wanted Michell Gyro SE DC

(Plymouth) [ 1(2746]

01506 441455- [ 1(27641
PROCEED PDT3 transport & PDP2 DAC in excellent

6pm Paul. [ K2707]

PINK TRIANGLE Anniversary, SME V, Audio Technica
Anti £ 165o, Elite Rock, Rega 250, Audio Technica AT-

condition, super sound and can out- perform many at

F5 £ 400, two classic turntables, Tel: Scott (Glasgow

this level, costs -- Woo new, quick sale hence low

Area) 01236

price of £950, buyer collects, Tel: Arun

827747 (Evening)

[ K27471

QED Genesis Silver Spiral speaker cables, 3metre

leave message. Thanks. [ K27651

020

8868 0369

motor model, private buyer. Tel: 01234 302769 after

TRADE

length, as new, including WBT 0660 (silver- sandwich

LINN Isobarik, walnut, boxed stands, cables, active

8mm spade) connectors £ 150 ono, Tel/Fax: Bari, (m-

LK 100 x4 active modules, mint, interconnects, Linn

MERIDIAN 601 DSP pre- amp with MM/MC, fullybalanced, mint £ 1195, SME Vtonearm Eio5o, Cadence

352-407811; Mobile, 00-352-021500756, email:

Kairn m-c/m-m, superb sound £ 1695, also LK28o

anina hybrid electrostatics, ex-dem £ 1599, EAR 834L

barig@pt.lu [ 1(2748]

Spark, boxed £ 275, Tel: 003531 295 4076 [ 1(2768]

with RFT valves, mint £425, Tom Evans Microgroove

LINN lsobariks, black ash, in almost mint condition

EXPOSURE XVII pre- amp with phono stage,

MC phonostage £ 295, Chord Chorus 05m £ 90,

with stands, boxed etc. wife forces reluctant sale,

Exposure IV power amp, single regulated £600, Linn

contact AUDIO 4SALE on 07909 697060 we also buy

£65o ono, Tel: 07973-710562 or email: sstevecowie@

Sara speakers with Linn cable and stands £ 280, Tel:

similar gear for cash. [ K27491

aol.com. [ 1(2750]

01285 644418 (Glos) [ K27691

AMAZING CABLES! Silver hybrid and solid silver

B&W Nautilus 803 speakers, 9months old, boxed,

TRANSPARENT balanced music link, super

interconnects from £ 85, with world- class plugs, solid

with receipts, superb £ 2200 (£ 3500), Musical Fidelity

interconnect 1metre pair £435, also music wave super

silver speaker cables from £ 220, fantastic

Nu-Vista 3D CD, 3months old £ 1950 (£ 3000), MF

bi-wire 2.4 metre £ 1300, Tel: 01383 825287 [ K2770]

performance, refund guarantee, details Tel: 0115 982

AUDIO ANALOGUE Paganni CD £ 375 ( 795), Audio

5772 after 7pm, email: bob@skydivers.co.uk

A3CR power amp £ 540 (£ 100o), Tel: 01920 831172
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Acoustic Arts
Watford
Tel. 01923 245250
Audio Counsel
Cheadle
Tet. 01614 916090
Audio Counsel
Oldham
Te . C1616 332602
Hifl Studios
Doncaster
Te . 01302 725550
Kevh Galloway
Aucto
Kilmarnock
Tel 01563 574185
Midland Au
Exchange
Kidderminster
T. 01562 822236

lb
Densen

B-400

Mike Manning
Taunton
Tel. 01823 326688
Mike 'fling
Yeovil
Tel. 019
479361Ib
New Audio Frontiers
Loughborough
Tel. 01509 264002

PLUS

The new PLUS DAC based on the acclaimed X DAC, the PLUS AC features new analog stage based
on an advanced Class A amplifier stage corn letely without fe dback circuit, completely re- designed
24 Bit D to A converter circuit with 1ppm preci on in the recept on of datastream.

Phonography
Rilgwood
1425 461230

red to the B-400, and we are proud of

Progressive Au
Gillingham
Tel. 01634 389004

The upgrade is a COMPLETE upgrade,
Current owners of B-400 can upgrade their B-400 to a B-400 PLU .
meaning there will be NO difference between a B-400 upgrade to B-400 PLUS, and a factory manufactured B-400 PLUS.

Radfords
Bath
Tel 01225 446245

If the PLUS upgrade has your interest, conta tyour Densen cealer,who will be happy to help you.
Upgrade to a B-400 XS is also possible, more inf rmation from yoijr dealer....

Radfords
Bristol
Tel. 01179 441010

Soundwise, the B/400 PLUS represents a giant st p forward corn
being able to present such qualities.

Even the frontplate on your B-400 will be upgraded to a new fro tplate with the PLUS logo !
Our main focus is to achieve the best possible "airguitar factor”;

nly when your equipment sounds so

good that it makes you want to stand up and play the airguitar or become an "air- conductor" - only
then have we achieved what we wanted: to create musical ex eriences so great that you forget
everything and focus 100% on the music.

Densen . Randersvej 28 . 6700 Esbjerg • Denmark
Phnnp• ( 4-L151 75 1R 17 14 . www densen dk

Signals
Ipswich
Tel. 01473 655171
Zen Audio
Hull
Tel 01482 587397

•

a6.

‘, •
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established 1979 (formerly the Music Room) • 4demo rooms in dedicated prem ses

5Crown Terrace, Hyndland, Glasgow, G12 9HA, Scotland

Shanling
"east meets west to create arange of products that are truly breathtaking ...
Audio Salon is very proud to be the first Dealer in the UK to demonstrate and sell
the Shanling Range of products. Most people are now familiar with the wonderful
CD-T100, ahigh-end CD Player that proves striking looks, exceptional build quality
and jaw-dropping sound can be combined in one package - at aprice that's affordable. Somuch so, that it has many people scratching there heads as to just how
Shanling have managed to produce such aCD Player of this standard and for only
£1650.
Shdnling have released three other products, all cl.w
4o
hicthii,ver have

on permanent demonstration

SF-80 Valve Monoblocks
The first of these arc the SP-80 Valve Monoblocks Pair (£2000) providing 80watts of
power that will drive most speakers comfortably. They share the same excellent attention to detail as the CD Players and it is very clear that every single element of their
design has been carefully thought out so that it will work in perfect harmony with
the next. The Monoblocks are linked by an umbilical cord where by one monoblock
becomes the master and the other the slave. The master amplifier is then operated by
Remote control to adjust the built in digital volume (control) pot. Essentially any highquality CD player can be connect directly to the monoblocks. The obvious choice of CD Player is the CD-T100 or SCD-T200 where you create
asystem that is truly breathtaking, one that will certainly cause you to have many alate
night as you rediscover your musical collection that you thought you new so well.
SCD-T200 SACD Valve CD Player
Building on the design of the CD-T100, Shanling wanted to
take the experienced gained on designing that CD Player and bring it together with the
new SACD format. Thus the SCD-T200 (f2150) was born and in doing so, Shanling have
produced their finest CD Product to date - atrue high-end machine capable of challenging far more expensive products. Whilst manufacturers slowly release SACD machines,
few have released amachine that brings the beauty of valves and the high-resolution of
SACD together in one package. If ever aCD player could appeal to die hard vinyl fans,
„this or the CD-T100 could definitely be the products to do
it!!
SCD-S200 SACD CD Player
We are the sole Dealer in the UK to stock and demonstrate the new SCD-S200 (£1150). This CD Player
not only plays standard CD's very convincingly but
plays the high resolution SACD format too. There is not asingle valve to be found
anywhere inside the beautiful and very heavy chassis, but this has not stopped
Shanling from again producing aproduct that will sell in the numbers. A wide open
soundstage, timbre, clarity and superb dynamics are just afew of the things that
will jump out at you when you sit down and treat your ears to the qua ity of sound this CD Players delivers. A tru
exception product at atruly exceptional price. Built like atank!
Spend some time with Shanling at the Audio Salon, you will be glad you had!!

Art Audio • Art Loudspeakers • ATC • Audiostatic • Ayre Acoustics • BOW

osen 9am-6 " In (monsat)

b as ' ointment ' lease

looking after audiophiles all across the world
Mark Levinson
"create instruments of sound in aclass of
their own ... "
To fully appreciate any Mark Levinson product you
have to see it in the flesh. You then have to pick it
up (power amplifiers excluded !!) then gently place
it down, feel the silky smooth controls for everytAllt is
clearly and simply laid out - providing all the options that youliadeis is purely and simply - engineering at its
very best and to the very highest standard.
Once you realise the sheer joy and pleasure of orating any product in the range you can •
ck and listen to
something that has had thousand of man hours of des1 ñ and fine tuning to
develop ai;t instrument of sound - truly in aclass of its very own.
The Mark Levinson range consists of CD Transport, DAC, CD Intile;ated,
Pre and Power Amplifiers, Integrated Amplifiers and even Home ' nema.
There is something for everyone at all ends of the price spectrum. Whichever product you listen to, each and every one offers superb value for money.
The new No. 431, 432 and 433 Power Amplifiers.
Three new and very exciting stereo Power Amplifiers have just been released, making the 400 series larger and more
diverse as ever. The new models in the range are: 431 (f5995), 432 (£7995) and 433 (tba). The 432 and 431 has been
released with the 433 to follow shortly. The 400 series power amplifiers represent significant advancements when
compared to their predecessors. Not only do they sound better, they are more powerful, physically smaller and are
less expensive than the 300 series too. Based on the N"434 and N°436 power amplifiers, the N"432 is adual-mono 400watt power amplifier with all the authority and finesse that are the hallmark ot the Mark Levinson sound. The N"432
takes command of the music with astounding confidence, dynamics, and ease. Like all 400 series multi-mono power
amplifiers, the N"432 doubles its rated 8-ohm power at 4ohms. Combine that with massive independent power supplies for each channel, and the N°432 is an appropriate companion for virtually any loudspeaker. Unlike the N°434
and N"436, the new 400 series power amplifiers are entirely convection cooled, not requiring fans. The new amplifiers
feature individual heat sinks for each channel to maintain asafe operating temperature while delivering continuous
output power. In addition, abalanced voltage-gain circuit allows the 400 series amplifiers to generate more precise
signals with lower noise. The fully-balanced circuit includes ultra-high performance parts that allow this advanced
design to reach its full potential. The 432 really tips the scales
No. 390S CD Player
The No. 390S (£6500) CD Player has received alot of coverage in the press as adigital product that really stands out
from the crowd. This comes as no surprise to us or the very happy customers who have purchased this truly astonishing and much admired CD Player. When connected directly to the new 432 you have asystem that re-introduces
you to all those CD's you thought r'l!Ilitartew!
Alvin Gold wrote about the No. 390S (Hi Fi News April " To sum up - practically flawless."
Owners of the No. 39, can upgrade to the No. 390S for £12
rthis relatively small amount you get, almost a
brand new CD Player in effect. The differences between the No. 39 and 390S are very substantial - it will probably be
the most cost effective upgrade you ever make!!

the -perfect ca bit rtotr
-For voerk. Levi-o-sow

EAR/Yoshino • Heart Audio • IPS • Lyra • Mark Levinson • Michell

tel 0141 357 570 fax 0141 339 9762

hand - crafted professional products

Zingali Loudspeakers
"they not only speak to the ears, but directly to the heart..."

Cokeeeum Cinema S ( from £ 395)

Today, there are so many loudspeakers available that it makes choosing the right one difficult and
mistakes very costly. So what is the solution? Simple, visit the Audio Salon, sit down comfortably and prepare yourself
to hear the Zingali Speakers, not aspecific model, any of the range will do one immediate thing. Provide your
ears with asonic and holographic landscape that will reproduce the music as it was first recorded - every
single nuance of sound will be before you to enjoy.
Sounds to good to be true?? Well give us acall or book ademonstration and let us demonstrate just how far ahead of
most of the competition Zingali have come.
Since their introduction, the Omniray based loudspeakers have been submitted to countless tests, technical measurements and listening sessions by Sound Engineers throughout the world who have all agreed that the Omniray
technology represents a new chapter in superior sound reproduction.
Why? On Zingali loudspeakers the acoustic image and the timbre of all musical instruments are reproduced with uncanny fidelity, so as to perfectly restore the " live" orchestral scenery with simultaneous
dynamic qualities and an equilibrium among all the instruments never possible before.

CohnNeum Cinema M ( from £.195

The king of the Italian loudspeakers offers much more than asolid wood cabinet. The patented horn is agiant leap
ahead of the coloured genre of the late 20th century and offers wide angled dispersion of high frequencies
without beaming. Combined with clever sub bass loading, this uses the room acoustics positively and confers
many advantages. Energy patten is open the listening position, and high resolution is not focussed at one sweet spot.
Sound is lifelike and with full harmonic content.

Overture Range
There are five models in the Overture Range: Two stand mount, two floor standing and acentre channel
speaker.
Each model provides an open window, and once opened you will never want to dose it, for every piece ot
music you play will be even more enjoyable than the last. The model sensitivity start at 90db so the Overture
range are perfect partners for low-powered valve SE or PP amplifiers. For example use them with the Art
Audio Diavolo (meaning Devil) and other similar priced amplifiers don't stand aprayer! To not at least
sit down and listen for alittle while to an Overture model, is too miss out on something very special,
very special indeed.

•

Colosseum Home Cinema Range
The new Colosseum Home Cinema Range - just introduced, SURROUND AND 5.1 FORMATS: the radically
new and exciting Colosseum series of speakers. They not only look better than every other Home Cinema speaker
available but they sound better too. Taking the existing technology from the rest of the range, Zingali have
produced avery small, but exquisite elegant range of speakers that will bring awhole new dimension and
atmosphere to both movies and listening to music.
The range includes passive subs, active subs, centre channels, satellite, and three sizes of front! rear spe ers.
Prices depend on finish but start from as little as £275 for the passive sub, £425 for active sub, £195 for centre
channel, less than £1000 ( textured black finish), and £ 95 for front speakers (pair). You could build asuperb
5.1 home cinema speaker system for £1000. You will not find amore beautiful looking and dynamic sounding home cinema system than this at twice or three times the price. Treat yourself and your ears today! Well
worth avisit to the Audio Salon.

Pathos • ProAc • Proceed • Revel • Shanling • Simon Yorke • SME

www.audiosalon.co.uk

providing apersonal service that is second to none

News and Views from the Audio Salon
AudioSource, ATC, Ayre, Lyra, Townshend
AudioSource Stratos offer interconnects of the highest performance at prices that break tie
the market norms based on high costs of distribution. Based on direct mail order, a28day trial assures no mistakes, and affords the opportunity to compare with much more costly
models. Priced at just £ 125 for the latest 1.2 metres per stereo pair (£99 for 0.6 metres), they are rated
by customers as the rivals of the highly acclaimed ... and highly priced alternatives.

offer

co
'oso

The E4 / 2is apower filter for an astonishly low price of £129 as an introductory offer; featuring exactly the same
mains filter as the acclaimed six and eight outlet boxes (£249 and £389), what you gain here is substantial reduction
of EMI and RFI mains borne pollution. Top of the range is an all-new E4/12. At £659, the twelve outlet power source
requiring adouble wall socket and separating digital and analogue apparatus with separate and buffered power.
Designed for AV and multi-channel, it is equally suited to the audio purist with digital equipment,
but we still highly commend and sell the Kemp Elektronics at £795 as the ULTIMATE passive
conditioner. Above this, the Furman IT2315 offers fully balanced mains
with conditioning and protection against spikes and other conditions
that degrade or even destroy your valued equipment. It really does
happen: it has happened to us, that's when we searched for and
found Furman. The choice of the professionals: dubbing studios and
cinemas.
ATC bridges the gap between musical and professional monitors in terms
of value and performance. No longer unaffordable, ATC have blended lush
sound with analytical detail. Passive models begin from £499 per pair (SCM 7) and the
new floorstanders at only £1,999 feature the acclaimed hand-crafted ATC midrange driver.
ATC have proved that Active designs, discredited in the 1970's, can be compelling. In HiFi+ (May/June issue, p.63) Jason Kennedy challenged any manufacturer to produce aloudspeaker, amplifier and
cable that came anywhere near the performance of the SCM-50 Active at the price (£7,471, Cherrywood finish).
Ayre Acoustics are now shipping their new K-5 pre-amplifier (£2,950) and the V-5x fully balanced power amplifier
(£4,495). The CX-7 CD player has to be heard to be believed: and the smartest thing is the UK price of £2,950, same as
the similarly priced and stirring integrated amplifier with which the synergy and simplicity make an informed choice.
Lyra now dominates the moving coil cartridge world, based on unequalled performance, price and (above all)
consistency. Now shipping is arange starting from only £495, the Lyra DORIAN. When Lyra recently launched their
long-awaited flagship, few could have anticipated the rediscovery of vinyl that would result. Discuss or hear it at The
Audio Salon.
1
ii
1

Townshend is an elite and perfectionist company, much acclaimed for real sonic breakthrough products. Their
isolation platforms and stands are much misunderstood if conceived as merely airiimie._
11111116 filled devices. Their modular super-tweeters also defy minimal expectations. The
effect is more than enhanced treble detail and "air". Mid range is liberated and bass
C
t
is better defined. Add them to your existing loudspeakers; and keep them when
you upgrade; it's one of the better steps forward you can do. Priced at £800 per pair,
e
and far superior to the cheaper units built into High Street loudspeakers featuring
super-tweeters.

l

e

Progressive and keenly priced products like these make buying used equipment an unnecessary gamble and an
illusory saving. The Audio Salon is adealership which exists to SAVE you money in new AND used equipment.
Moving soon to larger local premises, we have this month many ex-dem offers. Call for details we are unable to print!

Stax • Sugden • Sumiko • Trichord • Unison Research • Zingali

in o@audiosalon.co.uk

every great business is built on friendship
41ZOW

New, Ex-dem and Previously
Cherished HiFi

t.t.R. OWN
,

Our prices are 10 - 20% below market value for rapid turnover
All used equipment guaranteed for six months; neto and ex-dem
adds manufacturer guarantee. New (factory) sealed boxes
indicated (New), Ex-dem (Ex-D) or Used (s/h)
Goods mostly shipped next day delivery by TNT. UPS premium
service costs £9per box UK next day.
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LIST

BOW ZZ 8CD Player I2S Bus (
ex-d, mint)
Gryphon Adagio (
3months old, s/h, mint)
Neukomm Reference CD Player (
ex-d, mint)

£4,995
£4,300
£2,250

SALE
£3,495
£3,250
£950

Amplifiers

wo other •
anze to

with

o1- ea

wí.re

Digital

Art Audio Diavolo monoblocks 300B £5,995
chrome/gold (
ex-d,mint)
Audio Note M7 Pre-amp (
ex-d, mint)
£7,500
Audio Note Kegon C Poweramp (
s/h, mint)
87,000
£
ATC CA2 Preamp (
s/h, mint)
£765
BOW ZZ 1Integrated Amp (
ex-d, mint)
£
2,795
Conrad-johnson PV10AL (
s/h, mint)
£1,195
amend new NOS Iiingsram Valves)
Gryphon Callisto 2200 Int Amplifier £5,790
(slit, mint, with phono)
Neukomm Ref Amplifier 150 wpc (ex-d,mint)
£
2,500
Mark Levinson No. 335, 250 rape (s/h,mint)
£8,495
PassLabs X-2 Pre-amp (
New)
t2,550
PassLabs Aleph5(
s/11,mint)
£3,350
Proceed Pre-amp (
Fully Balanced, s/h, mint)
£1,995
Sugden
Masterclass Phono Amp (
ex-d, mint)
£1,250
Masterclass Pre-amp (
RC,bat,s/e,ex-d, mint)
t2,300
Masterclass Monoblocks pair (
bal ,ex-d, mint) £6,600
Sugden Bijou System (ex-dein)
CDMaster (
ex-dmiirit)
£1,299
HeadMaster pre (with R/C) (
ex-d,mitit)
£659
FMMaster tuner (
ex-d,mint)
£949
AmpMaster power amp (
ex-d,mint)
£689
Unison Research 845 Absolute £19,995
(s/h, mint, very rare, beautifid and sonically without an equal)

£3,995
£3,500
£22,000
£495
£1,995
£495
£4,150
£950
£4,495
£1250
£1750
£795
£850
£1,450
£3,990
£1,095
£550
£850
£575
£8,500

Loudspeakers
Audiostatic Wing Electrostaticee:t-d,shght inark)E5,000
£2,495
Audiostatic Wing Electrostatics+Fins(ex-d)
£5,500
£2,995
ATC Active 10 (
s/Imnint)
£950
£1,600
Avalon Arcus (
diem/finish, mint s/10
£1,650
£7,800
£11,450 £5,995
Proac Future 2 (
ex-d,mint,birds eye maple)
Wilson Audio 6.1 (
slit mint)
£20,000 £9,995
Zingali Overture Reference 1S
£1,990
£1,550
(Ex- D, mint, old style çrills)
Zingali Overture kekrence 4S
£4,750 £2,950
(Ex- D, slight dent on one corner of one speaker)
Analogue
Nakamichi Dragon Tape Deck (
mint)
SME Model 10 + IV Arm + Audio
Note ANVx + VDH Frog Mark 2 (
s/h, mint)
Sumiko Pearwood MC Cartridge (
new)

£1,095
£5,658
£1,195

£3,995
£850

List no 85. For an updated and comprehensive list of equipment
and audio cables, please visit www.audiosalon.co.uk

wwwjpsiabs.covu.

www.audiosource.co.uk

Suppliers and installers of High Quality Audio Systems
47 Laboratory - Accuphase - ATC - Audio Physic - Audio Research
Avalon - Accoustics - Avid - bel canto - Benz Micro - Cardas
Clearaudio - Conrad Johnson - dCS - Densen - DNM/Reson
Eloetrocompaniet

Finite Elemente

Great

Gryphon

JM Labs

Krell - Kuzma - Lavardin - Mark LevinSOn - Martin Logan - Michell
Nagra - Primare - ProAc - Rega - Siltech - Sonus Faber - Spectral
Nordost - Sugden - Transparent Audio - Verity Audio - Wadia

Ilignaggrch VS55

Kuzma Stabi Reference /Triplanar

Krell KM/ KCT

...

"n9

p}
tis:\

>cartridges

0

QUALITY USED

dnm
goldring
lyra

Also agents for
Advantage Balanced audio technologies.
Boulder. Burmester. Egleston Hovland.
Kharma Lumley . Pass labs SME.
Sound lab VIL .

su mi ko
cables
audioquest
chord company

CURRENT INVENTORY
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REFERENCE XLR IMTR EX DEM
ADVANTAGE A300 POWERAMP
ADVANTAGE S2 PREAMP
ATC SCM10 BLACK
AUDIO RESEARCH LS15
AUDIO RESEARCH SP16
AUDIO RESEARCH VS55
AUDIO RESEAARCH CLASSIC 60
GROOVE TUBED FULL SERVICE
AUDIO RESEARCH VT50 BALANCED
AUDIO RESEARCH D130
AVANTGARDE UNO
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES VK51SE
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES VKD5SE CD
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES 6200/5 CHANNEL
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES VK75SE
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES 300X
BOW WIZARD CD
BURMESTER RONDO CD HDCD BALANCED EX DEM
CHORD CPA 3200 E
DENSEN B400 CD + GIZMO REMOTE
EAR 534 POWER BALANCED
EAR THE HEAD PHONO TRANSFORMER
HOVLAND HP- 100 + M/C PHONO
HOVLAND SAPHIRE POWER AMP
JAMO CONCERT 11 CHERRY
KRELL KAV 280 CD
KRELL KAV 300IL
LUXMAN K-351 CASSETTE DECK
MAGNUM DYNALAB Fill
MARANTZ CD7
MARANTZ 63KI SIG MK2
MARK LEVINSON 331
MARK LEVINSON 39
MARTIN LOGAN AERIUS I
MERIDIAN 551
MERIDIAN 555
MERIDIAN 518
MERIDIAN 561
MERIDIAN DSP5000C 96/24 BLACK
MERIDIAN 500 TRANSPORT
MERIDIAN 501.V
MERIDAIN 505 MONO
MUSE MODEL 8/296 DVD/CD TRANS & 24/96 KHZ DAC
MUSICAL FIDELITY X PRE
MUSICAL FIDELITY F25
MUSICAL FIDELITY F16
MUSICAL FIDELITY NUVISTA CD
NAIM CREDO EBONY
NORDOST BLUE HEAVEN 0.6 MTR XLR
NORDOST BLUE HEAVEN 1MTR XLR
NORDOST BLUE HEAVEN 3 MTR BIAMP BANANA'S
NBS SIGNATURE SPEAKER CABLE 2 X 6 FT
NVA THE INTEGRATED STATEMENT
PATHOS CLASSIC 1
PROAC FUTURE 0.5 MAHOGANY
PROAC RESPONCE 2.5 CHERRY
QUAD QC 24 / 11 FORTY
QUAD ESL 63 BLACK
REL STENTOR 11 WALNUT
RED ROSE ROSEBUD
RUARK PRELUDE 11 COSMETIC MARKS HENCE
SONUS FABER EXTREMA WITH STANDS
SOUND LAB MILLENIUM 3
SUGDEN SAU51 PRE
TAG MCLAREN 601 INTEGRATED
TANNOY DIMENSION 8
THETA PRO GENY
VAN DEN HUL THE FIRST 0.8 MTR
VAN DEN HUL THE SECOND 1.2 MTR
VAN DEN HUL INTEGRATIO HYBRID 0.6 MTR
VPI JUNIOR BLACK REGA CUTOUT
VERITAS P400
WADIA 6

ortofon

RAP
815
2600
2750
1000
3500
2500
2700

NOW
595
995
1495
395
1795
1695
1795

3500
3500
2000
7200
7950
5450
8275
7950
4000
3500
2095
4800
1300
2200
N/A
5750
7000
2300
4000
3700
N/A
500
3500
500
5000
5000
2300
800
850
900
3200
2200
1400
950
900
7000
200
1500
2500
3000
1425
180
200
570
2600
1300
1000
3500
2500
4000
3800
1700
3000
950
N/A
8295
N/A
600
4000
1100
200
250
160
550
3000
4500

1695
1895
995
3495
5795
2795
5795
5795
2495
1695
1295
2995
495
1395
295
3995
4495
1095
2595
2495
195
295
2595
250
2395
3295
1195
450
395
495
1695
1295
695
450
550
1995
125
595
995
2295
595
95
110
350
695
395
395
1995
1795
2995
895
895
1695
250
2995
4995
495
295
2495
125
150
95
295
1495
1495

PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT IWILL COLLECT
AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES.
IAM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING.
•KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • CONRAD JOHNSON • NAIM AUDIO
•LINN • MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • WADIA • ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY • THETA
•SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD • EAR YOSHINO • DNM
•NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XL0 • MICHELL • SME • ATC • STAX • PROAC • MANA
•JEFF ROWLAND • DCS • NAGRA • McINTOSH • ORACLE • ROKSAN • TRANSPARENT
•DYNAUDIO • MAGNUM DYNALAB

dnm
nordost
qed
tnchord

New arrivals>
The new Lexicon MC8 film / music processor is here.
Very much " grown-up son of MC12" it loses very
few features and
offers most of the
MC12's (towering)
sonic performance. It even has
some advantages. The balanced version is also available. Please phone for part exchange deals on earlier Lexicon processors.
To partner it,

van den hut

•

headphones

malmilmial •
11111111'

grado

ééé

SACD

Ste(

(and more) player is here too

stands

priced at an unexpectedly competi-

sound org'n

tive £2500.
Finally, we have the new ATC

something solid
soundstyle
stands unique
hardware
atc
audio physic
densen

the new RTio
DVD, DVDA,

'
z

SCM35 compact floor standing
loudspeakers. They are priced at
f2000 but sound like they cost a
whole lot more.
All on demonstration at Signals.

harbeth
in focus
lexicon
michell
naim audio

si

pnmare
sole
trichord

ipswi ch

hi-fi for grown-ups
(

0

1

4 73 )

6 5 5 17 1

fax ( 01473 ) 6 5 51 7 2
email:enq@signals.uk.com
signals
bu
klesham
ipswich
suffolk
1Plo oDY
w
w
w
signals.uk.com
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Introducing DAX Discrete — New Reference DIA Converter
In future years we are confident that DAX Discrete will come to be regarded as a
milestone design on the road to the perfect audiophile d-to-aconverter. In one sentence,
what it does best, is to connect you with your favourite music like nothing on earth has
ever managed to do so before, outside of the live venue.
Never before has such sheer ability in the required disciplines of high-speed digital, DSP
programming, RF methods, experienced audiophile design and aperfectionist's obsession
been gathered, with the sole objective of creating the world's best digital to analogue
converter, from first principles, without assumptions or compromise.
DAX Discrete is the result, and it's a radically new converter. Easily able to handle all
digital audio formats, including DVD-A" and

SACDTM,

through acustom interface and

with stunning resolution. But without doubt its most important ability is its capacity to
convey emotion enthusiastically and convincingly, thereby maintaining atight connection
to your heart. And it will do this especially well with your existing CD collection — many
of which you will simply not recognise
DAX Discrete adopts the established DAX name and is the latest in aseries of converters
which began 10 years ago with the UltraAnalog equipped DAX original, followed by
DAX-2 and the recent DAX Decade. Both DAX-2 and DAX Decade can be entirely
upgraded ( read ' exchanged') to the new DAX Discrete. Please note that although it shares

TEL: 0121 747 4246
5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6.

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Website: www.centralaudio.co.uk
E-mail: tony@centralaudio.co.uk
112
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the same well-respected name as it's predecessors, DAX Discrete shares no common
circuits with them. In fact the electronic design concept and execution of DAX Discrete
is aworld-apart from any other converter in existence today.

Website: audiosynthesis.co.uk or audio-synthesis.com
Location: P.O. Box 50, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1DZ U.K.
Telephone: +44(0)115 922 4138 Fax: +44(0)115 922 9701
Emails: salesinfo@audiosynthesis.co.uk technical@audiosynthesis£o-uk
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(AVID)
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(AVID)
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(etV ID)

The most complete & thoroughly integrated solution to quality vinyl replay.
EDITOR'S CHOW'

ACUTUS

VOLVERE SEQUEL

VOLVE RE

HI•FICHOICE
magazine

At AVID we build turntables for
pure sound quality not pedigree.
Our AVID distributors will let you compare any dour AVID
turntables to any other brand The difference will amaze you!

The AV Lounge 4.•••0 0207 31536910 Definitive Audio •••••••$ 0115 973 3222 • Doug Brady Hifi (
flanen, 01925 828009 rHazel mere Audio , o0sni 01494 865829 rKronos Ciii kelartll 02887 753606
Loud & Clear &owe 0131 555 3963k MAX. m••••• 01562 122236 rPremier Audio eimiiie 01924 255045 Progressive Audio 0.0 016343890040 Sounds Perfection ic••••• 01326 221372

(AVID)
ID) Unit 52, 137 North Gate, Alconbury Airfield, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire PE28 4WX • Tel: 01480 457300 Fax: 01480 457057 • Email: info@avidhifi.co.uk • Web: www.avidhifi.co.uk

IAN HARRISON HIFI
WILMSLOW AUDIO
Loudspeaker specialists for almost 40 years

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES, FREE

Range of replacement drive units from Seas, Visaton, Vifa-Scanspeak,
Peerless, Morel etc, for use in AR, Gale, Heybrook, IMF, KEF, Mission,
ProAc, Rogers, TDL plus many others.

•

Comprehensive stock of components, capacitors
(Ansar, SCR & Hovland), QED cable, damping and grille materials.

•

UK's largest supplier of kit loudspeakers - all on demonstration.

•

New range of Visaton Home Cinema kits.
Phone today for your FREE catalogue or check out our Website.

WILMSLOW AUDIO

Tel: 01283 702875
9am-9pm

DELIVERY

SALE NOW ON!

INCLUDING SUNDAYS

TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE Si SAVE UP TO 60% OFF THE RRF!
52=

•

NATIONWIDE

UM
DENON
SHURE
AUDIO TECHNICA
GOLDRING
SUMIKO
TRANSFIGURATION
LONDON (DECCA)
GRADO
ROKSAN
ORTOFON
RESON
CLEAR AUDIO
KOETSU

fETA
I
HR AUDIO
HADCOCK

ARGENTO AUDIO
BUZZ!

MIZZIMI
SOUTHER

MIEREIM CLEAR
MiCHELL
AUDIO
ASH DESIGN
WEEZIEM
OPTIMUM
STAX
APOLLO
SOUND STYLE
SENNHEISER
SOUND
SONY
ORGANISATION
AKG
ALPHASON
GRADO
=
gam
AUDIO TECHNICA
MIZli
OED
TASCAM
SONY
B
TR
LA
AC P
ZegI T
UM
ORTOFON
PANASONIC

GRAHAM

NORDOST

IZEMEHEM

PIONEER
SU
7
CY
DENON

•

MINI DISCS

DENON

TOM EVANS

WIESIZIM
HARBETH
CABASSE
SHUN MOOK
EPOS

le
gelleM MIZEI111
DENON
DENON

Y
DENON
PHONO STAGES
MOTH
a7leHORD

HALCRO
MOTH
CA .T
GAMUT
ALOIA
EAR

50 Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE IL AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW
BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO EX•DEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.

Website: www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 6G0
TEL: 01283 702875 9am.9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

THE

QUAD
SPECIALIST
ESL 57

LE 1

SPARES & REPAIRS

Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL 63 and LE 1
Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers
Contact us for our free catalogue

definitive audio
Peddlers of fine wares, including:
Record players: SME models 10, 20 and 30; Kuzma Stabi, Stabi Reference:
Nottingham Analogue Interspace, Space Deck, Hyperspace and Dais;
Michell Orbe; VPI AriesScout; Avld Volvere, Sequel and Acutus.
Arms: Rega 300/600/900: SME Series IV and V; Kuzma Stogi; Triplanar.
Cartridges: VanDenHul Grasshopper and Colibrl: Kuzma KC Ref; EMT;
Reson Reca and Elite; Cartridge Man Musicmaker; Benz-Micro including
Ruby Open Air; Kondo lo J.
Amplifiers: Border Patrol; Canary; Sugden; Art Audio; Monarchy;
Western Electric; Icon; Tom Evans Audio Designs; SJS.
CO Players: Wadia; Sugden; Primare; Resolution.
Louspeakers: Living Voice; Vitavoz: Lowther.
Cables and Tables by Living Voice.

Quad Musilcwiedergabe GmbH
Rheinstr. 30, 58069 Koblenz, Germany
Tel: + 49-261-38824 • Fax: +49-261-38172
email: quad.ger@t--online.de

Sale of part exchanged and ex-dem items

Sale

Clear Audio Solution - no arm SME cutout
Horning Agathon - 98dB 2way horn - Mahogany - PM6A (alnico)
Living Voice Avatar - natural santos rosewood - ex-review bargain
Canary Audio CA 301 - 309B - 22 watts - juicy

audio

Canary Audio CA 309 - 300B parallel p.p. - 45 watts - juicy and beefy
Canary Audio CA 300 - single ended monos - valve rect. - 8watts
Jamo Concert 8 - loudspeakers - 2'h years old - maple - spotless
Townsend Seismic - speaker stands - ugly and bouncy
Tube Technology MAC - mm and mc phono • nearly new - not bad

THE NAIM AUDIO SPECIALISTS
We

buy and sell top condition, pre- loved and ex- demo naim
equipment

All products are tested and carry afull 12 month money back

guarantee

Stock list at www.tomtomaudio.com
WE COLLECT AND DELIVER
CALL 07971 202742 / 01727 893928 ANYTIME
tunes@tomtomaudio.com
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Audio Innovations Series 1000 - silver circuit - 50 watts class A
Alchemist Forsetti ADP 15A - integrated amp - broken and horrid
AudioNote Soro - phono integrated - serviced/new valves - smooth & soft
Clear Audio Master Reference - turntable - no arm
2years old - Perfect condition. Go on, be crazy, it's only...
Audio Research LS213 • line pre - fine condition - giveaway
Pink Triangle PT TOO Export - black - vgc - great sound
B&W DM603 S3 - black • good condition • dismal
Snell Type Ell - walnut - industry classic - new bass-mid drivers
high mass Pirate stands - lovely sound - 92 db per watt sensitivity
Snell Type JII - french polish walnut - industry classic - very nice sound
AudioNote ANJ-D - walnut - Huygens high mass stands
Tel: 0115 973 3222
internet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

New

£500 £900
£1600 £3800
£2200 £2900
£3400 £5400
£9500 £ 13500
£2000 £3500
£700 £ 1365
£450 £695
£600 £ 1400
£1100 £2500
£100 £ 1400
£700 £ 1900
£6000 £8500
£1000
£300
£350 £600
£700
£400
£600 £ 1400

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk
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HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED
SALE

LIST

NEW IN THIS MONTH
AUDIO RESEARCH CD1 CO PLAYER BLACK
MARANTZ CD12 LTD EDITION CD TRANSPORT
DAC GOLD QUITE RARE NOW
KRELL KPS 20iL CD PLAYER WITH DIGI VOLUME
EXCELLENT MACHINE
KRELL KAV 3001 INTEGRATED AMP R/C
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 PREAMP BLACK BAL
UNISON RESEARCH MYSTERY ONE VALVE PREAMP,
CLASSY LOOKING WOOD FINISH
AUDIO RESEARCH V140 VALVE MONO AMPS,
BLACK dBALANCED
B&W NAUTILUS 802 SPEAKERS FINISHED IN
DEEP CHERRY 3MONTHS OLD, BE QUICK

£1,295

S/H £3,200

£1,295

S/11 £2,900

£4,995
£1,495
£2,500

S/H £11,000
S/H £2,790
SM £5,690

£795

MI £1.750

£2,995

S/11 £8,690

£5,000

Sill

£6,000

FORSELL AIR FORCE ONE TURNTABLE & ARM INCLUDES FLYWHEEL STAGGERING
TURNTABLE PROBABLY THE BEST IN THE WORLD AS HIGHLY RATED BY
STEREOPHILE MAGAZINE DON'T MISS THIS £4,995 S/H £20,003
WADIA 3200 CD TRANSPORT
£995 S/H £2038
KRELL KSA 250 POWER AMP BALANCED £2,500 S/11 £6,699
NAIM NAP 90-3
£200 S/H £450
MAIM SNAPS SUPPLY
£160 SW
?
WADIA 2000 TRANSPORT &2000 DAC & OPTICAL INTERFACE
ALL UPGRADES DONE, 6BOXES OF HEAVEN £3,995 S/11 £17.000
BOW TECHNOLOGIES 228CD PLAYER
£2,795 S/H £4,995
KRELL MD10 DAN AGOSTINI SIGNATURE SERIES CD
£9,000
TRANSPORT
0ELLO
P101 PREMIUM
VERY RAREMCBRILLIANT
TWIN BAY PHONO MODULE
£3.500 5/11

S

SS

VERY RARE TO BUY ON ITS OWN
£2,500 S/H £5,500
CELLO ENCORE GOLD PLATED LIMITED EDITION ANNIFIRSARY
PREAMP, NOW YOU CAN HAVE ACELLO WITHOUT DUSTING
THE BANK, (MC PHONOSTAGE AVAILABLE EXTRA) £4.995 S/H £12,000
HOVLAND VALUE PREAMP INC PHONO.
STUNNING LOOKING PIECE OF KIT WITH SOUNDS TO MATCH £3,995 Sill £5,750
LUMLEY M125 ORIGINAL dBEST VALUE MONO AMPS
JUST BEEN SERVICED REVOLVED £1,495 S/11 £3.800
PROAC FUTURE 2SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD
f4.995 E/D £11,450
PROCEED CDD CD TRANSPORT &DAP DAC DIGI VOLUME.
SAME MECHANISM AS LEVINSON No39 ALSO HDCI).
REALLY NICE PACKAGE
£2,495
£4,390
NAIM CDS 2CD PLAYER &XPS SUPPLY
WOULD YOU BELIEVE ONLY 1WEEK OLD
£4,995
£6,492
MARK LEVINSON No36 DAC BAL ETC
£1,695
£4,600
NAIM 102 PREAMP WITH HICAP 1WEEK OLD
£1,495
£2,109
MARTIN LOGAN GUEST ELECTROSTATIC HYBRID PEAKERS
OAK TRIM
£
2,295
£4,998
WADIA 6CD PLAYER DIGI VOLUME ETC
£1,995
£4,000
PROAC RESPONSE 3.8 SPEAKERS BLACK
£2,500
£3,990
PROM FUTURE ONE SPEAKERS BLACK
£3.250
£5,875
ACCUPHASE DP9O/DP91 TRANSPORT &DAC STUPOYING CD PLAYER
ASTEREOPHILE AREFERENCE DIGI VOLUME ETC £5.500 S/H £20,000?
ORACLE CD PLAYER LATEST VERSION WITH NEW TYPE
POWER SUPPLY. STUNNING PIECE OF KIT
£5.500 SW £12.369
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAR2. YOU CAN UPGRADE THIS
TO THE AS DISCREET FOR f1.000 (WORTH DOING: £995
£2,200
NAKAMICHI DRAGON ) HEAD AUTO REVERSE
CASSETTE DECK, ACLASSIC NOW
£995
£2.500
CARY 805C TRIODE VALVE MONO AMPS
£4.500
f8.995
AUDIO RESEARCH CASO INTEGRATED VALVE AMP
JUST BEEN SERVICED dREVOLVED £2,200
£3,945
JADIS JA80 VALVE MONO AMPS LATEST £3,700
£,580
GAMMA AEON 211 VALVE TRIODE MONO AMPS £1,995
£6,995
VTL IT85 VALVE INTEGRATED AMP FVC
£1.395
£2,400
NAIM NAP 180 POWER AMP
£650
£1,220
GENESIS 5MK2 SPEAKERS COMES WITH ROWLAND
R/C BASS AMP ROSEWOOD
£5,500 SW £15,500
AVALON ACCENT II SPEAKERS IN BURR ASH WITH
SEPERATE CROSSOVERS (EXCELLENT) £4,995 S/11 £14,800
SPENDOR FLIO SPEAKERS CHEERYWOOD £1,795 SM £3,475
MATISSE REFERENCE 2BOX VALVE PREAMP MK2
INC PHONO, ELECTRIC BLUE 'KOOL"
£1,495 Sill £3.500
SNELL 03 SPEAKERS WALNUT
£2,503 S/H £5,950
£370
STARLAMBDA PRO HEADPHONES £200 S/H
DUNLAVY SC IV SPEAKERS IN LT OAK
£3,500 E/D £8,500
PRIMARE T20 RDS TUNER
£350 SAI
£600
AUDIO RESEARCH LS28 MK2 PREAMP
£1,595 Sal £3,400
KRELL FPB 2000 POWER AMP CAST. LATEST £5,995 S/H £8,750
KRELL FPB 300 POWER AMP BALANCED £5,995 5/11 £9.450
ATC SCM 70 25TH ANNIVERSARY ACTIVE SPEAKERS £6,500 Sill £12,495
PROAC FUTURE • 5SPEAKERS MAPLE
£2,500 E/D £3,500
AUDIO RESEARCH LS38 BLACK & FVC
£1.795 S/H £3.125
CONRAD JOHNSON DR1 CD TRANSPORT dCJ DA'/:3 DAC
VALVE VARIABLE OUTPUT. EXCELLENT £1,995 S/H £3,800
AUDIO PHYSICS TEMPO 2SPEAKERS CHERRYWOOD £995 S/H £2,500
JADIS JA30 VALVE MONO AMPS MK2
£2.500 S/11 £5.760
MERIDIAN MI00 ACTIVE SPEAKERS BLACK STILL GREAT £1,295 5/11 £3.500
PROAC FUTURE 1SPEAKERS WALNUT
£3.500 E/D £5.800
CELLO AUDIO SUITE PRE AMP VARIOUS MODULES 8
MASTER SUPPLY (LATE MODEL)
£8,995 SH £23,000
CELLO PERFORMANCE 2REFERENCE MONO POICR AMPS £9,995 NEW £27,500
CELLO STRADIVARI MASTER LOUDSPEAKERS
CHOICE OF AFRICAN MAHOGANY OR PIANO BLAC.E £10.995 ED £35,003
FORSELL AIR FORCE ONE REFERENCE TURNTABLE ARM
MKIII COMPLETE WITH FLYWHEEL ( WORLD REFERENCE) £7,995 ED £20,030
LEVINSON ML11 POWER AMP
£995 SH £2.700
LEVINSON ML12A PRE AMP WITH SUPPLY MM/MC £995 SH £2.700
AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION 8M MULTI INPUT R/C PRE AMP £995 SH £1,695
ELECTOCOMPANIET ANNIVERSARY LTD
POWER AMP (BARGAIN)
£995 SH £3,000
GOLDMUND MINIMIS 3POWER AMP (EXCELLENT! £1,695 SH £5.150
ARAGON 24K IPS PRE AMP 8SUPPLY INCLUDING PHONO £695 SH £1,650
ARAGON 4004 POWER AMP (NICE COMBO) £695 SH £1,795
VARIOUS CELLO MODULES ALL NEW
PLEAS EPHONE
SOTA COSMOS TURNTABLE VACUUM HOLD DOWN
ATC 10 LOUDSPEAKERS 8STANDS BLACK
£595 SH £1.300
WHARFDALE OPTION ONE ACTIVE LOUDSPEAKERS
VERY GOOD
£1.295 SH £6.000
AUDIO RESEARCH LS1 PRE AMP
£795 SH £1.797
MICHEL 150 HERA PHONO STAGE
£350 SH £600
MICHEL ARGO LINE PRE AMP dSUPPLY
£350 SH £886
GRADO SIGNATURE TONEARM VERY RARE
£695 NEW £1.795
PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL DAC 1307 CHIP
£495 SH £950
ARCAM BLACK BOX DAC5
f195 SH £450
WANTED QUALITY AUDIO EDLIIPMEIT BEST PRICES PAID
LOCATED IN WELWYN - HERTS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON -SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN

HICAM

WAS

NOW
2750
1399
30
2750
600
850
1249
POA
295
950
2599
450
3700
895
400
850
POA
499
325
1100
1025
349
499
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
1175
500
175
99
29
1000
2643
250
925
1449
1300
PHONE
325
525
2548
1299
399
395
925
400
1095
599.95
1999
1199
3500
899
850
125
895
110
225
2499
495
1895
495
POA
995
599
POA
450
299
8

AUDIONOTE MEISHU LINE INT AMP NEW
AVI LAB SERIES INTERGRATED AMP 200 WPC NEW STUNNING
ALPHASON AKROS 2SPEAKER STANDS BOXED
60
AUDIONOTE OUEST MONO AMPS NEW
AUDIOLAB 8000C/8000 P POE/POWER/BOXED
AUDIONOTE OTO INT AMP LINE LEVEL AS NEW
999
LYRA HELIKON SL MC CARTRIDGE NEW
EAR HEADPHONE AMP HP4 NEW
1924
AVIS2000 PRE AMP/R/C SLIGHT MARK HENCE
1200
BLACK RHODIUM REOUIEM I IMETRE PAIR NEW
1247
MYRYAD G60 DIGITAL SOUND PROCESSOR NEW
BLACK RHODIIUM ORATORIO 1METRE PAIR NEW
547
AUDIONOTE P4 MONOBLOCKS
4250
AVI S2000MC REFERENCE 24/96 CD PLAYER
999
BLACK RHOIUM ORATORIO 1METRE DIGITAL NEW
497
MYRYAD MA 240 POWER AMP AS NEW
999
AUDUSA EUPEN POWER CABLES FULL RANGE
MYRYAD ZSERIES 24/96 CD PLAYER NEW
NAIM INTRO LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK/BOXED
AUDIONOTE OTO PHONO INT AMP 1MONTH OLD
1300
AUDIONOTE DAC 2.1X 24/96
1149
POLK PSW 350 10 INCH ACTIVE SUB NEW
ELAC CINEMA 2ESP SPEAKES.SUB
EAR 8L6 INTRERGRATED/PRE/MAIN AMP NEW
2520
EAR 834P CHROME DELUXE MM/MC PHONO AS NEW
867
EAR 834P MM/MC PHONOSTAGE
614
EAR MC3 MC TRANSFORMER AS NEW
746
EAR 834 INT AMP BOXED 3MONTHS OLD
2297
SME SERIES VARM INC LIVING VOICE CABLE BOXED/MINT
1800
AUDIONOTE AZ TWO LOUDSPEAKERS 93 DB MINT
599
LAI SS800 SPEAKER CABLE 5MTR NEW
206
VIVANCO FMH8080 FM HEADPHONES NEW
VIVANACO DX 400 HEADPHONES NEW
SME SERIES IV ARM BOXED UNUSED
1126
SME MODEL 10 TURNTABLE NEW
2643
'BLACK RHODIUM SUPER MAINS 8DISTRIBUTION BLOCK NEW 299
AUDIONOTE ZERO TRANSPORT/DAC
1048
POLK 7600 SUROUND SPK SYSTEM NEW
MYRYAD MI 240 INT AMP 20120 WPC IMONTH OLD
1499
MYRYAD MA 500 5CHANNEL AMP 5X100WPC
1699
EXSPOSURE 02111 AMP BOXED MM PHONO STAGE
1000
LYRA LYDIAN BETA MC CARTRIDGE NOT USED
599
EAR 890 POWER AMP 70 WPC CLASS A NEW
AUDIONOTE ANS3 MC STEP UP TRANSFORMER NEW
MICHELL LARGE PSU NEW
399
POWERBLOCK 1000 MAINS CONDITIONER NEW
450
MICHELL GYRO SE/R8300 ARM NEW
1017
MARANTZ CD 17 MK2 SUPERB CONDITION
850
MICHELL ORCA PRE AMP
1251
MYRYAD MT 100 FM TUNER NEW
T+A HERCULES POWER AMP 2X260 WPC£P4OHMS NEW
ORELLE SA 100EVO INT AMP 80WPC R/C NEW
AUDIONOTE AN CDT THREE TRANSPORT NEW
T+A INSIDER ROS FM TUNER SILVER FINISH NEW
AUDIONOTE P2 PP POWER AMP AS NEW
999
VDH INTERGRATION .8METRE NEW
240
AUDIONOTE AN CD 2.1% INT CD PLAYER AS NEW
999
VDH INTERGRATION .6METRE NEW
220
PSB ALPHA 6ACTIVE SUBWOOFER AS NEW
500
ELAC CL 3301 JET INC STANDS NEW
RUARK CLIO CHERRY FINISH SEALED BOX
900
MICHELL ORBE SME BOARD SEALED BOX
2095
RUARK PROLOUGE CHERRY BOXED
995
EAR 509 ANNIVERSARY MONO BLOCKS GOLD OR CHROME
STAX SRS 4040 SYSTEM SIGN/TUBE 2 NEW
1195
ELAC 555 CENTRE 3WAY CENTR SPK CHERRY FINISH
EAR 899 INT/PRE AMP 70 WPC CLASS A NEW
2945
AVI BIGGATRONS CHERRY NEW
599
TRICHORD DINO PSU NEW
SONICLINK AST200 BIWIRE SPK CABLE NEW
io
WIREWORLD CABLES FULL RANGE
TRICHORD ORCA PRE/ LARGE PSU MINT
1650
1450
PRIMARE A10 INT AMP EXCELLENT CONDITION BOXED
275
SONICLINK SIMPLICITY 1METRE PAIR INTERCONNECT NEW
35
18
T+A 24/192 CO PLAYER AMAZING NEW
1999
SONICLINK VIOLET INTERCONNECT ( OFF THE REEL)
15 PER METRE
STAX SRS 2020 MK2 EARSPEAKERS MINT
449
375
HARMON KARDON 650 INT AMP EXCELLENT CONDITION BOXED
150
TRICORD RESEARCH DELPHINI MK2 PHONO. LARGE PSU NEW 995
900
SME SERIES VARM NEW
1615
1615
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL MC NEW
279
249
AUDIONOTE ANVX 1METRE PAIR NEVER USED
574
495
EAR PARAVICINI Wee MONO BLOCKS (AMAZING)
19995
POLK PSW450 10 INCH ACTIVE SUB NEW
449
TRICHORD REASEARCH 500 POWERBLOCK
299
275
EAR 324 TRANSISTOR PREAMP NEW
1880
OED FULL RANGE
POA
STAX SR 007+SRM007 EARSPEAKERS NEW
2995
2700
SOUND ORGANISATION FULL RANGE
POA
ORELLE 55 SPEAKER SYSTEM +SUB NEW
975
MYRYAD MD 600 CD PLAYER AS NEW
1299
1050
AUDIONOTE ANCD 3.1X CD PLAYER NEW
1499
POLK RTI 100 FLOORSTANDING SPKS BUILT IN SUB NEW
999
MYRYAD CAMEO SYSTEM CD/TUNER/AMP NEW
1599
VDH THE SOURCE HO 0.8 METRE NEW
65
57.5
DISCOUNT GIVEN TO MOST NEW PRODUCTS
AGENTS FOR
EAR,TRICHORD.AUDIONOTE,MICHELLMYRYAD,AVI,STAX,LAT, ELAC,
RUARK.SME, BLACK RHODIUM,LYRA,SUMIKO,OED,POLK
ORELLE , T+A, VIVANICO WIREWORLD
CASH WAITING FOR THE FOLLOWING BRANDS
NAIM.MERIDIAN.AUDIOLAB.KRELL,WADIA,SONUS FABER.
MARTIN LOGAN, MARK LEVINSON,COPLAND,OUAD

Open

Mon-Sun 10am - 8pm

VISA Switch - Mastercard
For further details
Tel: 01726 74474 Fax: 01726 70774
E-mail: patrick@crisp5479.freeserve.co.uk
Website: HICAM.CO.UK

Heatherdale
Oaudio limited
202, Findon Road, Worthing, BNI4 OBI
Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page www.hifi-stereo.com
Main dealer for
Orchid Speakers Reference products
THE MARK LEVINSON LISTENING
LOUNGE NOW OPEN
SPE..1 AI. ks
Thiel SCS 2Speakers (Walnut Finish)
(Grand New)
Normal Price £2395 £1595
Mission 782 ( Stand Mount Model)
Black Ash).
Just Reduced From £250 . £150
Pro-ac studio 1speakers mk 2
£395
Audio Physics tempo speaker
£995
Revel Ultima sub 15 with LE1 sub amp
£5995
Allan Symphony floor standing speakers
£99
Pro Ac studio towers (atc drive) speakers
£995
Orchid PLLI Speakers xdemo
£3995
Thiel CS.5 ( New)
95
5
Mirage M3 SI speakers
£1495
B.i.W Matrix 1Speakers
£ 9
8+W CDM1 Speakers
£9
£295
Martin Logan Aerius
£795
pr-, ,I.lIPS
Exposure 11 612 Pre Amp 8.
Power Supply
Just Reduced from £900 . £650
Toll Pre Amp (fully balanced)
£595
Adcom GTP 450 Tuner/Pre-Amp £350
Exposure 21 Pre-Amp ( Remote)
(Ex Stock)
Just Reduced From £890 . £750
Music Fidelity MVT pre amp
£395
Mark Levinson MI 26 Pre amp and power supply
£1295
Kinshaw Perception Pre Amp with bal output
and phono stage, with seperate PSU
Burmester 785 Pre Amp
£395
Maim NAC 82 Pre Amp
£1495
Mark Levinson ML32 reference
£395
pre amp full 4year warranty
£ P0A
.1.1/Pt./HERS
Krell KST 100 Power Amp
£1695
Nakamichl PA 5Stasis Power Amp
Adcom GFA 5300 Power Amp
COst New £1150 .£ 695
£
Audionote Neiro Mono Amps
£59
35
90
5
Arcam Alpha 9Amp
£195
Naim NAP 180 Power Amp
£695
Mark Levinson 333 Power Amp
£4495
Mark Levinson 334 Power Amp
£3750
Mark Levinson ML33 Ref Mono'sCP0A
Musical Fidelity P180 Power Amps
with MF3A Pre Amp 8. PSU
£ 995
AVI 2000MI Integrated Amp
NEW £ 2
77
55
0
Arcam Delta 290 Int Amp
£
Cyrus Two Integrated Amp with
Cyrus PSX power supply
£395
Mark Levinson 383 Interpreted Amp
£ P0A
Haim NAP 90/3 Power Amp
£ 695
CD PLAYERS & TRANSPORTS
Marmots CD 72 mk2 SE CD Player (mint)
Maranta CD 63 SE CD Player
Mark Levinson No 37 CD transport
Krell KAV 300 CD Player
Mark Levinson Ref CD Transport 8. DAC
D
ACS

£295
£EPOA
1495
£195
EPOA

Meridian 566 DAC Balanced Outputs
.1//V HI 1\FOUS

£295

Synergistic Research Coax
Resolution Reference digital (with active shielding)
£250
Stas SR007 omega ref ( SR117 head phone &
SRM0071 dual triode)
Normal Retail £2995 £1995
Audio Note ANS7 MC Transformer with Phono Stage
£8495
Audio Note kondo KSL-AC2 mains cable (new and boxed) £650
Audio Note kondo) 3mtr pair SPZ speaker cable
£2500
Audio Note kondo) ksII-LP
Silver lits interconnect 1mtr pair
£995
Stax 40/40 Headphones
£ 850
1mtr Kondo KSL LP interconnect...., normal price £2000 £ 995
5mtr Hovland Biwire speaker cable
£
MIT Balanced 1mtr Reference interconnect .. (was £2995) £8
65
80
0
MIT Balanced 2mtr Reference interconnect .. (was £3495) £1195
MIT Shot gun 750 8foot bi-wire speaker cable £79
Jps Labs high current power cord
£245
Target Stands R2
Yamaha CT-810 AM/FM Tuner
ti
NakamIchl BX2 Cassette Deck
£1
£
192
5550
. ' IIMES, CARTRIDGES & TONEAR 1 " '
Eminent Technology air bearing arm
With InagniSiurn wand chv pump
£ 1695
Verdier Ebony Wood arm board
Ortofon Jubilee Cartridge
Normal Retail £800 £ 425
(NEW) £995
Lumley Stratosphere Turntable (gold plated)
with dedicated stand and large power supply
£2995
Michell Gyrodeck with OC Power Supply
Linn Axis Turntable with Linn Basic plus arm
WE NOW OFFER 0% FINANCE* (* subject to status£2
7 9955
PLEASE PHONE TO ARRANGE AN AUDITION
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD - VISADINERS
CLUB • AMERICAN EXPRESS
Tel: 01903 872288 or

VISA

Evenings 07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234
Email: heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com
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3 years of proven reliability.
2 years guarantee.
Shop prices are
expensive because of
rent, rates, wages, etc.
Buy direct & save £££.

Price is not a guarantee of sound quality.

Madinve expensave
"Totter.'
trans farmer s

We have signed testimonials to prove that
customers prefer our amplifiers to
£8,000 preamp + 320 watts power amplifier,
£4,000 pre/power amp & power supply,
£2,600 pre/power amp & power supply,
£1,400 well reviewed 150 watts amplifier.

KT8 3 valves
are more
expen sLye
than 65E0
valves

Money back guarantee ( less £ 30 UK or £ 100 overseas) that you prefer :£1,000 or £ 1,450 "KT88 Triode Connection" amplifiers to most transistor
amplifiers, most transistor / valve hybrid amplifiers, most Single Ended valve
amplifiers, most Ultra Linear valve amplifiers selling for £ 2,000 to £ 20,000

exper s_L
r.or
staanle
steel
chas

£2,500 or £ 1,800 " 10 inch High End" speakers + our £ 1,450 amplifiers
to overpriced pretentious £ 100,000 systems ( at realistic life-size volume)

large r
transformer

£700 EL34 valve amplifiers (40 watts + 40 watts) to most transistor
amplifiers and transistor / valve hybrid amplifiers costing £ 1,000 to £2,000
£500 EL34 valve amplifiers ( 40 watts + 40 watts) to most £ 700 amplifiers.
£380 to £ 800 valve phono stages to most transistor phono stages
Telephone 01634 268662 anytime or 01634 373410 for Mr Andrew Everard's
review in Gramophone Magazine and Summary of 21 testimonials from
satisfied customers.
www.affordablevalvecompany.com
Amplifier shown without CE safety
cage, to prove that these are genuine valve amplifiers. Customers
must not remove CE safety cage.

Even our " standar"
transformers
are

of sievEr
capacitorr •

'Fr Iode
Connection

£1 , 000

r>owerful
EL34

.Properiy . matobed,
famous

avatlana)
powerful.;¡
01.34

Free UK delivery.
Subsidised £ 50 UPS delivery
to other countries.

40 watts
+ 40 watts

Ur9f•dss
to L1,3C0
KTB8 maflaf
tS0 C.rr
[50 far

£500

£600 £ 700

u

HEATHCOTE AUDIO

TEL: 01992-653999 MOBILE 07860 511111 E-MAIL ADDRESS: FleatlicoteAudio • aoLcorn
•UMMER SALE ALL REDUCED FOR THIS MOI1TH
WAS
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 MONOS
£2350
ART AUDIO QUINTET POWER AMP
£1150
VAR. ADUR MONOBLOCS
£
995
QUAD OC.24 PRE & QUAD 11/40 MONOS
£
2850
AUDIO RESEARCH SP- 14 PRE
£2295
AUDIO RESEARCH LS 22 REMOTE
£2995
AUDIO RESEARCH LS-2PRE AMP
£1395
AUDIONOTE KIT 1SIG (£2000 PARTS BUILD).. £1395
LUMLEY REFERENCE PP-40 & ST-40
£995
PINK TRIANGLE INTEGRAL ( £3995) £2995
COPLAND CSA-28( REMOTE & PHONO STAGE). £795
THETA PEARL/OS PRO BASIC- 11 DAC £2250
PINK TRIANGLE CARDINAL/ORDINAL
£1175
ROKSAN ROK-1 TRANS WITH PSU. UPGRADE . £650
WHARFDALE OPTION 1 ( £8000NEW) £1750
ROKSAN WAN 3X & WAN 3S SUBS £1450
SD OBS FLOORSTANDERS
f495
CASTLE HOWARD-2
£795
CASTLE AVON
£450
LEHMAN BLACK CUBE SE ( LAST ONE NEW)... £450
NORDOST SPM REFERENCE 2.5 METRE PAIR
(AS NEW BOXED)
£ 1450

NOW
£2150
£795
£695
£2650
£1995
£2750
£1250
£1195
£850
£2750
£750
£1895
£995
£475
£1250
£1150
£375
£650
£375
£375
£ 1250

VALVE AMPS
AUDIO RESEARCH VT- 50 POWER AMP EX DIS
UNISON RESEARCH S-6 REMOTE EX DEM....
AUDIO RESEARCH SP- 14 PRE
UNISON RESEARCH C5P PRE/ PHONO STAGE .
MONRIO ASTY VALVE PREJOLIDA SJ 202A USA E134 AMP

AS NEW/BOXED. £2750
MINT/BOXED £1275
MINT
£2295
MINT
£695
MINT BOXED £375
MINT/BOXED £650

SOLID STATE
TALK CYCLONE- 1EX DISPLAY/NEW
REGA CURA REMOTE PRE AMP
CONRAD JOHNSON EV-1 PRE (GOLD)
PIONEER M-90 POWER AMP
SUGDEN AU-51 POWER AMP
COM

AS NEW/BOXED £375
AS NEW
£295
MINT/BOXED £895
MINT
£550
EX DIS. LAST ONE. £895

ACT DISC

TECHNICS SL-Z1000/SH-X1000
ACCUPHASE DP-80 TRANSPORT
ESOTERIC TRAC P-1 TRANSPORT
DPA 7-1 TRANSPORT
M1CROMEGA CD 3.1 TRANSPORT
ORELLE CD1OT TRANSPORT
COUNTERPOINT TRANSPORT
THETA DS PRO GEN III (AT&T)
THETA DSPre GEN III ( PRE-AMP/DAC )
OPA PDM-1 MKIII 2BOX DAC
DPA ENLIGHTENMENT DAC
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BOXED £2450
EXCLT/BOXED £1750
EXCLT/BOXED
TBA
MINT/BOXED £495
EXCLT/BOXED
f695
MINT/BOXED £395
TBA
MINT/BOXED £2395
EXCLT/BOXED £2295
MINT/BOXED £595
MINT/BOXED £350

AUDIONOTE DAC-1X SIG
AUDIOLAB 8000 DAX (HOOD)
MONRIO 18B/ SEPERATE PSU
TECHNICS SL-P2000 REF.CD
TEAC VRDS 25
SONY XA-50ES (GOLD)
PIONEER PD-91
TALK THUNDER- 1

AS NEW/BOXED £650
MINT/BOXED £695
MINT
£675
MINT
£595
MINT
£795
MINT/BOXED £595
MINT/BOXED £495
EX DIS/BOXED £375

LOLIDSIJE AKERS
WILSON SYSTEM 5.1 PIANO BLACK
MINT/CRATED £7500
B&W 801 MATRIX LOUDSPEAKERS SOUND
ANCHOR STANDS / EQ.BOXES (COST £7000 +). MINT/BOXES £2750
APOGEE SCINTILLA,S
MINT
£1750
SNELL CMK- 1V OAK VERY RARE
EXCLT £1250
TDL STUDIO MONITOR T/LINE WAS
EXCLT £1250
PROAC STUDIO 150 (CHERRY) SUPERB
MINT
£ 1050
ALR JORDAN NOTE-5 BOBINGA WOOD
EX DIS/BOXED . £ 1195
EPOS ES-11 LAQUER FINISH
MINT/BOXED
f375
DYNAUDIO AUDIENCE 80
AS/NEW £1000
AMPHION NEON MK1 EX.DEMO
MINT/BOXED £695
AMPHION HELIUM 1
MINT/BOXED
f350
CELESTION A-2 HUGELY CAPABLE
(ROSEWOOD VENEER)
BRAND NEW/BOXED £1250
TANNOY ARUNDEL 153839 HIGH POWER
DRIVERS 95 DB SENSITIVE VERY RARE
MINT
£ 1500
TUrlERS/TAPE/DAT/MIrlIDISC

mAins

MINT/BOXED
£295
MINT/BOXED
£195
EX DIS./BOXED £275
MINT/BOXED £250
VGC
£250
VGC
£575
MINT
£375

CABLES/BLOCKS/COMITIOnERS ETC

BLACK RHODIUM 8WAY MAINS BLOCKS
(CANCELLED ORDER)
BLACK RHODIUM 25 MAINS CABLE
(BLACK CLOTH BRAID)
DPA THE POWER' MAINS FILTERS

ST- 105 5SHELF
XS 105 5SHELF
XS 310 AN TABLE
XS 1004 SHELF
XS 250 CO RACK

EX DIS/
f275
EX DIS
£195
EX.DIS £195
BRAND NEW BOXED £195
BRAND NEW BOXED £195

CABLES

vinn
SIMON YORKE ZARATHRUSTRA SERIES
V/SERIES VII ARM
MINT/BOXED £3500
ORACLE DELPHI-3
MINT
TBA
GRAHAM TONEARM
MINT/BOXED
TBA
REGA PLANER-3/ARM/BIAS CART
EX DEM/BOXED £275
CONRAD JOHNSON EF-1 PHONO STAGE
MINT/BOXED £995
TALK BREEZE PHONO STAGE MM/MC
EX.DIS
TBA
NAO PP-1PHONO STAGE
£25

PIONEER F-91 CLASSIC TUNER
SONY 3000ES TUNER
TALK LIGHTNING 1.1 TUNER
NAKAMICHI DR-3 ( LITTLE USED)
PIONEER CTa-91 REF CASSETTE
SONY DTC-1000 DAT MACHINE
SONY JA-30ES MINIDISC IGOLD)

RACKS/STArlDS
SOUK/STYLE
SOUM)STYLE
SOUNDSTYLE
SOJN3STYLE
SOUNDSTYLE

.BRAND NEW
BRAND NEW

£225
£75
f75

LOUDSPEAKER CABLE
V.D.H REVELATION 2METRE PAIR
EX DEM
£600
for NIH-750 12 FT PAIR
£850
Mr- MI-s-750 8FT. PAIR
£650
NIRVANA AUDIO SL-SERIES 2.5 METRE PAIR EX DEM...
£575
AUDI/MOTE AN-SP 2METRE PAIR
EX.DEM
f375
AUDIO/0TE AN-L4METRE PAIR
EX DEM
£225
QED ŒNESIS SILVER SPIRAL 4X1.5 METRE
£175
VAN DEN HUL TEATRACK Bi WIRE 5METRE PAIR EX DEM
£150
CABLE 'ALK BI-WIRE 5METRE PAIR (£16M; .. EX DIS
£95
SPECIAL OFFER
BLACK RHODIUM S-13032 BI-WIRE
£10 PER METRE
BLACK RHODIUM S-300 BI WIRE
£25 PER METRE
LTD STOCK
INTERCONNECT
ACOUSTIC ZEN SIL. REF. 1.5 METRE
EX DEM
£795
ACOUSTIC ZEN SIL REF11 0.5 METRE
£350
HARMONIC TECH MAGIC LINK 1METRE
EX OEM
£650
ACOUSIIC ZEN MATRIX REF. 1METRE
EX.DEM £350
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIA 1METRE
BRANDNEW
f400
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIA 0.5 METRE
BRAND NEW
f275
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 1METRE
BRAND NEW
£65
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 0.5 METRE . BRAND NEW
£55
VON. OrEGRATION 0.6/ 0.8 METRE
BRAND NEW
TBA
Me. SECOND 2METRE BAL
BOXED
£300
VDR. SECOND 2.5 METRE BAL
BOXED
£350
AUDIONGTE AN-V (KONDO) 2METRE
£350
AUDIONOTE AN-V 1.5 METRT
BOXED
£250
OPA BLACK SLINK 6METRE XLR
£650
AUDIO/LEST DIAMOND 2X2METRE PAIRS (MINT) £550 EACH
AUDIOOLIEST LAPIS 5METRE PAIR
£650
DICilTAL
MAOR GAL AES/EBU 0.5 METRE
£150
NIRVANA OIGITAL COAX LEAD 4FT
£200
VAN DEN +1UL FIRST 0.8 METRE
BRAND NEW PACKAGED £100
VAN DEM MUL D-102 MK.111 HB. 4FT
EX DISPLAY/NEW .... £40
CHCRC CO.PRODAC SILVER .LUS (BNC)
£60
CABLE TALK DIGITAL -3
BRAND NEW PACKAGED £50
MOST EQUIPMENT STOCKED IS ONE OWNER MINT/BOXED. SIMILAR
Winn VINTAGE AND MODERN EQUIPMENT REOUIRED FOR IMMEDIATE
CASH PURCHASE. PLEASE PHONE GEORGE 10-6PM

AUDIO REFLECT71NS

SUMMER SALE
NOW ON!

ALCNIONET
AUD10 SYNTHESIS
ATC
AV1
AYRE
8RYSTON
CFKDRD
GAMUT
LEXICON
LYRA
NORIXDST
PRIMARE
PS AUDIO
PMC
RED ROSE
Ra
REVEL
SME
STAX

NENI PRODUCTS ON DEM
AUDIO SYNTHESS - NEW DAX Discrete
TAG Md.aren - AV Products
LEXICON - RT10 and MC8
AV1- Laboratory Series Integrated Amp
TOM EVANS - Pulse - New p/s for Vibe
PS AUIXO - P300 Powerplant
HCA2 power amp
SME - 10/SME4/Lyra HetIkon
GAMUT - D200 power amp
CHORD - new Choral system
WILSON BENF_SO-1 - New ACT speaker
EIRYSTON - 148 SST power
PMC - 1132 and F81 spe
REVD.
AYRE

ENDS 23RD JULY 2003

10% OFF
•Mains Products
01:11)CT

•Interconnects

FA

•Speaker Cables

TAG
TOM

5

•Accessories

IE

WADIA

ee&

The Silencer
WAS f39.95 NOW £35.95

evt.sorr l

;s r*.

•Equipment
Supports

Cable Upgrade
Scheme

TEL: JOHN BLEttEY (
LEEDS) 0113 204458
TEL: SIMON TR1CKETT (LEEDS) 011.
U873609
MAL
E-

60 Day
Home Trial

Call UK Freephone

info@audloreflections.co.tik -

Ilse Silencer
"The increase in transparency and spatial
coherence was hard to credit.- all of a
sudden you simply had MDCII greater
access to what the performance and song
were all about".
hifi + - lsisse 92001

FREE Delivery

Expert
Advice

(
Unconintond)

0800 373467

quoting AN1133

or BUY ONLINE at www.russandrews.com

FAX : 0113 2533098

Soo, UK . 1011.1.,lor

Ii K1M3ER KABLE
Russ Andrews Access,ies lad, FREEPOST

Quality Cabes & Accessories
for Hi Fi & Horne Cinema
Mail Order Direct

NWW881 A, KENDAL LAS 97.A
Tel 0044 1539 825500

F.111:

0044 1539 825540

E•rnail:AN83 , rnssandrews.cons

m.077344 36180

t.91273 239356

brightonhifi

Border Par.

Lumley Lampros

Hovland

Vincent

www.hifiguy.co.uk

All major credit cards accepted

_
PRODUCT

RSP

NW

Audorneca Mephisto Transport

£2500

£1200

Meridian 506 24 bh CD

Audiameca Kreatura

£1400

£500

Jadis Dac 1V‘8111..(
boxed)

Audio Research LS2 (mint/boxed)

£2995

£1'95

Lamm LL2 Vane Preamp

Audio Research SP9 (mill/booed)

£1900

£895

BAT V4<60 Poweramp new valves)

£5950

B&W Silver Signatures Ms

PRODUCT

.

"

11111MRIM

ir

NOW -

PRODUCT

£1200

£690

Acoucstic Energy AEI MkIl's £850

£395

£7200

£2000

Audio Research Classic 140's £8000

£2995

£5500

£250C

Vncent S6 Valve CD Player (wow)

£799

Nairn 180 Poweramp

nla

£450

Audio Research Classic 30

rt/a

£800

£21,00

Naim 102 Preamp as new)

£1200

£795

Roksan Xerxes Turntable

rVa

£450

£7500

£4750

Naim Firpap (lee model)

nia

£495

Beam Echo DL7-3b Value mono's

£3500

£1500

Naim 140 Powerarnp

rota

£350

Celestion 7000 (ribbon tweeter)
Chcro CPA 3200 Pre- amp as new)

£1500+

£500

Naim 72 Pre witn Phonos;age

rVa

£350

£3800

£2200

Naim Hire (flirt)

n'a

£350

Chord 1400 Mono's as new)
Quad II's + Prearne (mirt)

£8000

£3995

£6000

n/a

£3500

£350
£1700

Verit2s P400 digita Foweramp

£2995

£600
£2100

Monitor Audio Studio 60
Pinius M16 preamp (as new)
Plinius SA50 poweramp (as newi

£2850

£1600

Passlabs Aleph 4 ,
'
oweramp

£5000

£2200

Jadis jd3 Trarsport-player

£3800

£500

Passlabs X350 Powearip

£9500

£4995

£1900

£695

Sonic Frontiers Antnern -nk2 amp

£1200

£600

Micromega 3.1 Transport
Cary 30013 SE Mono's ras new)

£5500

£2500

Sonic Frontiers Antnem CD

£1400

£695

Jamo Concert It's

£2300

£995

Used Acoustic Zen and Audiance speaker and interconect
cables available at great prices while stocks last.
For our latest product listings vist:

Advantage
Acoustic zen
Boulder

BAT
Border Patrol
Hovland

• quy.co.uk

Vincent
Lampros louispeakers
Passlab;

--/V
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"Besten Playern
der Welt"

True Reflections
.

4

Best Player in the Wurkil

,

,

Stereo Magazine

Lindemann 0680 CD/SACD Player

Ire

ll

i

l'

11

POWER

4

_

Distributors for .

•

TAPE

Allaerts, Avantgarde Acoustic, DPS, Garrott, Lindemann,
LYS, Shelter, PHY-HP, Schroder, TRON and J.C.Verdier.

41C-

s

.

AUDIO

,
..Telephone: 01895 833099 email: sales@gtaudio.com

www.gtaudio.com

,
...

.ir_.it ,,

4.

G

5 Upper Road, Higher Denham, Buckinghamshire, UB9 5EJ

Ret

a•
_JP

411111118.

I

e. ;

.,

_
Many of the worlds greatest recordings were made
exclusively with valve equipment. More and more people
are discovering the sonic advantages of valve amplifiers.
We use traditional designs that are hand built and 'hard
wired,' without printed circuit boards, or ' micro chips' so
our amplifiers can truthfully reflect that elusive 'presence'
of the original recording.
Stereo 20
Stereo 40
MB 25
LA 3

EL84 5watts integrated £ 649.95*
EL34 37watts integrated £ 899.95*
300B 20watts Mono blocks ( pr) £ 1999.95
Triode Line Level pre amp
£ 649.95*

Features include: All Triode front end. Hand built, Tape monitor, ALPS
Volume control. All gold plated terminals. Audiophile components.
Stainless steel & alloy plate construction. Stunning retro looks.
*Try for 30 days. refund if not delighted! Including UK delivery

We do Part Exchange Your old equipment could be
worth more than you think! Ask us for details.

Demonstration by
appointment only

Real
hi-fi

!---

Ay!

Audio Analogue, Beautionn, Benz Micro,
Clearaudio, Diapason, EAR/Yoshino, Final,

110E MED' Valve CD player a24bit 192khz ' UPSAMPLER'
Featuring a valve output stage and ' Upsampling' All four models
are in stock. You will be amazed what it can do for your CD
collection. ' Without harshness', Neville Roberts. Hi Fi World.

Njoe
Njoe
Noe
Noe

Tjoeb
Super Crystal', Digital Transformer etc
Tjoeb ` Super' inc more options
Tjoeb ' Ultra' inc Burr Brown op amps
Tjoeb ` Reference' inc 24bit 192khz Upsampler

Phone 07787 158791. Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk
•

351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE28TA

Including UK delivery and 12 months guarantee including valves.
Visa and MasterCard accepted
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Opera, Pathos Acoustics, Rogue Audio,
Transfiguration, SME, Shun Mook,
Unison Research
Demonstrations by appointment

Order now by phone or ask for our illustrated leaflet.
Demonstrations by appointment. Dealer inquiries welcome

LeCrn- CALCII0 —

Lyra, Monrio, Nordost, Nottingham Analogue,

CE marked

Alternative
AUDIO
t: 01984 624242
Brompton Ralph, Taunton, Somerset

S

01376 521132
07802 483698

Mon- Fri 10.30-6pm Sat & Sun 11-5pm

0N%-StVe
ag
PREVIOUSLY O
WNED E
QUIPMENT
r.e
Chelmsfora ssex

E-MAIL: soundstage@netlineuk.net
www.sound-stage.co.uk
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

ARCAM ALPHA 10 AMP BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£499
ARCAM ALPHA 7TUNER BOXED AND IMMACULATE-2YEARS OLD
£ 179
AUDIOLAB 8000A-BLACKPHONO E.SERIAL NUMBER
£299
CYRUS FM7 TUNER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£299
CYRUS SMART POWER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£449
DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY PRO SUB WOOFER 80 BOXED AND SUPERB
£279
DENON AVP-Al GOLD BOXED AND IMMACULATE (£3000 NEW)
£995
DENON AVC-A ISE BLACK BOXED AND SUPERB 7.1 DTS ES AC3-RF
£ 1795
KRELL KSA80B POWER AMP SUPERB CONDITION
£ 1595
LINN NUMERIK DAC 20 BIT NON SMPS VGC
£399
MARA/VIZ CD63 SE KI SIGNATURE
£299
MERIDIAN 606 DAC BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£595
MICROMEGA DRIVE 2CD TRANSPORT
£395
MICROMEGA STAGE 5IMMACULATE AND BOXED
£429
MICROMEGA DRIVE 3/DAC BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£995
MISSION DAD5/DAC5 TWO BOX CD PLAYER NO REMOTE SUPERB CONDITION £299
MONITOR AUDIO SILVER 91 CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB
£595
MONITOR AUDIO MA1800 REFERENCE GOLD LOUDSPEAKERS-BOXED
£595
MUSE MODEL 3PRE-AMP REMOTE BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£995
MUSICAL FIDELITY HTP/HT600 AV SILVER 5MONTHS OLD AS NEW (WERE £4K) .... £2995
MUSICAL FIDELITY A220 INT AMP PIANO BLACK BOXED AND SUPERB
£499
NAIM CREDO BEECH 1998 BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£895
NAIM NAC 82 GREEN FRONT INC NAPSC 3YEARS OLD SUPERB CONDITION £ 1695
NAIM NAPI40 NEW STYLE BOXED SUPERB CONDITION
£449
NAIM NAC 102 BOXED AND IMMACULATE 2001 MODEL
£795
NAIM NAC 92 PRE AMP BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£279
NAIM NAIT3/PRE OUT MODIFICATION BOXED AND IMMACULATE(1999 MODEL)
£399
NAIM IXO 2-WAY ACTIVE X-OVER WITH VARIABLE FREQUENCY
£299
NAIM NAT 10I/SNAPS 2BOX TUNER LOVELY CONDITION BOXED
£595
NAIM NA CD-X CD PLAYER 3YRS OLD SUPERB
£ 1795
NA KAMICHI OMS5E/II CD PLAYER-WAS £ 1500 NEW-LOVELY CONDITION £399
NAKAMICHI CASSETTE DECK 2
£ 179
PIONEER CLD 925 DOLBY DIGITAL LASER DISC PLAYER
£299
PRIMARE A30.1 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER BOXED-SLIGHT MARK HENCE
£995
PRO-AC TABLETTE 50 CHERRY-IMMACULATE
£395
PROCEED PCD SERIES 3CD PLAYER (£3500 NEW)
£ 1495
QED A240CD INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
£99
RUARK EPILOGUE REFERENCE ROSEWOOD SUPERB AND BOXED
£299
RUARK CL20 BEECH VERY GOOD CONDITION
£895
VIENNA ACOUSTICS MOZART BEECH WOOD GOOD CONDITION BOXED
£995
PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE-KEITH MONKS MACHINE PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES.
THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS

www.sound-stage.co.uk

the AUDIOVISUAL Lounge
seeing

and hearing is believing

STOCKISTS OF
AVID
ANTHONY GALLO
B&W
CHORD ELECTRONICS
Specialist in
DALI
audio
and visual
EXPOSURE
HARMON KADRON
entertainment
KEF
systems from the
LEXICON
MONITOR AUDIO
world's best
NAD
manufacturer's
NoRoosT
Musical Fidelity Tri -Vista - full

ORTOFON
PRIMARE
PRO- AC
PRO-JECT
REGA
REL
ROKSAN
SME
TANNOY
VIENNA ACOUSTICS
UNISON RESEARCH
AND MANY MORE

range in

Stock

-11

A.

)1 ) )

•

the AUDIO.VISUAL lounge
135-137 Commercial Street,
London El 6BJ

Tel: 020 7375 3691
Fax: 020 7377 1756
Email: info@theavlounge.com

Hazlemere Audio

IMO

Digital
dCS
Metronome
Opus 21 (new
from Resolution
Audio)
Oracle
Amplification
Chapter Audio
DNM
Lamm
Nagra
Plinius
Renaissance
Spectral

Catalogue
01332 760587
List online at www.vynoodle.co.uk

Power supply
Accuphase
Isotek
Jaya
Loricraft

......................................... ..
.: ........
: .... " For me,
•••
..... Relaxa 3+ is
..... beyond
.:::•
.:; reproach"
Ken Kessler,
Hi -Fi News
THE RELAXA 3+ EQUIPMENT SUPPORT FROM S.A.P £499
Available from:
23 Richings Way, Iver, Bucks SLO 9DA
Tel: 01753 652669 infoukd.co.uk
www.ukd.co.uk

If you

Vinyl
Avid
Garrard
Oracle
Speakers
ART
Talon
Verity Audio
Cables
Nirvana
Siltech
Spectral
Sup¡
Clearlight
Kinabalu

value the best

(rather than just the most expensive)
For an appointment (day or evening)

Call High Wycombe

(
01494 865829)
oudspeakers

Audio Analogue • Creek • Ecosse • Fanfare
Gamut • Harmonic Technology • Ortofon • Piega
Reference 3A • SME • Sugden • Triangle
— \r"-
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Hearing is Believing

Aream
B&W

CLOW

Castle
Classé
Copland

CHOKING

Lavardin

WF/I /4///M
III

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Marant

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can

30 years of Excellence

Primare

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: (01) 2889449/2888477

B+W Nautilus

Sony

Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6pm. Thur - Fri 10 am to 9pm

tell i
best
you
nyour
what
system.
cables will work
•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

1COMPONENTS
; ACCESSORIES
U T
UR
ES

Lockwood Audio

Coll, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 862-4870 • fox (
215) 862-4871

VINTAGE GEAR AND RECORDS FOR SALE AND WANTED
Spares and repairs

Visit our website at:

http://www.Iatwyre.com
entail: tatwyre@fatwyre.com

See the TAIWUY Cones Hotline at
www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk
Call for appointment to visit us at Ruislip on
+44(0) 20 8864 8008 or Fax +44(0) 20 8864 3064
mail: saleselockwoodaudio.co.uk

THE

company

9L1
m

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

As good as it gets - just hear the 82.2 Revelation!
Music lovers - forget 5.1 ch HT, stereo is here again!
In fact, the 2ch sound from SETs and really good singledriver horn speakers has never been bettered for pure
musical enjoyment. And horns don't come any better
than the new B2.2 Revelation ( right). The dynamics and
transparency are phenominal - they give adepth of
sound stage and image focus which is just so believable.
The Beauhorn Virtuosos

and toe- in right the B2 is

simply manage to make

very definitely aBeauhorn.

music of all kinds more

It has the same tactile

interesting and involving

immediacy and directness

than conventional speakers.

that its more sophisticated

Paul Messenger Hi Fi+

elder brother possesses.

Once you get the location

Roy Gregory Hi Fi+

r
iF

Beauhorn
website: wwvv.beauhorn.com
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e-mail: infon@beauhorn.com

Hastings TN35 4NB England

Telephone: +44 (0)1424 813888

Advertisers Index
Affordable Valves

116

Icon Audio

Alternative Audio

118

Joenit

Audio Consultants

The

32

Audio Reference

84

Audio Reflections

116

Audio Salon

106-110

Audio Synthesis

118

113

Mantra Audio

100

Metropolis Music

60

Midland Audio ex-change

111

112

Musical Fidelity

41

Musical Images

18

Audio Venue

72

Noteworthy Audio

94

119

Audio Works . The

86

Avid

114

B & W Loudspeakers

9

ralcoss EIectrenales, Igisalcaily Sound

43

Kevin Galloway Audio

Audio T

Audio Visual Lounge

Falcon Acoustics I-tcl

48

Oxford Audio

82

Path Group The

IFC & IBC

Pinewood Music

84

Quad Specialist The

114

httpilwwwfalcon -acoustics.co.uk
Full Price List and Focal details on Web Site
DRIVE UNITS: by FOCAL & seas, and apick of the
best from other manufacturers.
100+ CROSSOVER NETWORKS: - Active & Passive,
Components. Accessories.
New L53/5A type Crossovers & Components
COMPONENTS
SOLEN Polypropylene capacitors. 0.1mFd. to 100mFd.
Polyester and Polycarbonate Film Capacitors. 0.1rnEd. to 10mFd.
ALCAP Reversible Electrolytic Capacitors ( Non- Polar):
50v, 100v & Low Loss. 2mfd. to 600mFd.
FALCON Custom- wound Inductors.
FERRITE:- Standard. High Power, Super Power,
Super-Super Power
AIRCORED 0.56 - I.25mm wire: IRON DUST. 1mm wire

Beauhorn

120

Radlett Audio

82

Brighton Hifi Exchange

117

Redline Scotland Ltd

72

Central Audio

112

Right Note The

80

Choice Hifi

101

Russ Andrews

117

Back year sets of Speaker Builder, Audio Amateur & Glass Audio,
plus the Audio Anthology Set.

Signals

112

Altogether 50+ hooks and Audio Amateur's magazine year sets.
2001 & 2002 year sets lint CD- R only

Chord Electronics

16

TAPPED INDUCTORS:-

0-10mH in I
mH steps & 0- I
mH in

0.ImH steps

AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS

Definitive Audio

114

Siltech Cables

Densen

105

Sounds Transparent

Dynamics

115

Soundstage

119

13

TomTom Audio

114

118

Totem Acoustic

43

Send for our FREE price list PL3I: Just send alarge S.A.E.

80

146p stamp) or USS2 bill overseas, Europe USSI bill or

Focal — J.M.Lab UK
G.T.Audio
Guitar magazine

94

Tube shop

H.N.E. Systems

86

UKD

6
72

119

FUCAr.

'
State of the Art' Units & Kit Designs
Focal Unit Range

as pioneered in the Utopia range of systems.
Price List & Unit Specs FREE on Web site - available in . pdf format
SUPPLIERS TO THE TRADE SINCE 1972

3International Reply Coupons ( IRC) to:(Dept HEN) Unit 12 Damgate Lane Industrial Estate,

Hazlemere Audio

119

Ultimate Sonics

86

Damgate Lane

Heathcote Audio

116

Usher Audio Tec

10

Summer Sale

Heatherdale Audio

46 & 115

Vynoodle

119

Hicam Audio

115

Walrus Systems

14

Ian Harrison Hifi

114

Wilmslow Audio

114

10% off all Focal 1nits; Publications & Software.
(Ref. PI.31. Stock items only)
On all orders recehed during July & August 2003
ACLE. Norwich, Norfolk. NRI3 312.1 Tel (0)1493 751100

nei,. month

HiFi News

Exclusive: Denon's universal ¡player
Amilestone product from one of the world's most respected brands, Denon's universal
player handles OVO Audio and SACO, as well as DVD-Video and CD. How does it
measure up? We tell you in the first- ever full technical review

E.xclusive: Wilçnriumle
We're the first to listen to and assess the awesome new flagship loudspeaker from
Wilson Audio. Don't miss our exclusi

worth o
Thenit bs

111

pp for grabs In •
our free- to-enter competition

sale Friday, 1Aqtju
sential rmling!

ee
-

e
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opinion

ken kesster
Shock, horror!

technology? One of those dead- in- the- water new formats,

2003 is my 20th year with HFN.

only not amusic carrier but High Definition Video... on VHS

Yup, some of you have been

cassettes. Quite what possessed JVC to launch anew format

suffering my drivel for two

on old VHS tape, I'll never know, but Isaw the results at

decades. It's not that Imarked my

Hamish McAlpine's home, and the images were so vastly

calendar with the anniversary; if

superior to DVD video that Icould only shake my head in

so, then it should have been

sadness. The realisation is that the most successful new

celebrated in lune. And Iwould like

format of all time — DVD video — is another case of us being

to think that, at 51, I'm still abit

sold short, because once people see what they're missing,

too young to be thinking of an
obituary. Rather, I've been wending my way down Memory

they won't be happy with DVD.
No, they won't buy High Def VHS. But they'll eventually

Lane in some earnest for the past eight months, thanks to a

buy Blu-Ray, all the while cursing the industry for rush-

project that might prove to be my crowning glory. It was

releasing plain vanilla DVD... just as they couldn't wait until

during the research that Idiscovered just how quickly time

CD was sorted before launching it. But the future sure looks

had passed. All it took was thumbing through the back issues.

good; Ijust won't be buying another copy of Casablanca or

Too bad Iquit smoking: apipe would have come in handy,
Bilbo Baggins-style, feet on the table, blowing smoke rings, as

The Exorcist, no matter how much better the carrier.
In five or so years, then, I'll probably look back at Blu-Ray

Ireminisced: my first CES; seeing John Gilbert of The

as the dominant format (or whatever comes along). I'll pray

Gramophone showing more nerve at 1984's Oktoberfest than

that my consistency holds and that I'll still adore LS3/5A

30 or so hacks half his age; adeath threat from Linn's Ivor

speakers, Decca cartridges and valve amplifiers. Above all,

Tiefenbrun at the Brighton Hi Fi Show; inspiring Neil Sinclair

I'll be content with my quarter century even if my only

to be the first to stick valves in aCD player; adaunting three-

achievement turns out to be having inspired John Atkinson to

week- plus jaunt around the USA visiting high- end

coin the term 'anachrophilia' to describe my adoration of and

manufacturers and battling cockroaches and hookers; my first

nostalgie for old hi-fi.

meetings with what must now be nearly every high- end

And so what is the research project that inspired this semimisty- eyed column? I've been pounding up and down the Mil,

celebrity of the past zo years — Iknow exactly how privileged
I've been, and I'm still just as star- struck as a12- year- old at a
Britney gig. (Unless, she's become 'so last
week' already.)
Living legends I've been lucky to meet
include Mark Levinson, Harry Pearson, Peter
Walker, David Hafler, David Wilson and
dozens of others. And then there were dear,
departed friends like Harvey Rosenberg and
Stan Kelly, and those Iknew only too briefly
or met but once or twice, such as Donald

interviewing semi- retired engineers and MDs, inhaling the

Too bad Iquit smoking: apipe would
surely have come in handy — Bilbo
Baggins-style, feet on the table, blowing
smoke rings
as Ireminisced

Aldous, Denis Wratten, Raymond Cooke and
Paul Klipsch.
Brands came, shone brightly and vanished, including my
personal favourite, Apogee. When Iarrived, LPs were

and others, in order to author and edit the definitive study of

dominant, CDs were just appearing, and the industry had

Quad. It's unlikely that Icould have done it without the zo

dead- in-the-water formats to foist upon us, like DCC. Twenty

years behind me, despite Quad possessing archives to die for,

years on, and LPs haven't gone away, CDs are dominant, and

and despite so many of the key players still being with us in

the industry has dead- in-the-water formats to foist upon us,

2002-03. Ineeded that ' seasoning', whatever the passage of

like DVD-A and SACD. Plus ça change...

time endowed me with, in order to put Quad into perspective.

But why look back? After all this time, filled as it has been

Most of all, Ineeded the help of numerous contributors such

with asteady flow of cool toys, there's no let-up in sight. Just

as Geoffrey Horn, Tony Faulkner, John Borwick, Ivor

this month, Itasted two all- time- great bargains of the sort

Humphreys and many others, all of whom Imet during the

that help me maintain my faith in the industry and keep me

past

from being jaded, while afriend showed me some
breathtaking technology that defies all logic. Tormenting you

122

scent of so- year- old photos, poring over Hi Fi Yearbooks,
yellowing catalogues and the collected works of Gilbert Briggs

20

years.

No, I'll save the real reminiscing, say, my personal ' best
of', for my 25th anniversary, or my parting from HFN, or when

isn't appropriate: the two killer bargains are the £ 50 m-m/m-c

Ifeel that Iam soon to shuffle off this mortal coil —

NAD phono stage and the £ 230 Denon D- M31 'casseiver' —

whichever comes first. For the time being, you're stuck with

both making me sit up to question my hearing. The new

me unless the Editor or IPC deem otherwise.
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The Astonishing AX- 7Integrated Amplifier is the first in anew series of
unprecedented, high performance, high value products from Ayre.
Ayre's signature sound combines breathtaking transparency with
beguiling musicality.
That's no accident. Ayre components are zero-feedback and fully
balanced from input to output to produce inherently pure sound.
For the past decade Ayre products have won numerous awards worldwide and
gained an enviable reputation for producing highly musical designs.
The new

AX- 7

Integrated Amplifier maintains this heritage.

For further details on Ayre components please contact
Path Premier
Dormer Road, Thorne Industrial Estate, Thame, Oxfordshire OX9 3UD
Tel: + 44 (0) 1844 219000

Fax: + 44 (0) 1844 219099
Email: premier@path.co.uk
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HOME CINEMA CHOICE
AWARD WINNER 2001
BEST SPEAKER PACK AGE Linos

Franco Serblin is too much the artist to settle into aroutine, too passionate
adesigner to sit still. After 20 years, he remains driven to discover better
methods for reproducing sound. And just as his views change the way we
look at loudspeakers, so has his medium - Sonus Faber - evolved alongside
his need to further the loudspeaker art.
His loudspeakers have developed into three distinct ranges - all the better
to address the needs of an increasingly sophisticated marketplace. After
all, with maturity comes aclarity of vision and intent. At the time of Sonus
Faber's birth, there was no home theatre to address, and digital audio was
in its infancy. In 2001, the world of home entertainment encompasses
discrete 5.1 channel surround sound, purist 2- channel analogue audio,
emerging digital technologies such as SACO and OVOA, and more.
Sonus Faber welcomes the future, yet it shows respect for the past, the
most vivid example being the Homage series. This luxurious range consists
of the stand- mounted two-way Guarneri and the three-way floor-standing

Sonus faber.

.

Amati, both embodying artisan skills of centuries past: the beauty and
warmth of hand-fashioned cabinetry, wrapped around components which
deliver sound worthy of the names of the greatest stringed instruments of
all time. For more modest installations, the Signum and the Electa Amator Il
forge adirect link with the speakers which established the Sonus Faber
name. And to serve amultitude of channels, the dazzling, ultra- modern
Concerto Home series contains everything from satellite speakers and slim
floor- standing models, to acentre channel, to the new Gravis subwoofer.
Whatever Sonus Faber speaker you acquire, whether you are
reacting to the looks and finish or the sound it produces,
there is only one response: Che bello 1
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